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INIRODUCTICtl

.Z4

Reseaxch developments over the past five years have been inter-

Preted to produce something close to a,naticual policy concerning

galevised viblende. U.S. Public Health Service sponsored research

contributed five recent volumes to the literature and the accompanying

Surgeon General's Repdrt.
1

This:in turn was. heard and reviewed by the

Pastore Committee".2 The policy that- appeared to 'emerge from'these_

hearings treated causality between some children's viewing and doing as

suMiciently established to require remedial action.

4,41

If some viewers are adversely. affected by exposure to violent .

, it
e ".

television materials,` then one must

be. Would they include all children, since they aretore impression

n

than adults? Are'some children ,not more vi4nerable, emotionally labile

Ind susceptible than gthers?. If this is soL it is Obvimis that
e,

,

A '

researchers should carefully examine the television vielpg habits;. and

responses of child populations' with known'eMotional impairment, as well
,

0 wham these viewersmigtit
n,*t

:.as those of youngsters whb are institutionalized early'in life because of
,..

,

\-n4Sroken or unstable families. Furthermore,-our previous work with' large

nuMberS of violent offenders revealed a high incidence of 'emotional

1 "Television-and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised Violence", Report

to the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, from the Surgeon

General's ,Scientific.Advisory Carmittee on'Television and Social Behavior,

uary 19, 1972.

A2 United States Senate Camexce Committee: SObcammittee on Cammunioations:

Senator John O. Pastore, Chairman, Hearings in March, 1972.

r



impairment and family instability, often resulting in foster care or

institutionalization in early, formative years. If television indeed

ten& to make some children violent, then children who are predisposed

to violence by developmental factors identified in known populations

of violent offenderS Should becarefully,studied.

To find, ne and settle upon a group of matched children wham

one could warran as "normal" was reluctantly re zed as a tempting

elusion or mire of scientific design. Even-in ing with adult,

personalities,

and evaluate an established track record of twenty:or more years of

functioning, the identification or diagnosis of "normal" behavior and

the clinician and researcher may review, study

personality remain elpsive. In the evaluation of children, it is

frequently apparent that what can be diagpOsed are merely greater or

lesser degrees of emotional distluipbaPice and that on any given day of

examination, a normal child can be troubl and emotiona;ly disturbed.

If the viewing of televised violence is indeed associated with

heightened' behavibilal violence, then it wpula obviously be desirable to

inVeAigate populat'ions of kndwn violent. offenders young enough to have

been raised from earliebt chi dhood with television sets. Youthful and

young adUlt offenders, especi y those charged with crimes of violence,

or those whose institutional adjustments are marked by pugnacity, may

be readily documented as predisposed to violence in that their various

forms' of aggression brought them inta,forbefUl conflict with the

law. One nee Y Make no inferences or speculations about their aggressive

21.



or violent prbioensities.

py studying youthful and young adult murderers or personS convicted

of aggravated assault or assault with intent to kill, one quickly '

r

gets to the center of things with reference to known, real violence.

With such youthful and young adult offenders one is not talking About

laboratory conditions or aggressivity as revealed-on Psychological
1,1

tests. One is talking very specifically about actual violence in the

streets. Here, our studies have specifically investigated the potential

role of television as a stimulus of real-life violence, in contrast to

violent play or fantasy.

s FLULLI the study of known groups of youthful, violent offenders it cam,.

be determined whether media-portrayed violence generates or:contributes

to causality, or is implicated by association with the production of

actual behavioral violence.

Many problems are inherent in this approach. One must be Able6to

guide and assist offenders in the recall of significant aspects of their

past lives, without cutting off their spontaneous associations. In research

with prisoners,one must assess and, encourage their Motivation to present a

truthfjx. picture under conditions where it is often best to keep one's mouth

shut. :\The experienced clinician is prepared to recognize and deal with 4

both consciously and unconsciously determined distortions in all subject-

disclosed ials, and avoids taking at face value any single finding ,

or group of fin
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The clinical data obtained in Projects III, IV and V were gathered

and scrutinized with every view to minimizing the inclusion of false

or inaccurate information. ,These investigations were carried out under the

clOse supervision of forensic psychiatrists with many years of experience

in judging the reliability of information obtained in interviews With

prison inmates.

Similarly, the projects involving the emotionally vulnerablec'child.

populations (Group A and B) drew upon experienced clinicians, special

teachers, their assistants and researchers who were familiar with

each child in their sample population. The studies of these children,

O

a number of wham participated for t19 #1u1l five years, built upon extensive

evaluations and long-term familiarity With each Child's performance and

(functioning before, during and after his exposure to the television

stimuli.

The p ss and findings of studies have been previously

described in extensive annual reports to the American Broadcasting COmpanyf

In our redent.pre-publication work of -Checking all of the figures, data and

tables of the past five years o£ work, encountered sane small discrepancies

in arithmetiC in Project I. and re-ran all of the data computer. While

re are some minor differences as a result of these borrections in several

of the sub-test figures, the overall findings and conaUsions in Project I are

essentially similar to those which were presented -in our\1972 Annual Report.

iv



A portion of the cartoon study in Project II, however, posed

a majj problem. In going back to re-check the arithmetic and statistics

of the cartoon test measurements for the Group A children in 1971,

despite an extensive search through several offices including. the effects

of Professor Polskrthe psychological test data could simply not be

located for the Coup A sample in Project II.

As sometimes happens in storing the base data of multipt projects

pursued over a five year period, sarethinq gets lost.- Nevertheless,

we had the psychological test data on ItheGroup B children, ad all of

the clinical data and observations on both Groups A and B. Without

checking the figures, Project II could not be published in/its earlier

form. The choice then presented itself as to whether to knit Project II

entirely, or to re-run the intact base data for the broken home sample (Group

B) and present those findings in addition to:the original clinical-
1")

data in modification of the earlier'annual report. Since the extensive]

clinical data remained intact on all of the dhildreh, and the computer

run of the test data .f r the broken home sailple produced some interesting

findings, Ct was deciaed to include the modified Project II along with4

the remaining studies.

2 1



PROTECT I:

RESPONSES OF EMOTIONALLY VULNERABLE CHILDREN TO TELEVIS/ON

Introduction

It is almost uperfluous to point tai, the importance of formal

4
research in exploring the area of media portrayal of violence, and

particularly the relatively new role, of television in that portrayal.

It is significant that, "national concern over certain kinds and

amounts of mass media portrayal of violence has reached the levels of

congressional (e.g., Senator Pastore's Sub Committee on COmmunications
1

and the Senate Committee o4 the Judiciary2) and Presidential
3

iriTutryl

The assimilation of television, into a child's experiences. has'

been a topic of considerable concern and controversy for same years.

1

2

3

United States Senate'ddrimerob Committee: Sub- Cannittee on Communications,:,

Senator John O. Pastore, Chairman, Hearings in March, 1972, based on

"Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised Violence", Repott
To the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, .from the

Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social
Behavior, January 19, 1972.

U.S. Senate: "Television and Juvenile Delinquency", Report ofthe
Committee on'the Judiciary, Report no. 1466, ,84th Congress, First
Session, January, 1956. Government Printing Office, 1956.

National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, Dr.
Milton S. Eisenhower, Chairman: "Commission Statement on Violence''
in Television Entertaindent Programs, SepteMber, 1969". U.S..

Government Printing Office, 1969.

4 Heller, MI.SY;' and Poilhsky, St "Television Violence, Guidelines for
Evaluation", Archiv s of General Psychiatry, 24:279-285: March, !.971.
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This has been intensely augmented diFingthe past few Seats., There

have been reports that, on the one hand, television promotes passi-,

Niity in children by virtue of. their fixation on the television box feed-

ing them entertainment. On the other hand, there have been reports
)k

that television encourages anti:-social aggressive behavidr. .Speculation

.about children's reactions to television have covered 6-ie entire

. spctriim of emotional rdSponsiveness: children are be eved tollayp

,
'experiences ranging from the extreme ofIagitation and.depression

. -0. . Z k

tothe other extreme of affectlessness land robot-like depersonalization:

,., .

Increasingly in the past -few years,, this ge&ral concern about tele-

vision has been more'Specifitlolly focbsed on yioIencel'ar0 aggression:
. -or

This has. paralleled the yircudng preoccupation with the menifestati

of violence in-the natiOnal scene and its significance.

. 4 4i

Some Early Studies
.s.,

.

.

'
C.:1 (

0
Historically, television is the latest stage in a'pxogression that

WAh the'dime.novels, movias.,:the funnies, andcamii4boakt. The
.

5
Payne Fund Studies (Peterson, Thurston) 'were an -early examination

of one stage In the progression and reflected same of the'comple4ty,

of the interaction between children and horror movies, which was a

predominant social concern of the nineteen thirties.

Peterson, R.C., d Thurston, L.L. ."Motion Pictures and4tge Sociak

Studies of Chil -n ", New York, McMillan; 1933.

tt
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Macooby,
6 in her article on'"Effects of the Mass Media" almost

a decade ago succinctly states some issues. She noted-that mass

media (and television) can inn ce,children in indirect and direct

effects. Indirect effects essentially pertain to the tendency for

television to pre-empt and to cut into the time Of qther activities, whether

or not these other activities are judged on a higher or lower Ael

than television. Even earlier, Himme/weit7 and others found the

_princiFile of "Fnctional Siimilarity"; activities that will be given up

most readily in favor of television are

es, comics) .but less effectively

that satisfy the same needs-

The more direct effects of television may be either immediate

or long rang. Maccoby found the immediate effects,to include the

.

emotional reactions of tloe dhild while he is viewipg television, and

the immediately ensuing repercussions of Giese in defensive reactions,

fatigue, excitement, daydreams, etc.

Val

broader questiohs'were raised and researchers,addressed-

to the probledi of causation, a different atmosphere pre7.

Even the briefest review of the literature, as in this introduc-

6
Maccoby, E. "Effect's of the

pmelit Research, 1964, Russel Sa4e FOunda

pp. 323-349.

Mass Media"4,4n Hoffman and Hoffman

Review of Child Develo

7 Hi4171Z, H.T., Oppenheim, A.M. and Vince, T., Television and
the Child, OxfOrd University Press, London, 1958,

- 3
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tion, is enough to indicate much disagreement, conflicting opinion

.and variant research findings with respect to the question of the ef-

fect of television portrayed.viblence upon viewers. "Answers tO it,

based both on simple opinion and on research which reflects varying

degrees of Sophistication and appreciation .of the complexity of the

phenomenon, have ranged from confident statements that the medium's

influence is uniformly pernicious to equally glib assertions that merely

watching entertainMent fare can do little to shape children's social

behavior. "8

Klepper9 undertook an extensivereview of research on the ef-

fects of mass-media directed violence on children, with special re-

fere:ice to television. He addressed 'himself ,b0 a number of reports

that aggressive, maladjusted or delinquent behavior'was present

among children who viewed television, and he indicated that surveys

have come up with these conclusions in referencej.0 practically every"

mass medium: Secorialy,the pointed pp the connection 4f preference6
-

between one medium'and another: "The child who esche4 viarehce-
.

8 Liebert, Robert M. "Televiosion\and Social Learning" (Overview),
Television'and Social Behavior, VOl.'2, A Technical Report to the
Surgeon, General's Scientific Advilory 00mmittee on Television and
Social Behavior, United States Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, 1972.

9
Klapper, J.T. "The Effects of Mass -Media Depicted Violence: A
Review of.Research Findings", presented at American Orthopsychiatric
Association, 1968.
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on the television set is'not likely to seek it in the neighborhood

movie." ,,Essentially, he called attention to the fallacy of propound-

ing spurious cause and effect relationships.

N

Klapper noted that it was "confirmed in survey after survey, that

overt acts of violence are no more common among groups of children who

are heavy consumers of media violence than they are among groups who

are light uNers or abstainers ". Various surveys found that person-

ality characteristics correlated with a high absorption of mediavio-

lence were attributable to such factors as conflict with parentsp lack

of satisfactory peer relations, and a reluctance to accept personal

sponsibility for wrong' doing. Klapper pointed dut that these are not

necessarily predispositions to violence, but rather mahifestations

df disturbances in interpersonal apd socials relationships. He also

noted that some studies that children of this kind, far rail

indulging in anti' ocial behavior, used teleyision characters.
.

and materialas the yound work for fantasies.

4

Klapper took the posit' that "The function served for these

children by this type of media. ma y
iAl involves, first, an e4tApe from

eir own,feelings of social impotence, and, secondly, the4prWision

f a vicarious feeling of ability to control their interpersonal environ-

ment." .The supposed reinforcement or increment that television pre--,
sumably provides toward making a child perform certain acts "is thus

- 5
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not particularly likely to manifett itself in commissions of vicilents

lacts, as rather in further withdrawal into the fantasy world they

already seek in the media."

Reviewing body of survey research, Klappees opinion Was

that mass -cn di.a depicted violence was nat'a primary determinant in

causing violent or aggressi behavior, or indeed in-producing any

9ther behavioral tendency. He,felt, however, that depictions of

crime 40 violence may serve spbcial psychological functions for

Children who are already socially maladjusted.

Hartley
10

undertook to review0experiments and formal research

done to assess the effect of television-depicted.violence on children.

For the most part, these studies had a basic 'Cie-sign that allowed for

, .

rather limited variations. The basic degign was to have one group of

dhildrea-(experilentai"subjects) VieW7tfilmor.exhibit having

"aggression" content, while another group (control ects) did

not. The two groups were paired for presurvalky important variableswere
. .

s.

that might affect their re ons (such as .intelligence, Sbdio-economic

levels, age and sex). The two UPS' were then exposed to a play

situation design to measure the ld's degree 'of aggressivity. The

,1
Hartley, R.L. "The IMpact of Viewing Aggregsiont Studies and
Problems 'of Extrapolation". New York, Columbia Broadcasting
System, Clfice,of Social Research, 196a.
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ecjree of "aggression" evident in this limited play behavior of the

s was thereafter compared. In some studies "pre" and "post"6

differences we 'available, and the comparisons bear on behavior before

and after viewing the timulus material. Some of the studies perforMaid

in 9lismanner reported that

violently. toned television films

'ldren exposed to the aggressive or

g as a stimulus) were induced

to behave more aggressively in a play - ,time ituation.

Hartley had the following observations'on such

1. The aggression in the play situation invariably consis

- invents:

hitting, kicking or attacking a doll or other toy, or the ho

manipulation of some implement. The toy,, iiiplement or doll was

designed for this purpose, and there was a strong "stimulus-pull"

to invite attack or manipulation.

2. The heightened aggression was observed very soon (a few mirkttes)

er expoatire to the stimulus material,'and*no attempt was made

to determine the duration of'the effect.

3. It dannOtbe assUMed that play behavior is an accurate estimate.

ofnpn7play behavior. Due to the permissiveness and at least

partial suspension of super-ego functions during play\drivesand

*Pulses come outthat would` ..t ordinarily be visible.\

4. The context in which the child s the film was unlike a\normal

viewing. situation. No parents or. sib gs were present; child

7

31
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influences.

individual showing in order to minimize,outside

5. The experiments included no sanctions; no adult during the ex-

periment indicated that the aggressive behavior was in any way

disapproved or might entail unpleasant consequences., If anything,

the child was confronted by an adult - a model - who tacitly

encouraged the, youngster to play with the doll or whatever object

, was involved,.again influencing the set of the child.

Ori the basis of-the preceding criticisms, as well as others,

Hartley was led to conclude that, "The investigators who have linked

the laboratory results with real-life events, have done so by the de--

vice of using the same g alized label - e.g., 'aggression', 'vio

lencel, 'punitiveness' bracket quite different behavioral referents."

The connection between laboratory aggression and the aggression which. .

is a societal problem remained quite loose and tenuous.

Teens and Methodologies'

In the light of the reviews by Klapper, Hartley and others, itAs

evid that crtc issues cannot be clarified until basic questions

-concerning definitions of certain loaded conc6..pta and words (al-

gression,,violen are explicated. Moreover, substantive areas

Nihrt be furtip!er,explo , and'methodological pribbledS resolved. Now

thattelevision'studies ha en pursued fOr a.nurble:f years, pre-

vious tendencies to state the' is es. in terms of simplistic cause and

8
4

4')
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effect relationships have been met with skepticism by serious students

of communiaations and mass Media. The tendency to PerCeive inter-

relationships between televi an mid aggression in a global, unary -,

ing and undifferentiated, one-
7 a

accumulation of experience, gi

cOmpleXities involved in this iss

nal framework has,gwith the

way to same appreciation of the

Aggression.

Aggression, both as aneveryday phenamenan in all walks of life,

and as a conceptual abstraction, can be so encoffipassing that it is

'necessary to break it down into operational terms. TO psychologists

working in the province of learning theory, Ondestablishing per-

sonality correlates Of how children learn to behave, the complex

ramifications, of aggression have been the subject of considerable

clinical and experimental work.

One important. aspect ofthis work is concerned, with the de-

r of consistency of aggreqsion in children. The term, "Stimulus

Generalizations", is a concept whidh.denotes the correlation between

Similar aggressive responses in Sudh different situation the class-
..

roam, playground or home (the child may or' may neet be aggressive in

varying situations). The term "Response Equivalei?i, ' refans me the

relationship of differing aggrestive responses to similar situOiv

(e.g., physical aggression, verbal aggression, displacement, etc.). '\

t3

ssion can be further subdivided into instruffentai aggres-
4

4,

-
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sion, which is directed toward t5eachievement of non hostile goils,

4
and hostile aggression, or aggressive drive, for which the goal re-

spon'se is injury to some dbject:'As an instrumedtal act, aggressive

behavior is one of,a number of alteriatives that a child may utilize

to satisfy. his needs or obtain his goal.

If a child wants a toy that belongs to another younster, he

can either arrange a swap, ask for adult helpin getting the toy,

have a tantrum, or forcibly take the toy. The goal in an example of

.

instrumental aggression is the toy rather than primarily hurting a

peer. If the child persists in hitting his Peer regardless of the fate

of the toy, or hurts because he wants to, the behavior is indicative of
t.

the expression of aggressive drive or hostile aggresSion as campared

to instrumental aggression,

v

' Studies concerned with aggressive estations'in children have

failed to differentiate adequately between n4lostilp or instrumental

aggressive acts, and hostile or aggressive drive instic ted behavior,.

according to Feshbach.
11

Thus, one must establish whether a child

ly has as his goal the inflicting of painful and destruCtive

ces on a person (aggressive drive), or whether the aggressive

behavior is thc more malleableLinstrumental aggression that is only,

11
Feshbach, S% and Singer, R. _Television and Aggression, Jossey-Poss, 'Inc.,

(-San Francisco, 1971.
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- one alternative hard satisfying other needs.

0,

I

Feshbach also emphasizes the complex relationships that the

'emotions of anger or rage have to aggressive drive. He regards anger

as an energizer of ongoing behavior, and as an explosive response

rather than as a noxious state. 'Even if there was a noxious' component

to the affecti action of anger, he feels a distinction should be

maintained between this aspect of angei-related drive,-and the
Va

motivated infliction of painbi injury. He thinks-a child can: learn to

.

reduce anger through methods other than the inflicting
,

of injury.. Anger

and rage may have drive.properties, and may be closely related

to aggressive drive; however, he feels that such a concept as aggres-

sive drive is rooted in antecedents other than only anger and rage.
b

Similar problems present themselves in differentiating what is

normal self-assertiveness in a child'nom aggxessive behavior.

Feshbach reported unusual findings:In his study of the effects.

of-television and manifestation of aggressiVeness. The subjects were

665 boys in seven different institutional settings, divided between

three private schools,and four boys' homes. The homes were residential

settings for boyS-from a low soQio-econcmia background wfiCse families

were unable to care for them. The students at the private, schools

were from mainly Mid Ole or upper class backgrounds. The boys ranged

in age from ten to seventeen. The subjecth,were randomly assigned

4
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,. within each institution to a television schedule containing pre-
. NN .

dbudnantely aggressive programs.' The duration of the study Was six

weekb. Feshbach wanted to assess the influence of differential

exposure to aggressive' stimuli' on aggressive attitudes and behavior.

This assessment was ne through daily behavior ratings submitted

for each boy by his limediate supervisor,' and through other psycho-
a..

logical s ales andoquestionnaires.

Feshbach found, by a comparison of behaviOr ratings,' that the

frequency' of verbal aggression and physical aggression, whether directed

toward peer or authority figures, was consistently' higher in the

nt 1 group exposed to the non - aggressive programs as compared

. to tif; experimental' group exposes to the aggressive programs. Further,

the differehce between the control and experimental group in aggressive
.

behavior directedfdWard peers was greatest in boys who were initially'

aggressive, especially boys who werepabove the average on the gpes-

--tionnaire measures of hostility.

Though aware of the limitations imposed0 his particular sample,

Feshbach concluded that,,"The experimental findin0 provide'some

dence suggesting that exposure to aggressive content in television

serves to reduce or control the expression of aggression." Speculating

on a possible interpretation of the data, he' lized the concept of

cognitive support". Aggressive- television'conben, atleast under

certain conditions; can bind and regulate the straw aggressive

\I
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tendencies. of children by providing aco ptable outlets through cogni-

tive devices (verbal and vi&Lal). This is suggestive of the view of
th

television as a/cathartiC agent. The message of fantasy conveyed

by fictionalized aggressive content on television is pekceived as
sAA

such by the children, Feshbach believes, and is less potent in

0

iinfluencing their aggression than the message of reality derived,

from actual experiences in their environment.

Vulnorability: Knowing the Child

Are there children fro wham television portrayed violence

has an adverse effect? Are some children more likely than others

robe vulnerable to media violence? Who might suc1 children

be? In order to focus most quickly upon the question of vulnera-

r

bility, we began our research by proceeding directly to the study

otwo representative populations of Children who should be regarded

as most vulnerable to. adverse behaviorll effects attributable to

televised violence: (A) emotionally impaired. youngsters and

(B) -children aunt broken homes.

Children with emotional *toa4ment, but of normal intelled-

tual endowment and educable in a speci 1 sdho4, provided the
ro

study with reasonably qualitative samp es of a juvenile psychiatric
4

.population (Group A). In view of asse clairnS-khat televised

violence may be especially harmful to ldren from broken homes,

we have studied a representative popul tion of such children, a

v
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second group of psychiatrically normal' youngsters, who have been

'deprived of ongoing ,parental ties (Group B). 'These children, with

normal intellectual endowment, have been available for round,the,

clock behavioral observation in a boarding home. Aside from the

known variables of their greater emotional control, and attendance

0
neighboring public schools, they are otherWise comparable to `Group A,

in age, race and general. background dharacteristics.

. , ,

, In addition to studying the two groups of youngsters hypothe,

/sized as hily vulnerable td any adverse effects of the teleyised por-

trayal of violence, we undertook as.well to study a known violent

population, young prisoners with an impressive record of crimes of

violence and aggressiveness (Group C).

As has been the case in a number of university and graduate

school researdh.programs, we'have gotten away from older forms of

studies involving several h 0 " APand sometimes thousands, of

subjects. Such methodologies, -once. popular to the point ofr rvasive-

ness in thesis studies, haYe proven less replicable and less reliable

than intensive smaller samples involving the thorough and intimate

study-ofeach subject.

Iyiarder to begin to understand "e effect of television upon,

the child, one msut knOw t1 "child , not any child, but the childbeing 4

studied. The present studies have accordingly used samples of such

- 14 -
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size that each of the children could be studied extensively'an

depth-
,

Awindfall advantage in the selection of eabh or our re

populations has been the wealth of pre-existing rds 'of pertinent.

psychological, medicaX, educational, developmental background and

ongoing behavioral data. ,These materials, available to the researchers"

on each of the subjects, have been utilized as long-term evaluation

base lines. ,Iri other words,. we knew a godd deal about each of the

research subjects to start with, extending over a considerable period

of time up to and including the. initiation of the research studies.

We have had the further benefit of independent diagnostic

studies and tests from private psydhiatristS, sdhOol psychologists

and teachers on all of the youngsters included in.the.emotionally imr

paired population (Group A), re--evaluated in each instance by our own

research staff. Such materials have been of inestimable valuein

studying a representative, emotionally impaired, non- defective, child

psychiatric population.

The children in GroOP B; from broken homes, have had similar

psydhological studies and clinical evaluations which failed to reveal,-

Significant degrees of emotional impairment, ,or manifest psychiatric
A'

problems: On each of these youngsters we were providpd with ongoing

reports Armteadhe 'superviSors, counselors,, and house "parentis with

-5
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respect toktheir ongoing day-to-day behavior,

In Group C, the prison populationbur',knoWledgd, Of each in-

mate was markedly enhanced by thevreports of correctional Off0ers,in-

stitutional psystiologis4 psychiatrists and Mental health workers,

whose cooperation markedly benefited and enhanced our knowledge of 1-'rit

each researth subject.

Subjects:

-METHODOLOGY

Group A (Emotionally Impaired)

In the first year of the study, Group A (emotionally impaired)
KC \

consisted oP30 children* attending a private, non-profitday 'school

for emotionally gabled and learning-disOrdened youngsters; None of
y

the Children in thA,study-Were mentally reLrded: The grange Was

4
'fromiten to fiftenn. Ther6 were twentyfiVe boys and ,girls in the

sample. Severntean of the children were white, and irteen were black.

These. children were considered to have average,

//

although. they panifested learning disabi

tellectual potential,

es and difficulties in school
c.

achievement as a functiOn of both th u r personality prdbleMS and Ili-II*"

favorable environmental conditi
A

_ -

The groiibp coulddg-San ly be considered a psychiatric -pope-

lation, or a population o pisturbed children. The.referral of these

* All thirty dhildr re studied cliniCally, but only those who took

the complete bat f various tests were included for tests and

measurements data, utationS. .. ,

--%
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youngsters, usually from.a public school source, to a private,.non-

profit special school, generally reflected an accurate judgement that

these children needed special assistance. The one common symp,

tam of all these children was a learning disability, reflected in poor

school achievement despite their basic average intellectual endowment.

This common symptom was embedded in a complex Of other emotional

and behavioral problems, manifested in such actions as predelinqpent

and delinquent behavior, conflicts with peers and authority, hyper--

activity, withdrawal, poor control of aggression, immature and

regressive funcioning, and a general clinical picture of maladaptive-

ness.

Their socio-economic background was either lower middle

class or working class. Theirjamilies tended to be psychologically

unstable in that,they were known to other agencies and clinics for

problems other than those pos&I by the particular child at the school.

In effect, these children came from backgrounds that would approxi-

mate in severity the degree of disorganization attached to the'connota-

tion of the multiple-problem family.

Group B (Children of Broken Homes)

This group consisted of twenty* boys living in an institution

charitably maintained by the Boman Catholic Church for dependent

and neglected,homeless boys up to the age of eighteen. The boys

* All twenty dhildten Were studied clinically, but only those who took the
complete battery of various tests were included for tests and measurements

data computations.

17
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in this institution might best be characterized under the rubric of

"normally deprived ". They came from broken homes where parents .

were either unable pr unfit to care for them. 11 ugh :,cusof the boys

showed psychological scars from the untoward experiencesof their

home life, they were not a psychiatric population of disturbed children

in the sense of those in Group A. The youngsters in the institution

were intrinsically more intact; aside from their fate of having broken

homes, they evinced no need for. institutional or special care..

. The age range of the boys used in this study extended from ten

through fifteen. The children were considered to have basically at

least average intellectual endowment, though sane of these children,

too, had learning disabilities and problems in academic achievement,

secondary to their early deprivation.

There were sixteen white boys, one black boy and three Puerto

Rican boys. It is to be noted that these twenty boys attended classes

on the grounds of the institution, as well as living there. This af-

forded a more comprehensive perspective of their total life and corms-
.

ponded to the residential setting utilized in Feshbach's12 work.

Viewing Conditions:

The stimuli in this study consisted of filmed television programs

depicting Varying degrees of violence. Conditions were arranged so that

12 Feshbach, S., op. cit.
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tNe'dhildrep in both Groups. A And B would view the television pro,

gramsiva school or class setting that would approximate as closely

as possible average hone viewing situatioAs.' Toward this end,
. ,

as informal atmospwas maintained. The children, from all ap-

pearances, did not'regard themselves as subjects for a psychological

.study, though they were aware that there was some purpose in \showing

the television films inasmuctias they had to participate in discus-

sions and various piychological measures.

With two exceptions in GroUp A-(enotionally impaired), the

childienlooked forward with anticipation to the viewing time, and

wanted to stay in the roan until:the end of the session. TAe children

sat in a semi - circle around the viewingScreen, and were free to move

about. as they might at home. An enclosure was constructed to house

the rear view film projector in such a manner as to simulate a typical

home television console, in a. representative children's playroom set-

t.ing.

The television materials were shown along with the commer-

cials, It was felt' that the commercials were part of the children's nor-

mal experience of watching television, and that deleting the cower-

cials would create an artifact in this study.

There were a number of adults observing the children during

each viewing, including project personnel, the children's teachers, and

19 -
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aqsistants who were present when their respective classes had a teleJ

vision program, aneWhb assisted in the dicussibn interrogation and

testing phase after the televiion materials were shown.

O'

The Nature of the Stimuli (Television Programs):

Complete television programs were used in this study4 Repre-
,

fientativetelevision materials were'made available by the American.

BroadcAting Company on .1.6 mm f ilm. Actual television fare was
0

used in order that the content would be representative of what children

could and would Wile to On their sets at hOme.--
I.

Project personneL.teadhert and,staff Collaborated.iP evaluating

each progiaM'according to the deT of aggiession aria'violence4 A

variety of criteria was'used,.inCluding those Bormulatedby.Heller and'

Polsky.
13

The to 'sion materi is were divided according to their

degree of_violehCe into three categories: minimal, .moderate or 'maximum.

The minimal-group was essentially bland, and included episodes from

such series as The Flying Nun. Themaximal grOlip contained representa=

tive fare from such series as F.B.I., Combat apd Felony Squad.*

prog

Each child in the study saw approximately fifteen teldel

ams. These fifteen programs were Composed of five, minimal in-

13 Belle M. and Polsky, S., "Television Violence: Guidelines for:

Evalua on". op. cit.

* See Appendix or test film list.
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tensity pro§rmas, fiVe moderate intensity programs and-five maximal

intensity programs. Utilizing this procedure gave the researCh team

an opportunity to determine any differential reaction that might be

associated With the intensity of violence judged to be depicted in

the picture.

MEASURES

A nuMber of measures and scales dealing with personality

°

1

variables relevant'to the study Of aggression were administered at

the beginning and at the end of the sixteen week experimental period.

These are referred to as the Pre Post Measures. In arlditign, be-

havior rating forms and other measures were administered to each

child after the termination of each television program in Tex to evaltr

ate his reaction to-the particular program. These we have called the

'Individual Program Measures. The Pre-Post Measures and Individual

PrograniMeasures constitute'th6 formal psychological assessment in

contrast to the clinical, and, staff observational data arid'"reports.

The various measures are described below, an reproduced in. Appendix

A.

PRE -'POST MEASURES: (Before and After the Entire P9)ect)

Bailyn Questionnaire:

In "Mass Media and Children", Bailyn
14

investigated the television

7

a,
14

Bailyn, L., "Mass Media and Children", Psychological Mbnographs,$1959.
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viewing habits of a group of normal childreli-rd the influences of the *.

mass media on their thouqht ;recesses.' Fran her study,ttiere emerged

findings that touched not only on the narrow definition of formal char-

acteristics of thinking, but on personality correlates and cognitive

style seen in her subjects. She adopted a broad view of the inter-
. .

relationships between television and children; she looked at

whole child and what part television played in his life.

\,

.

itation Test: Feshbach Lieberman)

. The basic form Of the Situation Test 'been independently,

utilized by Feshhach15 and by
16

eir respective studiesin

on aggression though the speCi is content ofrthe various situations

differed,in each, of their studie.s. The Situation Test, as we utilized

it, consisted of one-ser4ence descriptions of situations in which one

Child's reasonable emotional reaction Would be to feel wronged by another

Child. The subject was asked to judge whether each of 'several pos .

sible alternatives fpr the offended child would be acceptable to

him or not as a basis for action. Thus, in one example ("A boy grabs

something good that you are carrying"), alternatives were avoidance

("Do nothing ") , verbal aggression ( "Give the boy a piece of your mialT),

18 Feshbach, S., op. cit.

16 Lieberman Research Associates: 1971 Report t;12 A.B.C. on -status

of research.
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covert aggression ( "Hope something bad happens to hiM"), direct

physical aggression (Hit him"), or severe aggression ("Hit him with

a rock or something, hard ").

The five alternatives cullbd from each situation and ultimately

measured were as follows:

1.' Avoidance
3

2. Verbal Aggression

J. Covert Aggression

4. Direct Aggression

5. Severe a gression

Sears Aggression Scales

Sears
17 d

evised a set f measures applicable to children. These

scales were composed of items the form of detlarative sentences with

whidh the dhild:coUld express his t or disagreement on a five

point scale ranging from "strongly a through "not sure" to "strongly

. disagree". The content Of each item'Q'aS designed to express one type

of modality of aggression (or its rejection).

The development of the aggression scalesmas,part of a compre,-

hensive follow -up of five year old children whole early socialization ex-

17 Sea Relation of Early Socialization Experience toAggres7
sion inEarly Cpildhood: Journal of Abnormal, Social Psychology; 1961,

4

Vol. 63, #3, pp 466-493.

4..
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periences were described in "patterns of Child Rearing", (Sears,

Maccoby, Levin 1957). At the time of the follow7up,-theages of the

ciildren fell to the range encompassed by this project though weighted

for the years e ven through thirteen.

Five scales were. devised. They are as follows:

1. ssiOn

This scale =asured feelingsoffear, discomfort and dislike

of aggression. The aggressiVe stimulus to4the arousal of -- such feelings

was placed, in some tans,, in the person himself. ("It upsets me to think.

.some thoughtless wor or crack of mine-might hurt sameoneig feelings"),

and sametimeg outside the7?self ("It makes me uncomfortable to` see two

of my'friends fighting'), These external stimulus conditions ranges from

. -

personal or social, as the last example,'to relatively impersonal or

symbolic external events 1 f saneone gets hurt in an auto accident, I

usually try to get a.gcod\ of what happened"). The signs of the

*anxi in response to ag sive stimulation, included references to
ti

avoidance behavior, sOmatics tams, guilty feelings, expectations

of injury or trouble, and the

negative feelings ("vicious ").

.

2. Projected aggression

This scale measured the cy to attribute aggression to

sources outside the Self. The items< included a range of objects of

of descriptive words indicative of strong

- 24 -
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hostility, including the self. The agents of aggression ranged ran

specific ("Big dogs are likely W Le- dautiewus") to very general

(Sometimes I feel that there are so many bad people in the world

that even my own .town it about as dangerous to live in as a real

jungle"). The agents to wham aggression was attribtxbd incldded'

people, animals, and natural forces. About half the its involved

aggression toward the self from other sources, and the other half re-

flected aggression toward other objects. Of those which reflected

aggression 'toward the self, same involved derogatidn, and some're-

presented,overt aggression.

3. Self-aggression

ALL items referred to injury or punishment to the self. Two de-
D

scribed impulses toward suicide, two related to self-punishMent from

(*.her sources than the self, and one referred to accidents to the self.

4. Prosocial aggression

The dimensions represented by this scale and the next one were

first described by'Johnson (1951) in Jr study of doll play aggression in

5 and 8 year old children.. Prosocial aggression is aggression used

in a socially approved way for purposes that are acceptable to the moral

standards 'of the group. The itmes referred to law enforcement, strict-

ness of control, punishment for rule breaking, and insistence on ap-

propriate,rules about aggression ("When a person has broken an import-

-,
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ant rule, he should definitely be punished for it").

A high score on this scale is'a positively aggressive score,

but the form of aggression is in favdrrd.socially acceptable controls

and diSciplines. In its extreme form, prosocial aggression probably

represents moral righteousness. However-, a law score could be

the product of'either one of two characteristics in the person: a.low

level of aggressive reactivity, or a,tendency to be aggressive in un-

acceptable ways, with resistance to authority or the rules of the group.

Four of the eight items that composed the scaleWould be influenced by

this rejection of authority, and four, would not be. In the absence of

other information, then, a ldw score on this scale cannot be clearly

interpreted. Nhigh store does clearly mean a high aggressiveness,of

this socially, accepted sort.

5. Antisocial aggression

This dimension contrasts with the previous one in the sense

that the aggressions referred to, here are ones that are normally unaccept

able socially in the formal pattern of our cultUxe. Same items included

a reference to the positive desirability of powerful aggressive motiva-

tion, others to the, a.cceptability of ordinarily disapprzived forms of ag-

gression, and still others to the, naturalness of aggression as a form

of social interaction ("Sometimes an actual fight is the only way to

settle an argument").

26
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. In term of our contemporary middle class American culture,

antisocial, aggression represents a much lower level of socialization

than does proswi al.aggressian. A high score may be interpreted as

indicating a strongly aggressive person without social concern. A

law score may describe a person without Ouch aggressive reactivity,

or one whose aggression takes other forms, such as the prosocial.

Buss-Durkee Inventory:
/

All the aggression-hostility inventories reviewed previously

have bepn omnibus instruments. They tap a variety of hostile atti-

tudes and aggressive ,behavior and combine all of these into a single

score. e unstated assumption made in using a single summary

score is that hostile-aggressive behaviors do not need to be divided

to subclasses. Thus a suspicious, nonassalutive person might re-

ceive same score as a nonsuspicious, assaultive person.

constructing the Buss-Durkee inventory, the alternate as-

4fsumpti. was made: it is necessary and useful to divide hostileag-

gressi behavior. Initially the subclasses used in the.Huss, Durkee

and : -:r18 study were usedi but these were elaborated further into

the f llawing:

18
s, A.H., Durkee, A., and Baer, M., "Measurement of Hostility

a CliniCal Situation", Journal of Abnormal andSacial

cho19; 5:84-86: 1956.
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1. Assault physical violence against others(. This includes getting

into fights with others but not destroying objects.

2. Indirect aggression - both roundabout and undirected aggression.'

Roundabout behavior, like malicious gossip or practical jok s is

indirect in-the sense that the hated person is not atta directly,

rbut by devious means.' Undirected aggression, such as tantrtnis

and slamming doors, consists of a discharge of nega affect

--against no one in particular.

Irritability - a readiness to explode at the slightest provocation.

This includes quick temper, grouchiness, exasperation, and rude-

ness.

4. Negativism - oppositional behaVior usually directed against

authority. This involves a refusal to cooperate that may vary

from passive noncompliance to open rebellion against rule or

conventions.

I

r.

5. Resentment jealosy and hatred of others. This refers to a feel- A

ing of anger at the world over real or fancied mistreatment.

6. Suspicion - projection of hostility onto others. This varies from

merely being distrustfill and wary of people to bellfs that others

are being derogatory or are planning harm.

7. Verbal aggression - negative affect expresSed in both the style and

content of speech. Style includes arguing, shouting and screaming;

28 -N
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contentincludes threats, curses, and being overcritical.

This classification incliviespWo kinds of hostility (resent-
:6'

ment and suspicion) and five kinds of aggression (assault, indirect

aggression, irritability, negativism, and verbal). A guilt,categozy

was added because of interest in observing the ,relationship of the

inhibiting influence of guilt to the expressions of behavior that are

often inhibited. -Guilt was defined in terms of feelings of being bad,

having done wrong, and suffering pangs of Conscience,

Item Writing Techniques

A pool of items was written and supplemented with other materials'

borrowed from previous inventories. Items were worded so

minimize defensiveneSs in responding. It has been establis' that /

social desirability accounts for much of the variance .1 person's

responses to inventories. In attempting to facilitate dants'

admitting socially undesirable behavior, three itemr.writing techniques

were employed:

The first assumes that the socially undesirable state already

exists and asks how it is expressed: "When I really lose my temper,

I am capable of slapping.saneone", "When I get mad, I say nasty things".

In these itemsthe loss of temper is assumed and the subject is

asked only whether he expresses it. This procedure emphasizes 'a

report of behavionand tends-to minimize the value judgements associ7_

-29-
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0

aced with hostility.,,

o

The second prbvides justification for the occurence or

gression: "Whoever insultsme or my family_is asking for a fight ",

"People who continually pester yOu are7asking for a pinch in thenose.

"Like most sensitive4oeople, I am easily annoyed by the bad manners

of others". When'the`item provides a rationale for aggression,

the subject's defeAsive guilt reactions are reduced, and

does not necessarily ansWeein the direction of social dPsirability.

The third uses idioMs
t

"If someiody hits me- first, I let him

have it", "'When I am mad at sodeone, I udll-giveLlitn the' silent

,treatment" . Ididms .have a high frequency'of. usage in everyday life;'

and these phrases,Sre typically used by subjects to describe their

own behaVior and feelings to others. Therefore, wh4n Such phrases

apply, they arajmore readily accepted and admitted:

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM MEASURES:

(Following eachtelevisiOn viewing session)

Behavior Rating Scale:

The Behavior Rating Scale used in this study isa modification

of the instrument used by FeShbaCh19 in previous researChupOn the ef-

fect of aggression in television programs upon children (1967).

This scale consists of twenty-six items, nineteen of whidh re-
,

19 'Feshbach, S. op. cit.

stp
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late to aggressivity. The rating. and recording of aggressive attitudes

and acts was the joint responsibility of the teadher and assistant, who

were careful in Observing the child's postviewing conduct. The

rating was made by the teacher and assistant following each tele-

vision pioyram. They then collaborated in presenting their joint opinion

of each youngster in their class on each of the scale items. These

scales were returned to the project director before the next television

program was presented to the class, which followed after the interval

Of one\week. Thus, the teacher and assistant had one week in which to

observe the child and form their immediate and follow -up impressions.

Separate scores were derived for aggression directed,toward

peers and aggression directpd toward authoritY.__The degree of aggression

was judged either mild or,strong. In the original use of,this

sc1e by Geshbach,
20 each type of aggressive act:was also rated as

provoked or unprovoked. A It was found in'this plosent study that the

. "

use of the provoked-unprovoked category was nable inasmuch as

k,it became very difficult to explore the orig of many of the incidents

that occurred at the school,. and to trace whose aggression preceded whose.

Essenti ly, the Behavior Rating,,Scale provides a measure that

reflects the te er's'perception of the student's conduct and attitudes

following the stitulus television programs.

11

20
Feshbach, S. cp. cit.

r
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Reactipn Test:

21
This is one of the tests that Lieberman and his associates

had found to yi4d meaningful pre-post in6reases in aggressiOn as a

function of exposure to violent television films. Lieberman had identi-

fied this test as "What Do You Feel Like Doing Right New?" For our

purposqs, we have labelled it the Reactions Test.

Immediately after each television film, the children were given

a sheet of paper that listed thirteen manifestations of behavior. They

were asked to indicate the extent to which they felt like doing each

particular item of behavior at the particular moment they were tested.

The degrees were "Very Much", "Maybe ", and "Not at all". Six of

these thirteen examples were either aggressiVe acts or'inner feelings

of anger, such as "Push someone", Or "Hope something bad happens to

someone". The remaining seven examples were non- aggressive acts.

Preference Rating:
22

(Program Report #I)

This is,an expansion of a form originally used in FeShbach's

study. A Program Report was completed by the subjects immediately

after watching each television, program. 'It required a mating' of their

degree of-liking or disliking of.the,provram they had just s0'.

21 Lieberman ResearCh.Associates, op. cit.

22
Feshbach and Singer, op. cit.

v
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Elicited Feelings:
23

(Program Report #II)

The subjects were also asked to check for each of-ten adjectives

the extent to which the program had a,particular ertbtional effect on

them. These adjectives, describing how toe subjects felt after the

program, were: good, excited,. afraid, bored, annoyed, nervous, angrYk.

sad, happy, and upset. The alternatives checked for each adjective Were:.

not at all, a little, or very much.

Recall: 24 (Program Report #III)

In an attempt to get a more differentiated and qualitative pic-

ture of the children's thoughts revolving around the teleVision films,

the Program. Report was, expanded to include the following questions.

I

1. What was the best thing about the picture, or the part you really liked?

2. What was the worst thing about the picture, or the part you disliked?.

3. When were there angry feelingsG or fighting?

Should the. angry feelings or fighting haveccue out, or not?

5. Did the good people get enough protection against the bad people?

6. Could things that happen in this picture-happen again for real?

7. If you had your way, how would you make up or end the story?

8. Was there anything funny about the picture?

Drawings:

After each television film, the subjects were asked to draw a

picture of a scene of the film that meant the most to them; or that re-

minded them of some other experience. These drawings, through molt

verioal expression, ,provided further informatiq on the' emotional impact

23 Feshbach and Singer, op., cit.

24 Feshbach and Singer, op. cit.

33-
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of the program upon-the children, and were particularly scrutinized

for indications of aggression and violence. Essentially, the draw-

ings were regarded as aprojective technique, and as personally

meaningful both in terms of content and in elements of eittroon-

trol or. disorganization in,the structure of the drawings.

Storx:Writig:

The emoticnally impaired children were asked to either write or

dictate (tell) to project personnel all that they could remeMber of the
il

television program they had just seen. This represented\anadditional

procedure in eValuating the quality and the quantity of emotional

response, as well as items especially remembered about the teldvision

.program. It was also an attempt toevapate sate formal cognitiVe

variables, such as length of story and expressiveness, as well ias the

personality variable of motivation to oorrminicate.

Group Discussion;

'Prior to their being introduced to the television films, the

children were told by their teacher t they were going to be shown a

television program. They were told that others (project personnel)

would be here to see it, too. The children were asked to watch the

program and listen to it. They were told that:they would talk about it

later.

During each viewing the children were observed by the ilroject

34 -
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personnel and their own teachers for significant behavioral responses

to the television materials. Particular notation was made of fial

ekpression,"posturing, laughter, giggling; imitative gesture, igns

of tension, nail biting, contactwith other children or adults and JR,tor

agitatiOn. Most particular attention was paid dUring and immediately

after the most Violent scenes.

At an early point during, and again following each presentatiOn,

'the youngsters were asked whether any of them had seen this particu-

lar show before. At those times when a youngster,had claimed to have

seen this television episode previously, the Show was interrupted and

youngster was asked how it finished. Notations were made, and

interpreted, of the differences between-the child's remembered version

and the actual show. In all instances, the children were asked how

they wished the show would have finished in caparison to'its actual

conclusion, whether or not they saw it before.

The dhildr& were also routinely asked what they thought were

the best parts of the-show, and which were the worst., The child's

individual conscious recall was eventually enhanced by the accumulat-

ing memories of the entire group's participation. A further teSt of:

recall was provided by having the children fill in the missing parts in a

narration of the program begun by one of the youngsters, and continued

by others during the group discussion period. These clinical group
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,

techniques, familiar to the teachers, and supervised b ject personnel

.1-151hprovided a series of meaningful observational materials ubi could be

Compared with' the child's pre-stimulus behavior and known personality and

behavioral patterns.

Pre-Post Measures:

TEST FINDINGS

Group average scores for all pre-post measures are presented in Tables I-IV.

TABLE I:

'BUSS DURKEE AGGRESS ICN INVENTORY
Pre-Post Scores of Project I

sault
Pre.

v

Group A (N=19*) Group B (1 4=17*)

M S.D. M S.D.

6.74 1.74 5.71 : 1,99
PoSt 6.16 2.21 8.00 ' 6.04

direct
Pre 5.32 1.59 , 4.82 1,

Post 4.84 1.46 7.65 13.21

ritability
Pre.

,

6.31 1.78 5.53

-4.

1.85
Post 5.37 2.32 6:65 6.10

ga vismipk

Pre 3.26 1133 1. s3 1.46
Post 2.74 1.12 7.18' 18,24

sentment
Pre 4,16 1.53 3.82. 1.82
Post .16 * 1%76 6.65 . 8.54

spicion
Pre

'

.

,

6.10 1:07 5.29 1.49
Post 6.10 1.41 7.18 3,38-

xbal
Pre , 8.00

r ,

1.89"

..

7.76 2.69
Post

. % 7.68. 2.13 9.35 7.93

ilt
Pie- ' \

,i
5.79 2.12 5.76 1.90

Post 5.63 2.34 ,9.00 15.39

*Due to absences and population turniNer, complete special test scores were
obtained for 19 children, in group A and 17 chil n Group B.



Multiple t tests were'performed. Group B. suspicion Scores on the

hugs Durkee were fond-to be signifiCantly higher at the end of the

,project than they were at ilia, beginning + 2.038, df + 32, P<.05).

0 There were no other significant %differences in pre-post scores for

Group A or B. There were also no significant differences pre or post

between Group A and Group B.

p

P

TABLE II:

SEARS A3GRESSICV SCALES,
Pre-Post Group Scores ,4

e

,

gression Anxiety
Pre

Group A JN=19*) Group B (4=17A) '

M S.D. M S.D.

}21 2.08 7.35 1.84

Post; 6.84 2:11 9.35 10.32

ojected Aggression
Pre '6.26

.

.2.45 6.24 2.76

Post
,

6.47 2.50 10.47 12.90

If Aggression
Pre 2.47 1.09 2.53 1.46

Post 2.42 1.31 2.35 , 1.14

osocial Aggression.
Pre' P 4.32 1.42 4.35 1.57

Post 5.05 1.57 6.12 3.64

tisocial Aggression
.

Pre, 5.00 _ 2.36 5.00 1.50

Post 5.16 1.66 7.59 10.67

Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

Multiple t tests were performed. .There were no ignificant differences

in pre-post scores for either Group A or GrOup B. There were disci no signifidant

pre-post differences between GroUp A and Group B.

* See footnote, page 36.
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PRDBLEMS
SCORE,

RIGIDITY
SCORE

TABLE III:

BAILYN QUESTICNNAIRE
Pre-Post-Group Scores

Self
Pre . .

Group A (I4=19*) Group B (1,.17 *)

"M S.D., - ''' S.D. t

10.00 7.76 3.10
Post 10%42 2.94 9.35 6.52

Peer
Pre

)

9.10 5.20 8.53

o

4.51
Post 7.5? 4.36 8.41 5.12

Family
Pre 12.37 16.73 7.06 4.14
Post 11.53 4.50 8.35 5.54

Cognitive
Pre 7.16

.

3.22 7.47 2.55
Post ( 8.90 3,058 ' 6.35 4.47

MMean S.D.=Standard Deviation

Multiae t tests were performed. There were no significant differences

in pre-post scores'-for either GtouVA or Group B. There were also no significant

pre-post differences between Group A and Group B.

Avoidance
Pre

, Post

:TABLE IV:

SITUATICN TEST
Pre-Post Group Scores

Verbal
Pre
Post

Covert
1 Pre

Post
Direct

Pre
Post

Severe
Pre
Post

Total Score
Pre
Post

Group A (N =19 *) Group B (14=17*)

M S.D. S.D.

4.90 10.76' 3.12 '1.23
2.21 1.20 7.00 15.88

9.16 4.56 7.88 1111k '3.03

6.74 3.96 7.18 4.66

11.58 7.09 11.47 6.02
7.90 7.86 12.35 13.28

13.90 8.74 614.12 8.13
11.58 8.89 20.06 16.56

10.00 13.08 16.18 11.44
8.42 12:14 14.18 12.42

49.95 25.01 53.29 23.19
36.84 25.12 75.06 110.16

M=Mean S.D.=Standard DeviatiOn

*,See footnote, page 36 - 38
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Multiple ttesi.s.were performed.' There were no significant

differences in pre-post scores for either Group A, or Group B. There were

also no significant pre-post differences between Group A and Group B.,

Individual' Program Measures:

Group average scores for all program measures after viewing

television programs containing minimum, moderate and maximum violence

are presented in Tables V

TABLE V:

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE (PEERS)
Group Scores After Viewing Television

Prograns Containing Minimum, Moderate and Maximum Violence

Groups

Group

(N=19*)

M
.

Mod. Max.

3.00 3.16 ( 4.16

S.D. 2.40 2.69 3.59

(17*)
M .53 .82 .59

S.D. 1.01 .81 .71

M=Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

A two-way analysis of variance was perforffed on the group scores.

The emotionally impaired children in Group A had significantly higher

peer aggression scores than did the children i/Group B (P=42.63, df=1,

P< ,01) . No significant differences in behavior scores of either group

occurred after viewing programs containing minimum, moderate or maximum

violence (P=.69, df=2, p).05). No significant interaction effect was

Bound (F` =.837, df=2, p;>.05).

* See footnote, page 36.
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TABLE VI:

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE (AUTHORITY)
Group Scores After Viewing Television 7

Programs Containing Minimum, Moderate and Maximum VioOlenCe

Group

Group

(N=19*)

M

Min. Mod. Max.

c.58 1.79 2.05

S.D. 2.01 1.75 2.42

(N=17*)

M 0.00 0.00 *0.00

S.D. .00 .00 .00

MOMean' S.D.=Standard Deviation
A

A two-way analysis of variance bias performed on the gro0p scores.

The emotionally impairpd children in Group A had significantly higher authority

aggression scores than did the children in Group B (F=38.52, df=1,

p.01) No significant differences in behavior scores of either group
k

occtibred after viewing programs containing minimum, moderate or maximum

violence\(F=.2'21, df=2, p> .05). No significant interaction effect was

-found (F=.221,'df=2, p;>.05).

TABLE VII:

' REACTIONS TEST
Group Scores After Viewing Television

Programs Containing Minimum, Moderate and Maximum Violence

Group

Group

(N=19*)

M

Mod. Max.

1.84 2.16 2.21

S.D. 2.54 2..87 2.72

(N =17 *)

M 1.71 1.71 1.12

S.D. 3.10 2.52 2.12

MO-Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

* See footnote, page 36
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A two-way analysis of variance was performed. No significant

differences were found between scores of Group, A and Group B (P=1.189,

df=1, p;>.05). NO significant differences were found in aggression store

obtained after viewing programs containingMininum, moderate ormaximun

violence (F=,091, df=2, p .05). No significant interaction was

found (F =.30, , p .05)1

TABLE VIII:

PREFERENCE RATING
Group Scores After Viewing Television

Programs Containing Minimum, Moderate and Oaximum Violence

Group

4 Grow

(N=19*)

M

, Min. Mod. \ Max.

1.84 2.16 2.21

S.D. 2.54 2.87 2.72

(14.17*)

M 1.71 1. 1 1.12

S.D. 3.10 2.5 2.12

M=fean S.D. Standard Deviation

A two-way analysis of variance was performed. significant

differences were found between scores of Group A and GroOp B (P=2.048;

df=1, p>.05). There were no significant differences,IA:the preferences

expressed for minimally, moderately or maximally violent Programs

(F=.215, df=2, p>.05). NO interaction between type of pp and type'

of program was found (F -. 215, df=2, p;>,"05).

* See footnote, page 36.
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TABLE IX:

ELICIT FEELINGS ,

Group Scores After Viewing Television
Programs Containing Minimun, Moderate and Maximum Violence

Group

Group

-,_,
(N=19*)

M

Min, Mod. Max.

2.26 3.53 2.05

S.D. 2.26 2.32 1.84

(N =17 *)

M 3.65 3.65 3.53

S.D.4 4.29 2.96 ' 2.21

S.D.=Standard Deviation

A two-way analysis of variance was performed. No significant

differenceSWere found between scores of Group A and Group B (F=3.561,

df=1, p>.05). There were no significant differences in the- degree of

affect expressed after viewing programs containing minimam, Moderate or

I
maximum violence (F=.849, df=2, p.05). No significant interaction was

found' (F=.690, df=2, p .05)=

TABLE X:

RECALL
Group. Scores After Viewing Television

Programs 'Containing Minimum, Moderate and Maximum Violenc

Group

Group

(N =19 *)

M

Min. Dobd. Max. '

.79 2.00 \]\..63

S.D. .71 1.11 .90

(N =17 *)

M .5 1.29 1.41 .

S.D. .51 .59 .51
4

M=Mean S.D.tanclard peViation

* See footnote, page 36.



A two-way analysis of variance was performed. The emdtiOnally

impaired children in Group A had significantly greater recall of

aggressive incidents than did the chi l in Group B (F=7.213, df=1,

p4:.01). There was also a significance in recall for the type of

violence content of the program viewed (F=17.798, Of=2, p<(.01), but

no significant interaction was found (F=1.12, df=2,-p..05):
4

A series of t tests was conducted to determine which type of

program produced greater recall of aggressive incidents. Group A had

,

significantly greater reg011 of aggressive incidents after viewing programs

with moderate violence (t=3.89, df=36, 64(.01) and maximum violence

(t=3.11, df=36, p<.01) than after viewing programs with minimum violence.,

There w no significant difference between recall for moderately and

maximally blent programs (t=1.10, df=36, p>.05).

,

,

.

GrOup B also had significantly greater recall of aggressive indicents

after viewing programs with moderate violence (t=3.84, df=32, p4(.01) and

max4muM violence (t=4.80, df=32,.p<(.01). There was no significant difference

between recall for moderately and maximallY'violentyrograns (t=761, df=32,T).05).

TABLE XI:

DRAWINGS (ANXIETY EXPRESSED)
Croup Scores After Viewing Television Programs

Containing Minimum, Moderate and Maximum Violence

,Group A (N =19 *)

M
S.D.

Group B (N=17*)
M
S.D.

Min. Mod. Max.

,. 4 2 ..32 .37

.51 .48 .50

.29 .71

,

.59
.47 .47 .51

M=Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

*'See footnote, page 36.
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A two-way analysis of variance was performed. No significant

diffaxenCes were found between scores of Group A and,Group B (P=2:824,

df=1, p>.05). _There were no significant differences,in the amount of
N

anxiety expressed in the dr gp after viewing programs containing

moderate or maximum viol ce (p=:9g1, df=2, p>.05). No significant.

intera.tion was found (P=2.611,

I

s

TABLE XII:

DRAWINGS ( RESSED,AGGRESSION)
Group Scores .After Vi- g. Television Programs

Containing Min.mt, Moderate and Miaximmal.dolence

Group A (N=19*)
M
S.D.

Group B (N =17 *)

s.b.

Mln. Mod. Max.

0.0 .74 ,58

0.0 2.56 .51

0.0
.Y

1.24 1.06
0.0 -44 .43

MMean S.D.=Standard Deviation

A two-way- Analysis of variance Was performed. The children in

o

Group B expressed significantly more aggression in their drawings than did

'the emotionally impaired Children in Group -A (F= 17.895, df=1,

There was a significant difference in the amount of aggression *pressed

' in the drawings dependent on the amount of violence contained in the

m --

.program viewed (P=62-.48.0,.--df=2, p-5C.01).

A series of t tests was conducted to ascertain which type of program
..-

produced, more aggressive drawing content. _Pictures. drawn by the children

in Grout; 4/following exposure to both moderately (t=5.72, df=32,i?<:.01) and

maximally (t=4.88, df=32, p <.01) violent programs contained significantly

- See footnote, page 36.
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greater amounts of aggrtSsion,than pictures draamm following exposUre

°to minimally violent programs. When comparAg moderate and maximum

pro4Dqm violence content, thereWerelpo significant differences in

picture aggression for Group A children (t=.91, dg=32,,,p> .05).

A series of,k tests was conducted to ascertain which type of program

produced more aqgreqsive picture content in the Group B° children. Pictures

drawn by the children in Group B following exposure to both moderately (t=11.65,

df=32, p<.01) and maximally (t=10.18, df=32, p<:01) violent programs contained

significantly greater amounts of aggression than-piCtures'drawn following

exposure to minimally violent programs. When comparing moderate and maximum

propiam liolence content there were no significant differences in picture

aggression for Group B children (t=1.19, df=32, p).05),

r

TABLE XIII: aQ

STORY WRITING (GROUP A ONLY)
Group Scores for Aggressive Story Content After
Viewing Programs Containing Minimum, Moderate or

Maximum Violence

Group A (N=19*)
M
S.D.

Mod.

137 2.21

1.15

M=Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

1.59

A simple analysis of variance was performed and the aggressive story

content wass"
I

'ficantly af!ected by the type, of progra&viewed (F=25.271,

df=2, p<..01 . 'A multiple t test comparison inblicated that programs containing

moderate amount of violewderoduced greater story aggression than
-4.

did programs containing minimum viole4e (t=6.48, df=36, p<(.01), and

'maximally violent programs also produced greater story aggression than did

V

* See,footnote, page 36.
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minimally violent programs (t=6.88 36, p<;.01). However, there were

no significant differences in story aggression between moderately aggressive

and maximally aggressive programs (t=1.71, df=36, p>.05).

TABLE XIV:

STORY WRITING (GA)UP A ONLY)
Number of Words in Story Written After Viewing

Programs Containing Minimum, Moderate or Maximum Violence

Mod. Max.
Group A (N=19*)

M 66.38 75.42 78.26

S.D. 41.06 57.64 54.72

M=Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

0

A simple analysisoof variance was performed, and no significant

differences were found in the nuMbei of words in a story written after

viling either minimally, moderately or maximally violent programs

4

(F=q43, df=2, p? .05) .

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TEST FINDINGS:

Buss-Durkee Aggression Inventory:

Group B (children from broken homes) showed significantAi.more

attitudes of suspicion aft the television project than before.

Behavior Rating Scale:

The .emotionally impaired children (Group A) were consistently rated

as behaving more aggressively toward peers than the children in Group B..

However, the statistical analysis Showed the aggressivity of Group A to

be unrelated to the intensity of aggressive stimulation on television.

* See footnote, page 36.
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. The emotionally impaired children (Group A) were consistently

rated as behaving more aggressively toward adults than those .of Group B.

There-VMS no relationship between this aggressivity and the intensity

of aggressive stimulation on television.

Program Reports:

There was no preference expressed for aggressive-or non-aggressive

programs.

The rrore aggressive tVe film, the more there was of aggressive

Content and preoccupations in the verbal. interview responses of both

Groups A and B to questions about the film. In these interviews, the

emotiOnally, impaired cbildren (Group A), expressed significantly more

aggression than did the children in Group B.

r

Drawings: -7,

Television films rated morate and maximal ih aggressive content

produced more aggressive--drawings thcan did milkh.;1 agglressive films in

I

both groups.
t

In this respect, the chiadren from broken hares (Group B ) , drew

conspicuously moreoaggressive pictures than those in Group A.

OlTposition (Story):
6

The emotionally impaired ch,i/tdren (Group,A) rerembered and related

\
more aggressive incidents in their stories about moderately aggressive

films than about minimally, aggressive fiThs.

Group A also remembered and related mare aggressive incidents

in their stories about ma3cimally aggressive films than about minimally

aggressive films.

Group B did not perform this task.

- 47 -
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Clinical Findings:

In addition to the Pre -Posh' and Individual

described previously,,the children in both Gro

observed by senior staff psychologists, research

teachers, counsellors tnd sosistarits.

9
In contrast to wire general letting down of behavioral ogntrols

which occurs during recesses and other respites from the classroom, manifesting

e

Program Measures

A and B were clinically

personnel, their special

.itself in a generali

differences in behavioral violence or assaultiveness in comparing the

increase in excitement, there were no essential

4

children's conduct after viewing violent vs. pon- violent films.

There were no demonstrable changes in the children's fighting or

assaultiveness after viewing violent pioyiamd, and the teachers and clinicians

were unable to identify any long-term behavioral changes after the project

in comarison to the subjects' behavior and conduct prior to the study.

In contrast to the absence of any television-related acting out or

violent behavior clinically it was felt that the children in Group B tended

to express more negativistic or resentful attitudes after the project than

before. Contrarily, the ongoing observations of the emotionally impaired

children in Group Pcgave rise to the clinical impression that :they showed,

in fact, fewer tendencies toward negativism and resentful attitudes after

the project than before. These differences appeared to be clinically more

related to psychological, personality and background variations in the

two groups than to-factors primarily relating to their television viewing.

Clinical observations of the children in GroupB revealed a tendency for them

to utilize more projection in their aggressive fantasies, seeing more aggression in

,

others after viewing violent television programs than before. This is clinically

consistent with the Buss-Durkee test results which showed increased'suspicion.

- 48 -
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PROJECT CONCLUSIONS

The finding of this st can be genertlly recoriciled within the

framework of the *lowing three points.

1. Exposure td aggressive content on television did not discernably

lead to heightened iwgrespive behavior. There, was no relationship between

the intensity of television aggression and intensity ofaggressive behavior.

2. Observing television programs with relatively more aggressive

content produced more aggressive fantasies; television p ams with

relatively less aggressive content resulted in decrease aggressivt

fantasies, story - telling and drawings.

it3. Disadvantaged and emotionally disturbed children who observed 1--\

aggressive content on television tended to use the material as a cognitive

support with which to bind their drives an impulses.

In examining the results of thepre7po t testing and clinical evaluations,

(before and after the entire project) the significant testing relationships

and clinical trends indicated that ceriain'inner states, emotions, and

attiturips (negativism, resentment, suspiFi7, and projected aggression)

'were stimulated by to aggressive television content.

.Group B was composed of morepsychologically intact children from

broken homes, contrasted to the more obviously disturbed emotionally

f

impaired children (Group A). Though not excluding certain test artifacts,

it.is possible*tha more disturbed children did-no receive the same

emotional impact the televion aggression as-those in Group B. It

appeared clinically that, for the emotionally .iMpaired children, the

television material was more useful to them in controlling their anxiety

than in releasing it. The-results of the several Program Report Measures

tend to reinforce this explanation.
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In the Individual Program Measures, (after each television,show)
0

the fact that the emotionally impaired children (Group A) had more

behavior probleiiis in general than did Group B, without any relationship

to the television programs, illustrates the essential clinical differences

o

in these two groups.

Exposing the emotionally impaired children (Group A) to a range
A

of televiSion7depicted violence did not increase their behavior problems,

nor did it decrease them, in the opinion of the raters. Essentially,
CO.

this points toward the operation of personality and ego deficits in the

emotionally 4paired group of children. Their hyper-aggressiveness is

seen as part of their personality, and as a compagunding of inadequate ego

. fundtions, as much as it may be attributable to heightened aggressive drive.'

il'urther indication that teleyision depicted violence was correlated

more with fantasy than with behavior was seen in the results'df the

Program Report Measures. In these measures, the subjects respOnded to

questions'directed toward their immediate.memory of the television p

the best and worst parts of the program, and to questions which focused

on the impact of aggression on recall and cognitive processes. There,.

the degree of impact (measured in reference to aggression)' was proportional

to the intensityof the television portrayal)of aggression for (both groups.
0

However, the emotionally' impaired children (Group A) over - reacted in this

respect significantly more than did the children in Group B. This reflects

both the general and differential effects of television aggression,

on our subjects. The emotionally impaired children, received the most

impact cognitively, and in terms of fantasy rather than in any actual

differences in obServed classroom or schoolyard behavior.
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The drawings also reflected the correlation of television aggression

with the expression of aggressive fantasy rather than behavior. Both

moderate and maximal aggressive filMs prodUced more'aggressive'pictures

than did minimal aggressive films for bOth groups. However, the

dhildren fram broken homes (Group B), in.drawing significantly more

aggressive pictdres than did the emotionally impaired children (Group A),

probably reflected their greater degree of emotional stability and relatively

more intact ego structures. Such youngsters with more intact ego functioning

can be expected .to express themselves better and in greater detail.than children
.

who are more ego impaired. Their pictorial expression and detailed versus

sparse. depiction would reflect these basic differences.

Si4milarly, the number of aggressive references in the Group A stories

about, the television progr.@ms was also in proportion to the intensity of the

television depicted aggression.

There were no differences between the tWo groups of subjects in their

expressed desire to commit aggressive acts (Reactions Test) and no influences

attributable to tele'Vision-portrayed violence in the expression of such desires.

The relationships between televised violence and actual behavioral

measures 1BehTlioral Rating Scab Ziere not significant, and this tested.for,

but negative finding, is questionable of a hypothesis that there is a causal

connection between non-laboratory or real-life violent behavior and television

}depicted violence. esuppott of this, there were no changes in the Anti-

Social subscale of the Se Aggression, Scales.

A frequent clinical finding was observed, hpWever, between television

portrayed violence and'the,produdtion of aggressive fantasies and attitudes,
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particularly revealed in the Children's group discussions' which follows

their viewing of violent Shows. This finding must Ndifferentiated

from behavioral'vi,dlence which is acted out against people or objects

4
in actual life situations --just as the child who aggressively plays. at

copes and robbers is not to be confused with the delinquent whose real

behaVior is harmful. In contemplating theMeasuxe of violence in children'

fairy-stories, television, play and fantasy, one is reminded of Freud's

observation that the good man dreams what the bad one does - and that

good children are also interested in what is bad and violent.

II



PROJECT II: RESPONSES TO CARTOON

AND 'HUMAN 'PORTRAYED TELEVISION VIOLENCE IN

EMOTIONALLY VULNERABLE CHILDREN

<C

to,

The conclusions from Project I supported the view that children's

reactions to-television-portrayed violence are complex phenomena in which

the child's cognitive equipment - his intellectual perception,

discrimination, judgment, refliption and analysis play an important,

if not determining, role. The children's reaction to a gamut" of violent

television programs indicated that their responses and experience were

primarily thinking, fantasizing and evaluative phenomena which were

utilized in making the proper fit or adjustment of the particular,"

aggressive episode within the context elf the children's own reality and

experience-

Rather than being passive and entirely gullible spectators of the

television programs,"the children in Project I were found to actveli,

utilize their personality resources to assimilate or come to grips with

the phenomena of television portrayed violence. This finding is of

some significance inasmuch ap theparticular'groupsof children used in

this study fall into the,category of those subjects who would ordinarily

be considered vulnerable, suggestible, or predisposed to act out momentary

impulses. These groups of children were found to use television programs

,-as a vehicle to weigh reality, rather than as a stimulus to let down'their

barriers and to behave aggressively. Itis in this context that television
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exposure served as'a support to help Children encounter, conceptualize and

N4 .
confront their sawn ,aggressive fantasi rather-than to act them out against

re

/445620y"

reality.
c?"

SUBJECTS

In furthering our ongoing research, it was felt that a continued

clinical follow-up of small, intensively studied groups of vulnerable

Children would be fruitful in further exploring the factors that play a

part in the mutual interaction between the child and the television event.'

In addition to what the child learns from television, one needs to knOw.

more About how he-learns froth television. In this respect, the more

in -depth approach with smaller numbers had advantages in bringing to light

'actors that would be lost in a descriptive, mass assessment program.

Project II continued #th the children ,in Project I during the second
AV

.'7-Year. Group A, a juvenile psychiatric population, continued with thirty

emotionally disturbed children in a special school. Group B consisted of

psychiatrically normal children who had been deprived of ongoing parental

ties and who had been placed in a parochial boarding facility for children

of broken homes.- In light of the emphdsis of the Surgeon General's Report

on research with vulnerable populations and from our experience in Project I,

'')-'

itoaas felt that ongoing, longitudinal studies of these child I`bpOlations

would meaningful clinical data regarding their Use of television.

\..

4

4 .

It was further deemed advisable in Project II to evaluate the

_-

eyfects of cartoon portrayed violemce in comparison with human -acted

-54-
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or non-cartoon programs upon our population of emotionally vulnerable

children. There is previous opinion25 tha stresses the importance

of the framework in which violence is presented.

Experimental studies26 have indicated that there is an increase

in aggressive behavior by children who were previously aggressive in response !

to their viewing` of. violent cartoons. In addition, considerable concern

has been expressed by television critics regarding violence in children's

fare. For example, Looney
27 has stated that "By the time ai8hild is

fourteen and in the eighth grade he has watched the violent assault or

destruction of nearly 18,000* human beings on television." Because of

the general attack and many categorical statements which are made in

criticism of children's cartoons, clinical and experimental data which

would'compare children's responses to cartoons with their responses to

non cartoon television programs could elucidate differences between the
No

seemingly greater fantasy of cartoon portrayals and the Apparently more

realistic formr of non-cartoon dramas.

25 Maccoby, E.E., op, cit.

ff

26 Stein, A. and Friedrich, L., "Television Content and Young Children's
Behavior", Television and Social Behavior, vol. II, p. 202, A Technical

Report to the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee, National

Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, Maryland, 1972.

27 Looney, Gerald: The Ecology of Childhood", Action for Children's Television,

4).55, An Books, NeW York, 1971.

* It is regrettable that 'puch statements are used as a basis for,,even more

global pronouncements in the recent literatbre. For example, Rothenberg

has recently stated that the average American child "will have witnessed

55
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METHODOLOGY

Project II, in undertaking to study the comparative effects of

0
cartoon-portrayed violence, Maintained and kept constant the setting,

basic procedures and observational and testing methods of Project I.

Group A saw sixteen cartoons, and eight violent films using human actors,,o

and were studied ,clinically. Group B saw five television` cartoons

and five films involving real animals and human actors.

In addition to the clinical studies for-Groups A and B, Group B

was addttionally involved in an'experinental study. Pre- and Post-

measures were administered at the beginning and end of the cartoon project

to Group B children. Individual program measures were utilized at the

,tine of the showing of five test cartoons and five test non-cartoon

programs for these Children in Group B. The children in Group Auere,

clinically evaluated, and not given the special tests.

sane 18,000 murders and countless highly detailed incidents of robbery,

arson, bombing, forgery, smuggling, beating and torture - averaging
approximately one per minute in the standard television cartoon for

Children under the age of ten."
This appeafs to be an unsubstantiated elaboration of Loony's

earlier bl t figures. Rothenberg then asserts "146 published

papers repres ting 50 studies laboratory studies, correlational

field studies, and naturalistic experiments - involving 10,000

Children and dolescents-fram every conceivable background all show

that violence viewing produces increased aggressive behavior in the

young and that immediate remedial action in terms of television

programming is warranted." Such categorical statements do not
accurately nor completely reflect the literature, and represent an

adVersary rather than scientifically valid statement. (Rothenberg, M.,
mr "Effect of Television "7iolence on Children and Youth", JAW, 234,

10:1043-1046: December 8, 1975.)
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The stimulus samples in both the clinical and experimental studies

included full cartoon episodes, just as broadcast, over the networks,

comprised of Such animated materials as Bullwinkle, Smokey the Bear,

George of the Jungle, Johnnx Quest, Spiderman, Motor Mouse, Lancelot Link.

the Secret Chimp, Magilla Gorilla, Hot Wheels, and fbad Runner.

7
EXPERIMENIAL PROCEDURES.: (Group B only)

In addition to their particPation in theoongoing clinical-studies,

the' Group B children were involved in an experimental study which

compared their responses to cartoon matXials and noncartoon

materials The cartoon stimuli consisted of fivelaction cartoons:

OP
Spiderman, Smbkey the Bear, Hot Wheels and two episodes of Bullwinkle.

The non-cartoon materials were selected for their-blandness in

order to ensure that any differences in response to viewing these two

types of television materials would indeed pick up any differences in
9

aggressive fantasies, attitudes, verbal or physical behaviors following

exposure to the stimulus materials. The non-cartoon fare oonsistedT,of

the following programs: "Rhino" (Animal World), "Valley-of Mexico", "Seals

and Lion" (Discovery series), "The Hardy Boys", and "Gathering the Team".

The Group,B children viewed the entire shows, and in addition to the

ongoing clinical observations, the following special tests and

measures were utilized. a
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Pre-Post Measures

I. The Sears Aggression Scales
28

have been described fully in pages

21 to 24 in Project I. With minimal modification,:theY:wve applied to

ject II. It will be rgcalled that these scales are composed of items

the fOrm of declarative sentences with which a subject could express

P-A of eathjem ws designed to express one of the following modalities

greement or disagreement on a five point scale, ranging from

-"strongly agree" through "not sure" to "strongly disagree". The content

grpssio (or its rejection):

A. Aggressive Anxiety:' The scale measures feelings of fear, discomfort

and dislike of aggression.

B. Projected.Aggression: This scale measures the tendency to attribute.

aggression to sources outside the self. 1'

C. Self-AggresSion: Items referring to sel,f-injury or punishment to

the self. , 0.

Pro-Social Aggression: Aggression used in social aploved

E. Anti-Social Aggression: Items referring to aggressive acts that are

social unacceptable in our dblture.

4

28
Sears) R.R., op. cit.

4
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II. Situations Test:
29

In response to seven hypotheticalfatuations

which focused On aggressive encounters, the subject had to respond
7--

Yet.tT.- "r112"--164-arding,

situation:

'use of the following modalities in each
.

mild aggression: passivity, no signs df assertion, avoidance;

etc.

.

)Se. verbal aggression: the use of speech only (arguing, cursing, etc.)

covert aggression: wishes or fantasOs of an aggressive or

41:10
violent nature.

,

d. direct aggression: such as fists7"fights, pushimg,,ijcicking.

e. -bvere aggression: the use of another instrument or object on

I. person.

Alt

Thus, five measures were available, reflecting the differential

use of each of the preceding categories, dived by surging up the

subject's choice of each category in the "yes" column.

'441c

Ind{vi.dual Program Measures

program measures were admijiistered to the Group B

Children after each showing ipf television stimulus, materials. These

measures included Preference R!atihgs, Elicited Feelings, Recall of

29
Feshbach, S. and Singer, R., op. cit.

-1)
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Aggressive Incidents and the Behavior Rating Scale.3°

AN
Preference Rating: Subjects expressed their reaction to-the films on

a three point scale., A rating.of 1 indicated dislike; a rating of 2

indicated moderate likeing; and a rating of 3 strong liking.

Elicited Feelings: These measures reflected the children's affective

respcn'Se and feelings aroused by the television program. 'Examples of

such feelings were exci

.tage.. Denial of feel

iness, fear, sadness, nervousness,' or

a score of,G. Mbderate agreement

or ackno4ledgment received a score of 1. Strong indication or agreement

was scored as 2. Scene, were summed to obtain a total scone as an

index of feeling arousal.'
0

Vegan.: These reports constitute an assessment of the degree. of

emotional imptact carried by the viewed program, asTeasured by the

ty end types of materikS the child focuses on in recounting,

Jecalling, and responding to the television material.

Behavior Rating Scale:. This scale consisted of twenty-six items

V

pertaining to a range of aggressive and anti- manifestations

di played by children. The'commission of these various acts during

4

BO
Feshbach, S. and Singer, R., op, cit.

'4

V

A

See ApPendiX for tests and/pp. 30-33 in Project I for descriptions.
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a period Of two toe.V.,1ree Flays following a television program was

noted on this instrument. The 7cording and rating of these aggressive

acts was the joint responsibility of the teacher and assistant, reviewed

by project staff.
AN

9

Separate scores were deri d for aggression ti?ward peers and

aggression toward authority. degree of aggression was judged;

mild (scored 1) or strong (score 2). This scale was used to record

l!lpand_evaluate the Changes in the 4ctual day-to-day behavior cif-the

-

Children as an aftermath of the television programs.

S

O

In view of the lack ocdistinction existing in the literature between

tggressivity and violence, a content analysit of the Behavior Rating Scale

was undertaken in order to carefully delineate the types of aggressive
4 . 4

behaviors involved. A further analysis of the Scale indicated three types

Of behavioral aggressivity were being measured: physical, Verbal and

) 'attitudinal. The physical aggressivity was further divided to reflect ,

\punching br shoving, and damage to property or "accidental" physical harm
_

S

or damage.
.4

The Behavior Rating Scale was also di

categories and these categories were considered to

intent (to hurt). All.of the mild physical ag

1

mild'and strong

f lect 61f ferenceq.

ssivity was Con-

sidered to be.the result of characteristic horseplay or kidding around,

and .instructions too the raters_ included this definition. No "mild"

category - physical, verbal or attitudinal - was regarded by .them as

having serious intent.

s
'61
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On the other hand, behaviors and attitudes included in the "strong"

category were considered to beNiidei-taken or held with serious intent

Ito harm, to defy, etc.). The physical punching and shoving in this

category was what was identified as actually assaultive behayior, and

property damage Was intentional. Verbal aggressivity was no longer -

.merely normatively sassy; it was provocative, defiant and,argurrentative.

,Stpongeattitudinal aggressivity followed the same patterri. Instructions to

the ratters again included such definitions.

%

s
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CLINICAL PROCEEURES

A

In addition to the above special tests and measurements, the thirty.

Children in Grodp A and the twenty children in Group B were continued

in the ongoing, in-depth clinCal studies. Thesey44ere carried opt under

the supervision of t±' senior clinical psychologist and child psychiatrist,

and-involved ongoing weekly conferences with teachers, llouse-staff,

assistants and, research personnel who were involved in the day-to-day

observations of these Children in the classrooms, the schooklyard, and

in the after school and over night behavior of the Group B children.

From these' conferences, direct observations of the children, and

their progress and response to various aspe the school and

Anatitdtional program, Clinical data was accumulated on each child with

particular reference to his television viewing habits, preferences and

responses.. Paftimilar attention wa paid to his or her behavior

forlowing the cartoon stimulus materials in the hours following' exposure

to the program, including any differences which could be noted, either in

aggressivity or frank, violent behavior in the twe3ltylfour hour period

following-the viewing of the television materials.

\ Teachers, house-parents, teachers' assistants and the research staff

ere particularly alerted to note any changed in pre -existing patterns

of behavior, ,or imitative 'Materials which might_, reflect upon exposure

t.
to the televisig stimulds materials.

es.
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Experimental Findings. (Group B only)

Pre and post §roil scores for the Sears Aggression Scales and t

test scores are presented in TABLE I. No significant, differences were

found '`in any pre-post subtest scores.

I
Aggression Anxiety

TABLE I:

SEARS AGGRESSION SCALES fl
Pre-Post Group Scores and t Scores

'( Group B only) N=20

Projected Aggression

M
S.D.

M
S.D.

Self Aggression,

S.D.

Prosocial Aggression

,vAntisocial Aggression
M
S.D.

M
S.D.

M=Mean

PRE POST t df p

7.50 ,7:25 .41 38 > .05
1.75 2.00

8.10 8.95
-1.48 38 f>.051.95 1.56

2.65 , 2.70
. 12 38 ', .05

1.35 1.14

c

4.80 4.50 ,
.65 38 >.05

° 1.3? 1.50

5.75 5.95
7 '44 38 .0i1.4 1.36

5.D.=Standard ation

Pre and post group scores and t test scores for the sit tions

Test are presented in TABLE II. No significant pre-post s st differences

were found.

4
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Mild

Verbal

Covert

Direct

Severe

Totp.1°

TABLE II:

SITUATIONS TEST
Pre-Post Group Scores and t Scores

(Group B only) N=20

M

PRE POST t df p

. 2.40 2.40
0.0 38 > .05

S.D. D. 1.36 . 1.46

M 7.45 7.60 ,
,14 38 ..05

S.D. 3.84 11,2.80
\

M
r

8.45 11.85

-

-1.53.
,

38 3>.05
S.D. 6.46 7.19

M 13.35 16.20
1:16 38 ,.05

S.D. 8.45 '7.53

M 8.35 13.00
1.56

,,

38 >.05
S.D. . 8.38 9.93

M 43.50 50.60
98 38 *'', .05

S.D. 24.55 20.02

-M=Meah

1

Program RePort.Measure6:

S.D. Standard Deviation

Group PreferenCe°Rating scores following exposure to. cartoon and

non-cartoon progrimm5- are presented in TABLE III. The children flout Group B

expressed equal liking for both cartoon and non7cartaion programs.

TABLE°III:e

PREFERENCE RATING
Group Scores Following Exposure to
Cartoon and NOn7C;rtoon Programs

(Grobp B only) N=20

lc,Cartoon
-A"

Non-Cartoon-

3.10

1.45

S.D. t df P4-

3.90
.48

1.94 '38 .05

M=Mean S.D.=Standard Deviation

* Although not significant'at 5%, this t score
very nearly approached significant, P1-.06.
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Elicited Feel

TABLE TV: The chit

arousal following the

0

CaYtrooz
Nan -Cart

%Or

.Ma

group scores and t score are presented in

n in Group B had pignificantly greater affect

cartoons than following the non - cartoon programs.

. TABLE TV:

ELICITED FEELINGS.
Scores Following Exposure to -

on. Non-Cartoon Programs
(Group B only) N=20-

M S.D.

5.40' 4.70
n 2.70 .6

t

2.48 38 < -.05

MOMean S,.P .A,Standard Deviation

P%
Cartoon and non-cartoon Rec&ll sco s and t score are 'presented in

TABLE V. There were no significantraiff ces in the, number of aggressive

incidents remembere&fram cartoon ,or n-cartoon.

RECALL'
Group Sc 9 -s Following Exposure to
Cartoon and Apn-Cartoon Prdgrams

(Group B only) N=20

M7Mean S.D.=$tandard Deviation

Bebav or RatingScaleGfoup scores4for peer aggression andauthori

+aggr tsiJPare recorded,' in TAB11y VI.
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AuilioRrry

TABLE' VI:

VIOR RATING SCALE
Group. Scores Poll

Cartoon anclNon-
.(Group B only

g Exposure to
n Pr9grams
N=.20.,

n

Non-Cartoon

M S.D.

5.85
3.45 3.85

2.00 .84

.90 .70

t df

2.04 38 . 05

4.40 38 . 0,1

A,

NO-Mban S.D.=Standara Deviation

The children in Group B showed significantly more behdvioral aggres-
.

siviESfr toward both peers and auhority following their viewing of cartoons

than after viewing non - cartoon programs. In order to determine the extent

and type of behaviorala: ssivity displayed by these Children, a content

analysis of the Behavior. Rating SCale`was conducted. (See Appendix for

pro educe and item Selection.) ,TABLE VII presents the results.

TABLE VII:

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE CONTENTithALYSIS
Total Numbers of Incidentit(ollcuang

Viewing of Caitoon and Non-Cartoon Programs

PEER
.

,:*3

Patch ,

,

CARTOON `ETON -GOON
Mild StrOng Mild Strong

13.. . 4 4

.

2
Physical:

.

4 .

yerbal:°

Shove' 41 6 , j 30 2

Other , 19 .8 / 10 . 8

97. \31 90 40

Attitudinal: 41 30
.

0

.

Aumarry /
..

Punch%
.

1.

.

.

..Physical:

.

_ Verbal:

Shove 0 0 0 0----_
Other 5 0 4 . 0

'" - 2. 30 3

Attit-udinal: - 23 31 0

ld= horseplay, kidding around, not-seriouavbintent

o

Strong=serious intent

so
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Peer Behavior Rakings

cartobn vs. Non-Cartoons:

Statistical analysis of the peer physical aggression indicated

there was significantly more mild punching (horseplay) after viewing

Cartoons than after viewing non-cartoon programs (x2=4.76, df= 1, p4;.05)'.

The mild physical categorgies showed no significant differences in shoving

(x2 =1.70, df=1, p > .05) or other physical aggression (x
2
=2.24, df=1, p) .05)

after viewing either cartoon or non-cartoon programs, . There were no

significant differences in the number of incidents in any strong (serious

intent) physical aggression category for peer aggression (punching x2= .a3,

df=1, p > .05; shoving x2=2.12, df=1, p ).05; other x2=0.0, df=1, p> .05).

0

Statistica; analysis of the peer verbal aggression indicated no

significant.differences occurred in the numbers'of incidents in the mild

category (kidding around or not serious) following viewing of either

cartoon or non-cartoon programs(x2=.26, df=1, p).05). However, there

were significantly more strong (serious) verbal incidents following viewing-
.,

of cartoon rather'dial non-cartoon programs '(x2=4.08, df=1, pK.05).

Peer attitudinal aggression analysis indicated that cartoon versus

non-cartoon-programs produced nO significant differences in the mild

category (x2=1.70, df=1 p>.05), but that cartoons produced significantly

re strong aggresSive attitudes than non- cartoon programs (x2=4.00! df=1,

p<.05).

4

Mild vs Strong Aggression After Viewing Non Cartoon Programs:

fhere were no-Significant differences in the numbers of incidents of

mild or strong punching (x2=.83, df=1,,p7.05), or mild or strong other physical
-

aggre'*ion df=g, p>.65). However, there was significantly More mild
.

Shoving ( horseplay) than there was serious shoving Sx2=24.50, df=1, p4(.01).-

0
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There were also significantly more mild than strong verbally

aggressive incidents \(x2= 44.54, df=1, p .01) and more mild than strong

attitudinal aggression ,(x2=18, df=1, p.C.01).

Mild vs. Strong Aggression After Viewing Cartoons:

There were significantly more incidents of mild phINical aggression

(horseplay, not serious) in all categories than strong or non-playful

physical aggression (punching x2=4.76, df=1, p.05; shoving x2=16.04,

df=1, pK.oi; other x2=4.48, df=1, p < .05) .
A

There were also significantly more mild thanstrong incidents of

.
verbal.aggiession (x2=29.12, df=i, p4:.01), and there was more mild than

>strong. attitudinal aggression (x
2
=15.80, df=1, p<;.01).7

Authority Behavior Ratings

Cartoon vs. Non-Cartoon:

Analysis of the authority phsycial aggression indicated no

differences in t11 number of incidents in any mild or strong category

following viewing of cartohns or non-cartoon programs. As can be.seen,

in Table VII, these categories contained no incidents at all for strong

physical aggression following either cart n or non- cartoon programs.

Statistical analysis of verbal aggression against authority indicated

no differences in mild verbal aggression following exposure to cartoon

or non- cartoon programs (x2=.28, df=1, p>.05), There were also no

significant differences in strong verbal aggression (x
2=.20, df=1, p>.05).

c.

There were no significant differences in mild attitudinal aggression

(2 =.92, df=1, p>.05) or strong attitudinal aggression (x2=10, df=1, p>.05)

following viewingof cartoon or non-cartoon programs.

69
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Mild vs. Strong A9restion After Viewin9 Cartoons:

There were significantly more incidents of mild (not serious) "other"

physical aggression following.cartpon viewing than strong (x2=4.24, df=1,

p <.05). This Category included things like bumping into chairs. (There

were no significant differences in the mild Versus strong'pundhing and

"shoving categories.

There weresignifigantly mOte mild than strong incidents of

Ar
verbal aggression (x2=20.50, df=1, p<-.01) and,there was more mild than

2
strong attitudinal aggression (x =20, df=1, p<,01).

.Mild vs. Strong Aggression After Viewing Non-Cartoon Programs:

There was more mild thapstroing physical aggression in the "other"

category which included minor property damage (x=5.2., df=1, p'<.05), but

no differences, in fact, no inCidentS at all, between the mild and strong

punching and-shoving categorieS.
,

There were significantly'more mild incidents of verbal aggression

than strong (x
2
=22.08, df=1, p< . 01) , and there were significantly more

mild attiturips of A'tjgression than strong (x
2
=11.0, df=1, p<.01) after

D

viewing non- cartoon programs.

,
X
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Clinical Findings

Whereas the previous experimental findings represented data gathered

from controlled test circumstances and test measurements in response to the

stimulus variable of cartoon and non- cartoon programs, the following

clinical material's represent numerous, ongoing clinical. observations

of these children during their day-to-day behavior in the classroom, the

schoolyard'and in their evening activities following stimulus programs.

It had been previously demonstrated that the emotionally impayed...y

children in Group A were less aggressive in their behYlor followin5

the cartoon project in comparison to the relatively more-ego-intact

youngsters in Group B. There differences were reflective of

pre existing personality factors and ego defense mechanisms which related

to their response to stimuli in general.. Thebore,disturbed children

in Group'A utilized television stimulus materials to bind and give

structure to their pre-existing, more chaotic aggressive impulses.

As a result of this cognitiye bin or form which the aggressive

television cartoons provided for these children,, clinical observations

failed to reveal any increase/in behavioral3ggressivity, and their

general, more chaotic acting out app6ared to be diminished by virtue

of-their absorption in the aggressive television materials.

By way of contrast, the Group'B'children responded to the television

stimulus materials with various increased manifestations of aggressiveness.

Thege were short-lived, and generally appeared limited to the first

,
fifteen to thirty minutes following upon the viewing of the cartoon programs.



Much of this aggressivity was regarded by the teachers,. clinicians and

house staff as consistent with Ehysame order of behaviOr which these

youngsters showed following excitation fram other forms of entertainment,
0

including movies,, sports, games and various respites from the more

.

cdntrolled-and cciplined circumstances of their.classroom routines.

'The increased aggressiveness included attitudes, verbal name-calling,

critical remarks and teasing, as well as shoving, wrestling and horse

play.

It was the impression of the teachers, their assistants, the house

staff and'the research observers that whereas several fights did indeed

occur between youngsters follow g their viewing of television materials,'

that these by no means rep .- -rented marked differences in the behavior

of theSe children ng their release from the classroom or other

organized activities. The hallway and schoolyard behavior of these

,children included a general level of shoving, tripping and occasional

fights which appeared in about the same auuunt and. degree as that

encountered following their exposure to the,cartoon materials.

Another clinical finding, again related to the difference between

the mote emotionally impaired children in Group PLwho,appeared to recall

and talk about more aggressive incidents from the television. CartoonsP -ft

than did the more psychologically intact children from broken hashes

(Group B). The Group Xchildren appeared to be more impressed,.so to

speak, by the cartoon action.

- 72
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CLINICAL o « SIGNS AND DI,SCUSSION

Both subtle and overt behavioral and attitudinal changes were

particularly watdhed for in all of the children in the cartoon study.

The teachers,. staff and projeCt perixxineL noted, recorded and discussed

their obervaticns of daily behavior, apd particularly those behavioral

arid attitudinal changes which might manifest themselves following

exposure to the television-test materials of both the cartoon and

non-cartoon varieties.

It was a noteworthy and frequent finding that a number of children in

'the Group A sample of emotionally impaired children appeared indeed to be

V

less aggressive following their exposure to the cartoon materials. It

was the opinion of the senior clinical psychologist and child psychiatrist

that these reflecteb the cognitive binding or support which the structure

of the telpvision programs provided for some of the more cognitively

and emotionally impaired children. Following viewing of the. proyams

they were less chaotic and diffuse in their expression of aggressivity.

.This is to :be distinguished from a so-called "catharsis" theory* of the

effects of portrayed violence,'which would

cartoons

that violence in television

ryes as an outlet for aggression in khild viewers.

* By itself, the catharsis theory is simplistic. There is clinical evidence,

however, to indicate that catharsis in the sense of abreaction plays a

role in the overall dynamics of the complex psychological system of

assimilation and response to media-portrayed violence, and interacts with

such ego mechanisms as projection, introjection and identification with

the aggressor. -
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The clinical findings and direct observations of these children

are consistent with a theory of cognitive support in which inner,

1p

aggressive (id) impUlses are'attached, or "bound" to outer aggressive

materials (portrayed violence). The direct clinical observatiOn of these

children indicates that affects, feelings and emotions can be stimulated

significantly by cartoons, but that behaivoral changes in aogressivity-

are essentially verbal, attitudinal and playful, and fall short of any

meaningful change in their pre-existing leve (__purposeful peer

assaultiveness or violence.

Clinically the emotionally impaired children identified readily with

the cartoon characterdin their:quasi-human foibles; but'their\actual

behavior was not altered, or imitative of cartoon. violence. It was felt

that the differences between the more psychologically intact Group B

Children and the more emotionally impaired Group A children were such that

the impaired group was less sure of itself behiorally.

.Clinically, the aggressive and typical violent behavior of the

emotionally impaired group was more in the nature of chaotic, tantrum-

like behavior in response to overwhelming frustration, and was not

imitative of cartoon materials.

r.
The more psychologically intact children in Group BINere more

confiOent of their ability to approach closely the tolerable line

of acceptable behavior, and like active youngsters, explored the limits

of teacher and other authoritarian tolerance through ,such testing

mechanisms as pranks', humor, verbal teasing and a'higher level of mutual
o
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boyish horse-play.

to such purposes,

(-3

(

Where cartoon characters and pranks lent themselves
A

y tended to be imitated, and sampled as part of

the changing repertoire of these youngsters! pre-e4sting<aggressiVe

veZbalizations and behaviors.

The emotionally imParied Children recalled,recounted and focused:

on more aggressive incidents about the cartoons than did the ghildren in

Group B. Tbis appeared to be related to thetlidency of the emotionally

impaired children to "bind" or utilize aggressivekstories and television

content in the management of their own, inner aggressive impulses.

In addition to the ongoing, daily'Clinical observations of both:

groups by the teachers, assistants, and research staff under the supervision

.of the senior clinical pgychologist, the Group B.Children were given

Behavior Rating Scales immediately following their viewing of both the

cartoon and non--cartoon television materials. The increase in 'aggressive
L,

behavior, rather broadly asserted by critics of children's cartoons;

was indeed reflected in the results of the Behavior Rating Scales. 'The

careful content analysis of this heightened aggressivity, however, indicates

that it falls far short of any increase in actual violence or interpersonal

assaultiveness in 5pdak:to-day.lives of theses children. This'iS to be-

contrasted with experiftentally -_induced behaviors in which aggressivity

under laboratory conditions may not be reflective of the child's

behavior in real-life circumstances'.

It is not surpirsing that the Behavior Rating. Scale indicated- a

significantly higher degree of aggressivity in the Group B children

following their viewing of the action 'cartoons in comparison to their

ti

7 .75 -;
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s, to the non-cartoon materials which were selected for their

blandness and lack of-Violent content. The content analysis of the
.4

. .

aggressive responses to the ca±toon materials was. recorded as

essentialAince much of the literature fails to distinguish between

aggrissiVity and violence,*

A rather broad.range of experimentally- induced or laboratory-

produced children's 'behavior'following exposure to television s

.materials has been called either aggressive or violent without

delineation between the two. The lack of distinction encourages

distorted' and scientifica,llyunfounzled charges by' lay critics who

in turn more broadly cite th&loose language.and concepts of st
.

which appear to regard typical Childish pushing, horse-play and

assertiveness as "violence" .31,32 'While both the clinical fin

experimental study. suggest that aggressive affects, feelings and

emotions are indeed stimuilted by cartoons, actual behavior which

.s labelled as aggressive must be distinguished from violence or

assaultivenessin the interests of avoiding categorical statements.

The authors have longtheld
as the opposite of passi
and those Characterized
necessarily seek the

_their object. Viol
those behaviors
containinb.im or

31
Looney, C-rald op. cit.

t aggressivity'is more prOperly regarded
, and would include such behaviors as assertiveness

strong, forceful initiative which do not
destruction, restriction or containment of

, on the other hand,js best reserved to describe.
are characterized by d\hostile, destructive or

ult, in our view.

32
Rothenberg, ., "Effect of Television Violence on Children and Youth",
JANA, 234, 0:1043-.1646: December 8, 1975.
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The analySis of the results of the' Behavior' Rating Scale in the

Group B dhildren.indicates that thecmeaningfUl Changes following.the

viewing of action cartoons were limited to attitudinal and verbal

aggressive responses on: the part of the dhiA viewers. 130aLttpeclini

studies of the emotionally impaired grip and' broken he Children

failed to reveal any significant Changes in their &S e,

longitudinally, observed patterns of assaUltivenets'or actual: violence..

Moreover, the content analysis of the Behavior Rating Scale in the Group B

children, while shOwing significant changes in post-cartoon viewing

verbal and attitudinZaggressivity, failed todshowany agnifica.
Changes in actual assaultiveness or interpersonal violence in their

post-viewing classroom, schoolyard or evening dormitory behavior.

What was also most obvious and noteworthy when examining the test

results on the content analysis of the BehaivOr Rating ScaleS-was the

relatively few numbers of actnally recordable aggressive behavior in any

'category or any type when compared to the total numbers of incidents

which could have been marked. Thus, even though increases in a variety of

aggressive behaviors and attit6dPS were indeed noted following exposure to

cartoons, these increases were still a relatively unimpressive percentage

of the potential total numbers of incidents.

Both groups of children readily identified with cartoon characters,

but distinguished the violent prOblem-solving antics of cartoons from

practical behaviors which were, available to them for solutions to real

or actual situations in their own lives.



. These particular two groups of vulnerable children included iahuMber

of youNsters who had emotionally determined learning disabilities,

and Other children whose experiences resulted in the dulling of

conceptual and imaginative resources associated with restricted ego

development. These studies suggest that the emotionally impaired child

who does not, or cannot, e-Gag-6 in self - generated, aggressive. fantasy

may samehoiffutilize the external support provided by the vicarious

fantasy experience of watching "action" aggression on television. Such

children, in adnition to their clinical developmental problems are

Hfieedyi,

...tr A

their lack of adequate cognitive resources.

s In a recent article, Bettleheim
33

pointed to the child's utilization

of the bIk fairytale in bringing order into the turmoil of hi, feelings.

ii..LUgugpes on to describe how "Fairytales underwent severe dTitieetism when

the newdiscoveries of psychoanalysis and child psychology. revealed

just haw violent, anxious, destructive, and even sadistic a child's imagination

ti

is...doUbters claimed th4t these stories created, or at least greatly

encouraged, these upsetting feelings..." Bettleheim then proceeds to

point out that, "Parents who wish to deny that their child has murderous

wishes and wants to tear things, and even people, to pieces, believe that

their child must be prevented from engaging ifn such thOughts (as if this

were possible)...and the child is left to feel that he is the only one

who imagines such things. This takes his fantasies really scary."

33
Bettleheim, B., 'Reflections (Fairytales)", The New Yorker, p. 5a,
December 8, 1975. A
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The same criticisms and concerns are vOige4abdkit numerous television

cartoons. Like folk fairytales which evolve t6ing re-told, the

formulas and plots of children's cartoons are re-told and re- modified

hundreds of times indifferent renditions, forms, shapes and colors.

There is a continuum between ancient -folk fairytales, re-told by Grimm

and Anderson, animated by Disney, and modified and elaborated through

the countless variations'of a generation of Wlled cartoon-makers. As
.

indicated bf Bettleheim, the aggressive and even sadistic fantasies for

which such materials provide external form in children may not only be

useful, but essential to their development resolving marked and

frightening anxieties which reflect inner 'con licts between their immature

id, ego and developing superego, functions.
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PRCOECT III:

TELEVISION STUDTES WITH YOUTHFUL AND YOUNG ADULT OFFENDERS (Pilot)

In planning our series of studies of the effeCts of televised

violence on emotionally vulnerable Children (Projects I and II), it

seemed Obvious that attention should bedirected as well to the study,

of known violent persons. A logical choice was to explore a prison.
%

population of youthful and young adult offenders who were exposed

00
to-television fare throughout the formative years of their childhood.

)

and adolescence:-

Youthful and young

with crimes of violence,

are marked by pugnacity,

adult offenders, especially those charged

or those whose institutional adjustments

may be readily documented-as vulnerable

or predisposed to violence, in that their various, foams aggression

have brought them into forceful conflict with the law%. One ,need make,

no inferences or speculations about their aggressive or 'Violent pro-
-

pensities. Where better than in the study of such a group.might it be

demonstrated that media-portrayed Ariolencegenerates or contributes

to causality, or dimplicated,by association with the production of

actual, behavioral violence?

With respect to this prospect, ther-e`are difficulties inherent

in almost every research design which seeks to evaluate th long term

effects of exposure to televisionportrayedyiolence on ldren.

- 80 -
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C
example, a seemingly ideal method would be to begin an (intensive

study of the learning processes of three to five year old childrell,./

somehow continue in close longitudinal contact with these research/

subjects for fiften or more years, in order to obser°ve the effe of

television programs on their learning/and development. The dif iculties

involved in this type of study, particularly in view of mcderri

population mobility, are almost insurmountable. Attempting to con-

trol variables, other than television, which could also influence de-

velopment, would be an exercise in futility.

Ratkonale

An alternative method would attempt a retros ctivi study of

the influence of exposure to television violence/on the development
TI

and behavior of known assaultive persons.- Project_LII begins with

in-depth evaluations of the personality.struotures and life situations

of known violent persons. It then seeks to t their past

:history and childhood devel special f on television

viewing habits, throughdata obtained the use of special interview-

i
.ing procedures developed for the purposes of this p*, eqt by clinicians

experienced in the assessment of offenders.

Many problems are inherent in this approadh.' One must:be able

to guide and assist subjects in the recall of si kicant aspects of their

past lives, without cutting off their spontaneous c)fferings. In research

with prisoners, one must assess and encourage their motivation to pre-

i05
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sent a truthful picture. The-experienced clirlician is prepared to re-

cognize and deal with both consciously'and unconsciously determined

distortions ih all subject disclosed materials, and avoids taking at

face val7,anY single finding or.group of findings.

The clinical data Obtianed in Project III was gathered and scru-
I

ize9 with every view to minimizing the inclusion of false or innaccu-
,

rate-information. TOward this end, the investigations wexe\cartied

out under' the close' supervision of forensic psychiatrists with many

years of experience in judging the'reliability of information obtained

in interviews with prison inmates.*

c

* The authors of this report have diredted the Temple University Unit
in Law & Psychiat(y since 1957. In addition to carrying out a number
Of clinical studies of offender populations, this interdisciplinary
university facility has also provided the bulk of lasychatric diagnostic
services for the Philadelphia Court and Prison Systems, evaluating
several thousands of offenders annually, and providing hundreds of
formal, in-depth studies and comprehensive reports for pre:Isentence
and probation purposes. The wei4ht given to these reports in practi-
cal dispositions and .decisions is considerable, and their consequences
are more than academic. These psychiatrists and psydholOgists, who

are part of a university research fadility, hav6 had spe 'al training in
the forensic behavioral sciences, and haveCiontributed to ngoing se-
minars, lectures .and clinical conferences dealing wi the` offender,

and" particularly with the dangerous or a gresspe off r. Project III
,

drew, therefore, not on a hastily ass led Staff of forensic novices

soon to become instant experts, but upon a unique, existing team of
clinicians and researchers whose Otimary add long- standing university
interests have concerned themselves specifically with offendet-popula-
tions. New personnel brought into this project were integrated.into the
existing forensic team. the interviews in Project III were carried out by

Dr. Edward Guy, assisted by Douglas Bry. Additional interviews and

discussions were conducted by the authors.
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Despite the experience and ex ertise of this research team

in gaining a high degree of trust and cooperation from such subjects,

nothing was taken for gtanted and particular care waS'paid:,,to mutual

confidence and the preserVation oEconfidentiality. Eadh inmate in

the was assured that none of the shared interview materials would

find its way into court or tuticnal records, o be .used in any

,identifi against him.

/

/'

Beca of the, long existence and acceptance of this univer-
.

sity-affi iated clinical reserach team at the - Prison;; Project `III err

joyed f its 'beginning the confidence of'the/Administration the
o

inmates and the institutional staff.

For persons not experienced with inmates, the'interests of

prisoners in participating in clear, prosocial esearch projects cures

as a_plea-intTsurprise. This.interist,rand even enthusiasm, is more

understandable when ors realizes the paucity of meaningful. activities

,and/or employment available to inmates of a huge, metropolitan pri-

son system,. Beyond the idealistic wish to contribute to the better-

ment of knowledge, inmates have learned that even their transient

associations with behavioral science research peksonnba7a)n provide

, .

warm, interesting iriterinaPs and contrasts to an otherwpe bleak,

S

hostile and impersonal environment. A sensitive awareness of these

considerations and Pdtentials is an essentialingredient in. the carry=

o

/

(")
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ing ouf7bf medical or psychological research projects in a prison

milieu.

, There is little purpose in presenting here a theoretical list

of motivating factor, wialch might relate to innate *participation in
.

medical experiments. It is important to note, hoWe r, that the:

medical experimental program has introduced the inmate,toTa nun-

ber of interpersonal relationships which he otherwise woulenot have

encountered within the prison. In other words, in addition to his .

exposure to officers and other prison personnel, the inmate experiences

day -t&day contact with university- affiliated research personnel,.

It is likely that theintuitive interpersonal contacts between,'

the inmates and the researchers have psychotherapeutic or rehabilita-

. tive potential. These relationships are not psychologically-bland..

11'
The ingredients of a therapeutic experience are poorly understood. We

talk of insight and transference. Certainly, a number of inmates will

'Fidentify themselves with selected research persons depending on the
A

Personality characteristics of each. Herein lies a'beneficial potential

by-product fidr certain inmates. It is not *rely that the inmate has an

.

opportunity for ftirther contact with researchers who may impress him as
. ilk

,

admirable representatives of society, lout that These contacts can be

both gratifying and effective in the inmate's rg-appilaisal of hiIlf
_ . . 4

. . . AV

and his socio-economic prospects.
.. .#'iC3

e
. W

V

6

C(
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"Same inmates have the additional opportunity offUnctioning

as assistants in various projects. Their exposure to scientific method,

record- keeping and laboratory procedures can be further developed to

serve as an introduction to meaningful rehabilitative educational pro-

grams. These matters are worthy of additional investigation to deter-.

mine the postible usefulness of rehabilitative by-products in medical

experimental programs.
.34

Standardilation of Interviewing and Data Collection Guide:

In seeking to deVelop ways of oollecting, recording and ana7

lyzing information on violent offenders, a pilot sample of thirty-five

16 to 18-year old offenders was selected. Of these thirty were being
o

held on crimel)of violence against other persons, and five were being
A

held for such crimes as burglary or drug use.

c.)

F'xun the experience gained in working with this initial group

of youthful offenders, we were able lo obtain interviewing'- guides and

procedures which were ,tested and reapplied until out research staff

34 Heller, M.D., "Problems and Prospects in the Use of Prison

Inmates for Experimentation", The Prison Journal:

47,1:212;1967.
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was satisfied that a useful clinical interviewing outline had been' db7

tained, and that this outline would address itself as thoroughly as

possible to our two main areas of interest: (1) developmental history,

anti-social background and record of violent behavior; and (2) the

offender's television viewing patterns and experiences.

It was hoped that ad'a result of work in the pilot study, Project

III, that pertinent data could be gathered, classified and grouped

in such a way as-to be clinically meaningful, and at the same time lend

itself to eventual computerization. With additional experience, the

data might lend itself to the development of a useful violence profile

which might then be compared with a so-called television viewing

profile.

After much trial and error, conferences', and editing, we standr

ai'dized eighteen sets of items that *re agreed upon for coverage in the

'clinical- research interviews. The elments.toudhed upon were reason-
a

ably comprehensive. Considering our over-abundant areas of interest,

(in all of thr many variables associated with the development of violent'

behaNioral pat , and. the influanceAf television-viewing experiences

on violent behavior), the items touched-upon, but in no way exhausted

'all of the inter-related complexities involved in making meaningful evalu-

ations of the multiple causal factors contributing to violent behavior in
a

large numbers of offenders.
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Areas Of Clinical Investigation:

We began with tudh'standard identifying and related information

as sex, age, marital status, religion and ethnic group, the offender's

current legal status and past juvenile and adult criminal records, with

a breakdown in the types of'a4Tests and'convictions. Since there is

sometimes a wide variation between the offender's involvement in criki-
,

nal acts and his arrest record, attention has been further paid to anti-

social behavior which has not been officially recorded or charged.

bevelbpMental and background influences Were sought, including

genetic, family, socio-econamib, early enviromMental and neighborhood

factors, including the level of neighborhood gang activity and the sub-

ject's invoikiement.

- .

There followed standa,tdized sections regarding educatibnal,

religious, vocational and military backgrounds, -as well as the sexual,

psychiatric and past medical histories. There was also included a

specific section of detailed information about past involvement in

violent interaction, including a sectiod! On injuries. licted upon the

subject by,others, self-inflicted injuries, and in ies'ihflicted by the

subject on others.

Specific information was Obtained'regarding the use of alcohol

and all types bf diugse the age at which dependency may have been es-
/

tablished, the degree of ;drug- associated social and occupational imr

pairment, as Well as drug or alcohol-related criminal behavior.
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This was followed by a psychological

and diagnostic assessment, with particular

aggressivity and dangerousness.

and psychiatric evaluation

reference to impulsiveness,
_4

The interview section dealing with television habits began with

details of age-grouped exposure to television, and type or content

of pruyiams watched, 'with specific questions related to action drama's.
A

This was followed by a determination of thesubject's-Viree favorite

programs at various age levels, reactions to commerciala, and his own'

impressions of the effects televisionNiad upon him. Spedific questions
P

investigated his interest in imitating' elevision characters or plots in

his play or in his real behavior. Additional investigation was made of
a

whether'the individual ever acted out a crime seen on tTision, and

whether or how television influenced his criminal career.

The entire instrument, developed. as a result of'our interviewing

and information7gathering efforts with the pilot grolip of youthful of-

fenders is reproduced in detail in the Appendix, underIntervi73ing and

P'N's
Data Collection Guide ".

It will be seen. from an examination from the Data Collection and

Interviewingtade (see Appendix) that each interview can be completed

in 60 to 90 minutes, depending upon digressions, as a general rule. It

,

has been our experience that the subjects' interests were sustained over



the periodof'time necessary to compAte the gathering of information,

thpttheywere interested in the issues; and that there was a useful level

of reliability and candor-in the responses obtained in our own prison

setting.t

a

1

Findings

The results of the pilot study indicated that adolescents in

a prison setting would respond reliably to specially developedin-

terviewing procedures Which elicited specific materials to be kept,

in the highest degree oCconficlentiality, separate fruttheirinstitutiolnal

and court records.' )/

Experiences with the pilot grd;lp of adolegcents wi

a
twenty-one were being held on hpirlicide charges, eight for aggra-

vated tob1914ty and assault, and one for forcible rape), indicated the

present seriousness of their charges did not necessarily corrleate

with an extensive history of juvenile delinquency, or repeated ar-
,

rests.

* Again, it is pointed out that mutual confidence an
essential ingredients in successful behavioral sCien
prison setting. In addition,.it is noted that each
volunteered for the interview received the sum of $1.
his commissary account., token money representing not o
but acknowledgment of is dignity and independence in

.with the study.

confidentiality are
research in a

ubjec't who
0 to be placed in
y payment,

rating

bt - 89 -
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The nature of, the offense is not to .be confused with the

nature of the criminal. Only half of the homicide cases, for ex-

ample, had a past history of significant violence. Some of the ad-
.

olescents who did not have a long history of criminal activities or

pre-existing violent behavior, Bound themselves caught in the Cir-_

cumstannPs of a ghetto' street gang eruption, in which the killing

was part of.. an isolated, nightmarish event in the otherwise adven7.

titious posturings required for. gang aceeptnce. It was our impres-

sion that a number of minor Charges, including such varied juvenile

charges as incorrigibility .or chronic truancy, often turned out to

conceal more disturbed-behavior, and more serious psychiatric

diagnoses, than was revealed, in those awaiting trial on homicide

charges.

Further,learingout the fact that serious charges did not

correlate with past violent behavior in the pilot group, a review of

juvenile crime reco0sindicated'that thirteen of the thirty-five had

no significant juvenile police records, and-another fourteen had

records of relatively moderate severity. - While the severity of

the criminal Charge did not correlate with a serious or extensive

past police record, a history of high degree of juvenile pugnacity

and-physical violence did correlate highly with a serious juvenile

police record. Of the thirty-five men in this pilot group, sixteen

°had seriously cut or stabbed other people, and fifteen had shot at

least one person, indicative of an impressive group propensity for

violence. Not all of these events resulted in arrests.

N
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Exposure to Television in the Pilot Group

All of the adolescents and young adults in the pilot study had

a television set at home throughout their lives, and in many cases

there was mare than one set. Only fourteen of these adolescents

rated high-(two to four hours per day), in time spent'watching televi-

sion; sixteen rated moderate and five rated low (less than two hours

per day).
a

Twenty of these teen-agers reported that they tended to

watch significantly less television Iba they entered their teens,

but nine felt that they watched television after they became

teen- agers. It was felt that this factor or marked variability in

the rate of television viewing during adolescence and late teen-age

may have particulF reference to periods of threatened violence

on the boUndaries of gang "turr, at::Oich times indoor activity,
4,

especially television, would present itself as a discreet alterria

tive to confrontation on the streets.

An initial. attempt to compare the amount of time spent

watching television with the degree of violenbe found in back-

ground of these young men did not reveal any significant7correlation.
Our Ntial interview'With the thirty-five youthful offenders,

examined their attitudes'and'experiences regarding television by

exploringkr television program preferences and the reasons for

them. The highest preferences in this group were for law and
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order or crime type programs. .This was f011owed closely by

a preference for war pictures, then in order by westerns, violent

'sports (particularly boxing and fo6tball), horror programs, cartoons of

all t'pes, science fiction, variety shows, situation caries, stand

up comedy, news broadcasts and lastly

With

again were

historical

respect to eovies broadcast ,o

for crime movies, foll

shows.

television, the preferences

by war pictures, western and

pictures with violent action., It is interesting that in the

westerns, this primarily black group of offenders identified primarily

with th6 Indians and openly hissed the racist

Our initial explorations regarding commercials indicated that

twenty-two of the thirty-five violent youthful offenders paid signifi-

cant attention to many of the comMercial, and paiticularly, noticed

the products. All of these 104thful criminals 4ere. asked whither

they ever felt particularly put-doWnior hopelessly t or de-

prived when hey watched commercialS fea64ring 1 sh homes, vaca-

tion resorts or material possessions. It was interesting that only

four of the thirty -five young men admitted to feeling put-down, dis-

couraged,'or left out by such advertisements. These findingsi.as

were the others in the pilot study, were marked for futher investigation

in subsequent projects.

92 -
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Initial explorations of that inmates would claim they learned

from television-viewing were interesting and instructive. Ten of

these youthful violent' offenders indicated that they had learned

nothing an television, that it was merely a way to pasS the time,

or a form of entertainment. With respect to crimee'five felt that

television's message was that the criminal always gets caught and
4

that crime does not pay. ther five, an.....t he. otter hand, were

Able to talk quite frankly t certain television shows which con-
.

tained for them a number o instructive lessons in criminal technique.

. Three of 'the inmates went to great lengths to dondemn television

as "so phony" that nothing coUld be learned from it. They particularly

blamed documentaries and hews s4ories as being staged propaganda,*

AIM their elaborations of these allegations were acboimpanied

by political and paranoid Overtones of their' overall rage at the

"racist-capitalist system". On another note, they commended tele-

vision as having been helpful to them in further developing sports

skills ( ih basketball and football particularly), through watching

the movements and plays of professionals when they sought to emu-

late.

However, nineteen of the thirty-five in this group downgraded

.television as an influence and interest in their recent lives in campari-

''''taroviother-media,including magazines, newspapers and radio pro,
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grams. With respect to

music, records and movies.

, these nineteen tend to favor

c

Of particular interst were the responses toy our investigations
. ,

regarding the possible acting-out of the crimes which had been previous-

lySeen on television pidgrads. Twelve of the thirty-five youthful.of-
I

fenders indicated that they had been consciously aware of acting out

the techhiques of a crime which they had previously seen "demonstratqd"

oft television! The more violent youthful offenders tended to report

that such programs had modified the techniques of their criminal acti-

vities more than did the less violent ones among the group.

None of this initial group felt that television had played any

iI

oauSal role in the development of their anti-social or criminal properr-

sities. This was in contrast to the instructional role that some shows

played in their detailed illustrations of how, and how not to, perform

certain criminal acts. As examples, they cited insights television

provided into police methodology and routine, as well as specific in-

struction in the proper approach to burglar alarm systems, barbed

wire barricades, and central electrical fuse-boxes. It takes more

than a pistol and parachute to produce a skyjacker, butthere,are suf-

ficient numbers of desperate den willing to try it, with no more

knowledge than can be gained in the newspaper.

It was felt that the time consumed in the pilot study, Project III,

was- rewarbed by the development and refining of clinical investigative
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techniques which would lend themelves to the study of violeneyouth-

ful offenders, with particular respect to their television vidwing patterns.

Upon completion of the pilot project, 'we were able to proceed_with more

formal studies of several larger samples of youthful,and young adult

offenders in a prison population.

95
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PROJECT IV:

TELEVISION VIEWING, ANTI-SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND VIOLENT BEHAVIOR -

.AN EXAMINATION OF ONEHUNDRED YOUNG MALE OFFENDERS

mon-loP
v

In order that standardized information be obi:Led, an intge-.

View and data-collecticnvulde was developed, as descriNed in
,

.

35'14.°
Project III," to serve as a work sheet for each interview. The data

collection -guide consisted of two major sections; the first dealing

with developmental history, anti-Social badkgrouhd and record of

violent behavior, and the second with the television viewing pattern's

and experiences.

Subject Selection

One hundred subjects were OhOsen, at random from volunteers in the

a
youngest groups in the prison population, sincp it was, only these wilco,

would have had a full life-long exposure tootelevision.

Initially, subjects were ob

central file, and then locating in

ticipate. However, the study be

more vOlunteere than we Could h

by searching the Institution's

viduals to see if they wanted to
V.

so popular that we usually hdd

35
In order to tabulate and
coded onto five IBM cards'
to methods described by
Package for Social Sci

rrelate the to sate 344 variables were
for each of one hundred subjects, according
, N., Dent, D. and Hill, C., "The Statistical

s", McGraw-Hill k' Co., N.Y. 1970.



Subject Background

Of the one hundred inmates* interviewed for the stlidy,,98 .

wTre Black, one was Spanish, d one was French Samoan. 76 of

the subjects were born in Philadelphia, 21 in the
4

South, 2 in the West,

BEHAVIORAL AND IEVELOPMENTAL DATA

t

and 6 in other locations. The age range of the. sample is,froM 16 to

27, with mean age of 22.

Present Legal Status

72 of the subjects were untried and incarcerated awaiting trial.

.N
20 were,sentenced, and 8 were awaiting sentencing., Of the untried,

men, the mean period of incarceration was 5 6 months; 8, had been

waiting for over a year. ..

The following is a breakdown of the primary present Charges: ,:4(

Homicide: 30

Assault w/i to kill: 13

Burglary Larceny: 12

Robbery or Aggravated Robbery: 32

Rape or Assault w/i to Rape: 7

Assault and Battery: g
3

Possession or Use: (drugs) 3

Arrest, Conviction, and Incarceration Records

The arrest, conviction and incarceration records are con-

tained in the following tables.

* Because the sample is 100,-Absolute frequencies are equal to percent
,

frequencies. Percent signs will be used only when dealing with part of.

a smaller Whole.
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Frequency

1. No Arrests

2. 1 -.3 Arrests

3. 4 - 6 Arrests

4.. 7 - 10 Arrests .

5. 11 - 15 Arrests

6. Over 15 Arrests

TABLE I:

Arrest and Conviction Records

ARREST' Fsalms

uU

Juvenile

26*

31

20

16

4

3

CONVICAON RECORDS

Adult

1

r-58

29
0

6

FmcNeildY Juvenile. Adult

14.4' No Convictions 33

2. 1 'conviction . 40 -32

3. 2 Convictions 10 14

4. 3 Convictions 10 11

5. 4 or more ConviCti.ons - 10

4.`

* N =";.1:)ercent and absolute frequency
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TABLE II:

-Breakdown of Al4ests and ODnvictions

0

1 Crimes Against
Persons:

%

2: Crimes Against
Property:

3. Sex Offenses:

4. Drug Offenses:

5. Weapons Offenses:

6. TruanCy: .

7. Incorrigibility:.

JUVENILE ADULT
.10

Arrested* Convicted* Arrested* Convicted*

48** 29 85 38

54

12

7

8. Other: 14

38

3 10

2 , 25

12

0

4 0

. 12

35

11

5

0

0

4 )"-

Each category represents the number arrested or convicted at least once.

** N = percent and absolute frequency

,/
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MIME III:

1. No incarceration:

Incarceration Record

Adult

2

Juvenile

42*

2\ 0-8 months: 11 31

3. 8 months -*- 11/2 years 16 26,

4. 11/2 to 3 years: 16 2/
V.

5. 3 5 years: 11 ?

6. 5 ''- 8 years: 4' 3
.1)

7. 8 15.years: ' 0 2' -

L

* N= percent and absolute frequency

'a

wt
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Driving Records

32 of the men spoken to had never driven. Of the remaining

78 drivers, only 21 had ever gotten a license, and 8 disclosed

that they learned to drive in stolen cars.

Family Background

Half of the. subjects came from intact families, 13 from fami7

lies with t the mother, 1 from family with just the father,

and 14 f foster homes. Most came from large families, the mean

number of otal siblings per family was 4.9, and 8 of the subjects

were the o y child. 38 related that their families receive par-

tial or to assistance from the Department of Public Assistance.

24 re major criminal trouble in their family members.

one-fourth of these cases, it was the parents; the rest were siblings.

Neighborhood Gang Membership

69 subjects, by their own rating, grew up in high crime areas.

73 have.belo to gangs., 47 for over three years. Being in a

gang is one of the 'strongest influences these indi;auals'receive.

It correlates gher with the level of violence than any other variable.

Education

Only 12 of the subjects have graduated high school, and only I

of these Went on to college. The mean level of education for the

sample the 10th grade. Truancy was the rule, arid when they
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did go to School,, 67 were involved in Ortial or total vocational

training, 6 were .in remedial programs, 10 were in disciplinary

schools, and 16 were in

the men, spoken to left

Einployment Histo

42 of the subjects relate that they have spent a lot of time

unemployed; 7 have never had. any job. Most of the silb*ts have

had 4 or 5 jobs, each lasting only a tew months. When asked why

they left or lost lbbs, 22 laid the predominant reason was index,-

0

ceraticn, 42 said they usually quit, 14 uqually got fired, and 12

most often left for a better job.

full academic programs. One-fourth of

gh sdhool because of incarceration.. '

Marital and Parenting History

79 of the subjects are single and n ara,matried -.3by

4
common-law; 8 are separated or divorced. 44 of the smbjell.,

have parented Children of ,their own. Of that number only half

assume responsibility for their progeny, and at the present time

the Department of PubliC.Assistance is supporting 65% of their

offspring.

Sexual History

16 of the subjects showed poor or inadequate sexual adjust-

ment. 14 of these were homosexuals (half of them said for money);

.11 reported homosexual experiences while incarcerated.

- 102 -
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Religious Backgrouit

Forty-three of the men'are Baptist, twenty-four report no

religious involvement, and - sixteen are Muslims. The Muslims were

both the most religious and the most recent converts. As a group, they

appeared 'better spoken apd more intelligent.

4story of Injuries

The records of injuries inflicted and received are.contained in

the following tables.

tanc-e-On the part of the

and Stabbed or otherwise

initially 'felt that there would be a reluc-.

cts to speak freely of those they had shot

assaulted. However, most of the violent

offenders related these experiences with no apparent reluctance.

Seven reported inflicting injuries on themselves; four of these

ZA, appeared to have been serious suicide attempts.

alo

-cg
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4

V

TABLE IV:

History of Injuries Received and Inflicted

INJURIES DECEIVED

JUVENILE ADULT

1. No Injuries 4

Gunshot Knife
Blunt
Inst. Gunshot Knife

Blunt
Inst.'

84 77 60 76 85

2. 1 Injury
.

10 2

.

8 5 15 9-.

3. 2 Injures , 5 12 3 9 6 . 2

4. 3 or 4. Injuries . 1 5 4 0 r 3 3

5. 5 or'more Injuries 0 4 8 0 .0 1

INJURIES' INFLICTED

JUVIDNILE ADULT

1.

4-

No Injuries -

Gunshot Knife
Blunt
'Inst.

.

Gunshot Knife
Blunt
Inst:

77 72

.

-
70L--1'

.

86 90 93

2. 1 Injury c 7 ' 11 6 ' 6 ' 4 1

3: 2 Injuries 6 2 5 3 2 3

4. 3 or .4 Inluries 4 7 ...,4

.

2' 4 0

5. 5 or more Injuries 6

r
10 12 1 2 3

1

.N = percent and absolute frequency
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Drug Use

Data concerning the drug use of the sample is oontained.in the following

tables. The comments apply to specific drugs and trends which Showed up

in their use. A

Cough Medicine - Often the first high, was desbribed as easy and cheap to

obtain. Consumption ranged from a half to tiii-6e'or four bottles'a day, but

was usually one bottle of such medicines as Hypertussin and Romilar CF. '

Volatile Liquids,:--the predominant pattern of use was to try this once or

twice; and if enjoyed to do it every day for a few weeks or months. Almost

all the heavy users said they stopped because they became aware that it

was seriously handicapping them. f
Marijuana Seventy-two of the.men interviewed had tried marijuana. Of

all the drugs it appeared to them to be the least debilitating and the

leagt habit- forming.

L$D- Only-one subject was an acid freak. He stated that he took four

five to s a day for over a year. hUenty-one others had tried LSD.

-

Oral Depressants and Tranquilizers Germ ally Tuinal or Sego:nal; both
-9 ,

were described as easy to obtain and cheap. Use was usually one or

two capsules per day.

Oral Stimulants - The use of oral stimulants was almost negligible since

very few subjects hesitated to administer them intravenously, with greater

effect.

gl
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c

laravenoui thedrine and Heroin - Often used in a caMbinatj.cn'called

a "speedbalri these, -Lao drugs, aside from alcohol, appeared to

precipitate the most violence and criminal behavior. Most of the addicts

spoken to were "shooting" from five to twelve "bags" a day when

incarcerated. One individual had a daily habit of of twig, bundles

(approximately 50 bags).

Alcohol - Used extensively by young gang members, it was not uncommon .

to find thirteen to fifteen year olds consuming upwards of half a gallon

of wine a day. Alcohol, procurement and legal factors not considered,

appeared to produce. the most violence of all the drugs.

- 106
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Age First Used

1. No Use:

2. 8-12 years:

3. 13-16 years:

4. 174-20 years:

5. 21-27 years:

TABLE V:

Coull Medicine

46*

2

el 16

28

ti

8

Pattern of Use

1. Tried once or twice: 29

2.' Used off and on: 2

3. Used regularly: 4

4. Some dependence: 18

5. Established habit:

co

Length of Use

1. 1-3 months:

2. 4-6 months: 3

3. 7 months to 1 year 4

4. 1-2 years: 7

5. 3-4 years.: 5

6. 5-8 years: 3

Estimate of Impairemnt due to
Drug Influence**

a None , 0

2. Slight: 5

3. Moderate: 16

4. Marked: 2

Number Still usirig
When Incarcerated**

'*

* *

N = percent and absolute frequency

Recorded only if 3-5 under pattern of use

- 107 -.
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Age First Used

N1. No Use:

2. 8-12 years:

3. 13-16 years:

4. 17-20 years:

TABLE VI:

Vblatile Liquids (Glue)

'

74*.

12

10

5. 21-27 years: 1 3

Pattern of Use

1. Tried once or twice: 18

2. Used off and on: 1

3. Used regularly 2

4. Some dependence: 3

5. Established 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Length of Use**

1-3 months: 2

4-6 months: 1

7 months to 1 year:

1-2 years: 1

3-4 years: 0

5-8 years: 0

Estimate of Impairment due to
Drug Influence**

1. None:

2. Slight:

3. MOderate:

4. Marked:

t'umber Still Using
When Incarcerated **

4

* 'N percent and` 14e frequency

** Recorded only if 3-5 under patterns of use

- 108 -
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TABLE VII:

Marijuana

t4

Age First Used

1. No Use:

2. 8-12 years:

13-16 years:

4. 17-20 years:

5. 21-27 years:

28*

2

28

35

7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Patte s\Of Use

Tried once or twice: 15

Used off and an: 41

Used regularly: 3

Same dependence: 11

Estqblished habit: 2

r

Length of Use**

1. 1-3 months: 0

2. 4-6 months:

3. 7 months to 1 year: 1

0

4. 1-2-years:

5. 3-4 years:

C-'---z-.)

6. 5-8 years:

41

3

4

8

2.

3.

4.

Estimate of Impairment due to
Drug Influence** '

None: 1

Slight: 1

Moderate: 11

Marked: 3

Number Still Using
When Incarcerated**

13

* N = percent and absolute frwluencyt

** Recorded only if 3-5 in pattern of use

it
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1. No use:

2. 8-12 ye

,3. 13-16

4. 17-20 ye
--

5. 21-27 ye

irst Used

78*

0

0

13.

9

Pattern of Use

. /dried once'or twice:

Used off and on:

3. Used regularly:

4. Some dependence:

5.. Established habit:

P.

16

5

0

0

1

o use

1. 1-3 months: 0

21 4-6 months:

3. 7 months to 1 year:

4.- 1-2 years:

5. 3-4 years:

6. 5-8 years:

0

0

Estimate of ImpairpEnt due to
Infl **

1. None

2. ?light: 0

3. Moderate: 0

4. Marked:

Number,Still'Using
when Incarcerated**

* N = percent and Absolute frequency

**Recorded only if 3-5 in patterffof use
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liters

4 Age First Iliad

1. No use: 68*

2. 8-12 years: 0

3. 13-16 years: ,
7

4. 17-20 years: 20

5. 21-27 years: 5

Patterns of Use
4

1. Tried once or twice: 13\

2. 'Used off and on: 11

3. Used regularly:
/

4.
..e

S.:Independence: 6

5. Established habit:'" 1

Estimatel-of Impairment due to.

Drug Influence**Length of Use**

1. 1-3 months:

2. 4 -6 months:

3.4 7 months to 1 year:

4. 1-2years:

5. 3-4 years:

1. None:.

2. Slight:

3. Mbderate:

4. Marked:

5

3

3
Number Still Using

6. '5-8 years: 0 When Incarcerated**

/

2

2.0 * N= percent and absolute frequency

A

** Recorded only if 3-5 in pattern of use

t'.

I
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\
Age First Used

. No use:

8-12 years:

3. 13-16 years:

5. 21-27 years:,

2. 4-6 months:

3. 7 months to 1 yeare

4: 1-2 .years:

5.f, 3-4 years:

6. 5-8 years:

TABLE X:

Oral Stimul,ants

N\ /

---\94

0

21:

4

1 5.

1.

2.

0, N.

0,

0 4.

0
1".

0

N'= percent and absolute frequency

** Recorded only if 3-5 in pattern of use

/

O

Tried on

4

o.

Pattefh of Use

or trgice:

Used off on: \.

i//""`Used regularly: t)

Sate dependent*:

Established habit: . 0 .4

Estimate of Impairment due to
Drug'Influence** v

n :

Slight:

Moderate:

Marked://

00,

0

0

0

'Nutter Still Using
When Incarcerated**

o

0

-412-
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41,/

TABLE XI:

I.V. Zwbthedrine

0 Age First Used Pattern of Use

1. No,Use: 57* 1. Tried once or twice: 7

2. 8-12 years: 0 2. Deed off and on 16

3. 13-16 years: 2 3. Used regularly: 2

4. 17-20 years: 25 4. dependence: 10

\5. 21-27Lyears: , 16 5. Es lished habit: 8

Length of Use**

1. 1-3 months: 1

2.. 4-6 tronths: 1

3. 7 months to 1 year: 3

4. 1-2 years: 8

5. 3-5 years: 6

6. 5-8 years:

Estimate of Mthpainmatit-due to
Drug Influence**

1. None: 0

2. S 0

3. Moderate: 3

4. Marked: 17

,NUmbe.,1", Still Using,

Wen Incarcerated**

14

N percent and absolute frequency
P

** Recorded dnly'if 3-5 in pattern of use

= Intravenous"

4
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3.

4.

,5.

3.

4.

5,

.6.

Age First Used

No.Use: 41*

8-12 years: 0

13-16 years: 6
.

17-20 years: 33

21-27 years: 20.

Length of Use**

1-3 months: 0

4 -6 months: 0

7 monttp to 1 year: 7

1-2 years: 20

3-4 years: 12

5-49 years: 3

TABLE XII:

I.V. Heroin

1.

2.

3.

Pattern of Use

6

11

3

Tried mice or twide:

Used off and on:

Used regularly:

' 4. Some dependence:
g

6

5. Establishedihabit: 33

Estimate of impairment due to
Drug.Influence**

1.; None: 0

2. Slight: 0

3. Mbderate: 12

4. Marked: 30

Number Still Using
When Incarcerated * *.

42

* N = peTcent and absolute frequency

** Recorded only if 3-5 in pattern of use

I.V. = Ihtravenous
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Age First'Used

No Use: '6

8-12 years: 18

13-16 years: 55

17 -20 years: f9

21-27 years: 2

Length of Use**

1-3 months: 0

4-6 months:

7 months to 1 year: 2

1-2 years: 7

3-4 years: 22

5 or more years: 23

TABLE XIII:

Alcohol

Pattern of Use

1Tried once or twice:

2. Used off and on: 38

No

3. Used regularly:, 4

4. Some dependence: 27

5. Established habit: 24

1
Estimate of Impairment due to

Drug Influence**

1. None:

Slight:
I 2

3. Moderate: 23

4. Marked: 29

Number Still Using
When Incarcerated**

A' 32

* N = percent and absolute frequency

** Recorded Only if 3-5 in pattern of use
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'TELEVISION VIEWING DATA

Expo79ure

The hours of television exposure as a child, adolescent; and

adult'axe gven in Table XIV.
N

As to 'the trend in' watching from childhood to adulthood, sixty

one shaved a decrease and ten an increase.

Television Preferences
ik

Table .XV contains a listing of various types of shows'and

the mean value and standard deviation of the responses on the following

scale:
1 2 a

Not much watching Watch samkiftes. Watch often
. -

Telei)isign Favorites

Tab1e'XV1 contains a listing and comparison of favqrite types

of programming in Childhood, adolescence and. adulthood.

Table XVII contains a listing of favorite typegof movies at

pretent. 4

4%6

Table XVIII contains a listing of specific faVorite television

Shows at present. To compile this section each subject was asked

what his three favorite shows are. They are liSted'adcor g to overall

preference.

- 116 -
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TABLE X;EV;

Hours per day of Television Exposure

Child Adolescernt Adult

1. , 0-2 hours
t 5* 18 42

2. 3-4 hours: 24 41 31

3. 5-6 hours: 37 26 10

4. 7-8 hours: 18 7 8

5. 9-12 hours: 14 8.0 .,7

6. Over 12:, 2 0 2

* I= percent. and absolute frequency,
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TABLE XV:

Inventory of Television Preferencei-,

1

) Not Much"

Type of Program

Boxing

Wrestling

Football

-Basketball

z

Track *,

Roller Derby

Auto Racing

Skiing

tblf

Tennis

Variety Shows

ROck MuSic Showd
.

'Classical Music Shows

try and Western Music

FaMily Comedy _

:Stand-Up Comedy

Medic Shows

News

Documentaries

Police Shows

Lawyer Shows

War Shags

Westerns

2

Score

-11g-

2.590

1.890

2.210

2.220

1.566 .715

2.090 .780

1.690 .787

3

Often

S.D.

.621

. 803

.832

. 786

1.380

1.160

1.200

2.520

2.810

1.460

1.250

.678

.420

. 449 .

.659

. 506'

. 642

. 500

2.260 .74(74

2.720
°\

.604

2.060 .776

2.510 .659

2.020 .916

2.690 .581

2.540 .673

2.460 .731

2.730 .510



TABLE XV:

0

(Continued)

Mean S.D.of Program

Quiz Shows

Soap Operas

Hbrror Shows

Science Fiction

Cartoons

Movies

1.750

1.310

2.440

2.510

2.310

2.810

.672

.581

.715

.643

.800

.394

Ntrrter

s.

casesl. = 100

ft
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1. War

2. Western

3. Spy
.

4: Gangster

5. Police

6. Loye

-Soap Operas

Horror

. Soience Fiction

10. Cartoons

11. News

12. Family Comedy

13. Stand-UpP

14.

15.

16.

17. Lawyers

L.

,Variety Shows

Dancing and Live Music

Sports

"

TABLE XVI:

Favorite Types of Shows

18. Quiz Shows

19. Other

20. None

1

Child Adolescent

4*

35

4

,14

0" 5

8 15

2' 15

0 , 1

0 1

6 4

-0, 1

33 4

P 0

5 4

0 0

0 3

2 , 14

.b 2

0 sO

0 1

1 1

4 11 ?"

* N percent and absolute frequency

.Adult

0

3

0

8

28

0

1

0

2

o

3

2

8

26

0'

3

1,

0

9,,
5



,

1. Drama and Suspense.

2. Gangster

3. Westerns

'4. War

5. Historical

6. Adventure

(a
7. Horror

a. ,sex

9. Science Fiction,

10. LOve

11. Other

9.

a

TABLE XVII:

4
Favorite of Navies

t.

b

* N - percent and absolute frequency
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231

23

'21

8

8

5

4
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O

3.

4.

6

Flip Wilson

lt)d Squad

It Takes a Thief-

*at'

TAW XVIII:

Favorite Television Shows*'-,

A
56

18'

12.

5. Soul Train \ 12

6. Sports 12

7. star Trek 11

8. Mission Impossible 9

9. Georgie Woods 9

10. The FBI 8
,

11. Ironside 7

12. News 6

13. Doctor Shock (local) 5;

14. Hawaii Fiver-0 4

15. Ed Sullivan 4

16. Beverly Hillbillies 4

17. Laugh -In 4

18. NYPD 3

19. Marcus Welby 3

20. Other 25

21. No response 41**

*10 compile this table each subject was asked to discuss three

favorite television dhows
**41 - missing responses out of 300 poesibles



t

TV Effects and Attitudes

The subjects were dgked a series of straight questions regarding

the effect of TV on them and their. attitude toward certain aspects

of television. The results are as follows:

21 neVer discuss what they see,on TV

35 turn away from shows they don't like

35 have felt put down or left out by TV

46 have been aroused sexually by TV

79 have been angered by TV content

52 felt TV has changed their thoughts.or beliefs

64 have found TV horrifying or scary (ref. borrow shows)

41 have had nightmares about itonsters as a result of

seeing horror pictures.

%tation of Characters

63 reported that they have imitated characters seen on TV. A

teakdown follows. Pbst of these imitations were done when the subjects

were younipr; however, many of the men still imitate Flip Wilson.

37 have imitated no characters

25 Flip Wilson 2 Ed Sullivan

8 heroes 1 Al Capone

9 James Cagney 8 others

6 cowboys

2 Humphrey Bogart

2 Elliot Ness
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Impressions from Television

Table Itl(contains a summary and comparison of the subjects'

responses to questions about their impressions of the handling of

various topics On television. This section is highly subjective at

best, but is felt to.provide an initial, useful approach to reactions to

certain televised materials.

4
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TABLE XIX:

A Camparison of Impressions from Teleisial

.
_

M

1. No ImpresSion lb 13 18 13 6 17 10

2. Don't Watch It 1 5 -1[.

3. Neutral 1 2 8 4 2 5 1 3

4. 'Realistic r 0 5 7 12 9 9 7

5. Bigger Better than life 2 19 18

6. Just a job 5 ,q,-
4

7. Phoney - Unrealistic r 27 18 12 NN,, 4 7 17

8. Like them/it 18 19 4 10 12 24

9. Don't like them/it 4 3 10 8 21

10. Have learned from it. 4 5 1 15

11. Sad - Sorry,- Upset 2 11 3

12. if he deserved it -,. O.K.

13. Good impression 4 3 3 35 26 4

14. Bad impression
1 1

15.
i .

Mixed Feelings 5 1 4 3 2 1 4 10

16. Poo mach On 10 5

17. Makes me curious 1 2 10

18. It's hidden 5 18 1

19. Always justified

20. Some are Uncle Tars

.

21 Scary

.

22. Senseless

11 Mn4- +-him frilth 8 2

- 125 -
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TABLE XIDC:

28. Wish or want it

7

z

rr

0

tt,



1

TABLE XIX:
/.

(Continued) ..,

.
, . q".

.

1. No Inprejssi 7 5 12 11 11 16 5

2. Don't Watch It
,

3 23 1 1

3. Neutral ./

,

5 8 -13 3 2 4 7

.- .

4. Realistic . 9 7 10 4 4 2

5. - Bigger Better than life 8 2 l'

\
.

6. Just a jab 2 6 2 1

7. Phoney Unrealistic 19 6 3 3 11 4 3

8. Like them/it' 11 u 8 14 1 4 5

9. Don't like them/it 20 1 2 .3 22 12 3

10. Have learned fran.it 1 2

11. Sed - Sorry Upset 1 3 1 43

If he deiperved it O.K. . 3

13. Good impression 1 17 12 1 3 8

14. Bad impression 5 1 1p .6, 7 6

15., 'Mixed feelings 10 9 9 17 2 9 /3

16. Too much on .
9

17. Makes me' curious 1

18. It's hiddeh o i 4 1 1

19. Always Aistified 1 2

,

20. 'Same are Uncle Tons

\ '

10

21. Scary \ .

,

1 1

22. Senseless % 1

23. Not the truth" . 4 5 1

-127-
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TABLE XIX:

(Continued)

''' °I
V:

24. Identify with it 4 1 8

25. Always w-in - Right 3 5 21

26.

r

Just getting a chance

.

. 17 ' 2 , i

27. Have been mistreated 5 35 6

28. Wish or want it 20

128 -
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Crimes from Television

Twenty7two of the subjects reported trying criminal tee ques

seen on television. The source for twenty of these men was "I Takes

a Thief", a Show in which the criminal succeeds at Well-though -out,

daring crimes. Only three of the men reported failing or get g caught

while using television-inspired techniques.

o
Another twenty-two related that4t1hey have contemplated

r.

mitting crimes been on television, and seven men have stolen things

seen on television - ustqlly dlothes.

Other Media Influences
1

Table XX gives a history of entertainment and media influence

other than television, and the extent to whch they influenced the sub,

'jest - along the following scale.

1 2 3 2\

No 'influence Same influence A lot of influence

Also included in the table ar data on what each man felt was,

for him; the- strongest influence.

A
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TABLE XX

Inventory of Influences

1

NO influence
2 3

Same influence A lot of influence

Influence Mean S. D. Strongest Influence,

1. Movies 2.390* .601 3**

2. Plays 1.260 .505 2

3. Sports 1.970 .822 10

4.. Radio 2.860 ,.349 14

5. Books 2.260 .719
4is

17

6. Magazines 2.370 .661 2Adi

Jr- MD
7. Record's 2.650i. 37 .642 19

$

8. Television 33

* .A11 figures were calculated for 100 cases

** N percent and absolute frequency

130-
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Learned from Television

r t

p
Each suklject was asked what he felt he 'had learned from television.

down of the responses* follows:

12 felt they had learned nothing
4

23 felt they had picked up general knowledge

22 have learned various aspects of criminal tedhniqp6

Ltmlit crime doesn't pay

17 how to get along with all types of people,

6 about sports

13 felt that television lies and cannot be'taken as real

Major Criminal Influences

TO the question, "Why do you get in trouble?" the subjects responded

as follows:

231 felt it was the people they knew

12 feltythey have been given a bum rap

14 felt drugs were the reason'

10 because they needed money

10 because of being in a gang

9 because of their home situation

7 because of alcohol

15 blamed themselves

-\,
* $ame responded to both the second and fifth items

N = percent and absolube'frequency
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CCUMENPARY

Criminality and Violence:

The preceding data provided ug with an initial profile of,

developmental and personality factdis in young male offenders, with

particular reference to their histories Of violence, and patterns of tele-

vision viewing. The age Of:the sample was increased to alloW for comr

parisons between adolescent and young adult male offenders. The as

ranged from sixteen to twenty-seven, udth77,:of the subjects within the
0

ages of ninetten to twenty; three, of wham 45 were 21 to 23 years of

age and 32 were 16 to 20. All of these subjects grew up with exposure

to television from earliest Childhood Oh.*

We find that we are dealing largely with an urban, black, ghetto

population, 54% of the subjects being born in.the Philadelphia area.

Twenty -one percent were born in the south, and 3% in the West. There .

were no significant differences in the availability of'television sets to

those who ware born in the South in campariscn.with those reared in the

urban Philadelphia area.

The current criminal charges were for highly serious crimes in

97% of this research population. The remaining 3% were held on drug

* All one hundred subjects reported having television sets in their
hoMes from the early nineteen fifties on..

%

R)
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charges. ,These materials indicate that there is no consistent cor-
--

relation between the'present charge, or the length of the past criminal

record, and the offender's actual history of violent behavior from

childhood through young adulthood. This comes as no surprise to

experienced correctional workers and forensic behavioral scientists.

It is notNUnusual to encounter young offenders with very serious,

st and 'conviction records who were much' less ready to engage in

violent behavior than other young offenders with less serious,

officeial records. The dictum is that the nature of the dime must

be differentiated from the nature of the Criminal.

In this group of one hOndred serious offenders with a high

propensity for violence, 26% had no arrests as a juvpnile 13% had-no

convictions, and 42% never served time in an institution for any crime.

Thirty-one percent of the sample had been arrested from one'to three

times and 60% had been convicted one to three times. ,Eighty-five percent

had less than three years in institutions as a juvenile. These figures

reflect recent sentencing, procedures which seek alternatives to

institutionalization, under variou.1,00nditions of probation

Despite the infrequency of arrests in comparison to offenses,

4

particularly in same high crime areas it is noteworthy that 48 %' had at

least one arrest for a crime of violence against a person as a juvenile.

In addition, 54% had at least one arrest, for serious burglary charges, or

- 133 -
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:other crimes against property. Five percent of the subjects had at

`least one arrest for a violent sex crime. These inmates typically

sought to differentiate fordible rape from statutory rape, insisting that

the victim was &willing.partner. This finding with respect to rape

is consistent with our previous experiences -lin dealing with numbers- of

such offenders:whose versions remain understandably- at odds with those

of t1 official record.

In'dffender research, we find again that official arrest records
o

do not give a clear picture of the antisocial or driminal-bctivities of

the subjects.*

Seventeen pewent of the young -adolescents had been

arrested at least once, for carrying a concealed and deadly weapon, With

one of the subjects having been arrested more than six times for such

offenSes! With respect to violence, 85% Of the subjects had arrest re-

,

cords for crimes against'persons, with more admitting that they had

()omitted such crimes without having been arrested at other times.
0

4

Turning to drug abuse, increasingly connected with serious crime,

25% of the subjects had actually beentorrested at one time on drug charges.

a

*These discrepancies are (specially noteworthy in such areas as drug of-
fenses and assaults. For example, only 7% of the subjects were ever ar-
rested for drug use, as juveniles in contrast to,more than39%'who feely
admitted using heroin over significant periods of time, and a total of

who reported overall significant drug abuse.



r

This figure compared to 7 of the subjects who admitted and described

a serious drug.abuse.

As a related note, w" had been impressed in the past with the.

automobile driving practiceS and habits of youthful and young adult of-

fenders * We ribte with sore" interest that despite the fact that more

than 90% of the subjects drove cars regularly, only 20% had valid

driver's licenses, and a substantial number never°applied for one.

The figures relatin4.to family background, point to a higher

of social stability duri g the formative years of, childhood and

early adolescence than we woula have:anticipated from our general ex-

perience with offender populati ns. This finding reaffirmed our ex-

periences with the initial gro 14 of thirty-five violent teen-age often-

ders in whan we also found a er than anticipated percentage of in-

tact families. It is rather nat.. rthy that in the present study of one

hundred young adults and adoles.= t offenders, 61% lived with both

parents during their childhood, 4.% lived with both parents during their

adolescence, and 47% of the young adults reported their parents as

still living together.

These same subjects came genFrally from large families (some as

\

* Adolescents see the automobile as a symbol of liberation, power and a

beginning confirmation of'the rights and privileges of adulthood. The

use of the automobile has been described some as an American tribal

rite, confirming. status on the recipient of this privilege.
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many as twelve children), with the mean number of siblings at 4.87.

One third of the subjects were the oldest child of the family, 29%

were the second child, 17% the third child, with the balance being strung

out in diminishing order.

With 'reference to further factors noteworthy in this offender

population, the mother was the doMinant figure in.the home in 58%.

In only 9% was there any indication that the father was the dominant

person in the-family, a finding consistent with the inmate's own sub-

jective feelings, as well: This bears.out the much discussed tendency

for black ghetto youth to be reared in essentially matriarchal homes.

Thirty-eight percent of,these familiewere supported by welfare, and

53% were supported by one or both parents.

4,

With respect to. the Glueck
36

Prediction Tables for Delinquency,

85% of these offenders conceptualized their mothers as having been

loving individuals, and 55% spoke in such terms about their fathers.

Only 2% indicated that their mothers were rejecting and hostile, where-

as 10% condemned their fathers as such. These figures are consistent

with the known tendency of youghful offenders and young adult criminals

to idealize both parents, but especially the mother - sometimes in terms

(of outright sentimentality.

36
Gauecki S. and Glueck, E., "Predicting Delinquency and Crime",
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1967.
4
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The fact that 95% of these offenders had grown up-in central

urban areas, associated with above average to very high rates of crime,

appears to be intertwined with their own juvenile gang activities. More'

than 74% of the subjects have been active members in juvenile gang

life, a_factor most frequently found in the most violent offenders wham

we studied. Further analysis indicated that those young men who, for

whatever groups of reasons, were able to avoid gang membership, or

who were members for only short periods of time, did not engage in as

much actual physical violenceas those who were gang members over'a

sustained period of their teen-'age development.

The. etiological factors associated with neighborhood, level of

4
crime activity, and gang membership appeared to have extended beyond

the single generation of the offenders whoM we studied. For'example,

49% of the subjects had brothers or fathers (rarely sisters or mothers)

with a criminal record of some sAnificance. TWenty-1,five percent of the

subjects had fathers or brothers who had been engaged in major criminal

activities.

Regarding educational background, school disciplinary problems

and employment records, the findings reveal a significant degres,of dif-

ficulties in these areas. The prablehis noted over a long period of tine_

in school and in vocational efforts are determined by multiple factor

including ego and charcterolOgical impairment, as well as emotional
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and econamib deprivation and the environmental handicaps of ghetto-

bred poverty.

As noted in Chart IV, there is a high degree of injuries re-
0

ceived and inflicted in the histories of these violent person's. This

would indicate, -for our saniole at' least, that violence is,a two-Way

street.

*.

0
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CONCLUSIONS

Hostility and Violence-)
4

As life is cheap in some parts of the world, so assault is common

in the inner city, andyparticularly in the ghetto. Have these prisoners

been injured OUCh, and to what extent have they themselves been

the victim of violence? We divided the injuries sustained by the

prisoners into those received as juveniles, and those received dur

the adult period of theii-lives.' In addition, we distinguished be

injuries from blunt instruments, knives and guns.

As juveniles, n% cif these inmates had sustained a serious

blow with a blunt instrument, 44%'had been stabbdd and 15% had been

shot as juveniles. As adults, 15% has been hit with blunt instruments,

24%lhad been stabbed and 10% had been shot: These figures covered a

five year period of adolescence (16-20), and roughly a five year period

of adult experience -(21-27). It is clear,that they received or sustained

more injuries as juveniles than they did as adults.

41

The level of hostility and, rage turned against the self in the' form

of depression or despair is reflected in the figures for self-injury. TWO

-of the subjects had survived overdoSes of drugs, taken purposeiully.

Four had seriously cut or stabbed themselves. T had made hanging

- attempts, and one suffered a self-inflicted gunshot would in a suicide

attempt.
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-In terms of hostility meted out, as a measure of physical vio-

lence dirrected against others, 30% of the subjects, as juveniles, had

struck someone seriously with a blunt instrument. Twenty-eight percent

had stabbed sameone and 23% had shot someone durin their juvenile

period! As adults, only:7% had hit sdmeone with a hl instrument,

10% had stabbed someone, and 15% hadSiar6eone.

Although still highly lethal, these figures illustrate a dramatic

decrease in the level of violence inflicted upon other people as these

adolescents reached-young adulthood. There is also'smne-indication

. that the weapons assaults, decreasing from 61% in adolescence to

31% in young adultNod, reflect a marked decrease in the. use of blunt

instruments (less than one-fourth as often as they were used by this

group :juveniles).'' There was a lesser decrease in the use of knive

(aboyt 4one-7j as often as they were used in adblescence), and'an eVen-

smalleroomparative deciease in the use of guns (less than a50% de-

crease). There are multiple factors reflected in these figures, but it

is obvious that.wh these offenders do violence as adults, they find

guns and kni mare available to than than they did-as juveniles, and

they would appear to prefer the use of guns.

As a furthermeaspre of violent propensity, it was the rare offen-

der who had not been in Snumber:Of fist fights. Over 55% of the men

had'been in more than sixteen serious fight as adolescents, and the
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number of such serious f'ghts (as dist4guished from practice, play

tlyjil,excess of two - hundred; or scale-or athletic boxing), was

thing in the order. of a serious fi fight every week or ten days of the

our years of adolescence.

Drugs have been a matter of indreaSing Community concern as

they relate to criminality. Morboveri a number of drugs, particularly

methedrine, the amphetamines and alcohol are associated with periods

of increased agitation, plIgnacity and violence. Accordingly, a de-

tailed study w4s de of drug abuse in theSe offenders, as described

in Tables V through II.

Whereas 65%' of the inmates indicated that they had used maxi-

ajuana prior to the age of twentyl only 16% had used it regularly, or es-

tablished a heavy habit. Only three out of the marijuana users felt

that it had markedly impaired their social adjusbment, but 11 others

regarded it as having moderately impaired their judgement, determination

or ambition. Only six of the men indicated that marijuana had oontrputed

in any significant way to their criminal or antisocial behavior.

Table XVII describes the patterns of use of intravenous m thedrin

or "speed", a particularly dangerous drug. Forty-three percent

-,4

used metpdrine from time to time, and 20% of the men had used it regu-

larly. Seventeen percent of our sample had been markedly impaired by

the abuse of this drug Over 15% of the men felt that methedrine had
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contributed significantly'to their criminal behavior, as a causal or

associated,facpor;--and indicated, that they engaged, in criminal acti-

vities over and beyond their regular p

methedrine habit.

c 4

Table XIAescriLes the ropexiences of these young offendels,

ties in or0er to support a

with her in. Six4percent had started its use pr4or)bo the'age of sixteen,

and an additional 33 %` used it before, the age of twenty. FOrtYtwo per-

cent of these y'offenders had heavy with heroin or an estab-

lished'habit. Forty -one percent regarded heroin as contribuiing.signi-
d

ficantly to their criminal,activities in order to support their habit.

The figures relating to alcohol ,(Table XIII) are illuminating,, and

consistent, with our past experience with offenders. It is clear that the

use of alcohol begins much earlier than the use of other drugs, with 18%

of 'our sample using it prior to the a.§e of twelve. Another 55% of these

0,

inmates used alcohol between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, and by

age twenty over 90% of the group "used alcohol at least off and on (usually

on binges or sprees). Over\half of the group4could be regarded as

serious or severe alcoholics by any finition.

Twenty -nine percent of the men ere markedly impaired by al-

Coholic abuse-with respect, to judgemental, social and vocational inade-

quacies. Another 23% were Moderately disabled for significant periods of

time during each month because of intoxication, hangovers, or general

142.-
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emotional and physical debilipti;on. Clo8e to 40% of these men had

cammitted crimes while under the influence of alcohol. With alcohol

.
readilyadily availar ible, and at least in some of ts fortis relativ9.4 cheap,

only 17% of these pen had been involved in crimes to obtain whiskey

money.

We

,

dealing, in brief review, with a highly violent group of

men who reveal common patterns of social and environmental impairMent,

a high level of teen-age ga7g involvement, a remarkable history of in-

juries sustained and meted out, including an impressive number involy-

ing the use of weapons, and a high level of drug abuse, with -alcohol

being of relatively greater importance than is generally publicized.

Patterns of Television Viewing in Violent Criminals

.As noted previously, all one hundred subjects reported having

access to working television sets in their homes throughout their lives,

and in many cases there were multiple sets.

Television viewing ranged from two to three hours per day, to

over twelve hours; with the majority watching dive to Six hours per day,

, .

during'their Childhood. As expected, it was the rare inmate who had

experienced any kind of parental censorship with respect to programs

watched during childhood.

We found a decrease in television viewing during adolescence
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and adulthood, consistent with published reports of other researchers.

The majority of Adolescents watched three to four hours per day, and the

fall off in. adulthood was relatively small. (See Table XIV, page 117).

It is perhaps significant that over 25% of the adult offenders watched

television more than five to six hours per day, a figure related, perhaps,

to joblessness as much as anything else. A

Table XV on page 118 ranks the preferences of these offenders

for particular types of television programs. 1.0 order, he offenders

preferred rock music shows, teleVised movies, westerns, stand-up

comedy, police shows, boxing and news. Science fiction and horror

shbws also ranked high among their preferences. These findings are

consistent -with a high level of interest, in violence, crime and the

</
spectacular,(!as well,ai with an ethnic interest in certain music and

htunor.

As clearly indicated in Table XVI on page 120, by far the favorite

programs which these inmates watched as children were westerns and

cartoons. During adolescence they tended to prefer gangster, police,

.,live dancing and music shows, as well as a continued preferenCe'for

shoot -em-up westerns.

As young adults, their favorites were police shows and variety

shows (with variety Shows perhaps replacing the cartoon interest of

childhood?) Some 11% of the men expressed no preference for particular
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Vr

'types of television shows

<)

during their adolescence: We

INk

was indicative of a significant.degree of reactive or

ptession, aSsociated with their present/involvement with

is institutions.

elt that this

ropriate de-

the law and

0 It was revelatory to discuss individual curtent shows with these

inmates, to learn About their preferences for cular shims and

PIreasons why. Table XVIII (page 122) rank order eir favorite, t

e`

televiiion shows. The top ten on their Hit P. Aae represent an interesting

mixture. The socio-psychological ,determinan of this interst in

particular shows could be, in thembelves, subject of a sociological

essay. Ethnic interest is a strong factor. There was, for example,

frank pride for, (and identification with)/ Flip Wilson, whose antics were

meaningful and pleasurable to the point

all out leader.

t his particular show was the

7'N\

.The popularity of "Mbd Squad" and "It Takes A Thief" was expected.

Both of these programs were related tb the high degree of interest these
O

inmates had in televised portrayals of offenses, detection and

apprehension. Sane of the untoward instructional or demonstrational aspects of

"It Takes A Thief" have been noted before, particularly with respect to

television, and learning. I

In a further attempt to explore the attitudes, feelings and responses

of these inmates toward television viewing, a, series of direct questions
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was put to them. (See page 12.)

With regard to tie 21% who never discuss what they see on

television, these were men who impressed the interviewers as gener-

ally not given to discussing.much of anything. Such irZates were seen

as inwardly-turned persons, who had not experienced the Stimulation

of non argumentative discussion during their childhood and adolescence.

V '

For them, discussibn often meant interrogation.

41!

argue verbally; or easily express differences of

change. If pressed for an opinion, theynmumbled,

They were unable

opiniqn in social inter-

or resorted to silence.

One would'guess that if pressed on their own turf, the argument would

be swiftly ended with a punch in the nose.

We wond'ered how many of our inmate population sat passively in

front o a program, whether they particularly liked it or not. Only some-

what more than a third of them turned away from shows that they did not

;N
like, leaving someone else.in the room to watch, or simply attending to

some other piece of business or interest, leaving the set on. It would be

interesting to compare this behavior with that of the general viewing

public. We are under the impression, however, that these men have a somewhat

higher degree Of'passivity, and acceptance of television as background

noise., A'(

This passivity is contributed to by years of familiarity with the

set which was, for a number of these men during childhood and adoles-
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cence, one of their few alternatives to_loneliness and boredom - a 'kind

of talkative, entertaining representative of the adult world, and for a

time, the promise of a better (materialistic) world.

As children, they saw what other people had, and hoped that in

due course they might have these things too, experiencing adventure,

travel, excitement and the feeling-lof importabce they attributed to the

Characters they watched on television. It was with some disappointment

that a number have turned away from this childhood electronic friend,

talking on now in its senescence, tolerated like an old grandmother

droning in the background.

As time went'on, and these young Offenders realized increas-.

ingly the disparity between what they saw on television and what

they saw in their own lives, individualized reactions set in. thirty-

five of the men reported, for example, that they felt put down or left

out by television programing: The more verbal, intellectual and

political-action oriented ones condemned television as irreleant for

the times, superficial and demonstrably racist. Mbst of the men, how-

ever, did not formulate their criticisms in terms of bitterness, but

Simply voiced a kind of disappointment in the'set which had seemed

to beam so many promises of good things in their childhood promises

which for them had not come true.

.Their feelings were, however, by no means entirely negative
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about television.
&//-

Over half "(52 %) felt that television,had,changed

their thoughts or beliefs, and had been instrumental in their education.

It had increased their familiarity with the world, and broadened their

.outlook on life. They cited 4 number of prosocial lessons, not only

in such obvious areas as the neiws and documentaries, but in language,

vocabulary and dican. Of P4 f4cUlar intarest.to them are the admit-

panying verbal descriptions of what the watOler views on television.

This is somewhat like the teacher pointing to an apple, and saying the
.

word "apple" amplified boAhe ultimate degree in thOcomMentS of spits-

casters, for examp which a series of intriClate plays is viewed

while the commentator formulates these actions into word-pictures. Fbr

a number of these inmates, these kinds of television lessais are the

closest they have come to composition and creative listening.
, 11

Drama, as well, has served to externalize, demonstrate and

place on the external screen a number of their own inner conflicts which

they view as contain human problems in the lives of many people. Often

seen in sentimental terms, these television experiences are for a number

of these men the only opportunity they have to participate (if only as

spectators) in the reasonable discussions by other people'(dramatic

actors) of shared problemS with which the. inmate is able to personally
0

identify-. These shared experiences have changed the inmates' thoughts

and beliefs, and _indicate the degree of susceptibility or hunger they have

for relating to a Walter Cronkite or Harry Reasoner of their own.

4

r
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TelevisiOn has been able to arouse.a variety of feelings in these

men. Almost 80% of them report that they have been angered by tele-

vision content. Examples include strong feelings of inadequate repre-

sentation of black problems and issues, such as poverty and racial

prejudice. Much of the anger hcweVer, is connected with the inevitable

feelings of di appointment,referred to previously, of promises unkept,

of disillusionment with self, and the world about them. As 3;ings

in times of old are said to have occasionally put to death the bearers

Of bad tidings, television has risked a similar fate as the bearer

of disappointing news for a number of these men.

Of further interest with respect to the attitudes of these violent

offenders regarding televiSion, not only do significant numbers express

disappointment, but fully 15% to 20% condemn the airways as phony.

They particularly condemn as phony television's handling of the sub-

jects of love sex, police, prisoners and the public televised utterings

of politiciam

are portrayed

out .to be in

price of disill

"4

They feel that lawyers, police

bigger and better kinds of person than they turn

life. Again, they have learned their lesson at the

ionment, and the pain of disappointment.
0

to some extent, doctors,

Table XIX (on pages 125-8) attempts to set down some of the para-

meters of inmates' impressions of the handling of various subjects in

television po al.
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Detailed studies of this type would be enormously rewarding in
A

continuing to explore the impact of .elevision on the violent offendei,

and upon the criminal in general. In this 'connection, we have been

impressed more with the prosocial effects of television upon this

population than with its negative effects, particularly those of demonstra-

%.
tion and instruction, which will be discussed next. .*

It will be recalled that in our pilot sample of thirty-five-teen-

age offenders (Project III), twelve had copied techniques of crimes

'they had seen portrayed on television. This is in contrast to any

causal, or basic .motivational relationship to criminal behavior. This

finding, understandably, merited careful follow-up in the intensive

investigations of the one hundred adolescent and young adult prisoners

in Project IV. As indicated in the data, twenty-two of the men had

imitated or tried out cririOnal tec4igues they had seen demonstrated

on television.

Certainly, this finding will continue to warrant additional

investigation in our ongoing studies to see if it is sustained. It re-.

presents an aspect of television programming which can be modified by

appropriate responses on the part of industry, writers, directors and

editors. ,
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Fur4ler, careful and intensive studies by experienced forensic

psychiatrists and clinical investigators are.indicated. The offender

researdh, project provides a methodology for establishing a violence

profile and a television viewing profile through which the inter-relation-

ships between media-portrayed violence, and acted-out violence may

continue to'be explored. We have found that reliable data can be obi-.

tained by skillful intempkvers in a prison population.* The results of

such interviews and data collection methods can pro de ilch better

guides to the violence readiness of the offender than any official police

record of arrests and convictions.

A significant number of our slOjectsalready embarked on a

criminal career that was predetermined by''multiple etiologic factors

plored in'the background and developmental data section, consciously

recall and relate having imitated techniques of crunds-AiniOn they had pre-

viously seen on televisior Fbrsuch men, until proven otherwiSer de-

tailed portrayals of criminal. must be viewed as 4 learning

process. If detailed information is offered them about crimes, then such

* See footnotes, pages 82 and 85, Project III.
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young men be expected to learn from this experience. While the

subjects were aware of imitating

portrayed on television, none of

Ascribing, any causative role to

criminal techniques they hadiseen

them ascribed, nor does to warrant

teleVision viewing. . It was their cOnvic-
,

ticn that they would, in all probability, have engaged in the same

pursuits, but that.their style was influenced to same-deg76e by previpualy

having watched skillful experts perform similar tasks on television.



PROJECT "V:

MEASUREMENTS OF AGGRESSION IN RESPONSES OF

ADOLESCENT AND YOUNG ADULT OFFENDERS TO TELEVISION VIOLENCE

In continuing our investigations of offenders as a third vulnerable

population or Group C*, we

matdhing the methodologies.

Group C consisted of

ing in age fwm sixteen to.

undertook a further testing program,

of Projects I. and II.

one hundred thirt -five young offenders, rang-
,

twenty-seven; witn.-a. mean age of twenty-two.

The additional offenders in this study were similar in'ethnic, develop-

mental, socio-economic and criminal background tor one hundred

adolescents and young adults described in Project TV(See pages 97 -

100.), These men were selected at random, in similar fashion to

the one hundred young offenders who were the subjects of the research

in Project IV, involving the use of the interview and data-collection

guide. The high incidence of violence in present charges, past

arrests, conviction and incarceration records, as well as their

day-to-day behaVior, matched those of the one hundred offenders de-

scribed in Project IV.

* In adaition to Groups A and B in Projects I and II., The rationale

was to proceed directly to studies of popuIbtions nbst likely to be

vulnerable to any untoward effects of televised violence: (A) Etc-

tionally Impaired children, (B) Children of,,Broken Homes, and (C)

Known Violent persons.
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V

Following the procedures described on pages 16 through 35

(Project I), these inmates viewed representative television6fare

which had been previously studied and classified as containing

minimal, moderate or maximal amounts of violence.- The minimal

0

violence programs Included a number of educational programs from

the McGraw-Hill series, such as "Meet Comrade Student", "TO Be

Black", "American Music Font Fbik to Jazz to Pop". 'Moderate and

maximal violent programs included shows friam such series as Felony

Squad, the FBI and the Guns of Will Sonnett.

In addition- a special newsreel was assembled, made up of re-

cent violent events. This violent television news composite included

scenes of demonstrators and students battling police, action shots

of the Vietnam War, showing a number of dead.bodies, and addi4onal

civil riot scenes involving the use of tear gas and close -up Shots of

a bloody demonstrator handcuffed on the'ground.

Measurements

The Sears Aggression Scales, described on pages 21 to 24 in

Project I, were givealoto each of the one hundred thirty-five subjects

at the beginning of Project V and at its end.

The individPal program measures, applied after viewing each

television program, included the Reactions Test,..)escribed earlier

on page 32, Project I. Acrthe Reactions Test,theoff- responded
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to a form that listed thirteen behavioral manifestations, of which
-----

seven were non-aggres ve and six wer aggressive. A preference

ioral Choice sec ived a score.

In addition tO the Reactions Test, as a further individual program

measure,.the subject was, administered a Recall test iireviqusly

described on page 33 (Project I). The subjects were.also given the

Activities Test.'` This test consisted or'tc/elve groups of activities

with'each group containing three choices.. One of these three activities

could be idellitied as distinctly more aggressive than the other

two choices. Another program measure used was the Preference

Rating, a measure of. the degree Of liking for each program (see page 32,

Project The final program measure used was called Elicited Feelings,

described on page 33, Project I.

O

11,

o
4
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Project V utilized a number of the measurements and scales

0 . .

previously applied in Projects 1 and II to the 'children in Groups

A and B. When applied to the one hundred thirty-five youthful and

C

young adulteoffenders, the following data were Obtained and presented
r

in Tables I - N.

/

Aggression Anxiety

Projected Aggresgion

Self Aggression

Prosocial Aggression

Antisocial Aggression

SEARS AGGNESSICU SCALES-

.Pre -Post Group Scores ,

(N=107)

.1

Pre Post.' e
.'i P]e x t

S.D. M ° S.D. t df p

6.99 1:90 6.78 2.20 .76 212 > .05

6.06 2.38 6.17 2.46 -.34 212 > .05.

2.00 1.21 2.09 n1.30 -.54 >..05

3.77 1.42 3.91 1.64 -.66 ' 212. >.it 05

4.87 1.70 5.04 1.55 -./5, 212 7.05

S.D. = Standard Deviation

.
.

A series of t tests was conducted and no significgnt pre-post

.
.1

diffeerences were found in any subscale on the Sears Aggression Scales.-.
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TABLE II:,

REACTICNS TEST

Group Scores After Viewing

Min., Mock and Max. Violent Programs

(I4=107)

1.1.1.Min Max

6.98 6.81 7.02

". S.D. 1.92 1.60 1.99

.

M = Mean S.D,. = Standard Deviation

A simple.analysis of variance was performeo and rl°significant

difference6 were found in, expressed desires to commit aggressive acts

after viewing either minimally, moderately or maximally violent

programs ..(F=: 374 , df=2 , p > .05)

1\8

1



TABLE III:

RDCALL ZEST

Group Scores After iewing Min.,

Mod. and Max. Violent Programs
(N=107)

Min. Mod. Max.

M., .30 1.08 1.33

S.D. .57 .84 1.03

iM = Mean S.D. = Standard DeViation

A simple analysis of variance was performed which indicated Significant

differences oCcured in the unt of recall as a result of program violeht?e.

(F=43.72, df=2, p .01). Significantly more aggressive incidents were

A
recalled after viewing moderately violent progtame (t=-7.88, df=212,' p< .01)

and maximally violent programs (t=-9.00, df=212, p1(.01) than after

,viewing programs containing minimal viclence. There were no significant

differences, in recall of aggressive incidents between moderately and

maximally violent programs (t=-1.9 df =212, p < .05) .'
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TABLE IV:

ACTIVITIES TEST

&Cup Scores After Viewing Min.,
Mode and Max. Violent Programs

(N =107) ).

lei
Min. Mod! Max.

`.,

M 16.55 .35 16.031

S.D. 6.06 5.76 5.91

M Mean S.D. = Standard Deviation

A simple-analysis of variance was performed and no significant

differences were fbund in the degree of aggrebsive activity chosen

after viewing pr6grams containing minimal, moderate or maximum vidlence.

%
.(E=.21, df=2,. p ):05).

TABLE V: d

.PREFERENCE RATING

Group SObres After VieWing Min.,
MOd. and.MakViolent Programs /

(N=107)

M r

Min. ,Mood. Max.

2.20 2.26 2.30

S.D. .86 ___.- .90 .82

0

M =-.Mean = Standard Deviation

.

A simple analysis of variance was performed and no significant diffkences.
,0

Were found in preferences for minimally,moderatefor maximally violent

programs (F=.39, df=2, p>.05).

I
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TABLE VI:

ELICITED FEELINGS

Group_Scores After Viewing Min.,

Mod. and-Max. Iholent.Programs
(N =107)

Min. Mod. Max.

M 4.28 4.09 4.45

S. D, 3.20" 2.86 3.13

M = an S.D. Standard Deviation

A simple analysis of varftce was performed and no significant

differences occured in degree of affect aroused by viewing either

minimally,_ roderately Ormaximally\violent programs (F=.3, df=2, p) .05)

1
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,CONCLUSIONS

In terms of hard statistical significance, the one factor that

stood out-in all of the tests and measurements of aggression was that

adolescent and young adult offenders Showed a greater recall of

aggressive incidents in response to increased levels of violende in

.,viewed television programs. This finding indicates, quite understandably,

. 1

that Itiolence.had a greater impact Opon these subjects when it was made

more explicit or/forceful/on television. This response stands in.contrast

to any.behavioral change. Thus, the only increased measureable response

on' all of the aggression tests which measured comparative reactions to

minimal, moderate or maximal violence; pertained tb the specific

cognitive factor ,of mallry.

It is further noteworthy that iricreaseing the intensity of vioelnce

from minimal to moderate to maxital had no significant effect. on those

specific measures which placed dpremium on action 7 the Reactions Test

(see Table II), and the Activities Test (see Table IV).

ihese findings in'a third vulnerable population of one hundred'thirty-

five youthful and yoling adult offenders lend further credence to the

results Qbtained with Groups'A and B in Projects I and II; namely, that

anfincrease in the intensity of televisionifportkad violence Illexely

*creases the likelihood that this will be recalled op tests of

recent memOry. Given the background and sition of this sample,

with its high percentage' of violent offe ,z,rs Oharged with crimes.against-

persons, t-.s is a' very minimal response too the stimulation afforded by

A
their exposure to violent television prograMis.
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InasMuch as the salience of teleVised violence on the memory

factor held equally for the children in Groups A and B, these findings

do not distinguish the offender group,-or make it unique in any way

in terms of its aggressive reactions to televised violence. 'Thus, in this

especially vulnerable population of aggressive or violent offenders,

televised violence did not, precipitate or trigger unusual, over manifestations

of violence or'aggression.

In confirmation of th 'pre-post measurement and individual

program measures, thb group discussions held with these inmates folloOing 1)"

exposure to each of the violent television shows failed to reveal any

evidence of dAstti-barice, agitation or increased readiness' to express'

violence even on a verbal level. The offender group expressed a

\'Iredilecticn for th scenes of violence, ang confirming the findins

irl\Broject I and II, recall2d, enumerated and discussed more of tzhe

episodes. These findings additionally confirm our conclusions that

the responses to televised violence are mediated by cognitive factors

and are expressed in the areas of memory and fantasy, in contrast

to overt behavior.

A randciti sample of individual interviews was conducted with

0

every fifth inmate in this group of one hundred thirty-five adolescent

and youn
*

adult offenders. Accordingly, detailed information was

obtained on twenty -seven of them, follaaing the interview and data-
4

collection guiderescri,bed in Projects 1II and IV, and reproduced
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in the Aivendix. The data from these interviews revealed these

young offenders matched in background, predilection for violent offense,

developmental history and background; the one-hundred inmates described

in Project IV. Their experiences with, and attitudes toward television

parallel those described,for the previous matching gioup. Of the

ty- seven inmates studied intensively through individual interviewing

anOata collection, five were identified as _having imitated or copied

techni4ques of crimes they had seen. demonstrated on television. This

0

finding is consistent with that reported earlier. The factor

of pros 'al learning in this group of culturally and economically

deprive offenders was again seen as noteworthy, as desdribed gn

page J448, Project IV.

c
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PRAJECI' VI:

PIOSOCIAL BEHAVIOR, VIOLENCE AND TELEVISICN VIEWING HABITS:

AyILOT COMPARATIVE STUDY OF NON-OFFENEERACOLESCEWS AND YOUNG ADULTS

A modest pilot study of promising potential has been intiated
AAA

as a basis of work in Project III. This work oompared results

and implications of our studies involving the influence of television

in the lives of youthful offenders with findings concerning the

influence of television in the lives of similarly aged non-

of fender populations.

Comparabtle study of non-offender groulas (adolescents and
04

is born,. and reared in the so-called television era)

intriguing and promising prospeFts. To explore initial

gs in an age matched group an exploratory pilot study of

100 young.men in a small mid-western college was undertaken.

The an led factors in the:oomparison of this youthful group

and the previously studied offender population were specifically

limited to age and sex.
-4

We purposely Sou4ht to control Boionly these two characteristics

of the offender group .in order(44nitiaLly explore and survey

the broadest pararrebistspariables whidhcobld be identifies

in retrospective studies ofthe efidcts of television on youth

(land young adults. Such retroppedtive,studies should provide a

40'

edk
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.1)

shorter route to findings whiCh otherwise would require impractical,

long-term (fifteen year projects), follbw-up studies of young children

throughout their childhood and adolescence.:

In any study pertaining to so broad a questionaSthe'influence

of television on youth; television viewing may be regarded as providing

both general and specific symbolic experiences. The overall issue

of the influence of television on behavior'therefore addresses itself

to two crucial problems: Does any specific symbolic experience (su
A

as a play, a movie or television Show) produce or specifically 'fy

a person's real behavior? This immediately introduces the reciprocal

question which seeks to explore the influence or role of previous personal'

experience int.he choosing orlselection of symbolic experiences (choice

of programs within media, as well as a preference for symbolic vs. real

experience.)

It has been said that the,object of research is the identification

of pertinent issues or questions. Each significant answer raises'tore

,

i
,

specific and pertinent questions. Thus,-findings re television in the

'lives of youth raise an entire range of qpeStions concerning the

relationships between symbolic and real aspects of the complex'

comMunications and entertainment Medium.

-r. In pursuit of these questions, the pilot study used as "real

experiences" incidents of actual violeAkt behavior, drug use, and personal
c.

develoyment as provIdedi.in the social history, and contrasted to

this, Used,,television viewing patterns or habits as "symbolic

experiences ".

18D
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The data was Obtained from two widel di samples socially,

economically and culturally, Joi4 rigidly trolled fo age and sex.

(--
The common denominator is that each sampl of yOung meh

lifetime access toapproximately the sane national televisi n

prdgramming; and can be expected, therefo , to exhibit diffe ces

due to other childhood experiences; soci ,economic, sub-cult and

personal developmental.factors.

The college sample consisted of 1 0 male:caucasian students.

The approach in the college group paral eled that of retrospecti

Itudy of youthful offenders, utilizing personal in rview-question n re
-

toward violto obtaiikdevelopmentaland social badground, attit

the presence, character and frequency of violent - .vior,'drug use,

attitnaes toward television, and childhood television vi ing habi

The interviews followed the standardized questionnaire pre ously

developed in the course of or offender stUdies, consisting of series

of work sheets for each sublect. The questionnaire consisted-f two
0

sections, the first dealing with developmental history, drug e and per-

sonal record of violent behavior; and the second with the to evision

viewing profile. The studentS were selected at random from the

undergraduate college population.
0

Initial Findings and Data

Ninety-eight of the students were white and two were of Spqnish

descent, in comparison'to 98 of the offenders being ack.
A

Over 50% of the students cane from Elptern ci whereas 75% of
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the offenders were born'in Philadelphia.

The age range of the no offenders was 16 to 30, whereas the

age range of the students was 18 to 27, with a mean age of 20.5 in

_
.

.

comparison with an,offender mean agb of 22.

With res
9

to previous arrests, the majority of offenders had

been previously arrested two to four times. .Rather surpfisingly, 22.

of the 100 students had,been arrested. In 16 cases, the arrests were

for group behavior such as demonstrations. Only: 'seven of the students

had been convicted. Of these,, two were for serious charges, and-none

were for crimes against persons. J
Whereas only half of the offender group came frdm intact families,

94 0 the .students dame from intact families..

`7

While only one-fourth of the offenders came from families whose

reported incomes were over $9,500 a year, the Mean family income- for the

students was $25,000 per year.

Whereas 69 offenders grew up in high crimp areas and 73 belonged,'

to youth gangs, only two of:the students grew up in high crime areas, and

none belonged to .gangs.

While only 12 offenders gradua fix:a-high school, and only one
.."

out of 100 went on to college, all of the students had caMpleted high

school and attained college.

Marriage and parenting showed marked differences:. Thitteen of the

offenders were married, by common law, and 44 disclosed having



children of their own; but only three of the students were married,
0.4

and only one of these marriages had resulted in one child to date.
1

#r

Homosexual experiences were less divergent Fourteen of the

Offenders reported haN.Ving had such experiences, and seven of these for

money; d4-4,'19 of thestuyts also reported having homosexpal experiehdes.

Thus it is seen that a number of personal developMental variables

need to be iden'tified.in the assessment otodimparative incidence of

violence and the_inklueno015f television vipwing,experiences on the

offender and in,dOmparison pith the similarly aged college group. These

variable factors, previously commented :upon, inclna differences in

subject background, arrest records, family patterns, socio-econamic

status/environment, education,. marital and parenting history, and

sexual behavioral patterns.

History of Injuries and Violent Behavior
4"

Whereas it might have been anticipated that the students would

be a whiolly non-violent grodp in contrast to the youthful ffenders,

ifa small number of students turned out to be personally ',volved with

violence. Four of the students had shot one person, and nine had

Stabbed one. Seven of-the studentshad been shot,'and 13 had been

stabbed. This finding is rather startling on the face of it, but

quickly becomes understandable with the representation of Vietnamese

I
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War veterans among the student population. In 'a_11 cases but one, their
6

personal experience with violence was service-related.

,j By contrast, the offender population, as violent a one as we could

find for purposes of our studies, viewed violence as an unavoidable life

situation, 'and reported many injuries infficted and received as

juveniles, particularly in gang-related incidents. The offenders had

shot 23 persons, and stabbed 28 persons; 16 of the offenders had been

shot, and 34 had themselves been stabbed.

Finally, with reference bo hostility turned against one's self,

nine of the students had tried bo commit suicide, whereas only four of

the offenders had maae suicidal attempts.

I

Drug Use:

Drug use was a further parameter explored in both 'populations.

The comparative data for both groups breaks'down as follows:

Volatile Liquids (Sniffing)

The predominant pattern of use was bo try this once or twice.

The few heavy users in each population stopped spontaneously when they

became aware that the habit was seriously handicapping them.

Marijuana

While 72 of the offenders had tried marijuana, only 16 had used it

regularly. In contrast, 97 of the students had tried marijuana,. and 60

of them were using it regularly.
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LSD

Whereas 16 of the offenders had tried LSD,,only one went on to

use it heavily. In contrast, 67 of the students had tried LSD, and 16

had used it regularly for a period Of time.

Oral Depressants and Tranquilizers

Comparative data on these drugs, excluding physician-prescribed

barbiturates, sedatives tranquilizers, indicated that More students

than offenders had tri these drugs. The figures are not generally,

comparable because many of the offender population took prescribed

sedatives and tranquilizers during their incarceration.

Oral Stimulants

Notably, 71 of the students had tried oral stimulants such as

dexedrine, and 49 of them continued their use periodically, particularly

as an assist in all-night cramming pri7 to exams., In contrast, the

offender use of oral stimulants was negligible, but intravenous use

was far from infrequent.

Methedrine and Heroin

Sane 43 of the offenders had administered methedrine intravenously,

compared with 12 of the students; and 59 of the offenders had used

intravenous heroin, whereas only three of the students had done so.

UY

With reference to the relationship betWeen drug. use and violence, it is

noteworthy thAt 42 of the violent offenders were active heroin addicts

during the time in which their crime was committed. Alcoholic abuse,

and intravenous use of methedrine and heroin appear to be praninent

precipitating factors in the violent offenders.

170 =
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Alcohol

Both sampled populaticris, offenders arestudents, used alcohol

extensively. Among the offender population, early adOlescent use was

/

relatively prominent, even among grOup menterslaged 13 to 15, many of

whorriwere drinkipg as much as a half-gallon of wine daily. But with

procurement difficulties and legal factors considered, afcbhol, rather

than heroin, correlated higher with violent behavior than did any other

drugs.
,fr

Comparative Televrision Viewing Experiences of Youthful Offenders and

College Students:

.

In all categories of exposure as children, adolescents, and young

adults, the offenders spent more time watching television that did the

students, as seen in Table I.

TABLE I -

HOURS PER DAY OF TELEVISION EXPOSURE .11

vk.
...' Child* Adolescent*

..
.../^

Adult

Stu. Offend. Stu. Offend. Stq. Offend.

1. 0-2 hours: 39 5 43 18 88 42

2. 3-4'hours: 40. 24 45 . 41 12 3

,3. 5-6 hours: 18 37 11 26 0 10

4. 7-8 hours: 3 18 1 7 0 8

5. 9-12hours: 0 14 0 8
/

0 7

6. Over 12 hours:. 0 2 0 0 0 2
A

* N equals percent and absolute frequency
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With reference to television preferences, as children both

the students and offenders preferred cartoons and.westerns. The

te
offenders showed a relatively stronger trend toward preferring westerns

well into adolescence, thought to be assodiated with a lesser degree

of relative emotional maturity. During adolescence, moreover, the

offender favorites were gangster, western, pOlice and live music
ao

shows. By way of contrast, the students during the same period

of their lives preferred spy shows, science filion4-and sports.

As young adults, the-students favored news, science -fiction, and

sports in comparison to.the cpntinuiuig offender preferences for

police and variety shows. This. may be seen:in Table II.

domparisons between offender preferences and those of

the college student s'ample can be seen in Table 'III, which compares

specific favorite, television shows for each group.

ot$

,
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TAPLE II

Favorite -mimes of Shows

CHILD ADOLESCENT* ADULT*
Stu. Offend. Stu. Offend.

1. War: 0 4 4

2. Westerns: 13 35 3 14

3. Spy: 1 .0 13 5

4. Gangster: 1 8 1 15

5. Police: 1 2 .2 15

67. Love:. 0 0 z. 1

7. Soap Operas: 0 0 0 1

8. Horror: 0 6 0 4

9. Science Fiction: 3 0 19 1

10. Cartoons: 55 , 33 6 4

11. News: 0 0 -4 0

12. Family Comedy: 5 5 7 4

13. Stand-up Comedy: 3 0 1 0

14. Variety Shows: 1 0 2 3

15. Dancing and Live Music 6 2 1 14

16. Sports: 0 0 9 2

17. Lawyers: 1 0 0 0

18.° Quiz Shows: 0 '0 1 1

19. Other: ' 2 1 \k 8 1

20. No response: , a 14 4 17 11 -

* N equals percent and absolute frequency

19'7

Stu:. Offend.

3

8

28

0

0 1

1 0

15 2

2 0

24 3

6 2

2 8

1 '26

-0 0

10 3

0 1

5 0

10 0

16 5



1. Flip Wilson,

TABLE III

Favorite Television Shows

Students* Offenders*

2 56

2. Mod- Squad: ,

2 44

3. It Takes A Thief: 0 18

4. Wild Wild West;

5. Soul Train:

6. Sports:

7. Star Trek:

7

8. MispiOn

9. GeOrgie Woods

LO. The FBI:

11. Ironside:

12. Neds:

13. Doctor Shock:

14. Hawaii Five-0

15. Ed Sullivan:

16. Beverly Hillbillies:

17. Laugh-In:

18. NYPD:

19. Marcus Welby:

'20. Shirley Temple:

21. All in the Family'

1 12

0 12

31 12

9 11

2 9

0 9

0 8

0 71

52 .
6

12 5

0

4

'0 4

5

0

1

0

29

4

3

3

3

3

* To compile this table each subject was asked what his three favorite

televiAon shows are.
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Crimes From Television

As previously reported, 22 of the y9Ungloaffehder population

reported trying criminal techniques seen on television. In.00ntrast

to those actually led to imitate techniques, an additional 22 contemplated

the utilization of techniques seen on television In no instance was
ti

televisiOnregarded as a motivating factor of criminal behavior in

the offender population. Unless otherwise pred spcaased, television

A

would appear to have little or no effect as a causative factor in

criminal behavior. In support of this findin , none of the students

committed crimes seen on television, or even ntemplated them beyond

a level of fantasy.

Learning From Television

Each subject in the sample populations was asked what he felt he

had learned from television. About 20% of the students were quite

disillusioned with television, and for them it was necessary to include

two separate categories of their feelings about the medium itself. For

purp6ses of classification, the following7table indicates differences

between student and offender responses to questions pertainiw to what

the subjects fell they had learned from television.
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TABLE IV

Learning fricimIelevision

1.

2.

Felt they had learned nothing: `

Felt they had picked up general knowledge:

Students* Offenders*.

9

21

22

22

3. Have learned how to commit crimes: 0 13

4. Have learned that crime doesn't pay:
0

7.

5. Felt they, learned about all types of people: 9 17

6. Have learned about sports: .6

7. Felt that TV Was unreal: 16 13

8. Felt they had learned of the power of TV: 18 6

9. Felt they had learned of the "idiocy" of
American culture: 191"

* N equals percent and absolute frequency

V
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DISCUSSION*

A comparative, retrospective study of young persons, matched

in age and growing lip in the television era, confirms our conclusions

that violent crime is the result of multiple factors, and cannot,

without gross siMplification, be attributable to watching violent

television programs. Among causal factors are early environmental

influences, problems in response to self image and feelings of

inadequacy, underlying depreWon, faulty relationships with parental

figures, youthful gang participation and experience, dependency needs,

heterosexual iniadea es.with respect to tendernessnd a host

of factors related Utilization of alcohol and drugs. 0

,

It is to be stressed that many of the above conclusions are

tentative, initial findings or trends which are emerging from the

past twelve months of. the studies. It is, nevertheless, a reasonaOle

expectation to anticipate that,the further analysis the data will

tend to confirm those' trends.
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a PROJECT VII:

RESPONSES OF CHILDREN TO ACTIN-ADVENTURE TELEVISION

DRAMAS WITH AND WITHOUT PROSOCIAL CONTENT

This particular project sought to explore any differences which

children might'ehow in their response to two kinds of

television stimuli: violent action-.adventure mithprosocial content

(.221,Ablent action-adventure with minimal or no prosocial dontent.

The emotionally impaired subjects are those dhildrenwhom we have

continued to study for four years, and the.methodology and design are

consistent with previously-reported projects which used theseHhildren

as subjects.

Methodology

Subjects: T6o groups of emotionally susceptible children.

1) The emotionally impaired group consisted of thirty children

attending a private non-profit daischool for emotionally troubled

children. These subjects could essentailly be considered as a

psychiatric child population, or a population of emotionally disturbed

youngsters:,

The referral of these children, uially from a ublic school source,

a pediatrician, a child psychiatrist, or other professionally qualified

person. reflected an accurate judgment that these children needed'

- 178 -
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special assistance.

The one common symptom of all these children was a learning

disability, reflected in poor schco1 achievenEnt despite their basic

average intellectual endowment. common symptom was imbedded in
0

a const4lation of Other emotio and behavioral problems manifested

in a Variety-Nof way p, including p -delinquent behavior, conflicts with

, ,

i
.

peers and authority<figures' hyperactivity, witlpawal, por control

of aggression, and a,general cliyilical picture of Maladaptiveness.,,,

/

Their homes reflected a socio-economic b &ground consistent with

lower middle or working classy nts. These ldren ranged in age

between l0 and 14 years, and sh a generally representative

distribution between boys and girls d blacks and whites.

2) The second or broken hare group of emotionally susceptible

children consisted of 30 boys, ranging in age from 10 to 18 years, living

in an institution. The boys in 1iis institution might best be dharacterized

as normally deprived.

Aside from their 'ate of having broken homes, and inevitable psycholog-

ical scars, these boys were intrinsically more intact thfilrTh emotionally

impaired. Nevertheless, they came from bthken hane.wherearents had ,

S

either died, or were otherwise unable or unfit to care for them. Inasmuch

as they were affected bi.,-rearing' instability that dharacterized their

previous family lives, they are regarded as a special group of meotionalry,

179 -
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vulnekable children.

These two special populations then represent an essential segment

'of the spectrum of susceptible children that the Surgeon General'q

Report
37

ecommended for further study regarding the emotional effect

oftpreVision on, children.

.The'liature of the Stimuli:

Actual television programs were used in order that-the stimuli be

normally representative of what stiCh children could and would tune to

on their sets at hare. In relation to observational learning and imitation,

thege television stimuli contained significant episodes. of violence, but

one Of these featured a strong prosodial,theme in addition to its violent

action.

S
Five complete television programs were used for this pdrt of the study.

After considerable search for a oariplete shoW of manageable.length which

:Wwould contain a cOMbination of action-adventure and prosocial factor,

the research' teams settled upon, "Welcome to Our City", an episode

of the Mod Squad series. This will 'be referred to as the prosocial

film.

.1

"Welcome to our Gity" has as its theme a boy'Vseardh fOr:-his
0.

, .0.

4
R , n

in a strange city.in'whidh the boy's experiences, re riOlilliterpersonal

experiences which depicted both constructive and structive'uses4)f

other

'4

cfr

37
"Television and Growing Up:' The Impact of?,Televised Violence",
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aggression.

The remaining four films settled upon as program stimuli Fculd

be considered priivarily violent. These included "The Favor",

"David and Goliath'' (an episode of 'Rat Patrol), "The Smith Family" and

"The Hero" (Will Sonnet).

"Evaluative Materials

In addition to the direct clinical observations of the child psychOlogistt
- .

teachers and teachers' assistants, all of the subjects'were administered

certain test measures before viewing any of the films. Other measures

were repeated at the end of the project. The "pre" administration cif these

measures served to establish certain base-line'dharacteristics of the

broken have and emotionally impaire:d populations% These scales enabled

the Observers-to compare changes in characteristics:Of the viewers before,.
o

and after exposure to the stimuli.

Rationale for Base Line Measurements

In these studies the Sears Aggression Scalps, having been,

administered on a nuttier of occasions to. the subjects in our various

Child populations, were giyen.once again.is a base'line Measurement,
4

rather thana, before and after measurement. We have obtained and

:reported on such measures in our previous reports.

4

The specific pdtposa for giving the Sears Test at the beginning of

this study and others (It II, V, VII, VIII, X) was'to provide a base line

<: i

of personality variables in aggression among the child population.
. ' 4 VP
Such a measure woad allow the testing of the following specific hypothesis:

X
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Personality variables in aggression will determine how television,
content will be evaluated or assimilated by each child. It is postulated that
children high in Projected Aggression and Antisocial Aggression* will be
more accepting of antisocial aggression in television portrayals. Children
high in Aggression .Anxiety and Prosocial Aggression will be more accepting
of prosocial aggression in,televisicn portrayals.

The use of the Sears base line measurements in this and the ensuing

project, therefore, allow for the comparative examination of viewer

responses an the children of different pre - existing Characteristics

with respect to aggression. Thus, if one wanted to test whether certain types

of aggressive youngsters had a greater preference for apples than did less

aggressive youngsters, then one would need 3o establish a base line of

the youngsters' pre-existing variations witIl respect to aggression prior

to measuring their affinity or preference for apples.
f t

A. Base-line Tests (Pre-Program Measures)

Four dependent variables were used. These included:

1) The ,Pears Aggression Scale**

The Sears Scales were composed of items in the form of declarative

sentences with which the child could eXPress his agreement or dis-

agreement.. For example, "A boxing match is more exciting when it is a

1 a

real grudge fight, and the fighters are really mad at eadh'other".

The content of each item in the Sears Aggression Scales was

* Two of the sub-scales described by Sears. op. cit.

** See Appendix for test and pages 23-27, Project I, for descri
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designed to express one of five types ofsmodality of aggression (or its

rejection).

The five scales measure the following:

a) Aggression anxiety measures feelings of fear, discomfort and

dislike of aggression. (Example. "It makes me feel uncomfortable

to see two of my friends fighting".)

b) Projected aggression refers to the tendency to attribute aggression

to sources outside of self. (Example. "Big dogs are likely to

be dangerous".)

c) Self-aggression refers to injury or punishment to one's self.

d) Proso6ial aggression refers to aggression used in .a socially

approved manner for purposeg that' are acceptable to the moral

1p0r"
standards of the group.

e) Antisocial aggression refers to behavior normally unacceptable in

the formal social pattern of our culture. (For example, ",6n actual

fight is the only way, to se-tle a disagreement."1

2) Television Attitude Questionnaire
01.

This questionnaire attempts.to assess the basic attitudes that are

associated with television viewing, and includes attitudes of both a

positive and negative nature. This measure was adopted and modified ran

a measure by Friedman and Johnson.
38

This questionnaire assessed basic

38 Freidman, Herbert L. and Johnson, Raymond L., "Mass Media Use

and Aggression: A Pilot Study", Television arid Social Behavior, Ifs III,

Report to the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee,, 1972.
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'attitudes habitually associated with television viewing. (Fbr example,

"Television programs give ns ideas on how to get away with something

without getting caught." Often Sometime, 'Not too often
.4

Never.)

B. Program Reports (Post - Viewing Measures)

The following measures were admtnistered at the end of each

television program shown to the subjects in this particular project.

p.

1) Television Arousal Questionnaire

This is a measure *signed to assess the degree of affect and feeling

aroused in the children by either prosocial or aggressive elements of the

television stimuli. This measure by itself does not reveal wfietti6i these

feelings were acted out or not. It'is confined to measdring the generation

of emotion or feeling.
Ny

2) Reaction Test
.

This is a test which Lieberman and his as8ociates39 have,found

to be useful. After viewing -the television stimuli, children were presented

with list of thirteenManifestatiOns of behavior. They were then asked

to indicate- e degree to which they felt likoing each particular item

of behavior at the pa' cular moment they were tested. The degrees of

response were "Not at all N" be," and "Very Much". Six of these

thirteen items were either aggressive acts or inner feelings of anger.

seven were non- aggressive.`

3
Lieberman, S., op. cit. See Appendix for test and page 32, in Project I,
for description.
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3) Story Reviews

"Story PeVieWs" were conducted by the teadherS and assistant teachers

following exposure] of the children to both prosocial and aggressive

film stiMai, ,TVpse were designed to evaluate the awa/ness*Of each

child for details of4the plot, comprehension, and the assimila

the program's factual content, as well,as its messa r mo

The "Story RevieW''' technique was a clinical one designed to elicit
'..

the Ohild's reaction to particular program materials, and provide empirical

data in the hands of skilled clinicians inclUding the,child psycholoaist,

special feathers and their experienced assistants.

For purposes of management the empirical data was organized so that

it could be conceptualized, discussedand analyzed in terms of direct

imitation, disinhibition, direct counter-imitation, ,inhibition, and non-
.-

inhibition. This scheme had the advantage Of providing-both for specificity,

as well as accounting for general classes of actions and reactions.

Correlational data between pre-post measures and program measures have

been obtained and will to referred to in the analysis of data in the projects

contained in the present report.

C. Cognitive tests were also administered. use included:

I). The House Test
40

'consisted of 60 linear drawing of, a house, each

4,

40
Santostefano, S., "Leveling-Sharpening House Test:, A,Procedure for
Assessing the Cognitive Principle of Leveling - Sharpening ". Boston,

Mass. Boston-University School of Medicine, Mimeo, 1971.

alt
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inted on a card. tradually, from card to card, elements of the card

(

-are omitted cumulatively, each picture representing stele coMbination. of

increasing omissions. The Child is asked to watch each display carefully

.

and td state whenevel he notices that the picture changes or looks

different .

children who detect changes early and swiftly, and.who are sensitive

to many Changes, and who ar&quick to repott them immediately after the

modification of the altered picture of bouse is introduced are

In contrast to

s, and only a`considerable

characterized, in cognitive terms,..As "ShaVe

Sharpeners, children who abtect few

_intervals after the changeis introd d are called, in Cognitive terms,

"Levelers"

2) Matching Familiar Figures is a test developed by Kagan,.
41

In this

Matching Familiar Figures test (M.F.F.) the subject waS shown,)a. picture

(the standard),-and six similar pictures, Only one of which was precisely
/.

identical to the 'Standard. The subject then selects tle Che subsequent

stimulus PIcture'that is identical to the standard The standard pidture-b.,

and variations are displayed simultaneously. This test, measures analytic

and discriminative abilities of the child.

41 Kagan, J.,Rosman, B.L., Day, D., Albert J., and Phillips, W.,

"Information Processing in to Child: Significance of Analytic and

Reflective Attitudes", Psych. Mono, 1964, 78, 2 -23.
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Test Results and Data

A. -Base line measures (pre television program testing)

1. Sears Aggression Scale

On comparing the two groups of.dhildren in the five Sears

MeasuxeS of Aggression, four of the scales showed that the

Children were essentially equivalent in respect to the

particular type of aggression measured.

TABLE I

A Comparison ofTre-TV Exposure Aggression

Scores in More Disturbed Children
And Less Disturbed Children

Aggression Anxiety
Projected Aggression
Self Aggression
Prosocial Aggression
Antisocial Aggression

More Disturbed (N=30) Less Disturbed -(g=30)

M S. a. M S.D.

6.73, 2.42 7.64 -2.68

'6.19 2.73 6.42 2.44

2.21 1.24 2.08 \ .38

4.21 "1.71 .\ 4.13 .4'3

8.79 1.73 4.26 1.25

Mean S.D.=Standard Deviatian

The only significant difference between the. two groups was reflected

in the area of antisocial aggreesipn (t = df=58, p.01).' This

indicated that before exposure to the television stimuli, the emotionally

impaired group identified significantly moie with the expressidgebf

antisocial aggressioh than did the broken home group. As a resul of these

base line measures the Children were separated into a more disturbedIK.D.1

group and a less disturbed- (L.D.) group.
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This finding is consistent with clinical observatiOns that the more

disturbed group was more significantly predisposed-from the start of

the program to antisocial tendencies than were the less disturbed children.

This finding was also consistent with what the teachers knew of these

children, namely that the more disturbed group contained youngsters who

were more. emotionally troubled and impulsive than the less disturbed

Children.

This finding is also consistent with another significant result, the

disooritinuity manifested between Cognitive measures in the more disturbed

group in comparison,withtheir'assimilation, discrimination and Intellectual'

grasp of the televised stimuli, particularly the violent programs. This

finding iS'further underlined by the performance of the more:disturbed group

on the Reactions Test following the viewing of aggressive television

materials. (See Tables V pages 192 - 192.)
/

2. tkevision Attitude QI7F.srjri orinalre: Numbers of children friar' each

group in each category are presented in Table II.

ti

e
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TABLE II:

Attitudes Toward Television In
More Disturbed and Less Disturbed

Children

Often
. Sometimes

Not too Often
Never

Pogitive Attitudes Negative Attitudes

M.D. L.D M.D. L.D.

(N=30) (N=30) (N=30) (N=30)

3 4 5 3

11 14 13 11 .

10 9 10 12 ,

6 \ 3 2 4

X2=1.9, df=3, 0.105 x2=1.93, df=3,-0.05

M.D.= More'Disturbed l L.D.= Less Disturbed

As seen from the above, re were no significant differences

the more disturbed group and the less, disturbed Children in their dimension

of either positive or negative attitudes toward television viewing.

e"'' In addition to the testing conductedideadh youngster in this particular

project prior to exposure to the television stimuli, a number of tests or

measures were utilized immediately following t viewing of eacILL,

television pruyLam. We refer to these as Program Measures.

B. Program Measures

1. Television Arousal Questionnaire

In order to achieve a reasonable degree of comparability prosocial

vs. aggressive ratings, figures for the four aggressive films were
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averaged to probide a consolidated figure._ The following figures represent

numbers of subjects in each category. (

TABLE III

Arousal Ratings of Mbre7Disturild Children and
Less Disturbed Children Following .Efie Viewing of
Prosocial'Action-Adventure Television Drama

(Arousal Questionnaire)

Minimal (Hardly helpful}
Mbderate (A little helpful)
Pronounced (Quite, helpful)
Extreme (Extremely helpful).

** M.D.
(N=30)

D.

(1 =30)

4 5
10 9

12 10

x2=1. 05 , df=3, p > .05 .

4

This instrument demonstcaed no significant group differences between

the` more disturbed and the ,s1.1tbed children on the degree of

A,
affect felt toward the prosocial Mt.

Application of the above testing instruments to both groups of children

following their viewing of the aggressive television materials provided

the following results:

TABLE IV

Arousal Responses of More Disturbed-Children
And Less Disturbed Children Following Exposure

To Televised Portrayals of Violent Drama
(Arpusal Questionnaire)

Minimal (Hardly cruel)
Moderate (A little cruel)
Pronounced (Q .cite cruel)

Extreme (Extremely cruel)

M.D.
(1=30) .(N=30)

3

11. 10
11 10
5 8

x
2
=1.06, df=3, p>.05

I
M.D.= More D urbed L.D. 7* Less Disturbed
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There were no significant group differences:between the more disturbed

and the less disturbed populations in the degree of affect or feeling

elicited by the aggressive television materials. It is of same passing

interest to note that he'majority of children in both populations regarded

the characters portrayed in the prosocil films as being moderately to

helpful.

ea

In response to exposure to televised portrayals of violence a simiAr

proportion of children in each group regarded the characters as showing

no pronounced degrees of cruelty.

There were no significant differences,in numbers of More Disturbed
IP

Children in each arousal rating category after viewing either prosodial

or violent programs (x2=.738, df=3, p.05).' iThere were also no

significant differenceS in numbers of Less Disturbed children in each

arousal rating category afteriviewing prosoCial or violent programs
, .

(x
2=1.92, df=3, p/.05).

A

2. Reactions Teat

The results obtained following the viewing of four aggressive fi

were consolidated into an average score to make' it comparable to the

results obtained following exposure to the prosocial filth. Thus, the

following scores were derivd by summing and then averaging the scores

for aggressive items separately, and the non-aggressive items seprately,

for each of t two groups of subjects - emotionally-impaired and

brokn home.

,

L
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Aggressive
Responses

TABLE V

Intensity of Responses of More Disturbed Children and Less
Disturbed Children to Prosocial Television Materials
And to Violent Television Stimuli (Reactions Test)

NonAggTessive
Response

More Disturbed (N=30) Less Dist '" (N=30)
Prosocial

-TV Stimuli

Violent
TV Stimuli

ProsoCial
TV Stimuli

Violent
TV Stimuli

11.

14

16* .4

d
13 18

8 tit 10

-

-* Statistically significant amt J5% level

. -

It will be seen from Table V that,, the only statistically significant
4

finding was the respons64pf th6 more disturbed-graup.of children to the
v.

aggressive televisiOn stimuli. Their preference the Reactions Test

for aggressive behaVior choices.stood in marked contrast to their responses
%-

following exposure to the action-adventure drama with prosociai elements.

3. Story ReviewAN

The following sec es for the prosocial

g.

review instrune.n t and the

aggre Sive sto review t represent ,group averages.

TABLE VI

Ass' lation Prosocial and Aggressive Corltent
(Story Review Test)

More Dist d 0)

Less Dist

Il

Prosocial Content

22-

Violent Content

15

(N=3 p) 28

ficant t 5%

26*

These group a age scords,..indicated a statistically significant difference

in the assimilata of aggressive television!program content in campari6g the
.

response of the more disturbed group to the, scores of the less disturbed groOp.
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The more distnrhed children assimilated significantly les0 aggressive
... .

1
television materials than did the less -disturbed children. That,is td, say,

they responded less to the aggressive content on a cognitive, intellectual\

and emotional basis than did their psychologically more intact peers.

C. Cognitive Test Results

a.

The following figures represent the scores o?the two groups on both the

cognitive tests.

TABLE VII

Cognitive Test Scores

More Disturbed Group 0=30)

01.

House,Test,

N
12.4

Matching Familiar
Figures Test

7.9

Less Disturbed Group (N=30 14.3 6.4

tive test results-did not reveal significant differences in

cognitive functioning between the more disturbed group of children and the

less disturbed children.
O

Table VIII shows the relationships between the Cognitive Tests and the

Story Review inhtrarents.

TABLE VIII

Correlations Between Cognitive Tests and Story Reviews

Prosocial
Story Reviges

1

More Disturbed Group .(N=30) .62

Aggressive
Story Reviews

.46

Less Disturbed Group (N=30) .81 .73

2 1 '
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V"'

Conclusions and Discussion 4

/

Certain trends can be discerned from the abo'lie-resultsasome of Which

Are/in the nature of confirmations ie our previous dmpre'Ssions and repo

and some of which. advance or extend Our corlpepts of the interaction be

teleNision anddhildren.

/
a

Turning orr attention first to

r
,

idexation of the base linetmeasures
\

(pre-test measure, prior to exposure to the television peagiali Stimuli) .7.\,

.
..

..

a signitiCarit difference was ivealed in the caMetLrison of .the two groups
..-

- ,
,

. .,.., ,,

of-childre4 on one of the Sears Scales, the Antisocial Aggression Scale.-'7
.

,In effect, the more disturbed (141.1).) group of"childrenindicated a pre-ex4s6ing
i t

increased preference fdi.the.exPl-essian of aggrestive antisocial adtion over A(

that found in the les" disturbed (L.15.) children. itds.iMportant &realize

that thislinding was resent prior to the subjects' viewing anyOf 0

television., stimuli in this partic-ular project.

These base line measuras'wee administered as part.' of,the"effort to

determine where-theseptWo samples of sdaceptiKe,children stood in.
"ck

relation toccgrtain key variables (such:at aggression) .as-pakrtval thc eir life

excexiehcestelbre they responded to the televisionpstimuli used in this project.
*

In'the light of dcal data and background :material width -the research

team had available on the more disturbed Children, this'finding is,not

surprising, and can be viewed a4 further - indication of the validity of the.

antisocial aggression scale.

r.

The reSeardher'i clinical studies and.fami th.both.groups of
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children had indicated that there was a higher incidence. of frank emotional

or psychiatric diSturbance in the more disturbed sample in comparisonto

that revealed by the less disturbed dhildreAk This difference was reflected

in such differences as poor impulse control, pre-delinquent activity, hyper-
.

activity, and provocativeness. Frum what was, known of these chhdren in

ongoing day-to-day work with them in their special claSsroamst or in their

group home, the results of the antisocial aggression scale are strongly

validated.

./

Ibis finding constituted an earlyindication that the more disturbed group

of children are indeed More vulnerable than the less disturbed children.

The abode base line (or pre-test) factor is important in'eval

differences seen on the Reactions Test and the different relati nships

between Cognitive Tests and the Story Review materials found to

exist tween these two groups of children. These findings are supportive

of 6 concluSion that characteristics of the viewer are 'among th9

rtant determinants of his response to televised materials, leaving aside

/for the moment such present imponderables as,causation or motivation for

the group

antisocial behavior.

L

_.Although this particular finding is noteworthy, it is also impressive that

the remaining scales of the Sears' aggression instrument, as well as the 7HS\

Television Attitude Questionnaire, refle w significant differences in

the two groups. Indeed, these two groups of children shared much commonality

ofopinion and thought concerning their response to the television stimuli,

and were not seen as two entirely separate verses of childr6n, worlds apart

- 195
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so to speak.

A further significant difference between the two groups of children,

however, was expressed in their response tp television stimuli as

measured in the Reactions Test.

.qte more disturbed children expresSed significantly greater preference

in this instrdment for aggressive Choices of behavior following

their exposure to aggressive television materials than did the less

disturbed children. This behavioral preference for aggressivity was

not necessarily expressed physically (as in the choice, "Hit someone

With a rock"), rt could also be expressed verbally (as in,'"Call

someone arty name"). Thus, it appears that the.mor6 disturbed

children were more stimulated by their exposure to televised Violence.

The more disturbed children gravitated toward more regressive and

aggressive responses, in contrast to more socially acceptable preferences

expressed in non-aggressive action choices (such as,_"Take a wad ").

It must be pointed out _tat the above finding is the only one of the

four analyses fizing the Reactions Test that was revealing.- It again

underscored the importance of recognizing emotional predispositions
4

in.certain.groups of children in any effort to nderstand and deal with
/

precipitating factotS that might stimulate such predisposed.dhildren. The

predisposition we are referring tp was established by the only base line

(pre-test) measure of significant differences in the two ,populations of

-196-
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children ( the Sears Antisocial Aggression Scale). Thus, the precipitating

factor (exposure to aggressive television stimuli) served to arouse pre-existing

aggressive tendencies in the more susceptible group:
,

t

It.is further noteworthy that there were no significant differenceS between

the two groups'.on the Television Arousal QuestiOnnaire. In other words, these

two groups generally experienced the s level of affect and response to

the various characters and content of the p social and aggressive television

stimuli. They generally Showed comparable feelings over such things as the

helpfulness, cruelty, seriousness, etc., of the various people when they

saw depicted in the television dramas. Thus, the differences emerged not

. in the initial perceptual and evaluative processes that went on during and

immediately after the television programs; rather the differenoes7were

-manifested in the decreased inhibitory control that the more disturbed

group showed%in comparison to the relatively more stable and lessgdisturbed

(but susceptible) children.

Turning.to the materials that,indicate the degree to which subjects

assimilated, took in or responded to the content and\nuances.of both

prosocial and aggressive television stimuli, a differentig pattern is see!'

in some of the results; as follows.

In terms of the.degree of information and cognitive awareness of the

ti

content of the aggresivb television stimuli, the more disturbed children

recalled less about such Shows than did the less disturbed children.

In other woraps, they got less out of aggressive shows, as though it were,

somehow filtered.

)
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This diminished involvement appears tb be less a function of

attention than it does a matter of the cognitive fmactioning of the more

disturbed youngsters in response to exposure to violent materials. In

contrast to their respone prosocial materials, the more disturbed

youngsters reflected a rela ,inability to recall basic facts pertaining to

violent television stimuli to which they had just been exposed, and were

less Able'to comprehend the logic and rationale of these aggressive

program materials:
4

When the more disturbed group of youngsters was =pared with

the more ychologically intact mid less disturbed children in terms

r
of information which each group derived from prosocial and aggressive

television materialsN differences were noted betwee71,tbe two groups only

with respect to, aggressive television stimuli. The differential decrement

was with the'more disturbed children, whose pregisposing and precipi-

tating factors already constituted a suggestive pattern of diminished

intake, involvement with, and appreciation of, the violent stimuli. 'This

difference between t1e two gro did not appear following their exposure

to the prosocial television program.

Finally, following the group comparisons, the study'correlatedthe

comparative performance of the two groupson the Cognitive Tests (House

Test and Matching Familiar Figures Test) with their performance on the

Story\Peviews described previously. This was necessary in order to

termine the consistency of approach of each of the two groups of
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children When

television s

sed to different television content (aggressive or violent

vs. action-adventure with prosocial content).

These correlations then measured the internal consistency within each

group. This is in line with' one of the aims of this particular project, namely,

to study the vicissitudes of the child's cognitive apparatus and inforMation

processing systembin relation to neutral (non-personal, non-socially

relevant) materials in response to two tkoeS of television program stimuli

(violent action-adventure vs. action-adventure with prosocial content).,

,What can we say about the more disturbed yOungsters with respect to

their cognitive styles, learning patterns and television viewing? It is

-entirely -clear that the more disturbed children showed the most discontinuity

between their results on standard cognitive tests and their results on

their cognitive approach to aggressive television mAterials. They tended

to be more intellectually djscriminating and sharp on the neutral

cognitive tests than they were, by camparism, in their resPqnses'tO, and

awareness of, various aspects of violent television programs.

There appeared to be a break in their thinking, inasmuch as their .

functicning,on cognitive tasks did not transferor generalize to-their test

performances in response to the aggressive television-stimuli. Both clinical

and test finding are indicative of .a tendency for this discontinuity between

4

oognitAb funcdczd r g in general and 'cognitive functioning, with respect

to television stimuli to be a selective disdontihuity, dependent upon/the

-199-
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content of the television stimulus program. Of consderable interest,

worthy of further study is the finding that this discontinuity between

cognitive functioning and the 0 tive response to television program stimuli

seemed considerably more pronounced in violent program materials than in

action-adventure drama with prosocial content.

By comparison, the less disturbed demonstrated continuity or equivalence

betw,n the purely cognitive tests and their cogni ve responses to television

stimuli. Within this group, thoSe children who were and reflective ',

on the Cognitive tasks tend90 largely to transfer these qt114,ties to their

. assima titan of the television stimuli.. The less disturbed dren weli

as the mo disturbed children viewed both the prosocial action-adven

program and the ggressive or violent television.material8 in order to

evaluate the infl of content as measured by the various'tests,and cli nical

observations in this particular study. There appeared to'be no differential;

effect of content with:theless disturbed children. Thera was indeed

consistency of the cognitive approach to both the prosociald violent

program mate als. were revealed,as children *lb were scarred

moreby fate an by trinsic developmental problems.

In ccmpar g the re.\ disturbed" Children the less disturbed chit

further, the ma emoti \and personality char istics of the groups

\themselves,,seened :ie the priMary determinant for different patterns

. .

o test responses. iehetnare disturbed children, being the more susceptible

or 'Ulnerable Of the two gro , reflected these qualities in the sense that

.

\ 'a.
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violent television programming upset their cognitive equilibrium and

" resulted in same degree of cognitive &compensation which was

demonstrated more in.responsesto'violent materials than to the prosocial

program.

By way of contrast, the emotionally more intact group or'less disturbed

.
children were not disbrganited in their reactibn,to either violent television

prograMming or actioh7adventure with prosocial content, and ti=teircognit#e

:test scores and responses to televisiOn stimuli were more congruent, with

each other.

If one can construe the gap between the-reactiOn to "neutral" c9gnitive

tests and violent television stimuli on the bart "of the more disturbed

children as an example of Festinger's concept of cognitive dissqnance,

then the emotional factors in the viewer must be'seen as playing as important

a role as television content in the determinatiOi of viewer response. It is

playsible th t the emotionally loaded content of the violent television

programs was a dkerminant in the discontinuity of Cognitive responses to

television materialsip comparison with functioning on standard cognitive

test instruments. It is 'pparent, however, tit emotional content of

42 Festinger, L., A Theory ofiCogniti D sonance, Row, Peterson,

Evanstron, IL, 1957.

It is Festinger's hypothesis tha when acognitive system comprises

contradictory perceptions or belie , the individual responds with tensi

discomfort which motivates hirmto duce the discomforting dissonance

by altering elements of his Cognitive system.
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the violent, television programs affected the more disturbed group

more than it affected the lessdisturbed children.

This points to the iMpoiltant factor of longitudinal influences> On the

basis of extensive clinical information, case historie2, and other evaluative

materials available to the research teams, it is knowlithat the more

disturbed group generally had not only a developmental' background' was

disturbed, but also a preseht Ongoing emotionalgmaladaptation of significant v

,

proportion, requiring their exclusion fx pOblic schools and participation in

special classes. The correlations between Spe is child developmental

patterns, specific symptoms and emotional conflicts and differential

responses to teleVision.progruming indeed constitute a promising area

for ongoing study, and refinement of ourknowledge of the inter n of

susceptible of emotionally vulnerable children to portrayed violence

telc7isidn programing.

Although\their tional development is an-obvi us long range factor,

the more immediate effe their emotional background is seen in their

emotional absorption in the aggressive stimulation, and the neglect or

devaluation of thinking about t they saw, if left to their own devtces.

The set or attitude of the more disturbed group was to regard the violent_

television programs more as a means of discharging their tensions or anxiety

thad as a means of learning about

through reflection, compassion

ience in a meaningful fashion

sion.

This atitude of the more disturbed 4roup

terms. The cognitive equipment of such children,

22C
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evaluation of the'data available,appears to have held up better in the prosocial

action- adventure drama. Here, the violent elements were counterbalanced,

or qualified in terms of their impact, by, the total bantext, and by a more

systematic explanation of-the motivations and personality of, the characters.x

The understanding the Children had of the rosocial aCtionadventure drama,
.

as refle in the tests, clinical studies d questionnaires in respOnse to

this-type of program, has implications for modeling and imitation of prosocial

behgior.

more disturbed children have. deficits and ±ftipairments in their

,of adaptation and reality-testing. They tend to be impulsive and

lack the .ropriate personality resources to deal with, stimulation that, to

:the6, is highly charged, cluding certain kinds of televion*stimulus

materials. 'The specific idetification of such materials constitutes an

ongoing research task of 'broadcast standards, with part.tcular reference

t o children's programming.

w
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COGNITIVE STYLE AND ITS RELATT SHIP tO PERCEiDTION

OF -VIOLENT OF PROSOCIAL.AST=4 fl4 TELEVISIONfPROGRAMS
p

Janet L. Hoopes, Ph.D. Randal W. Wimberley, 11144:.

\

Thisin&tendentp but co*inated, study was carried out under

the supervision of Dr. Janet Hoopes, Professor and Director, Department

of Psychology\Bryn NilWr College. Randal WiMberley also Oursued the

ollowing wo± ih partial fu1fi1lnnt of his post-graduate-program

at Bryn Mawr.
S.

I. Statement of the Problem
.\\

It has now become clear that there is nO simple w. of predicting

the impact of a given television program on a dhild's behavior. (TeleViSion

and Growing Up: Impact of Televised Vio nce,"Report to the Surgeon General,

1

1972). Age of the child, predispos on.of the child to act out, context in

which the program is viewed, and labeling of the program as real or fantasy,

are all variables which may be important. .However, it seems that the child's

perception Of a,program may be a critical element in all the above variables.

The information the child takes frm.the,television program and the way in,

which he interprets it or relates it to his own experiences may be prqducts

of his cogni>tive style. No matter how mud) we know abo t'neFioexs and kinds

of incident's in a program, number of viewing hours, andcther objective in-

formation, we do not, cnow much about the effects of a program on the Child-

Unless we know what he takes from it and haw he analyzes or relates, to it

in short, what his cognitive style is..
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a

.have in cated the importance of Viewing variables, tnterests an

M6st previoUs research has the impact on children of

viewirlg:ticaent televipioh p ams wi little or no emphasis on the

'41 elements in a'program. RreVious projects in this series

'abilities of the-child, ciognitive style df the child and possible

prosocial 'potentials of television..

The present research followed flout this and investigated:

lrhow:cognitive style varies in different groups of children .--

children living"infamilies, 'children in residential placement,

Childrenwith'normal learning and Children with learning difficul

2 2) cognitive style and its relation to the interpretiation of,a

television program with both, violent and prosocial characteristics;
.

3) how viewing patterns at home relate to selective iterpretations .

es;

of television programs and to cognitive style. The eardhreflected

the recomendations.of the Report to the Surgeon General (1972) in

that it explored such\rariables as parerital supervision of television

ewing, and predisposition]. characteristics of the Children.

II. Theoretical Background

No complete review of the literature will be attempted in this

. 'Paper Threader is referred to Television and Growing- The Impact-.

of Televised Violence, Report to the Surgeon General (1972) and to The Early

Window (Liebert, Neale and Davidson, 1973) for a detailed survey of

.

9 if
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previous research. Since this research investigated aspects Of:cognitive

style and. its relation to interpretation of televisionfneterial,'the

following, discussion will focus on the theory underlying this concept

of cognitive style.

Cognitive Control and Cognitive Style
\\

Research since the 1940's (Witkin, 1954; Kagan, Moss & Sigel, 1963)

has viewed cognition terms-ofstaide individual differences which serve ,

one's adjustment to a\changing environment. Unique individual consistencies
o

can be identified in the cognitive fundtioning of humans. The labels'wcogni-

tive style" and "cognitive controls" hAe been used to describe such consis4-

tencies. These terms have beerl used interchangeably and differences between

thdm'are subtle:

Santostefano (1970) 'has fal17medK1ein's (1958) differentiation of

cognitive Control from cognitive style. The essential difference seems to be
.

that cognitive style is defined-as a more inclusi term than cognitive control.

"Klein has proposed that several cognitive controls
could form a configuration representing the cognitive
style of an individual. This use of the term style may
have contributed to the con ion in the field between

the concepts of control and tyle. FOr Klein, a dogni-

tive style is a configurati of a number 'f controls
or principles, while for Wi and Kagan i represents

a single principle." (Santostefano, 1970, p. 8.)

Santostefano (1970) defines cognitive controls as intervening

variables which define principles by which, perception, memory and other

basic gualltative forms of cognitive functioning are organized as an

individual coordinates himself with his,enVironment.

f)206
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Cognitive Controls are inner psychological (eg6) mechanisms which:

1) determine the amount and organization OiAnformation that becomes a-

. vailable to-adi-ild as an individual perceiver; 2) are activated by stimuli

4 which cause the child to experience some intent to useand to-adaptto the .

//information; 3) vary in, the_extent to which they eventually operate in the

reasoning process,of the child; 4) evolve, in part, as a function of matura-

tion and life experiences, but Subsequently makheccue independent or autonomous

from their origin of development; 5) become a relatively fixed aspect of a '

Child's adaptive style which give's sh ape to his subsequent expelences; and

6) gediate the influence ofyersonality, motivation and environmental stimuli

in the chii:d's use of thought and fantasy.

Kagan (1964) and his associates have proposed a construct to account

for'consistent individual differences in cognitive'functioning.* In his

perimental4workt Kagan found that some individuals characteristically analyzed

and differentiated the test stimuli, and applied labels to sub-elements of the

whole, behavior conceptualized as an "Analytic" cognitive attibriP or style.

Others tended to perceive and order the stimulus field as a relatively un-

differentiated,-global body of4information, behavior c6nceptualized as "Non-

analytic ".

-

Kagan has gone further in exploring the antecedents of the

Analytic-Nonanalytic style - 'the impulsive reflective style. Kagan, Moss &
.

Sigel (1963), in a series of studies on basic cognitiveprocesses, discovered

that children who were more analytic in their resonse to stimuli, also showed

longer response times. liheflassumption then'follows,that children who ark

analytic are less impulsive-(or more reflective) than thOse who are non-

analytic.
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ought that recent research on'cognitive "Style.offers a

ch to the study 6f what and how the ldlea*is f
/

1) an entrance into the crud al'areavof

Lion and personali _2_) an exploration ofktelevision as an instrumen of

spent Wow children react to' bnd assimilate

television. /t provides:

"information"; 3) an.

televised "information" of whatever variety; 4) a means of determining.

thildren's ways of learning from constructive (prosocial) aspects of'"6-_.KleE

"info .11

sign

Thomas (1971) in.an unpUBlished dbctoral dissertation investi.-

gated -cognitive style and its influence one gressive television. She fo

a definite' relationship between cognitive style and children" s' response

to TV.

The present research was based on one of Santostefan &`s, principles .

of cognitiVe control andalso Ka:Ian's principle of cognitive style - impulsive

\
...

i

reflectivity. ''The research Is hot Os.mu.dh concerned Kith the theoretical-

differentiation between cognPtive style and cOgnitive'aontrol as it-s with

Using these dimensions in exploring the relationship betWeenynition and

i(iterpretation of television material,

11

The Cognitive Control Principle of Leveling-Sharpening:,

ti

"This principle concerns the ma

.

in which an dividaal.
Lperceives and makes adaptive use gradual changes in
sequentially experienced stimuli. Some individdals (levelers)
tend to, assimilate or merge. new iences with memories Of
earlier experiences, and therefore' construct relatively un-
differentiated and contaminated Memories, impressions and
imagery of ongoing experiences. Others, on the other hand,
tend to maintain discrete impressions and memories of sub-.
seqUentially presented stimuli so'that elements do not lose
their individuality (sharpeners). "" (Santostefano; 1970)
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t Cognitive Style - Reflection- sivity

4.0

'This disposition is defined as the tendency to reflect over alterna7

scaition possibilities, in contrast with the tendency to make an impulsive

on of a solution, in problems with high response uncertainty. (Kagan,

1965'/ ,Kagan, Rosman, pay & Phillips, 1964.)

One would predict that children who vary') along the dimensions of these'

two variables might selectively view an interpret televigion material in dif-

fering ways. The leveler, for example, when viewing a program with violent con-
.;

tent, might merge memories of such a program with memories of earlier experiences

and therefore less clearlyildifferentiate-TV material from other events in his

0

life: Such a child then, might be more prone to retain violent elements and

would be less clear in differentiating those from reality. Violence on TV'would

be exaggerated and thus perhaps imitated or acted on to a greater extent than

one would predict from the' sharpener. In the latter, discreet memories with

rather clearly defined individuality would not merge with earlier memories.

Violent elements would be perceived as belonging to the TV material only,

clearly seen as fantasy and therefore not imitated and acted upon. The same

might be said for selective perception of prosocial elements in those children

who are either levelers or sharpeners. The initial predisposition of the child

on the aggression continuum would probably be related to Which type of material,'

violent or prosocial,' the Child would distort in the memory process. Children

-%

whose parents supervise or- select the TV programs might be expected to measure

more as sharpenerg, who maintain discreet impressions, because these children

have been trained to be mop disckiminating.
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It would seem logical to hypothesize that children with learning
o

disabilities would tend to'be levelers .and hence their difficulties ih dif-

ferentially perceiving and retaining their schoolwork. 'Thus in this study,

-one would expect the learning disabilities children to differ tran the

normal learners in this leveling-Sharpening continuum.

On the dimension of reflection-impulsivity, one might predict thap

the impulsive child would be more prone, to react or over-react to what he

sees, to take away a general impression without clearly seeing more detailed

and refined elements of the-material. Thus TV material which had Mixed

elements of violence and prosocial material, would be recallearas totally

violent or totally prosocial without the perception of the nuances and

degrees in betweenI The learning disabilities children would by and-

large'fall in the impulsive group and hence also be more total in

their reaction to the TV material.

Differences between the children in families and children in resi-

dence are difficult to predict in these cognitive dimensions. It willApe

interesting to explore such differences.

14* I.

Social class and IQ might influence considerably both the capacity

for and training 'in techniques .of reflection and of-sharperlIng: Since there

would undoubtedly be differences in social class, between the residence and

family children, one might hypothesize differences in cognitive style. It

is hoped that the sample would be matched for IQ, or at least this would be

controlled statistically.

23 4
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III. Research Design

The g6neral design of the larger "I", can be summarized as follows:

Four groups of children were selected for study:

1. Children living,in faMilies,'attending public schools, with

normal learning patterns.

2. Children living ,in families, attending public schools, with

learning disabilities so defined by the child's placement

in.a special education class. '(IIptionally disturbed or

mild cerebral dysfunction no mentally retarded were included.)

3. *Children living in a reSidential setting, attending public schools,

with normal learning patterns.

4. Children living in a residential setting, attending public schools,

with learning disabillt.ieS.

All children ranged in' age Dpaa 9-0 to 10-11. In order to control

for the personality variable of aggression, the Sears Aggression Scale was ad-

:rani tered to all children. Then the children viewed, in groups a television

'which contained both violent and prpsocial elements. F011owing this

a questionnaire was administered, eliciting memory for content of the programs

and reactions to and evaluations 0 the characters and the story.

Data on _groups 1 and 2 were obtained ,in a different setting than data

from groups 3 and 4. The remainder of this paper deals with the research on the

former two groups. Data on the latter groups will be reported separately.

A. Setting of the Study

The Child Study Institute, Bryn Mawr College; serves t1 public schools

of Lower Merion Township School District in a unique relationship. FOr 28 years,

the Institute has provided the clinical services to the school district through

counselors and psychologists hired by the Institute, but working in the schools,

particularly the elementary schools. The clinical staff has also been largely

responsible for the screening of child in and out of special education classes.

Therefore entree into-a population of normal school children was easy. The

deputy superintendent of the school district, who is responsible for research

-211-
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projects in the district" gave his approval of the present research.

The elementary school used in this study serves about. 500 children from

kindergarten through sixth grade. In additi6n, it houses five of the district's

special education classes for the motior.1;1Xy disturbed and the ly or-

ganically impaired. The latter children are integrated into many the regular

classeo,for subjects which they can handle with their more normal 1 g peers.

This is paiticularly true for art, music and gym, but also indludesacad

subjects where the ,child is able to manage it. In this way the learning di

bility children are far less segregated than they, would be in.a special sdhool.

(Results on children in a special school for learning disability Ilhildren will

be reported in a later paper..)

The population oethis affluent suburban area is largely Upper middle,
A

class and upper class, although there are same families at the middle and lower

end of the socio-ebonamic scale. This was not a variable to be explored in

this research and essentially the normal and learning disability children

would not differ in this dimension.

B. Sample

Eighty children in the fourth and fifth grades of the school

constitute the normal learning group. TWenty children in the special&

education classes make up the learning disability group. Sixteen had been

diagnosed as emotionally disturbed and four as minimal cerebral dysfunction.

School systems will differ in the kind of children classified for special

education. In the Lower Merlon School District, the special education children'

appeared largely normal were considered socially immature, often-were

hyperactive, disruptive In the classroom and unable'to learn despite normal

intellectual potential. They had been diagnosed through psychological tests and

psychiatric interviews. 'All children were from 9. years 0 months to lb yeka

- 212 -
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'N 11 months of age: IQ scores were available on 98 of the 100 children. The

g) range was frth 80 to 146 and it can be seen that thespecial class chil-

dren differed sign(ficantly from the regular class children on intelligence.

It is quite possible, of course, that these emdtionally'disturbed children

were fiat functioning at their maximum level because of thib'-disturbance.

(See Table I and Table II for characteristics of the sample.)

'C. Instrumentation

1. Pre -test 'measures

One of the goals of the research wasp to investigate the relaEionship

between certain.personality variables and interpretation of television

material, and also the relationship between cognitive variables and

interpretation of television material. Three pre-test measures were selected:

0

0 a., Sears Aggression Scale

Sears- (1961) devised a set of self-administering aggressiolYscLes

applicable to. children. These scales are composed of items in the form of

declarative sentences with which the 'child can express his agreement or dis-
t

agreement. The content of each item was designed to express one type or modality

of aggression (or its rejection) Aggression Anxiety , Projected Aggression,

Self Aggression, Prosocial Aggression, 'Antisocial,Aggressian. A total score
t,

for each of the five scales c$n be obtained by cumulating the individual items

belonging to a given aggression scale. (See Appendix for a sample of the Scale.)

b. Leveling-Sharpening

Santastefano (1971) devised the House Test to meagre this dimen-

sion. Sixty cards with line drawings of a house printed on them run from .a

complete, highly detailed first card to an incomplete and simple last card.

The child is told to indicate as he looks at the cards in sequential order

when something seems changed or different, and to name what it is. Subjects

213
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0

Who ,de ct correct changes early :are scored as sharpeners. There are

scores which are of importance on this test: the card at which a change is

.first noticed; the number of correct changes noticed; the number and type

of errpFs (contained in the House Scene displayed);serrors not provided by

the House Scene displayed (miscellaneous errors); and the Leveling-Sharpening
0

Ratio (low ratio are sharpeners).

c. IMpulaivity-Reflectivity

This dimension was measured by Kagan's Matching Familiar Figures

Test (Kagan, 19641, This is a visual recognition test in which a stimulus

figure and five figuressimilto-it, one identical to it, are presented to

the child. The child is.asked to se ct the fiqUie which is identical with

A .

the standard. The variables scored are sponse-time to the child's first

answer and total number of errors. The imp ive child responds quickly, but

makes many errors. Tha reflective child re ds more slowly and makeS fewer

errbts. This cognitive dimension has been related reading ability (Kagan,

1965) and to ta4s of.serial learning (Kagan, 1966). \\

d. Parent Questionnaire

,

This queStionnaire was devised for this study. It incorporated

many eleMents of previous questionnaires. (See Comstock, C. & Rdbanstein, E.

(Eds.) Television and Social Behavior, 1972,. Vol. III - Chaffee and McLeod,

p. 149; Vol. TV - Lyle and Hoffman, p. 129 & p. 257; Murray, p. 3,45.) The

questions were devised to elicit information in several areas: amount of time

the child watches TV; parental control over TV viewing; child's attention to

programs; Child's involvement in a program, i.e. dreaming about it, acting

out in plai, etc. It was hoped that some relationship might be discovered'

between the parent questionnaire items and cognitive style, or that these items
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might differentiate the normal.learners from the learning disability children.

(See Appendix for sample questionnaire.).

2. Experimental Stimulus

The main criterion for selection of the film to be viewed was that

it contain both violent and prCsocial'elemens. In addition the film was not

to be too long and was to have intrinsic. appeal to the age range selected for

study. The field of choice narrowed to Mod Squad'as meeting these criteria.

The violenceportrayed in this TV show is often carried out under the guise of

helping out some unfortunate victim. The specific show chosen for this study

was"Welcome to our City". The Mod Squad trio here is involved in helping an

adolescent boy locate his father in a strange and large city. This particular

show required lust lessthan one hour for viewing. The advertisements were

retained in order to simulate the typical viewing conditions. Of course, the

film was shown in a school setting a-small auditorium - and in this way pre-

sen quite a different set of viewing conditions fran those present in the

3. Post-Test,Measures
ffi

Sate rbsearch have used behavioral or observational measuresiof

responses tc t evision violence. This does indeed answer the al research

question wi.ict asks whether4the child or adolescent acts violently, or Anti-

socially when exposed to aggressive material. However*, it was i4paractica1

to carry out such behavioral measures in the school setting andhence a questionnai

was devised to measure the dhildren'S evaluations-and memory for details of

the Mod Squad show. The questions were devised to tap the following:

1) Significant details*remeMbered

2r- Evaluation of the ehowand its characters for both

violent and prbsocial aspects. For example, whether

it was funny,' sad, a good thing watch, and-whether

the characters were 'kind, violent, helpful, etc.

- 216 -
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3) How involved the Child,becOmes in a show like this
one, acp9rding to his report

4) Haw real the Child sees the, story and Characters.

The resultanttguestionnaire appeared too long for nine and ten

year old Children to complete, especially after viewing an hour long show.

Hence it was divided into two FOrms - Pe-Tbrm andB-Form. After some pre-testing

it was discovered that the two forms could be completed relatively easily

following the film, so they were stapled together. However, in order to

avoid the effects of fatigue toward the end of the questionnaire, half of

the Children filled out A -Form first and half filled out Br-FOrm first. (See

Appendix for saflple questionnaire.)

Relationships were to be explOred between cognitive style and

the four areas measured and also between learning disability versus normal

learning patterns and the same four areas.

D,

FOliow g approval of the pr6ject by the deputy superintendent of

the 'Lower Mbr on SChool District, the investigators talked with the principal

of ohe el- ary school and Obtained his cooperation for the project.

Two meetings were devoted to explanation of the project to the teachers in-

volved - the 4th and 5th grades any the special education teachers. The school

thought it was important to inform parents first before anything was undertaken

in the schooi. Hence a letter went Out to the parents giving some details of

the project and inviting themto be present at a meeting at which the research

plan would be discussed in more detail (see Letter to Parent, March, 1973). At

the Of this meeting, parents attend

*

,t1QS0ag-llled out the parent questidAnaire.

Attendance was poor at this meeting so a second letter went out to parents in

May, enclosing a questionnaire with a return envelope. (See Letter to Parent,

May, 1973.) About 20% o the parepts attended the meeting and an additional

40% returned the questi by mail, so that data from the parents were avail-
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Able for over 60% of the sanple.

The students were informed of the research in classroom groups

and the Sears Aggression Scale was administe-ed at that time. The Sears'

Aggression Scale as administered differed frowthe original scale. The

choices were' collaPSed from a four-dhOice answer ranging from agree to

disagree to a dichotomous agree/disagree choice. The investigator and hero

assistants went into the classroom after clearing with the teacher for an

appropriate time, and" explained the project as folio&

Introduction and Instructions for Sears Scal

"We are trying to learn some things about children and television

and we would like your help. Same of you may already know this

because we have written a letter to your,,parents asking them if

it is all right for you to participate I'd like to tell you what

kinds of things we'd be'doing, if you are interested. First, to-

day we would do same multiple choice questions about what you

think about same'everyday kinds of things. It's not a test

just a way of getting your opinions. :Next,. we would be seeing

you individually for about-a half hour each. We will be looking

at same interesting pictures.

"Then we would all watch a movie together in the auditorium and

afterwards get your opinion about same more things,

"Is there anyone who doesn't want to help us?

"What we would like to di today is to answer some questions on the

sheets we're handing out. You will'notice that on your paper there

is a sentence and two boxes that go with it. We want to know if.

what the sentence says is like you or not like you. If it is like you,

you would answer 'Yes'. If it is not like you, you would answer 'No'.

Here's an example on the board.

I am 16 years old.

"Now, afire any of you 16 years old? Well then you put a check inside

the 'No box. Remember, you will answer either 'Yes' or 'No' so

you can't check both booms. If you have any -trouble with the ques-

tions, you can raise your hand and we'll came help you. This isn't'

a test, but please give the bestianswer you can.

"Does everyone have a pen or pencil? ,Don't forget your name at the

top. Okay, you can start."

- 218 -
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The procedure for the special. education classes,was a little dif-

ferent in'that not all chifaren in a class would be participating

(because of age) and also because many of these childreA have major

difficutly with reading. The investigator talked with these children

individually in their classrooms and then invited them to come-in groups-
of two or three to a special roam set up for the purpose. There

the Sears Scale was explained and the children either read it themselves

and filled it out, or were read to and recorded their own answers. The

majority of specialeducation children needed to have the questionnaire

read to them. This same procedure was followed for some of the normal

learning children who had been absent from their classrooms on the day

of the group administration.

In the next f weeks following the introduction of the.project,

the children were tested ndividually on the Matching Familiar Figures and

the House. Test. TheThen two met sure administered by graduate,

students who had exp erience ip clinical evaluation. Each of these three

students tested app ximately thirty-five children.

The television film was shown to the children in groups in a small

audiprium in mid- to late May. All fifth grade pupils viewed it as a

group, and all fourth grade pupils plus the special education children

viewed as one group. Aides and. teachers in the special education

cl ses helped these children fill out the Postr-Tbst Questionniare.

This was completed immediately after showing the film.
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IV. Hypotheses .

For many of the relationships to be explored in this study, it

would be difficult to make specific Sypotheges regarding outcome. The in-

vestigators were therefore mainly interested in examining these intr-

relationships as they might occur. However, several outcomes could be

hypothesized and are stated below:

1. There will be significant differences in cognitive style between
learning disability children and normal learning Children. The
anticipated direction is that learning disability children will
be levelers andVimpulsive. IQ may interact with cognitive style.

2. Levelers and impulsives will retain fewer significant details
and sequences of action than sharpeners and reflectives.

fevelers and impulsives will perceive characters and s in
the TV film as extremely violent or extremely prosoci . Con-
versely sharpeners and reflectives will perceive ch acters and
themes in a more moderate fashion - in other words s both the
violent and prosocial elements in the TV film:

4. Personality variables in aggressi will determine how the con-
\
-Atent of the TV will be evaluated. Children high in Projected
Aggression and tisocial Ag.,-ssion will be more accepting of
antisocial aggres on in TV. 0 '14e/thigh in Aggresaon Anxiety
and Prosocial Aggre sion.will be .re accepting of prosocial ag-
gression in TV.

5. Hare viewing patterns will be different for levelers versus sharpeners.
The hypothesized direction of difference is that less time
spent viewing TV and more s sion of 'TV viewing will result
in a cognitive approach that is mo sharpening than leveling.

V. Scoring and Analysis -of Pre- and Post-Test Measures

Prior to analysis of the data, scores on some of the Measures were

summed er factor analyzed.,

A. Cognitive Style Tests

Scores on the two cognitive., style tests were not summed. That is,

.0

the x scores on the House Test and the time and error ,scores on The Matching

liar Figures Test were all considered separately, for the main analysis

the data. 2
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'B, Parent Questionnaire :\

Nbgt of the items on the Pan nt Questionnaire were retained as),

separate items in the analysis. Certain items grouped themtelves into areas

such as "parent control over TV viewing", 'Thours of viewing time", "number

of other activitiee, etc. Inspection of the frequency distributions indi-

cated that scores on-a few of these items could be summed. There were three

items which concerned the closeness of attention to TV at home (Items 13,

14,-16) and four items which concerned the dhildls involvement in a TV shOw

(Items 15,18, 19, 21). These scores were summed to obtain a TV Atteption

Score and a TV Involvement Score. The only other items whidh were summed

were the activity scores. 1kt did not seem-necessary to retain figures for

activities in three time periods of the day -morning, afternoon and evening.

Hence "Activities Weekday" and Activities Weekend" comprised summed scores

here. (See Questionnaire in AppendiX for specific items.)

C. Searg_A46Lession S'Cale

The data from The Sears Aggression Scale were factor analyzed to

simplify the number of dimensions to be dealt with, to allow for generali-

zation beyond the individual items, and to check the a priori groupings of the

items proposed by Sears for this Scale. The analysis was a varimax solution,

a mahod that is analytical and orthogonal. This is to say, it operates to

maximize the criterion of simple structure.by.. Mathematical means of

fying the solumns or factors ob and it preserves independence of the

factors so that they are pure, i.e. not correlated with each other. First,

principal factors were computed; then the factors were rotated. The number

of principal factors and the number of rotated factors were limited.
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The analysis of the Spars Scale 'included all the items on the

1 original scale except those that Sears had intentionally written as buffer'

items (e.g: #24 "A romantic tovie alllys leaves me feeling dreamyafterward").

..Such items were.included'in the adhinistr tion (of the scale; they Were x
.. ,

simply not analyzed. Items originally intended by Seers to be cored but,

,

ter found t,to be related to any factOrand hence labelled "miscellaneous"

re analy this study. There were, then, 57., items analzed. In the

/,factor analysi these items, the' principal number of cdmponent'factorS was
. ,

-limited to six. Vase ix accounted for,atotal of 3 .5%-lof the variance:

number of rotated fa rs was limited to four. The fbur'acoounted for
A

\
;

25.5% of the variance. It should be noted that these factors account for a

mudb'smalleX percent of the variance than isfidesixablid that qierefore'','''

greet weight should not be placed on their interpretatidh.7, Also, since the

factors are relatively weak, the paucity of correlationSrudth other measures

is understandable. This is not to say, however, that-aggression is not related
-,-.

to the other measure. it ,only implies that the scale as administered to this

sample did not relate to the\other measures taken.
''''.

The factors obtained were: -aggressidn anxiety, physical aggression (anti-

social), conventional rule-following, and.laissez-faire attitude. ,-
ma

D. Post-Test Questionnaires

The gqestionnaire'administered to the children following,the,viewing

,

of the TV film was divided into two parts and called &-Form and B,Tiorm. (Both.

FOrmscan be found in the Afpendix.) The Ar.FOrm was designed to measureePro-

social identification, antisocial identification, perceived-reality of the
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material, humor, involvement in the show, and acceptability of the show. Since

the A -Form was intentionally more complex and Would perhaps be of interest to

other investigators using a number of different stimuli (e.g. TV film), it was

factor analyzed with the same procedure used with the Sears Scale as described

above. The principal factors were limited to six and these accounted for 46.7%

of the variance of the items. In the chosen situation, the nuMber of rotated

factors wasalso limited to six'and these accounted for 50.8%, of the variance.

The factors obtained were: antisocial attitude, prosocial attitude, humor, \
rl

identification/ involvement acceptability, and non-involvement. More specific

information regarding the loadings and a-priori grOupings of the items can be

found in the talolss in the Appendix, along With data on two other factor se-

lections.

Since,the six rotated factors of Ar-Fbrm accounted for a reasonable

4

percent of the total variance, the correlations &kind between these factors

I
and other measures should be more Meaningful than those between the Sears

.Factors and other,meaSures: The obtained rotated factors did have some re--,

semblance, in the opinion of the authors, to the a-priori categories assigned

to the items. This probably was largely due to the fact that the items were

similar to items used in other studies (McLeod et al, 1972; Friedman & Johnson,

1972) :

B-Fbrm was largely specific to the TV stimulus presented; the items

coUld be divided into two categories. One series of questions were factual

in nature and had'a right or wrong answer. The total number correct was summed

for each child. The remaining questions on B-Form asked the child to evaluate

the'dharacters or events in'the Mbd Squad show on a continuum ranging from
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prosocial to violent. For example:

After Linc pulled Frank out of danger from falling dawn to
the bears, Pete hit Frank. What do you think about this?

4. a. Pete was juste I would have done the,same thing.
1. b. No one should ever hit anyone else.
2. c. Pete shouldn't have hit him. Two wrongs don't make a right.
3. d. Pete didn't need to hit him that hard.

On an a-priori basis the four answers were assigned weights LrUn 1-4 and the

Above example was scored as indicated. Therefore, for the B-liorm there were

two main scores - Number Correct and Evaluation iumh The only other item

considered in the analysiS was the amount of time the dl#ld took to complete

the questionaire. Same children completed ,A-FOrm first and others D-Ftorm,

but the time recorded was always the total amount of time needed for both

questionnaires.

E. Examiner Effects

In all measures but the cognitive style measures,
1

the examiners, were

the slim for all children. FOr the cognitive style measures, there were three

different examiners, each-testing only a particular group of children. The

0
three exaTiners were all graduate students with some experience with children.

'fie examiners read over the instructions provided with the tests for the ad-

ministration and discussed procedural questions not explicit in the instruc-

tions. Each examiner then role-played testing'while the others commen

The, children in the regular classrooms were fairly evenly divided

across testers but due to practical problems, all the special education chil--

dren were tested by one examiner only. An analysis of examiner effects was

then possible by analyzing the scores of children in regular classes according

to examiner. / The two MFF measures and the Leveling-Sharpening-Ratio were all

checked for tester effectl. All three had examiner effects which were signi-

ficant beyond the .05 level, despite the efforts exerted to standardize the
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testing procedures. For the two MFF measures, the examiner who tested all the

special education children fell between the other two examiners in the Analysis

of the Children in regular classroaw. For those two, measures (MFF time and

errors), the testing of the special education children, reed rot be regarded

as different from the average for the'regular class children. However, for

the leveling - sharpening- ratio, this examiner did not fall between the other

testers in the scores for the regular children. Noce, could be an

examiner effeCt with regard to the special education children on the

leveling-sharpening measure, and conLusions regarding differences between

regular and tpecial education children on the levelig-sharpening-ratio

must be guarded. (See'Tables III, IV, V.)

A
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TABLE III

Examiiter Effeas on Leveling-Sharpening Ratio .

.

. TESTER
.

8.0 - 9.9
1.

DEE

_

STEVE RNMIDAL.

1 * 2 Total

23.5%
8

3.0%
1

11.3%
, 9

i0.0 11.9
2

14.7%
5

6.1%
2

7.7%
1

10.0%
B

12.0 13.9
3

_____)

14.7%
5

21.2%
5

7.7%
1

16.3%
X13

14.0 - 15.9
4

14.7%
5

33.3%
11 :

38.5%
5

26.3%
21

16.0,L 17.9
5

29.4%
10

24.2%
8

15.4%
2

25.0%
20

18.0 19.9
6-

2.9%

1

12.1t-
4

15.4%
2

8.8%
7

20.0+
7

15.4%
2

2.5%
2

PERCENT 42.5%' 41.3% 16.3% 100.0%

TOTAL 34 33 0 13 80

4.)

Chi-Square 27.021**
Cramer's V 0.411
Significant at .009 with 12 degrees of freedom
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TABLE IV

Examiner Effects of MPF Time "Scores

TESTER

STEVE RANDAL

1
.

2 3 Total

3.0 - 5.9 11.8% 7.7% 6.3%

4 1 5

6.0 - 8.9 41.2% 9.1% 15.4% 23.8%

2 14 3 2 19

9.0 11.9 23.5% . 12.1% 46.2% 22.5%

3 8 4 , 6 18 '

12.0 14.9 17.6% 9.1% ( 7.7% 12,5%

6 3 101, 10

15.0 17.9 15.2%
4

7.7% 7.5%

5 1 6

18.0 - 20.9 5.9% 15.2% 7.3% 10.0%

. 2 '.5 1 8

21.0 23.9 12.1% 5.0%

4 4

24.0+ 27.3% 7.7% 12.5%

9 1 10

PERCENT 42.5% 443% 16.3% '100.0%

Total 24 33 13 '80

Chi-Square 40.169***
Cramer's V 0.501
Significant under .001:-with 14 degrees of freedom

2 3 I
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TABLE V

Examiner Effects on MFF Error Scorep

_,. TESTER

DEE STEVE RANDAL

1 . 2 3 Total

1,2,3
1

8.8%
3

31.0%
9

15.4%
2

18.4%
14

4,5,6,7
2

14.7
5

37.9%
11

38A5%

5

27.6%
21

8,9 ,

3,

20.6%

7

20.7%

6

15.4%
2

19.7%
15

10,11 25.5%

9

6.9%
2

15.4%
2

17.1%
13

12 38 29.4%
10

3.4%
1

15.4%
2

17.1%
13

PERCENT 44.7% 38.2% 17.1% 100.0%

TOTAL 34 29 13 76

Chi-Square 17.8691f

Cramer's V 0.343
Significant at .023 with 8 degrees of freedom

t,

O
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. ,StatiSical Analysis

The following statistics were computed using .the DATA TEXT

ProgLaM available through the Bryn Mawr College Computer Center.

a. Two-way Analysis of Variance

Class Placement by IQ

Class Placement by Sex
Sex by , IQ

These analyses were computed for the following measures:

Sears Factor Scores
House Test
Matching Familiar FiguresTest
Parent Questionnaire
A -Form Factors
B-Form Nprriber Correct and Evaluation SUm

2. a) 'Sears Factor Scores with House Test, Matching Familiar .

Figures, A -Form Factors and B-Form Parent Questionnaire

b) ,House Test with Matching Familiar Figures, Form, B-Form

. and Parent Questionnaire

c) Matching Familiar Figures with A-FOrmeEHFOrM and Parent

9NestiOnnaire

3. Cross Tabs and Chi Square

Examiner Effects
Analysis of House Test in Relation to Matdhing,Familiar

Figures
IQ in relation tocognition style.

The .10 level of significance was selected rather than the .05 level in

ordPr to detect differences more clearly.
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VI. Results

A.' Test of Hypotheses.

Firstlet u turn to a discussion of the hypotheses which were

formulated at the'beginning of the study.

HYPOTHESIS I

There will be significant differences in cognitive..
style between learning disability children and normal
learning children. The anticipated direction is that
learning disability children will be levelers and im-
pulsives. IQ may interact with these variables.

Thib hypothesis was answered in the two-way analysis of variance in

. which. scores of the regular class children were compared with the scores of

the special class Children on cognitive style test scares. An examination

of the one-way level on this analysis shows that thespecial class children

noticed fewer changes in the House Test had ahigher first stop score and a

higher Leveling-Sharpening Ratio which meant that they would be considered

levelers. In addition they scored a significantly higher nutber of errors

on the MFF test, They were not rapid in response but they did make More

errors which is typical of the impulsi.r.'Chil& (See Table VI.)

The children in these special classes had been,diagnosed as emo-

tionally disturbed and hence learning disabled in this respect rather th
4

in perceptual-motor areas. Of course, there is known to be overlap

.picture in special class children.

lkk
Since there was a significant difference in IQ between the special

class children and regul,ar.class children (See Table it was important

to know the relationship between cognitive style and IQ. The first step in
ff

determining this-Was a Chi 8cipare analysis Of IQ versus MFF. and IS scores.

Tables VII, VIII and IX show the results of this analysis. CoMparing-the

top and bottam thirds of the time to first response on MFF with ranges
6
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TABLE VI

Significance Levels for Analysis of Variance

Cognitive Measure

.

Grouping
Variable

_

Ii-S 1 ..L-S 2 Ii-S 3 MFF 1 . MFF 2

Special Class
vs

Regular Class .086 .001 .001:
Over
.500 .082

IQ Grouping
4 Categories .087

.

.003 .035

Over
.500

Over
.500'

Interaction of
Class and IQ -.012 .001 .006 .185

Over
.500

LrS 1 = first stop score
2 = number of changes
3 = leveling- sharpening ratio

LrS_4 = sum miscellaneous errors
5 = sum A errors

LrS 6 = sum B errors

-231-
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of IQ, revealed no significant interaction (p over .5 and Cramer's V =-.139).

When looking at number of errors made on MFF, again comparing toj versus

bottom third,,with four IQ ranges t .162, Cramer's V .2E6, this finding

was in line with the expectation that higher IQ children would make fewe

errors in Choosing the' figure that matched the stimulus. Summariz these

analyses, however, one can say that the MFF test is largely independent

of IQ.

A similar investigation of the Leveling- Sharpening ratio and. IQ

using a table plotting seven Leveling-Sharpening ratio groups with four IQ

groups, yeilded nonsignifidant results (significance over .5, Cramer's V =

0.211). In sum then for this sample, the Leveling-Sharpening ratio, like

the MFF measures, was largely independent of IQ.

In the above mentioned twb,,way'analySisof variance of the cognitive

style test sores for special education by IQ we can see that on the two-way

.level, the effects of IQ and special' education are significant and their inter-

action is even more significant. This is true for the First Stop Score on the-
,

House Test, tile number of changes observed, and the Leveling-Sharpening ratio.*

The MFF tests by contrast shows little effect of IQ in either time to first

response or in number of errors. (See Table VI.) In the latter category, the

special education children made significantly more errors, but this result

was independent 'of IQ.

I
Hence one could conclude that the special education children do manifest.

a difference in cognitive style compared to the normal learning children.

However, the interactive effects of intelligence cannot be discounted. Repli-

caign Ofithe experiment with a larger sample of emotionally disturbed children

and amore representative range of IQ might lead to more conclusive results.

* It must be noted that one rather erratic bright child in the special education
class accounted for much of the variance.
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TABLE- VII.
Ny

Analysis of MFF Time Scores by IQ

IQ

94 or
less 95-109 110-112 125+

1 2 3 4 Total

First
Third 44.4% 46.7% 58.3% 42.1% 49.3%

4 7 14 8 33

Third
Third 55.6% 53.3% 41.7% 57.9% 50.7%

5 8 10 11 34

Percent 13.4% 22.4% 35.8% 28.4% 100.0%

Total 9 15 24 19 67

Chi-Square 1.303

Cramer'S V 0.139
Significant over .5 with

O

3 degrees of freedom
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TABLE VIII

Analysis of MFF Error Scores by IQ

IQ

944or
less
1

95 -109

2 r

110-112
3

125+
4

Total

First
Third 36.4% 46.2% 37.5% 70.6% 47.7%

- 4 6 9 12 31

Third
Third 63.6% 51.8% 62.5% 29.4% 52. %

'7 7 15 5 34

Percent 16.9% 20.0% , 36.9% 26.2% 100.0%

Tbtal 11 13 24 , 17" 65

Chi-Swale 5.150

Cramer's, V 0.281
Significant at .162 with 3 degrees of freedom



TABLE IX

Analysis of Leveling-Sharpening Ratio: by IQ

IQ

-
94 or
less

, 1
vq

5.3%
1

35-109
2

110-112
3

12.5%
4

125+
4

14.3%
4

,

Total

9.2%
9

8.0-9.9
,) 1

10.0-11.9 5.3% 10.5% 9.4%0 7.1% 8.2%

2 1 2 3 2 8

12.0-13.9 105%- 10.5% 15.6% 25.0% 16.3%

3 2 " 2 5 / 16

14.0-15.9 26.3% 31.6% 15.6% 25.0% 23.5%

4 5 6 5 7- 23

16.0-17.9 26.3% 26.3% 28.1% 21.4% 25.5%

5 5 5 9 6 25

18.0-19.9 10.5% 10.5% 15.6% 3.6% 10.2%

6 2 2 5 1 10

20.0+ 15.8% 10.5% . 3.1% 3.6% 7.1%

7 3 2 1 1. 7

Percent 19.4% 19.4% 32.7% 28.6% 100.0%

Total 19 19 32 28 98

Chi-Square 13.134

Cramer's V 0.211,
Significent over .5.with 18 d6grees of freedom
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.1

I

Is

HYPOTHESIS II

Levelprs and Impulsives will retain fewer
details and sequences of action from a TV
film than will Sharpeners and Rflectives..

This hypothesis was answered in the correlational analysis in whic

the scores on the two cognitive style tests were,correlated with the B-Form

Number Correct. There were no significant correlations, 'and hence one would

conclude that there were no relationships and sequences of actioh between tog-
,

nitive style tests and the details remembered from the,Mbd Squad 'film shadri

to these children. Hypothdsis II was not oonfirned.

HYPOTHESIS' III -.

4

Leveleis'and Impulsive will perceive characters and
themes in the TV film as *extremely violent or extremely
prosocial. Conversely, Sharpeners and Reflectives will
perceive characters and themes in a more rtbderatejashion -
in other words, see both the violent and prosoci'al elements
in the TV film.

'

,

If this hypothesis were true one should expect oprrelation betwee

'cogn2tive style tests a4d the A-Form Fac(tor scores and B-Form Evaluation Sum.

Examination of the data shows no significant correlations between cognitive

style and Factor land Factor 2 of A-Form. These facbar scores, it will be

remembered, were derived from that part of the qstionnai±e which attempted

to measure prosciCial identification, _antisocial identification, perceived

'reality of the matertal, humor, involvement in the show, and acceptability

.8

of this type of show. )(actors 1 and 2 approXimate the a-priori definitions

Of prosocial and antisocial identification: The Positive'torrelations with

ator 1 represent the relation between first top. Score (U-S .23) errors,

.24) errors and,antisotik identi f±catip4 The negative correlations-with

2 reprnent a negative relation between number of changes perceived,

(D-S -. 2l) (ff-S errors -.26) errors and prosocial iddntification. These two

1.
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taken together indicate that the child who istprone to perceptual errors

and not very observant of changes (levelers) tends to identify more with ag-

ressive or antisocial content fian a TV show. Caution must be exercised

in accepting this as a strong proof of the hypothesis since only four

out of.a possible fortyveight correlations were significant.

It is possible that the 2)17.B Questionnaire used as the dependent vari-

able here was not well enough constructed to elicit a significant relationship.

Further work with such a questionnaire and replications with other samples

might yield different results. According, to Thomas' (1971) study, cognitive

functioning became more differentiated with age. In her sample of 71/2 and

811 year old boys (contrasted with 51/2-61/2), exposed to an aggressive film or

to a nor aggressive film, there was a relay_onship between cognitive style

land response to the film. With,our sample of 9-11 year old children, one

night also expect to find a relationship between cognitive style and response

to the TV film. Thomas'. dependent variable, however, was a behavioral measure

and this undoubtedly makes same difference.

Another way of analyzing the data for an answer to both Hypotkgses I

and II is to look at the analysis of variance for the Special Education versus

Regular Clasg children, Since the children in the Special Education classes

were in general seen to be Levelers dhd Impulsives, did they resgspd differen-

tially on any of the A7.FactOrs? Interestingly enough the differences were

not sig 'ficant on either Factor l' or 2, but there were differences on Factor 4,

(p,..03) and Factor 6 (p .01). On 4 4beled Identification/Involvement,

they did tend to, identify with characters and be involved in theprogram. On

Factor 6 labeled Non-involvement, the Special FOuC6tion group scored high

- 237
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i.e. indicating that they did not get invol4with the program. Thus there

is a contradiction - they are tiot involved according to Factor 6 but they are

involved according to Factor 4. One possible explanation for this contradiction

is related to the structure of the factor analysis. It seems likely that if

factors were fewer, a single factor of involvement might emerge'on which the-

40ecial EducatioNsgroqp/Might score as being more involved. A more detailed

analysis of this dilemma is beyond the scope of this-report,' but it should

be noted here that the contradiction appears to arise from factorial impurity.

The Special Education children remembered fewer significant details

(B-Form-Number Correct)' than the Regular Class children (p=.062). One

must remember, of course, the differential in intern ce in these two groups

which would have accounted for some of this differen Howevei:', the results

of this type of analysis show that if the Special Education are Levelers and

"construct relatively undifferentiated and contaminated memories, impressions

and imagery of ongoing experiences", then they tend to differ from the normal

learning children in the way they respond to,the TV stimulus.

HYPOTHESIS IV

Pe ity variables in aggression will determine
how content of the TV film, will be evaluated.
Chil

n'
highs.in Projected Aggression and Antisocial

Aggre will be more accepting of 'antisocial ag-
gressiton in TV. Children high izj. Aggression Anxiety
and Prosocial Aggressioh' will be more accepting of
prdtbcial aggression on TV.

A clear test of this hypothesis could not be obtained due to the

disappointing results from the Sears Aggression Scale. The factors derived

were very weak and accounted for only a small part of the variance. Examining

correlations of the Sears Factors with scores on teh and B-Form Questionnaire,

we see no significant correlations. At least as measured by the Sears Scale,
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there is no relationship between various aspects of aggression (as reported by

the child) and responses bo_theTV stimulus. Hypothesis IV is rejected.

HYPOTHESIS V

Home viewing patterns will be different for Levelers
versus Sharpeners. The hypoithesized direction of the
difference is that less time is spent viewing TV and
greater supervision of TV viewing will result in a
cognitive approach that is more sharpening than leveling.

Table X Shows the results of the correlations between.Uouse TestScoras
4

(Leveling-Sharpening) and home viewing patterns. There are a number of sigL

nificant correlations which are consonant with the hypothesis. The relationships

are not strong but they are significant for our sample.: The more time spent

iii watching TV on weekdays, the more likely the child will not perceive

changes, will make errors and will have a high Leveling-Sharpening ratio in

other words, measure as a Leveler on the cognitive style test. When total

t in viewing is analyzed according to time of day the'viewing takes

place, two significant correlations occur between number of changes ob-

servedserved and viewing time on weekday evening (-.26) an weekend mornings (-.23);

two positive Correlations are obtained between number of miscellaneous errors.

and viewing on weekday afternoons an weekend afternoons, but a negative cor-

relation between errors and weekend viewing. The LevlingLSharpening ratio is

negatively related to weekday evening viewing ( 7.24) indicating that more

viewing at this time relates to sharpening rather than leveling. this is a

puzzling finding. The Correlation here may represent one of those' chance, mean-

ingless relationships. The general trend is for Levelers to spepd more time

viewing, but again the findings are not clear-cut.and contain Said contradictions.

(See Table X.) Another significant relationship, occurs between Levelers and

number of activities engaged-in on weekday.' Levelers engage in fewerractivities.

a
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When we turn to parent s rvision of TV we again. find a few scattered

correlations between scores on the House Test and parent control. One finds

with mare perceptual errors, less likelihood of-selection of the program

(-.28, -.26). Some parents of LevelerS report that they spend more time

watching TV with their child. This, may represent the fact that these parents

also spend a great deal, of time before the TV. The negative relation'Ibetween

errors and whether a child owns a TV may simply, flect a social class

difference and not be related to parental control over 'viewing time at home.

The authors would not be willing to state definitely a relationship

between home viewing patterns and LeveAngSharpening dimensions, butjt is

interesting to see the tendencies to this relationship in'these data. One

must caution again about a cause and effect relationship. There is'no way

in)dhich one can assume that frequent TV watching results in a certain

cognitive stile..
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B. General Findings

'Beyond the analySis of data for the hypothesis, there were some

general findings of inperest which are reported 'in the f011owing section.

1. Inter- and Intra-Ca!relations of. the MFF and Leveling-

Sharpening Tests (House Test)

Ih the course of doing the study, questions regarding the

cognitive style tests were raised. First, are the separate measures obtained

by the two tests significantly related to the other measures on the same test?

This is basically a question of the internal consistency of the tests. An

example of this first kind of.question is, "Does a child who resonds quickly.

on the MFF test also tend to make more errors on the same test ?" Second,

"Do the MFF and Leveling-Sharpening tests have any signifitant relati41 to

each other?" It was thought that a child who is a leveler (i.e. constructs

relatively updifferentiated nad contaminated memories) may well also be an

impulAve (1.6. a child who does not reflect over alternative possibilities

or is not analytical).

To investigate the ques on of internal consistency for the MFF test,

two parts of the distributio' were taken for each MFF measure, (i.e. a top

group and a bottom group fo both resonse time and number of errors). When

the groups were divided in halves the results were insignificant.' The data

were regrouped then, usin only the children's scores who scored in the top

and bottom thirds of the two measures. The Chi -Square Analysis was 'signigicant

At"(

beyond the .001! level.

From the Tables below, it can be seen that the children who made a

quick, choice in mat ng the figures also tended to make more.errors in their

choices. These chi dren are the inpulsives. The children who made slaw first

choiceStended to ciake fewer errors. These children are the reflectives.

242-
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TABLE XI

Relationship between

MFF Time Scores and MFF Error ScoreS

MFF 2 Error Score's

First
Third

Third
Third i Total

First Third 8.7% 90.0% 46.5%

1 2 18 20

Third Third 91.3% 10.0% 53.5%

3 21 2 23

Percent 53.5% 46.5% 100.0%

Total 23 20- 43

Chi=Square 28.425***

Significant .001 with 1 degree of -freedom

- 243 -



TABLE XII

Relationship between MFF Time Scores

and Leveling - Sharpening Ratios

L-S Ratio A

7

, 'WI
Ritst ..

Third
Third ,

Third . 'Total

First 'third 54.5% 52.2% 53.3%

- 1 12 - 12, 24

Third Third 45.5% 47.8% , . 46.7%

3 10 11 21

----.----414"8-.9%Percent 51.1% 100.0%

22 23 45

Chi-Square - 0.025
Cramer's V 0.024-
Significant over .5 with 1 degree of freedom'

ti
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New MFF 2

Grouped
Scores

TABLE'XIII

Relationship, between MFF- Error Scores

and Leveling-Sharpening Ratio

Ratio

First
Third

Third
Third Total

First Third 45.8% 41.7% 44.4%

1" 11: 5 16

`Third Third 54.2% 58.3% 55.6%

3 13 .
7 20

Percent 66.7% 33.3% 100.0%

Total 24 12 36

Chi Square 0.56
Cramer's V .- 0.040
Significant over .5'with 1 degree of freedom
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Findings are consistent with'Kagan's descriptions of this cognitive

style (Kagan, 1966).

No internal consistency measure of the Leveling-Sharpening test

was undertaken because the author had made it explicit that only one score

was critical; the Leveling-Sharpening ratio.

Regarding the second question, considering the relationship of the

two cognitive style tests to each other, a preliminary correlation matrix of

the six Leveling-Sharpening Measures'compared to the two MFF measures yielded

only one correlation significant at the .05 level; the number of errors on

the MFF test were correlated .212 with the sun B measure of the Leveling-

Sharpening test. (Sun BIS a sun of changes noted by the child concerning

information not provided by the House Score.)* Then a cross tabulation (dividing

the measure into thirds, using only the top and bottom thirds) was coputed'

Comparing each MFF measure with the ratio. (See Tables X and XI.)

Neither the time to firsttsponse nor the nuMber of errors made on the

MFF test had any significant relationship on the Leveling Sharpening

ratio. Both had significance levels over .5 and had Cramer's V correlations

of .024 and .040 respectively. Hence, it must be concluded that even when

the extremes of the distribution for the measure's of-theMFF test are compared

with the extremes of the Leveling-Sharpening ratio distribution, one cannot

predict with 'any accuracy the score on one test/ frczn a scored on the other test.

In other words, these two cognitive style test{ to be sureing dif-

ferent kinds of styles which are not related to other.

0
-2.46-
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2. Sex DifferenceS

In the analysis of the data it was possiblel to locate differences

between boys and girls on the various measures. There were relatively few

which were significant, but it is, interesting to see what these

.Or the Parent Questionnaire returns, one ds that parents report

boys as watching TV more on the weekend afternoo than girls (p4L01). This

may relate to the greatek number of televised .rt programs in ese hourS.

On the other hand, girls are reported to watch TV e in the weekday mornings

before school (p.01). Several interesting trends can be observed ven though

the results are not significant. Boys tend,to watch a greater n r of

hours per day than girls(p=.16), even though boys also are reported to, gage

in a larger. number of other activities on weekends such as sports, clubs,

etc. -(18..13).

On the Sears Aggression Scale, boys scored lower on the physical ag-

gression factor which-10.s contrary to expectation. It should be remembered,

however, that the Sears factors themselves are not that strong. Boys tended

to express fewer positive or prosocial attithdPs than girls (p..03) in their

.

response to the TV film sham during this expen. ment.

The cognitive style measures revealed only one/Significant sex dif-

ference, and' that was in the' time to first respons,lon the Matdbing Familiar

Figures Test. Boys were slower than girls.in their response times (?=.03).

In general, one can say there were not marked sex differences on

measures used in this study.

- 247 -
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3. Viewing Patterns

The parent questionnaire provided the information obtained on

the uhildren's viewing patterns. The data is, then, a reflection of the

parents' estimation of their children's viewing patterns and is not based

on systematic sampling and recording. Nor can the data be expected to be

free from icontarriination from the. social desirability of some of the items

or the demand characteristics of the form. Parents, when doubtful about

their ability to judge, were encouraged to make their best'estimate and

no estimate of relative confidencein their jud is was taken. All the

forms were completed by mothers of the students. About twenty-three filled

in the information as a group during a meeting in which they were informed

of the nature...of the research. About forty-four re mailed in later. With

'-----7-these.qualifications, the data can be presented. umber of hours of TV view-

ing is reportedaccording to time of day - morning, afternoon or evening and

weekday or weekend. Also, an estimate of average
.

unt of viewing per day

was obtained. These data are presented in graph fo* Each graph allows

simultaneous camparison of weekday and weekend vie patterns for a single.

time block. The graphs are presented below, but a model viewing pattern will
cy"

be summarized in he table folloWing the graphs, show*ng the most common es=

timated number of hours to the.- closest hour (escept where two-hour estimates

have equal frequency) per time block. (See Figures 1-4.),

Mo rning Afternoon Evening 'Total/Da

Weekday 0 0-1

Weekend 2 0 2 2 ,

The obvious descripancy in .the total number of hOUrs per weeketd

day is due to the fact that the mode is considerably less than the mean in

- 248 -
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AV
this case, hence the average would be higher (3.451 hours) and consequently

more in line with the other estimatipns for weekend time blocks.

Statistics concerning parent control over children's viewing and

participation with their children indicate the 86,6% of the parents wat

some TV with their children 43.9 listing two or feiher programs watched with

their children and 56.1% listing three or more. Parents are split evenly on

the question
r
as to whether or not there are any programs they forbid their

children to watch, and 48.5% select programs for their children only seldom,

42.613irequently, and only a small minority always or never. Concerning

how often they discuss,eTV programs with their children, 56.7% responded that

they
c

seldom discuss the Spa, 37.3% frequently diacusS,

were evenlYdividd between always and never.

the remaini1ng 6%,

The effect of TV on the child's play was explored three questions.

When the parent was asked how often her child incorporated TV material into

fantasy play, most (53:0%) responded with "infrequently", and 40.9% with

"never ". Also,58.2% of the children never pretend that they are TV dharac-
,

V2rs, 32.8% infrequently, and only 9.0% frequently. Mbst children never

(48.3%) or only infrequently (41.4 %)dream about TV material.

In summary according to their mothers' responses, watch TV about

two hours a day, mostly in

guidance and partidipation

the evening, with a moderate amount of parental

4
'in the TV watching, and they seldom rporate.,

TV' material into their play:activities,. Tncidentally, one-third of the

children engaged in nO-other activities while. watching TV, and another half

are engaged,in one or two other activities'while watching.

It is interesting to examine also at this time sigflificant.dif-

ferences betmaertvieWing patternsigfor special education children and regular

class children, keeping in mind that the q

.1K

- 253
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class parents totalled only 14 out of a possible 20. ,One can see the

differences in TABLE XIV:

According to the parents' repo these children spend more

total time in TV viewing than the regular class children. Conversely, they
1.

are involved in fewer outside activities on bo weekdays and weekends. On

weekend evenings they spend less time than regular class children viewing TV.

It is difficult to

in bed 'earlier, or in other ways have less time to watch TV with dults.

Perhaps the adults are more controlling in their lives - if we look at

interpret this finding unless it means these children are

%
another significant item, parent selects 741 program". It could be

expected that children in special class, by virtue of their emotional diffi-

culties, would have fewer satisfactory peer relations and hence may spend more time

with TV. One must also remember that these children often have great
A

difficulty in reading and hence the television4may be their: primary source.

of information about the world around them. dne cannot say, of course,

which is cause and which effects It would be presumptuous to say watching

TV caused emotional disturbance or thaVbeing emotionally disturbed causes

more TV watching. The xe1ationshi

are.

11. are there, whatemer the causative factors,.

254
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TABLE XLV

Items on Parent Questionnaire Where

Special Class Children Differed from algalar Class Children
PF

(N = 14)

4a.

ITEM p

# Hrs/weekday .

# Hrs/weekend

# Hrs AM before school

#' Hrs after school
0 .

# Hrs weekend evening

Activities /weekday

Activities' weekend
i

P t selects progam

Special Class ) Regular Class

Special Class ) Regular Class

Special Class ) Re ar Class

Special Class ) Re ar Class

Special Class <Regular Class

Special Class< Regular Class

Special Clasg < Regular Class \

Special Class "Regular Class \

,01

.004

.06

.01 -

.02

.02

. 02

ti

I if

0
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at .conclusions can one from the data/ compiled? It

qui 'ObNiOUS that there are no simple relationships between cogni

sty and its effect on thildren's responSe to to evision. The sped.

ed tion children in this sample, classified for the most part as emotion

sturbed, did indeed show differences in cognitive style compared to

the normal learning children- However, intelligence was also a factor

here.

The significant correlations for the total sample between cognitive

and the responses to the questionnaires given after the TV film

were very dew in number. Likewise these sane relationships when grouped

according to whether the children were in special education or not, showed

-few significant

e who make percept

identified with

tionships. The trends, however, suggeSted that children

errors are non - analytic in their approach to material

were involve .in the TV material differently from the

regular Mass child en. The nature of the independent variable L a question-

naire rather than a behavioral measure, a crudeAscOring system - led to diffi-

culty in interpreting reSults. The authors did-think that this particular

'questionnaire had some promise for further research and perhaps refinement

in replication with other scuiples of Children which would lead to more

finitive results.
0

There was no-evidence for a Felationship been same inner trait

of 'aggression" 'and responses to the television material.' What is of-the

most.±nterest pfohably ih'this.study is the overview of TV viewing patterns
4Op.

in this particular sample of suburban children. These school age,childrOn

spend onthe average about 2 hours a weekday watching 'television, (This

- 256 -
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figure increases, on the weekend to 2 - 3 hours.) Specifically, we found that

the special education-learning disability children spent more time viewing

television -and less time in outside. activities than the regular claps chil-

dren. Also there was a low positiverelatignship between the cognitive style

leveling , and patterns of viewing:. Levelers also tended to view TV more

and their parent s provided a bit-less,control or supersionof their TV

viewing. 1

Of interest to resdar ers dealing with these two cognitive style

tests 'IT Kagan's Matching- galliar,Figures and Santostefano's House Test

is their independence from each other andO.ikewise their independence from

intelligence.

The authors would want further replication before definitive con-

clusio were reach However the findings are intriguing and lead one to

think that this expIOrati of cognitive style and response totelevision is

L. fruitful path to purS'ne.

- 257 -
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PRQJECr IX: 11

RESPONSES OF SUSCEPTTRTP, CHILDREN TO

V
VIOLENT VS. PROSOCIAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Introduction

The purpose of Project IX was to compare the responses of

emotionally susceptible children to two distinctly differing themes

Of-televised drama: netwoxk programs with a high level of violent

action and prosocial programs with little or /ID violence

Prbject VII compared the mewing responses to two types of

dramatic fare, both of which featured violence. The difference between

the two types of action- adventure programs in Protect VII, however,

was thaat one, set bf television stimuli featured violence with
-

.

minim]. prosocial content4-,while the'gther.test program contained both'

violence and significant prosocial-content.

What can we say about a direct conparisan-of child viewer

responses to violdmt vs distinctly prosocial, non-violent television'

dramas?

4 1

For subjects; we retained the same group of emotionally impaired

4 'children on whom we had been conducting a longitudinal assessment

a

since the start of our studies in 1970. These children remain4)an

emotionally disturbed child population withWhom the Project Director

and his researdn'team had ongoing familiarity as a result of their

regular clinical and classroan relationships.

ot

--I
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The Second group of youngsterswasalso a "susceptible" child

population from broken homes. In this instance, youngsters were studied

in a Jiff rent institution. As sometimes occurs in long-term research

projects, modifications are occasionally the result of a canbination

of fate, adaptation and revised planning. Because-of the untimely

death of one of the key research members and the subsequent opportunity

to broaden the sample with another group of youngsters from a different

residential home, Project IX was undertaken involving methodology and

testing instruments similar to those 'used in the previous projects

'involving the so-called susceptible child.

a'
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Subjects: Two groups of emotionally "vulneTble" chil were r

utilized for this project. The emotionally impaired group consisted of

thiroty children attending a private, non -profit d*-sdhool for emotionally

disturbed children with learning disability. The age range extended

from 10 through 14 and was fairly evenly divided betweenc boys and
61

girls,,,arld black and white youngsters. These"Childien were - considered"

to have at least average intellectual endowment, despite their poor

'story of academic achievement. The great majority of these emotionally

aired children were living at home with a more or less "intact" family:4'

In contrast to.the institutional children described in our previous

studies, the following broken home group consisted. of some 60 emotionally

troubled Children Who had generally experienced significant,hame

instability in their early developmental years. These children were

evenly 'divided betWeen boys and girls, and Cmoprised a representation

of black and white Children3,'The age range extended'from 8 through

15. The children fran this-broken home sample bore considerably more

psychological (as well as physical) scars from deprivation and abuse

than did our previously studied residential children. The present broken

home group constituted the more impaired or "high risk': sample.' Thus,
0

of the two emotionally vulnerable groups in this Project, it is the 'emotionally

-262-
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impaired youngsters who are the more psychologically intact by comparison,

and it is this institutional group. of children from broken homes who present

the most pervasive emotional prbiolems.

Nature of the Stimuli: Six complete television programs were

used as stimuli in this study. Three programs consisted of action-
..

adventure drama with a number of violent segments. ,

Three additional programs Were considered to be representative

of prosocial viewpoint. They put more stress on motivations, and

on underStanding of issues which were portrayed in a more psychological

than action-oriented manner,' although action was not lacking. The

selected .films are listed hereunder.

Programs:
with violent action

1
"CriMe-Withput Victim" (Tana) .

"The Payoff" (FBI)
The assassin" (Kung Fu)

Prog ams : "Psst - Hammermanis After You"

with rosocial themes (Wednesday After School Special)
"Bookie of the Year" (Wednesday

pfter School Special)
"The Mysterious Mole" - Magical Mystery Trip

'Each of the children saw three "violent" and three "prosocial"
Na

Programs.

Exposure to the programs was preceded by- .pre - evaluation, base-line

testing and followed by post-evaluation testing. Although these, tests are

L
similar to those, which have been previously described they are summarized

again sa that each of the projects can be set OUt.i.ndependently,Of the others

as separate reports of distinct studies.'

- 263 -
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Test instruments: Pre-evaluation base,line measures were administered'

to all subjects to eval to their status prior to the introduction of the
o

levision stimulus variables. Post evaluation measures were re-administered

the end of the protect to ascertain' if any chAgeS had taker'Place in the

ubjects, attributable to the television, stimuli.

A Base=line (pre-test) IngOasures

1. Television Attitnae Questionnaire

This measure assesses,basic attitudes that,are associated

with television viewing. Its its touch such dieas as the perceived

learniAg of .aggression ("These programs showne how to get back

at peoplewho make me angry'); association of television violence to

real life ("Some characters remind, me of people who have made me

mad); emotional involvement with television programs (I get excited

when I watch television"); identification with violent characters; and
' A

perceived efficacy of,violent,action or force ("The guy who gets tough

gets his way").

. .

`In addition to ntisocia titudes, statements doncerned prdsocial
4

tttibuips as well (" 4ant to be like ple on the program who do, good

Other test items focus on more general empai involvement,,

("I forget that charaCters on\television are just actors.playing roles").

The Television Attitairip Questionnaire was adapted and modified fran

an instrument devised by McLeod, Atkin and Chafee.4

things just because they want to").

43
McLeod, J:,,Atkin, C. and Chaffee S.- "Adoles

° Television Use", Televisionnand,Social Behavior, vol.
Generals Report, 1972
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The Child could respond to a negative lantisocial) attitude-statement,

a positive, (pxosocial) attitude-statement, or an empathic attitude-

.)

,/ptatement by indicatAg his own agreement with that statement as

"often", "sometimes", or "never".

'.'Often" reactions were given a value of 3, "sometimes" reactions

Were given a value of 2, and "never" reactions were given a value of 1.

Three scores were obtained from this instrument for each child at

two inbervals: one at the pre-evaluation stage', and one at the post-

ev4pation stage (following exposure to the television stimuli). The

three -4cores denoted negative attitudes, positive attitudes and empathic

attitulmv
-,5

.

Situations Test

In resp9nse to seven hypothetical, but plausible, situations

which focused on aggression encounters, the subject.had to respond "yes"

or "no" regarding the use of the'following modalities in each situation.

PassiVity - "do nothing", no assertiveness. This was assigned a

value of 1.
fr

Covert Aggression - wishes or fantasies of an aggressive, retaliatory,

This was assignednature ("I hope something bad happens to him").

a value of 2.

Verbal Aggression the use of ch ("I'd give the kid a piece of

my mind"). This was signed. a value of .3.

Direct Aggression - use of direct personal-body contact, ( "Hit him

with your fist "). This was assigned a value of 4.
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Severe Instrumental Aggression the use of another object or

or weapon against,a person ("Hit him with a rock or something real hard").
4

This was assigned a value of 5.

Thus, a total score could be deri;ied from each child at two

intervals (pre-evaluation and post-evaluation). The higher the score,

the more openly aggressive are the Child's responses.

3. Composite Aggression Inventory

This. inventory was composed of twenty-six declarative statements

concerning various aspects of aggression with which the subject could

indicate his agleement ("yes")f disagreement ("no"), or show his

ambivalence or reservations ("maybe").

This inventory is a, composite of the more reliable test tems from

existing instruments. These include a group of measures from Sears'

44
work, focusing on the approval of violence. Another group of statements

frown Buss and Durkee's wok concerns the expressed willingness to use

violence.
45

A third group of statements focuses on the subject's perceived

effectiveness of violence.

44
Sears, R.R., "Relation of Early. Socialization Experiences to Aggres'ion
in Early Childhood', op. cit.

44
Buss, A. H., Durkee, A:, and Baer, M., "Measurement of Hostility in

1 a Clinical Situation", op. cit.
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I
°

A "yes" response was assigned-a value of 3.\ A "no" response

(

was assigned a value of 2. A "maybe" response was assigned a vale

IP,
of 2 as well. This instrument was administered to each child at pre-

and post-i0terVals.

r-
FUrther dependent variables which were focused upqp both in direct

clinical observation and specific testing included the willingness to
A

use violence. A number of items from the.Buss-Durkee Hostility

Inventory*jmeasure the child's willingness to use violence in real

life. Declarative sentences in this Inventory deal with whetheror

not the Child would use some, sort of physical violence.:" (For example,

"Anyone who insults me or myjamily is asking for a fight.")

The third dependent variable.concernedEexceived effectiveness of

violence. These testing items measured the Child's opinions "of how

effective violence was as a means of solving problems. '(Fbr example,

"A fight is the best way to settle an argument once and for all.")

A fourth, dependent variable measured in psychological testing dealt

with suggested solutions to conflict situations. In these test items, a

potentially frustrating situation was described, and th6 child responded

wTh the one thing he would most likely do in that situation. Mar example,

"Pretend someone you know tells lies AbOut you. What would you do?")

The dimensions between violent and non - violent "solutions" were measured

and rated.

* See Appendix.-
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B. Program Measures ,(Situational Tests)

These so-calked Program Measures were administered to each child

e six television programs.at the end of each of

1. Story Review

The Story Review, also known as the Movie Review or TV

Review, had two,parts: One part pertained to characters wham the

children perceived as goad" in the program, and a second portion

pertained to the characters Re ved as "bad". Each part of the Story

or TV Review had questions be ing on the degree and extent to which'

the child would "model" himself Qn either type of character. This

modeling was expressed in terms of the whole personality, particular

details of the behavior, and in the, degree of acceptance or rejection of
.

particplar,instruments of aggression.

The westions were designed to eliciiPareas'of modeling and

a

imitation of violent and/or prosocial material in the films. The

Story Review also was used,toevaluate the child's awareness of

details, his comprehension, and tile ass n.lation of factual piuyiam

content, as well as the "message" or moral of the program.

'2. Television Arousal Questionnaire,

This instrument was adapted from the work of Greenberg and

Gordon
46

and was modifiedtfor the purposes of this project. The-instrument

a

46
Greenberg, B.S., and Gordon, T.F., "Social Class and Racial
Differenres in Children's Perceptions of Television Violence",
op. cit.
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requires that the subject indicate his reaction to various emotions

and affects portrayed in the particular television stimulus just seen:

It deals with' these emotions in the context of perceived violence,

acceptability of the carious television characters, professed enjoyment

of the television program, and perceived reality of the program.. In

his answers, the subject had one of three choices. For example,

the question was
//posed:

"Was whatu-Saw not serious? (value of 1)
a little serious? (value of 2)
very serious ?: (value of 3)."

instrument or test 'seeks to provide same index of;the emotional

impact of the television show as it is felt and appreciated bylthe

subject.

RESUL AND FINDINGS-

A- Data, Pre- and Post-Evaluatic Measures
,4

1. The Television Attitude Questionnaire results, concerning such

areas as learning of perceiVkad aggression, association of television

portrayed violence to real life situations, emotional involvement with

television programs, identification with violent character§ in the

programs, and perceived efficacy of violence are recorded as Negative

Attitudes. Table I also give findings perceived as positive, as

well as neutral empathic attitudes in response to the program stimuli.

a
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M.

S.D.

S.E.M

M.

S.D.

S.E.m

TABLE I:

TELEVISION ATTITUDE TEST

Perceived Learning of Avressive,
Prosocial and Empathic Attitudes
In the Response of Emotionally

Vulnerable Children to Television
Programs

Less Disturbed ,Croup
(N=30)

Met Disturbed Group
(N=60)

Pre-Eval. Post-Eval. Pre-Eval. Post Eval.

Negative Attitudes

11.59 13.84 13.4'5 : 14.06

2.45 4.36. 2.26 2.36

0A8 1.03 0.34 0.45

Positive Attitudes

14.00 14.05 14;82 15.65

2.80 ° 2.13 2.32 2.33

Q.55 , 0.50 0.34 0.44

1

.

Empathy
,

12.33 13.05 , 14.30 -15.31

2.12 2.26 2.28 2.84

0.42 0.53 0.34 0.54

M=Mban S.D.=Standard Deviation
'41 -

S.E.DeStandard Error of Mean

There were no significant differences in pre/post attitude scores

within either group.*

* Although within-group scores did not reach a significant t at the 5% level,

`..several cane close. L.D. Negative Attitude scores very nearly approathed

significance; 't=1.97, df=58, p:>.05. Significant t at 5%"= 2.00.
M.D. Positive Attitude scores t=1.50, df=118, p 1.05.. (Significant t = 1.96.)

M.D. Empathy scores t=1.58, df,=118, p>.05. (Significant t = 1.96.)
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TABLE II presents the differenpes be: Ova 'both groups (either pre

pr post) which were statistically significant. A

TABLE II:

TELEVISION ATTITUDE TEST

Significant Group Differences

4.

M SED df P

Negative Attitudes (Pre)
L.D.

/101,4t)

11.59
13. 5

0.59

,

3.15 88' (.01

Empathy (Pre)
`L.D. \\JC12.
M.D.

3

14.30 8'55
3.58 88

<.01

Positive Attitudes (Post)
. L.D.

M.D.

14.05
'l5.65 0.66- 2.42 88 (.05

Empathy (Post)
L.D.
M.D.

13.05
15.31

Q.96 2.97 88 (.01,
,

M=Mean SED=Standard Error of Differende

The Most Disturbed children showed More negative attitudes and

enpathy than the Less, Disturbed Children on the Television Attitude

Test before the project began. The Most Disturbed children showed

more positive attitude and empathy than L.D. children on the Television

Attitude Test at the end of the proj4ct.
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. The Situation 'lest group spores are presented in Table III.

TABLE III:

SITUATIdi TEST

Preference for iolent Solutica(As0bnflict in Emotionally
Susceptible Chil Before. and After Viewing Television Programs

M.

S.D.

S.E.M.

Less Disturbed Group, Most Disturbed Group

(N=30) .(N=60) .

'Pre Post Pre Post

45.

18.

3.

3

9

9

-49.08
28.80
6.60 '

<

f

'

/

41.36
20:84
3.68

/

,,

40.34
24.66
3.76

M=Mean S. .=Standard Deviation S.E.m =Standard Error of the Mean
26

No significant differences were found.

3. .The Composite Aggressive Inventory groUp,scores are presented in Table IV.

M.

S.D.
S.E.M.

fi

TABLE` IV:

Affect Arousal of Susceptible Childr41
InResponsetoViolent,Proisocal TV Dramas

LessDistufbed Group Most Disturbed Group

(N=30), .. (N60)
Prosocial Violent Prosocial Violent

TV Scores TV Scores TV Scores TV Scores

36.83
5.26
0.58

39.16--N_

4.79
0.54

41.35
6.67-

.0.591fl

40.22
4.89'
0.42

M.=Mean S.D.=Standard, Deviation S.E.m

No significant differences were found.

B. PROGRAM MEASURES:

1. Story Review group score are shown In Table V.

2
272-
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M.

S.D.

S.E.M.

M.

S.D.

S.E.M.

TABLE V:

STORY REVIEWS

Modeling Scores on Good and Bad Characters in
prosocial'and Violent TV Programs

LESS DISTURBED CHILDREN (N=30)
Prosocial. TV Programs Violent TV Programs

Bad Model Good Model t Bad Model Good Model

Scores Scores Scores Scores

7.55

2.26
0.25

8.18
2.32
0.26

9.25
2.22
0.25

et,

9.05
2.49

0.28

MORE DISTURBED CHILDREN (N=60)

7.45
2.34
0.21

8.83
2.26
0.20

8.45
2.070
0.19

9.12
2.16
0.20

MMean S.D.=Standard Deviation 8:E. =Standard 'Error of the Mean

a.

TABLE VI:

COMPARISONS OF GOOD AND BAD MODELING S SO .4

rip

ON STORY REVIEWS

Less Disturbed Children
(N=30)

Prosocial Programs

SED t df

7.55
.34 1.85 58 7.05Bad Modeling w

Good Modeling 8.18

Violent Programs
9.25

36 ..55 58 ,>.O5
Bad Modeling
Good Mbdeling 9.05

Bad Modeling (Prosocial Prog.)
Bad Modeling (Violent' Prog.)

7.55
9.25

34 5.00 58 -01.<

Good Modeling (Prosocial Prog.)
Good Modeling (Violent Prpg.)

8.18
9.05

-

.36.-
z

3.07 58 <.01

M=Mean ,P.S.E.D.=Standard Effor of Difference

The Less Disturbed group of children showed no significant differences

in good or'bad modeling after viewing prosocial programs. They also Showed



no significant differences in good and bad modeling after viewing violent-
.

programs. However, these children did dhow significantly more bad modeling

after viewlng violent programs compared to their bad modeling after viewing

prosocial programs. terestingly, they also showed significantly more

6oleditiodeling after awing violent programs than after viewing prosocial

programs.

COMPARISONS OF

TABLE VII:

AND BAD MODELING SCORES ON STORY REVIEWS

st Disturbed Children .

(N=60)

Prosocial Programs

M SED t df p

7.45
.28

..,

4.92 118 < .01Bad Modeling , .

Good Mbdeling ' 8.83

Violent Programsg .

,

8.45

.

.26 2.57 118

.

<-01Bad Mbdeling
Good Mildeling 9.12

Bad-Mbdeling (Prosocial Prog.)

Bad *a-ling (Violent Prog.)

7.45

2q.45 26 3.84. 118 4:.01

GoOd Modeling (Prosocial$Prog.)
/,,P .8'

Good Modeling (Violent Frog.) 9.12 .28 1.03 118 ;> :05

MF.Mban S.E.D.=gtandard Error f Difference

The Mbst Disturbed oup'Of children showed significantly more good

modeling than bad modeling on Story Reviews afteii viewing prosocial

programs They also showed si niflicantly more

after dewing vio]Int p

'bad modeling after vieWin violent televidion programs than after

modeling than bad'

These children showed significantly more

,prosocial programs. -y shaved no significant differences in good.

todling after vi ng' violent or prosocial programs.

774 _
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TABLE VIII:

OOMPARISCNS OF GOOD AND BAD MODELING ON STORY REVIEWS

Less Disturbed and Most Disturbed Children

41.

Prosocial Programs
M SED

7.55 31

.31

.16

2:09

4.12

88

'8g

88

:>:05

<.01-

4;.01

Bad Modeling (L.D.)
1,4 Bad eling (M.D.) 7.45

Good mdeling (L. D.) ' 8.18
Good Modeling 1M.D.) 8.83

Bad Modeling (L.D.) 7.55
.31

Good Mbdeling (M.D.) 8.83

Violent Programs

9.25 30

.28

32

2.66

.25

.41

88

88

88

<.01

;',.05

.05

Bad Modeling (L.D.)
Bad Modeling (M.D.) 8.45

Good Modeling (L. D.) 9.05

Good Modeling (M.D.) 9.12
Bad Modeling (L. D.) 9.25
Good Modeling (M.D.) 9.12

M-Mean S.E.D.=Standard Error of Difference\

L.D.=Less Disturbed M.D.=Mbst Disturbed

No significant differences were found between the Less Disturbed

and Most Disturbed children in bad modeling after viewing prosocial

programs, or in *Pod modeling after viewing violent rograms. The

Most Disturbed children had significantly higher good modeling scores

on the Story Reviews than did the Less Distulioed children after Viewing

prosocial programs. The Less Disturbed children had significantly

higher bad modelilig scores than did the Most Disturbed children after

viewing violent programs.

I
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2. Television Arousal Questionnaire scores and other findings follow

in Tables IX 7 XI.

t
S.D.

ES..
m.

TABLE

TELEVISION AROUSAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Arousal ofFeeling of Emotional Susceptible Children in
_Response to Violent and Prosocial Television Programs

Less Disturbed Group Most Disturbed Group,

(4=30) (4=60) .

Prosocial Shaw Violent Show

'

Prosocial Shaw , Violent Shaw
Scores. Scores .N 'Scores Scores
....ft

., 36.83
5.26
0:58

39.16
. 4.79

0.54

41.35
6.67
,0.59

,

'40.22
4.89

0.42

IvMsflean

qr

COMparisons of Arousal Scores for Prosocial vs. Violent
Programs-for Less Disturbed and Most Disturbed Groups

. ,

S.D. Standard Deviation S.E.IcStandard E±ror of6Mean

TABLE X:

TELEVISION AROUSAL QUESTIONNAIR4

LESS DISTURBED GROUP
Prosocial Programs
Violent Programs .

MOST DISTURBED GROUP
Prosocial Programs
Violent Programs

M

36.83
39.16

41:35

SED

.78 2.95

df

58 <. 01

40.22 1.59 118 >w05'

PM%lean S.E.D.=Standard Error 4Diderence
4

The Less Disturbeddhildren had si

for violent rather than prosocial progral40"

in scores after viewing either

children.

fi

antly-higtierikrousal scores-

N *

There wasino differenCe

of program for the Most Digturbed
o

fl
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TABLE XI: c

TELEVISION AROUSAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Comparisons of Arousal Scores for Less Disturbed vs.
Most.Disturbed Children After Viewing Prosocial or Violent Programs

LESS DISTURBED GROUP
Prosocial P
Violent

rcgrams
Programs

M SED t cif

36.83
41.35

.83 5.44 88 < .01

MOST DISTURBED GROUP
Prosocial' Programs
Violent Programs

39.16
40.22

.67 1.58 88 > .05

//-Mban S.E.D. = Standard Error of Difference

The Most Disturbed group had significantly higher arousal scores

than the Less DistUrbed groupoafter viewing Prosocial programs. There

were no differences-between the Less Disturbed and Most Disturbed g

after viewing violent, programs.

4.

o
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Discussion and Conclusions .

First, let us examine the situational effects, or program measures

obtained after each television viewing. These program measures are

dependent'on'whether.the content of the particular television program was

prosocial or violent. Three programs stressed prosocial values, and

three programs were essentially violent. The responses to each of the
,

three films in each of the two categories were statistically grouped and

averaged to produce a prosocial or violent score on each test instrument.

The story Review was one of the test instruments utilizedito measure

the differential effects of either prosocial or violent television materials.

This measure was designed, under the guise of a "TV -MbvieReview", to

elicit from the children the extent to which they indicated their preference

for modeling themselves after various charactersand categories of behavior'

in each of the two types of program stimuli. 'Thus, the range of modeling

choices is drawn from both "good" and "bad" characters in both pr social

and violent television program stimuli!

The questions in this instrument were designed to elicit the, child's

reactions to the personality of the character, as well as to the"tarticUlar,

'modality or instruments of aggression enpldyed in each of the televisiop

Aliamas. These modeling phenomena range from direct imitation to non

imitation and counter- imitation.

In scoring these measuers, the highest numerical value was attached

to di'rect imitation of either the "good' or-"bad" ;characters. 'b Story

Review thus bears on'one of the major lines- of inquiry pursued in this

4 project:' the investigation of modeling and imitative choices and behavior.

See Tables
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In examining the reactions of the two groups of children on the Story

Review measurements following their viewing of the prosocial television

materials, it is seen that there are two statistically significant coat-

parisons, one being within-the group, (intra), and one being in comparison

between the two groups of children (inter).

Within the most disturbed group, the children Showed preferences

to model or imitate the "good" characters rather than the "bad" characters

.
to a highly significant degree in the prosocial programs and violent

programs (Table VII, page 274).

In comparing the two groups with each other, the most disturbed

children shoaled significantly greater preferepces to model or imitate

the "good" characters than did the less disturbed dhildren..

This data in the above two findings associated with prosocial content

is in itself revealing. This data shows that there is an across-the-board

or gener ed phenomenon: the most impaired Children responded' strongly

to, and identified with, the "good" forces in the.prosocialtelevision

dramas. This finding is reflected when the most disturbed children are

for 'modeling reactions to "good" vs "bad" characters. It also

is seen
/
in the greaer responsiveness of the most disturbed children to

the "good". models in the prosocial drama, in cotparison to e findings

with th less disturbed group of children.

txaminingthe reaction of the two ups of children on the Story

Review instruments (Tables V-VIII) to the more violent television stimuli,

we again find two statistically significant-comparisons, one being intra.,-

group and one being inter-group. inthe intra-group comparison, the most

disturbed children repeated the sae pattern in response to the violent

// - 279 -
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television dramas that was demonstrated in response to the prosocial

television dramas: namely, the most disturbed children :showed, significantly
4

greater preferences to model or imitate the "good" characters over the
ry

"bad" Characters in violent action - dramas. (See Table VII, page 274.)

In oomparinsithe two groups (inter), after viewing violent Pingrans

the less. disturbed children ShoOed significantly greater preference to

model or imitate the "bad" Characters than childien from

broken homes. (See Table VIII, page 275.) This indicates a complete

reversal of pattern when omparedto the inter-group findings for the

prosocial television materials, in which the preferences ofmost disturbed

Children for "good" modeling were:higher than the less disturbed group's

v

preference for "bad'"Itodeling.;

-Again, in response to both the violent as well as the prosocial

television dramas, the less disturbed group-of children showed no significant

intra-group differences between their preferences for <good" vs "bad"

models.

The indications of a pervasive and general phenomenon operating

within the institutionalized children, 'f u. broken homes is further reinforced

when it berms apparent that this group showed greater responsiveness to

modeling and imitating the personality characteristics, modes of behavior (.

and styles of the "good" characters, regardless of the prevailing atmosphere

of the television drama (either prosocial or violent). This finding is

reflected in both intra-group and one intergroup comparisons.

As indicated,- there is an identical ,pattern of significantly greater

"good" modeling preferences of the most diSturbed children than "bad"
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'modeling preferences of the less disturbed group in response to both

prosocial and violent television dramas. Another direct manifestation of

this phenomenon is particularly evident in response to the prosocial

television dramas in which We find that the "good" models of the most .

disturbed children are significantly greater than the "good" models of'the

less disturbed dhildren (Table VIII, page 275). Thus, with reference

to prosocial,conent, the institutionalized most disturbed children'

are particularly attuned to the "good" message. In an indirect or oblique

'4%

way, this is reflected in their response to violent television dramas,

in which their identification with "bad" models is significantly belOw the

measurements of the less disturbed children with learning disorderS.

(See Table VII, page 274.)

In reviewing the data, the absence of certain statistically significant

relationship should be no el. In examining findings, absent relationships

or failure to find something can in themselves be a finding. Thus, the

leSs disturbed group of children with learning disorders showed no sig-

nificant intra-group domparison between their preferences for "good" or

"bad" models in their reaction to the prosocial television drama's. (Table

VIII, page 275.)

The consistency that the most disturbed group displayed in their

statistically significant,. differential choice of modelS is matched by the

'consistency' of the less disturbed group in their non-signifipant

differential choices. It is striking that just as the violent or proosocial

content of the television drama had no effect on the most disturbed Igroup

findings, inasmuch as they-invariably sought,"good" models, prosoci

4,4
or violent content also had no differential effect on the less disturbed

group inasmuch as they continued to divide their loyalties to "good" and
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"bad" models in response to bOth types of television dramas. The Only

significant difference manifested by the less disturbed group was in

comparison to the most disturbed children, but never S-1 dmoparison to

itself. Some implications May follow from this.

This is the second population of institutionalized children from broken.
t

homes -whom we have studies. With reference to the group of emotionally

impaired Children with learning disorders, attending Special classes in a

day school, the first group of institutionalized children fran brokbn homeS

.1

were psycholOgidally more 1 tact", and Showed less psychopathology iii

.general tharrdid the emotionally impaired groupv with learning disorders.
J

il - , '. ' -'=',7

The present prOject cUrrentity involving the fourth year of ongoing study
d

1-

of he emotionally inpaired.group, introduced a second population of

institutionalized children from broken honeb*. _Four cottages, each

containing fifteen children; were studied in this second broken home

population. Xhere were two cottages of boys and two cottages of girls

ranging in age from eight to fifteen. It was clinically apparent that in
5

comparison with our long-standing emotionally impaired group with learning

disorders which was clearly a "child psychiatric" population, the

institutionalized children from broken hares in the present project had an

even higher level of psychopathology -and emotional impairment.

Inasmuch as this second institutionalized grbup of children fran broken

homes now constitutes the most vulnerable or "high risk" group in the

* The subjects in all three of these usceptible child Samples were not

merely tested and followed up', b were the children With wham. the

project directors and teachers assisted the research teams were

intimately familiar.
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present study, their. preference and invplvement with prosocial rather

than violent modes is reminiscent of one of Feshbach's47 rep9rted

effects of television viewing, bne of Feshbach's major findings, in

contrast to a number of studies reported by the Surgeon General's

Scientific Advi.sory,,'COmmittee. was that viewing violent television

programs reduced rather than stimulated the acting out of aggressive

denciesncert, of children. Feshbach and Sihger's populations of

subjects closely reseTbled our most disturbed children (institutionalized
^

children from broken homes) in that these are children from loW socio-eccncmic

homes who had to be removed from disorganized family settings, and who had

strong aggressive tendencies coupled with weak inhibitory and ego controls.

In general, television material served as .a perceptive organizer

or focusing vehicle whiCh,assisted such children in crystallizing

their functioning on a higher rather than a lower level of integration.

Although details of Feshbach's study and the current project are not identical,

the direction of the findings and certain implications are similar. For at

least this type of emlionally vulnerable child, the plausible implication

ripapppears that television programs can provide a kind of "organizing vehicle"

for certain cognitive supports and auxiliary ego-strengths which these

47
Feshbach, S.. and Singer, R.D., Television and Aggression, op. cit.

48 Television and Social Behavior, ATechnical Report to the SUrgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee. op. cit.
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childyen,xequire.

Examining the results of the second situational PmgrEmiMeasure,
/ j

administered to each child following the viewing of each prosocial or

violerit film, provides us with further significant findings. This measure

was the so-called Television Arousal Index adapted from the work of

Greenberg and Gordon.49 The results Obtained in the use of this instrument

reveal two significant statistical comparisons, one being intra-group, and

the Second being inter-group. comparison, the less disturbed children

(emotionally impaired children with learning disorders) shoWed a significantly

higher degree of stimulation or arousal of feeling after seeing violent tele-

vision:fare than they manifested after viewing.prosocial programs. Thus,

the emotionally 'impaired group with learning disorders (Paradoxically, the

more "intact" group in comparison to the present population of most disturbed

institutionalized children from broken homes), received more emotional

impact from aggressive charqed content than from prosocial content.. -Thus,
.

one must,kpow the in4ividual children in a'research populatiop in additioii

to their.gr;up diagnostic category and their setting.*

.
In the inter-group comparison, we find that:the Most disturbed children

(institutionalizedOhildLti from broken hares) experienced a Significantly

49
J...

Greenberg, B.S. and Gord-6n, T.F., "Social Class and Racial Diffemnces in
Children's. Perceptions of TelevisimAdolence", Television and Social

Behavior, vol.. 5, 185. op. cit. ,

* This is well-known to clinicians who hhve worked with institutionalized

Children, and who haVe reported wide variations of psydhopathology fran

one institution to,another, presumably handling the same type of population.
This reflects admissions policies, Among other variables.
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greater degree of affectiVe arousal or response to the prosocial television

stimuli than did the emotionally impaired children with learning disorders,

who were less disturbed.

These less disturbed children with learning, disorders also reveal

interesting findings on the arousal measure.'_ The "arousal" of

feelings measured by thr Television Arousal Index in actuality refers to

levels of awareness of f lings stimulated by the television program, and to

varying threSholds of rienced feeling in such choices,as "cruel"; "a

little 'cruel",

4

The measures obtain bj this instrument do not pe?cain to the more

specific and action-oriented aspects of Modeling and imitation previously

discussed in the Story Review. Thus, the of ect arousal measure relates more

to the "background" of multiple affective rceptions; while the imitation

factor relates more td the specific foregro in the figure-groUnd rela-

tionship. In this sense the heightened arOusal of the less disturbed

children (emotionally impaired-learning aSordered group) inlblent content

is consistent with the previous findings

Friedrich
51

which-stresses the differenti

for particular groups in response to tele

Friedrich, noting a general &Cline in se

children exposed to violent teletision co

psychologically intact children the reduc

50
Feshbach, S., and Sing . op. ci

51
Stein, A.H./and Friedrich, L.K., "Telelvision Content and Young Children's
Behavior", Television and Social Behmlior, vol. II, page 202,
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Feshbach as-well as Stein and

1 valug of the arousal of emotion

ision stimuli. Thus, Stein and

f-cOntrolling behavior for all

tent, go on to report that for more

ion in self-control was acompanied
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by increased social interaction that primarily cooperative. They

stae,',"'It appears, therefore, that the aggressive programs had a generally

stimulating effect for the higher soci economic status children that led

to higher social interaction and lower levels of personal oontrol".

This conclusion seems to fit the less disturbed children (eMotionally

impaled-learning disordered group ich, in the present.study, was thel'

more "intact" of the two groups), ugh they were not of high soCio-

4' economic status.

P

For the most disturbed children (institutionalized children froM broken

homes) there Was a thread of consistency inasmuch as their reaction to

bolth imitation choices and'arousalof'feeling werelboth highlighted by

prosocial television content. It is possible that this kind of pattern may

52
be related to a finding noted in Greenberg and Gordon's study. These

authors found evidence that pre-teen children from a lower-class background

with increased environmental exposure to actual violent behavior, 'will

perceive less violence in television programs. -

Of the three tests administered aspart of the pre-post7evaluatiop one

showed significant pre-post differences, the-TelevisionAttitude Questionnaire.

It will be 'recalled that this test instrument had three different components:

a negative television attitude subtest, dealing with sUbject's perception

of antisocial attitudes" stimulated by the television materials; a positive

television attitude dealing with the sbbject's perception of prosocial

attitudes stimulated by the television drama; and a more general "empathetic"

52
Greenberg, B.S. and Gordon, T.F., op. cit.
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involvement subtest, reflecting the, subject's predisposition and readiness to

feel for the television portrayed characters in situations, not necessarily

in a purely negatiye or positive direction.

Certain significant differences fall into a'patttern in examining the

test results obtained with the Television Attitude Questionnaire (See Table I).

Looking at the base-line measure (pre-evaluation), it is seen that''certain

significant inter-group differenceS prevail.

The most-disturbed children (broken homes) Show a significantly.,

greater degree of negati ttitudes in response to the television stimuli than

do the less disturbed Reaming Ordered group). The most disturbed

children also show a significantly greaten degree of general "empathy"

than do the less drsturbed. These two results, taken together, can be-

viewed as comprising a syndrome. The most disturbed children, comprisingi

the most vulnerable and high risk subjects, started off with a significantly

higher level of emotional involvement with the television programs and.

attitudes refledting their selective preoccupation with the ant4social(

aspects of teleVision content.

In looking at the.post -evaluation results (after exposure to all of

the television programs), two significant inter-group canparisons are

noted The mist disturbed children scored significantly higher on

posit! television attitudes than did the less disturbed Children. The

most disturbed children also scored significantly higher on general empathy

than did the_less disturbed.

One must conclude that a shift in attitudes appears to have taken place

in the interim between th pre- and post-evaluations-in the most disturbed
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children following exposure to the televisicn-stinuli- The constant

factor in both the pre- and post-evaluation measurements is the finding of a

generally higher level of attitudinal emlfhic responsiveness to the

television pititgiam materials.

It as though the most disturbed children were predisposed \

ob

prepared "to believe iniat-was'Ueing shown.- It woulOtappear that

they ane-riIdly with some awareness or readiness to see that
--t9k. 0

televi on put "bacC.ideas into their heads and taught them antisocial'

"tricks"
cy

ative attitudes). 'Pemarkably, they 'left the, study with a

7.

significant attitudinal shift, as measured by the testing instruments. They

ere it, following exposure to the television stimulus materials, more

responsive tO the prosocial messages obtained fti.irt television, and they

had an increased awareness of the ambiguities anlyomplexities.of

motivational opposed to simple polarities between issues

and people. In other words, the most disturbed ehildren were initially

more antisocial than the less disturbed with repect to measured television

attitudes, and wound up being more prosocial than the less disturbed There.

In the light of such a change in a tested high risk group of children

\\ who would ordinarily (a priori) be considered "9sceptible" to violent types of

television stimuli, none wonders what could be associated with this change.

Since this change is the end result of seeing both violent and prosocial

television programs, one could say that the systp.ma-46 inclusion of scue

prosocSal programs led to a different "TV diet" that had felicitous effects.



e

It is j1so plausible following same suggested materj.al in the report of (>.

Greenberg and Gordon53 that the most disturbed group, camposed primarily

of disadvantiaged children separated from freguently chaotic backgrounds;

were already so attuned to violence in their liveS that they accepted

this phenomenon as "natural" either in television drama (i.e. -

negative TV attit6de'score) or in real life. If an individual's environment

is hostile and freqUehtly contains actual violent behavior, one possible

solution is to "acoomodate" one's self to it.

One has the impresSion that the ,prosocial television materials introduced-
1

54
some "cognitive dissonance" into their lives in that their' existing exped
6 4'

tations, on experiencing actual life violence, were confronted by a different

style or concept of conflict resolution (firosocial). The most disturbed

children thus had the task of coping with, and trying to assimilate a new

style of conflict solution, and on an .average, some change in their

preconceptions was effected.

One additional significant, intra-group comparison is to be noted.

The less'disturbed children exprdbsed sicjnificantly more negative attitudes

on-the po - evaluation measures than they did prior to their exposureito the

televisibn,stimuli. This finding in the emotionally more intact group of

Children is of scmeintexest, and indicative, of a paradox that has been,seen

in research on the effects of television in children. The more intact children

sometimes have their fantlies stimulated 'by violent television programs

53
Greenberg, B.S. and/Gordon T.F., op. cit-

54
Festinger, L., op. cit.
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(fantasy aggression), and certain indices Or level of f tasy-aggression

-2"
4

"actuallyrise Witb these children, lthough-the StiMula on is not necessarily.

acted out: On.the other hand, the cognitive supports"prdVided by same

television materials enable the more diSbrganized and more disturbed 4

k

o

child to structure his thoUghts and feelings on a higheir level of functional

integration.' T.
0

4

If the findings Qf this project on modeling' and imitation were''to bez

summarized in the pithiest manner, thepollusions d be to the effect
Z /

that showing violent television Materialsyto a population-of susceptible

"high-rise, children' does not necessarily resule.ifi.thehildreh'S modeling III,
..,.-

, ,c
. /

.

,-v. -,A i A(

themselves on antisocial chacters., Indeed, the most disturbed chil

,

were more attuned to the pnosoclal elements,. of .whatever. 'kind of
t

tele
.-.

, .

program was shown (prosocial Or vio\ent).,

selectively tuned in the'prosocia1

material.

The legs disturbed children wen more evenly divided in heir 4

f

modeling of prosocial or violent elements, and in effect were stigiciently,

,

intact or integratedto manipulate both aspects into their modeling4p

,-perhaps a more disdri4nating and%ele manner. Although feeling

whatever reason, thei

al and tuned out the Viol nt

4
arbusal states may be high during violen teleyision progratS, the fin

also indicate that this does not lead to antisocial modeling or acting

out.
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PROJECT X;

BEHAVIORAL ACERESSICO AND TAFLEVISICN VIEWING IN CHILDREN:

PSYGROLOGICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND CLINICAL FACTORS

This research to date has focused an several area of interiated
/

studies pertaining to television viewing and learning. Through a number

. of projects* a longitudinaL,evaluafiOn of,thirty-emotionally impaired

children aged 10 to 14 has been puiltd for a period. Of four years. An

-additional year of following the development of these children in their

classroom and schoolyard activities, as well as through tests and measure-

ments which elicit their responses to television stimuli, has now provided

a rare, fiipe-year set of f' dings.

\\Special his cTthe so-called susceptible child alSo reported parallel'
N

findings 1Ving institution ized Children fran broken;. hares. The first

sample consisted of boys. A se sample of Institutionalizedildren frail

broken hares which included an equal number of boys and girl; was obtained.

The investigation of thiS second sample,of institutionalized children has

,

provided further opportunity for that most desirable ingredient of\research

th\chil en, 'longitudinal study.

An extensive series Of stries with youthful and young adult offenders

has alo been reported.** These were young persons whose behavior was

0

* Projects I, II, VII, VIII, and. IX.

** Projects III, IV and V.
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characterized by episodes of extreme violence, t of whom were incarcerated

for such crimes as homicide, aggravated assault, assault with intent to

kill. The.comparative role of television, in rela n to a large number of

carefully studied developmental variables, was the subject of this study.

A pilot project, comparing developmental factors, in youthful violent

offenders with developmental factors in college students demonstrated an

additional useful appr;b.ach td the retrospective study of long -term

developmental considerations with respect-to acted-out violence.*

Projects VTI, VIII and IX contained the findings relating to

cognitive style, perception and response to violent'and prosocial

elements in television proams. These stpdieS were concerned with

the relationship let-wean television viewing, observational learning and

imitation. They involved the useof prosocial as Well as violent television

stimulus materials. The work has resulted in'a wealth of materials.

oo

An area of high priority concern that Presented itself for study in

the present project was the lognitadinal, in-depth studies of aggression

and television viewing in children.

In follow up to previous, nethodologies used in the studies of known

violent young adults, the present study sought t determine the long -term

relaionship; between television viewing and real behavior of children whose

individual and group behavior was available for twenty-four hour Observation

by teaching staff, supervisors, clinicians and research personnel.

. *. Project VI.
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Rationale:

' As has been noted elsewhere throughout this series of studies and

those of other researchers, the hypothesis that increased exposure to the

viewing of televised violence may result in increased violent behavi r on

the partfofthe viewer has been tested in a variety of ways. This

included field studies, surveys, 'Correlation studies, and experimental

projects. No single method by itself has proven to be satisfactory,

althoUgh a considerable amount'of laboratory-experimental evidence points

toward a causal relationship between the viewing of televised violence and

55,56
aggressive behavior. However, there has not been a satisfactory

demonstration of anti-social, violent or aggressive behavior in real life

following prolonged exposure to televised violence. In laboratory studies

one can merely postulate that the conditions are representative of those'

met in real life.

In contrast to such findings; the findings of the, previous studies in

this series as well as thode of other researchers
57

fail to show a causal

relationship between the viewing of televised violence and actual violent

'behavior. Instead, the findings have revealeethat while there is an

increase in violent and aggressive fantasies or ilOy, there is no increase

in violent behavior either at home or in the school setting in which other

55 Bandura, A., Boss, D. and Ross, S., "Imitation of Film- Mediated Aggtessive
Models", Jbunal of Abnormal. Social Psychology, 66:3-11: 1963.

56 Berkowitz, L., CCLINkin, R. and Heironimus, NL, "Film Violence and 'Subsequent
Aggressia TendenciW, Public Opinion Quarterly, 27:217-229: ,1963.

57
Feshbach; S. and Singer, 4., Television and Aggression, Jossey-Bass, San
Frandisco, 1971.
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children /(or adults) axe struck or threatened. In terms then of motivation,

the view g of television does not appear to motivate or move the viewer

toward vilence.

However, if a iewer is already predisposed-or move&toward violence,

then viewed television violence may be instrumental in shaping the form of

that violent behaVior by way of imitation or yodeling. Television will not

turn a non-bully into a bullSr, but it may provide for bullies a broader

repertoire of 'methods and models.,

Children for years have played at cowboys and Indians,'oops and robbers,

war and a variety of other games which model theriselves on man's, minor and

epic milestones of violence. This represents a qamplex set of psycho-

dynamid!develkmental configurations having to do with both ego and super-

ego formation rather than

or sadistic drives.

direct and simple gratification of aggressive

Predisposed to Violent behavior because of a variety of developmental
. I

and psychological determinants however, and triggered by frustration,

\e linquent juVenileg-andadult offenders-can'and have found a variety of

destructive acts to imitate in televised action-adventure drama which they

may replicate, as techniqtEs in their own ai4isocial behavior.,

A:further hypothesis remained to be tested which carried over from

previous work with youthful and young adult offenders. If viewing of

violent television portrayals results in, or is associated with, increased

aggressive behavior on the part of certain Children, then children

known to be the most violent and aggressive in a given population should

show a significant or marke2. preference for violent programming, more
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VI

intense devotion to violent programming., an greater degree "of exposure

to violent television.

Subjects:

TWo groups of vulnerable children* were used in thi stuffy. One

group (LEARNING-DISORDERED GROUP) ** consisted of thirty-four children attending

N

a priVate, non-profit day school for emotionally troubled/and leaining-

disordered children. The referral of these youngsters to this special
1

school (usually from a clinical or public school source) reflected professional

judgement that these children needed special and long-term assistance. 'Mese

children had average intellectual endowment, but'-the common symptom shared

by all was same type of learning disability imbedded/in a complex of related,

1

ME70E0IOGY

emotional and behavioral problems.

A

There were twenty -eig1t boys and six-girls; twenty-four blacks and ten

whites in the group. They ranged in age from twelve to sixteen (Av. Age =

en years 11 months.) The majority of these children were living at home

with a more or less intact family. Children in this group lead participated

in previous studies, and some had been subject to up to five consecutive

years of "intensive, in-depth evaluation and on-going clinical and special

educational observations.

* See Discussion Section for discussion of the vulnerable child.

** This group included some children from the group deferred to as

Group A in Projects I, II; VII, VIII and IX.
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The second group (BROKEN HOME GROUP)* in this study consisted of

fifty-one emotionally vulnerable children who had ggherally experienced

Significant hare instability in their early 8evelopmental years. They

lived -at a residential treatment center Bor.dependent and 'neglected

children. The children in this group shared in common a background of

broken and disrupted homes. Because of their background. of broken homes

and early family disruption, this group of children was generally more

disturbed than the other group of emotionally impaired learning-disordered

children.

Most of the children attended neighborhood schools, but some attended

a special school at the institution where they lived because of a variety ,

of emotional and learning probleins. I.Q.'S in this group ranged fraM dull-
,

normal to bright-average; most were in the law-average range.

the children in_this second group ranged in age prom four to sixteen;

with the majority between the ages of eight, and twelve (ay. age = 11 years

6 months). There were thirty-three boys and'eighteen girls, twenty-six

whites and twenty-five blacks.

TABLE I

Number, Av. Age, Race and Sex
of Children Participating

in 1974-1975 Longitudinal Study

P

LEARNING-DISORDERED GROUP

BROKEN' HOME GROUP

v

Number Av. Age
.

SexMF RaceBW
34 13 yrs. 11 mos.

,

28 6 24 10

11 errs: 6 mos. 33 18 25 26

* Same of the children in this group had been tudied lkith the group referred

to as Group B in Projects VIII 4nd IX.
.
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Procedures;

Both groups of children had partidipated in research studies during

the year prior'to this study. They were then clinically scrutinized for

an additional twelve month period in an in-depth study with reference to

multiple developuental factors and the relative importance of television

viewing as a behavior modifier in, the assessment of their perSonality

development. Daily observations by teachers, research 4akf,,houseparents

and other professionals involVed with the Managdment and care of these

'Children were available as an extensive body of clinical infOrrnation.

Added to this was the data of special psychological measurements

such as the Sears Aggression Scales and the Composite Aggression Inventory,*

and the findings of caloleteclinicalevaluations by certified child

psychiatrists and psychologists with extensive experience in working with

institutionalized and non-institutionalized children from a wide variety

of backgrounds. These evaluations included individual in-depth interviews

with each child involving a wide array of professional skills and techniques
-

developed over the years and practiced by the interviewers intheir day-to-

day4rofessional work. Also used wire standardized child psydhological

tests including such projedtive tests as the lbrschach, Children's

* The Sears Aggression Scales were originally administered in previous
studies of this series to the Learnin4-Disordered-Group and were again

'stered to them at the end of this study for comparative purposes.
Composite Aggression' Inventory was used for the Broken-Home Group

cause it was felt to be a more refined composite of several existing

gression scales. It was then readOinistered at the end of this
for comparative purposes inasmuch as this group had no longit
commitment to the Sears Scales, See Appendix for descripti

instruments.
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Apperception Test,. figure drawings and sentencecomple4on, and intelligence

bests such as the Stanford -Bent and th, Wechsler Intelligence Scale fbr

Children. Each child was individually assessed and evaluated in regular

clinical staff conferences;

In addition, a specific individudl history "and background survey,

developed and adapted following the methodology of the retrospective studies

used in previous research with young adult violent offenders, was pUrsued

with each Child.* Following the accumulation of all of the, above clinical

data and materials, the child's developmental dynamics, behavioral agiressivity,

ego functioning and television viewing experiences and preferences were

individually'assesSed by\a child psychiatrist, a child analyst, a senior

clinical psychologist and d research consultant at.weekly research conferences.

Additional Clinical. Inquiry:

The clinical evaluation team consisted of achers,.houseparents, case-

workers and researchers under the clinical, direr on of the senior specialist

in child psychiatry, and the agency's C1' idal Director of.Child Psychology.

In weekly research conferences, each child was evaluated with reSpect to the

following factors, based on information available from parents, to

caseworkers, research staff, direct examinations and observations o the

'child, review of clinical and school records:

1., WaS this child more aggressive, less aggressive or unchanged

Compared to when he was, first evaluated in the television project involving

behavior and emotional response to televsion content?

* See Appendix for the Child DeveloFental Data Collection Guide which was'
developed and the'in-depth interview techniques followed.
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meet

were

4

.9. 'What factors in the child'a-home life, school, peer relations

and emotional develop:trent; fantasy or intra-psychic experiences r

ssociated with any Changes that may have occUrred?Specifically,i

to what extent was television content associated with,aggressive (or pro-

social) attitndes,. behavior, fantasies. and life content?

3. If the child was more aggressive, what were the child'S favorite

4. If the child was less aggressive, was he re-passive or more

prosocial?

4

5. If the child was known to be dir6ctly influen -by television ,

viewing, were there particular Characteristics of this child's personality'

constellation other than the pattern of exposure to the television programs

which made him more susceptible to imitation, modeling or suggestion?

These kinds of questions, specifically put to the research team

follcwiilthe in7depth,study of each child who participated in this project

provided clinical evaluations in the context of the child's everyday life-,

experiences and the'totality of influences upon hi everyday behavior.
A

Assessment of Aggressive.or Violent Behavior:

In the instance of each child who participated in the ongoing4n-

depth clinical studies, the evaluation of aggressivity was arrived atlas

the result of ongoing consideration of multiple factors, measurements and
A

Observations of pah°dhild participating in the preject:,-iii addition to

the scales and measurements which were utilized in 'these studieS, direct
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observations, clinical materials, teacher reports, casework and houseparent

information were pooled and utilized in the evaluation of each child. The

vri

children were assessed with respect to.their.aggressive behavior-as follows:

1. Was the child involved in actual fights? FreqUency? Age at which

first observed? a
o

2. 'What was the child's response tol'adult intervention? Did the child

welcome or resist"intervention of peer pr adUlt peacemakers?

3. How did the dhild'iight? TO defend self? TO inflict maximalH

damage? Were implements (stones, sticks) used with serious intent? Did

the child strike another and try to melt away into the crowd at the school -

yard, or did the child seek identification as the aggressor, or a reputation,

for toughness?

4. Did the child fight with only boys, girls, younger children, older

1

children,, adults, strangers, animals, or only persons known to the child?

5p Did thechild tend to win, lose, or fight to a draw before adult

or(peer intervention ?, Had the child ever seriously injured another child

pet, etc.)? )'

Was the child himself or h4rself the ob ct of -aSsaultiveness?

1

TO what extent?

7. Did the child require special parental or school/discipline for

pugnaci us behavior? How many times?



Whenever a child was * uated as a 'ghly aggressive or assaultive one,

this study attempted to ascertain-whether

Ilt

here were any significant

differences in faMily background,,ib c mparlison to those of less aggressive

children, use of punishment by parents, ai typed of punishments, influence

by older siblings, level of school performance, and other factors pertaining

to physical and emotional health, and whether or not there were significant

differences in television viewing.

Classification of Children:

Wring the initial phase of th fifth year study the children were

classified into three gro los with refer tb (a) violent ( assaultive)

behavior and (b) non-assaul ve, high aggressivity,land (c) low aggressivity.

In these studies miolence was tinguished fluthxaggressioh-as follows:.

Violence is that kind o behavior which p ically

harms'or threatend anoth person or valued ..jest.

It has a destructive qual ty. In contrast to 64 S,

aggression is the active pbrsuit of an object,
or person without necessarily seeking the harm-o

that object or person.*

Thus, children Were classified into two gropps with refdrence to aggressivity'

(high or law) , and classified in a third or violent-group.if'they were

actually assaultive to property or persons.

*.Experience in working with large numbers of violent persons led to the
conclusion that there are many advantages in.regarding,aggression as
the opposite of passivity, reservindeiolence for that"behavior which

has a more destructive aim \and quality. As aggression can be seen as

the opposite of passivity, violence can be seen as the opposite of

tenderness or gentleness.
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The children were'' also classified to weak, and strong \ego functioning

groups. These classifications were based n extended clinical evaluation

and assessment of each child's ego development of mental mechanisms Of

adjustment and coping asNfollows:

1. Relationship to reality - adequate or inadequate recognition of the

difference between reality and fantasy, and sociallyappropriate behavior.

- NN

2. Control of drives - diminiShed oeadequate ability too tolerate

frustration of needs versus impuisiyity.

)

3. Interpersonal relationships - adequate or flattened awareness of,

the needs and feelings of others; appropriate relationships versus over-

dependence or isolation flair' others.

4. Defensive function - effectiVe.or defective ego defenses against

anxiety; the ability or inability to fun1tion appropriately when upset or

anxious.

5: Synthetic function - ability or inability to organize or direct

oneself, or to avoid confusion and gross behavioral inconsistencies.

4

6. Perception - the clar of understanding of relevant experiences

in proper context.
Y

7. Intelligence - may or may not be affected, but includes intact

problem solVing dysfunction encountered in emotional learning disorders or

pteuao-rbtardation.
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ThusyWhen consideiing possible effects of television violence on the

behavior of Children, six categories were utilized for comparison.purposes:

1) Low Aggressivity-Weak Ego

2) Low Aggressivity-Strong Ego,

3) High Aggressivity-Weak Ego

4) High'Aggressivity-Strong Ego

Assaultive-Weak Ego
0

6) AssaultiNie-Strong Ego

Assessment of Viewing Patterns:

When such information was available, the'children were additionally

studied in accordance with their television viewing patterns as follows:.

a) Current viewing habits

b)- Previous year's viewing habits

c) Early history of childhood \decaing 'habits.

0

Moreover, the S of program preferences (i.e. action-adventure, sports,

comedy, cartoons, violent:versus non-violent, etc.) were noted.

Finally, all data from the clinical evaluations and inquiries, various

tests and measures, classifications of the children, viewing patterns and

case histories were'collected, examined andLassessed to determine what, if
w"-A

a.

any, influence television violence.had.on the behavior patterns of tipese

children in relationship to the many other multipledevelo pmerltal and

psychological factors which affected

ri
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V -IN

Group Categoties

.Y

The compositibkof thex aggressivity -ego categories f r the
o

4t,

FINDINGS

Learning-Disordered Group was analyzed for. basic variables including

numbers ofsubjecsi in each cqtegory, average age, sex and -ra

TABLE II
'L

1974-1975 LEARNING- DISORDERED GROUP
Numbers, Av. Age; Sex and Race
Ft r AggreSsivity-Ego Categories

Weak Ego -Low. AggSsivity

Weak Ego -Hick AggressIvity.

Weak Ego-Assaultive

Strong Ego-Low Aggressivity'

Strong Ego-High AggressiVity

Strong Ego-Assaulti.ve

TOTALS

Sex Race
Number

.9

13'

Average Age

12 yrs. 5pos.

M

10 3

B '

12 1

5 13 yrs. I 3 2 4. 1

3 12 yrs. 4 mos. 2 3 0

13 yts.,tnos. 6 0 6

9- -

/

- - -----

.

27*

.

12 yrs. 9 mos.
.

21 6
_

9

25 9

M2nale F=female Wwhxte
k

* The toltal number of children who completed the study reflects popu1a on
depletibn, since same children left 'the study before it,, was completed due
to normal institutionalnturnover.

,

0
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As can be noted, the weak ego-low aggressivity category accounted for

approximately half of all the children in this group (13 out of 27). The

low aggressivity category in both strong and weak ego classifications

accounted. for 19 out of 27 children (72%). Also to be noted, the weak

ego classifidation in both high or low aggressivity and assauliive

categories included 21 out of 27 Childranc(77%)..

"lhe comwsition of the six-aggressivity-ego classfficati

Home Group.wasinaly2ear.

,c,

TABLE III

,1974-1975 BROKEN HOME GROUP
Numbers, Av. Age, Sex, and Race
Fbr Aggressivity-Ego;. Categories

Weak Ego-Low Aggressivity

Weak Ego-High Aggressivity

Weak Ego - Assaultive

Strong Ego-LolkigressivitY

Strbng Ego-High Aggressivity

Strong Ego-Assau4ive.

TOTALS

. 4 .Sex Race
B WNumber Average Age M F

20

t

10 yrs. 3 mos. 15 5, 9 11

9 13 yrs. 5 4 1 8

6 10 yrs. 10 mos. 5 i 2 4

9 -10 yrs. 10 nos. 5 4 4

0

.

4 9 yrs. 10 mos. 2 2 2 2

.

2 10 yrs. 2 nos. 1 1 1

501 ,10 yrs. 7 mos. 33 17 19 131k.

F=female Bblack'

* Ilia total number of4hildren o completed the study reflects population

der4etion, since Same children eft-;the study before it was campletedbdue

to 'normal institutional turnover
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In this group, the weak ego-low aggressivity category accounted for 20

out of 50 children (40%). The weak ego classification in high or loW v

aggressivity and assauftive categories accounted for'35 mit of 50 children

(70%).

Thus,- the.combined group aggressivity-ego classifications indicated

that the walk ego classification in all three categories accounted for

56-out of 77 children (73%) in this study. The caMbined low aggressivity

classification included 48 out of 77 children (6I%); the ooMbined high

aggressivity category included 18 out of 77 children (23%); and the

combined ssaultive category acco ted for 11 out of 77 children (14%).
I

TABLE IV
f '

1974-1975 TABLE OF COMBINED GROUPS
Numbers, Av.nAge, Sex, and Race
For Aggressivity-Ego Categories

Weak Ego-Low Aggressivity

Weak Ego-HigI\ Aggressivity

Weak Ego-Assaul
,

' S ng Ego -Low Aggressivity

Stro Ego-High Aggressivity

Strong Ego-Assaultive

TOTALS

ti

, .
Sexex

_
Number , Average ge M W

33 11 yrs. 4 nos. 35 8 21 12
,

14 yrs 8 6 5.. -9

9 11 s. 8 moS. 7 2 5 4

15
ok

12 . 2 mos. 11 4 10 5

.

4 \ 9 yrs. 10 mos. 2 2 2

. 2 10 yrs. 2 mos. l'

\

77* 11 yrs. 4 mos. 54 23 44 33

MOmele F= female B=black W.:white

*elle total nuMber of Children Who completed the study reflects population
__Alw011etion,, since same Children left the study before it was qaMpleted due
to normal. 'institutional turnover.
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These aggressivityego classifications for each group and combined
r

,groups are presented in summery form in Tables V, Vrand VII.

Weak F,go

Strong Ego

TOTALS

Weak Ego

Strong Ego

TOTALS

N. :I V

LEARNING-DISORDERED GROUP
Numbers of Children In

Aggressivitr-Ego Classification

Aggressivity
High .

Aggressivjty

,

Assaultive TOTALS

13 (49%) 5 (16%) N 3 (11%) 21 (77%)

6 (23%) . 6 (23%)

19 (72%) 5

.

(16%)4 3 (11%) 27*

TABLE vi 4.0

BROKEN HOME GROUP
Numbers of Children In

Aggressivity-Ego Classifications

' NIorw
Aggregsivity

High
Aggressivity Assaultive

.

,TOTALS,

20 (40%) 9 (18%) 6 (12%) 35 (70%)

9 (18%) 4 ( 8%) 2 ( 4%) 15 (30%)

29 (58%) 13 (26%) 8 (16%)

4

'50*

* The total number of children who completed the study reflects population
depletion, since some children left the study before it, was complete -

,due to normal institutional turnover.

14
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Weak Ego

*Strong Ego

TOTALS

TABLE VII

,

COMBINED gROUPS
Total Numbers of Children In
Aggressivity:ET Classification

4

Low .

Aggressivity
High

Mgressivity Assa tive TOTALS

33 (43%) - 14 (18%) . (12%) 56 (73%)

15

ti

(19%) \ 4 ( 5%) '( 3%) :21 (27%)

:48 (61%) , 1s, (23%) 1 (14%) ' 77*

* The total number of Children who completed the study reflects popul on
depletion, since'same'dhildren left the study befdre it was °ample
due to normal institutional turnover.

There were.,, no majo)differences in the average ages of either group Of

children. The age range for the Learning-Disordered Group was from eleven

to sixteen. Out of thirty-four Learning-Disordered Chil the large,,
1

majority were boys, reflecting general experience in bh referrals of boys

'to special schools is more evalent than the referrkl of girlS. There was

also a sizeable majori f blackS in this gioupconsistent with the '

neighborhood of the school, referral sources, and other socio-et.tnommic

indices.

Thus; the profiled child from the Leamiing-Disordered Group would be

black, male, approximately thirteen years old, with a lot:7 level of adjustmdnt

to life reflective of weak ego functioning, but not necessarily associated

with aggressive or askaultive behavior.

h.
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The aged for the Broken gone Group ranged from five to sixteen, with

the majority between eight and twelve.:-The,numpers of boys and girls was

more nearly equal in this group, reflecting thee structure of the Have at

whidh they lived which has two cottages for boys and two for girls

Approximately half of the Children were black and half white.

The profiled child from the Broken Home Group would be either boy or

girl, black or white, about eleven or twelve years old, With a weak ego and

tendency toward lowf rather than nigh ieels of aggressivity.

tom itudinal Aggression Scales COmparisons:

The Sears Aggression: Scales were originally administered to-the Learning-

Ddlordered Group in 1970 -71 and group average scores were obtained. The Sears

es were. again adMinistered in 1972-73 and 1974-75 for comparison purposes.

TABLE VIII,

Longitudinal CompariSons of Group Average
Scores on Sears,Aggressi9n Scales

For LEARNIN6-DISORDIERE&GRDUP

Aggression Anxiety

Projected Aggression

Self-Aggression

Prosocial AggresSion

Antisocial Aggression

170-71
(N=30) ,

1972-73
(N =34)

1974-75
(4=21*),

o

M ( 6.88 6.73 7.10

Sp \ 2.20 2.24 4.74
, .

.., M 6.40 '6.19 6.50

SD 2.85 2.73 4.53

M 2.52 2.21 2.10

SD 1.45 1.24 3.91

I M 5.15 4.21 5.20,,

SD 1.63 1.71 i 5.55

M \ 4.96,, 8.79 5.90

SD \ 1.65 1.73 5.91,

Mtean Ist..cindard.deviation

* The total number of children who completed the study reflects population
depletion, Woe Some children left the study before it was completed due

due to normalinstitutional turnover.
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A seiies of t tests was conduoted.to ompare.kthearmanliftiup average)
ow

^g,

soores fpr each category of the Sears,Scales. Only the AntiSocial AggreSsion

category' shaved significant differences. The 1972-73 group showed

a significant inbreae in Antisocial Aggre sion test,measureS over

the 1970-71 group or the 1974 -75 group.

.TABLE IX

9ifferences in Antisocial Aggression'
Measures on the Sears Aggression SCales

forJEARNING-DISORDHED GROUP

1970-71 vs. 4972-73 .

1972-73 vs. 1974-75

t
. -

df P

1
9.11 62 (.01

2.63 '53 <.05

f

a

The composite Aggression inventoiy was administered to the'Broken Ham,

Group in 1973 -74 because this Inventory was considered to.be a more refined

composite of'several'aggressiOn scales; atto this 10 had no commitment to

the Sears Scales as did the Learni.ng-tiisordereettroup: 'The Inventory was

readministered to the Broken Home Group 'in 1974-75 for comparison purposes.

1% - 310 -
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TABLE X

Longitudinal Comparisons ofGxoup Average
Scores on Composite Aggression Inventory for

BROKEN ROME GROUP

1973-74 174-75
(1=51) (N=46*)

M . 41.0 48.7

SD 5.78 10.11

The total ruxrber of thildren who completed the study reflects population
depletion, since some Children left the study before it was completed due
to normalinstitutional turnover.

A t test was conducted and the res is were significant (t = 4.9, df =

95, p<.01). The 1974 -75' group had signi icant increase in test measures

of aggressivity.

Changes in Behavioral Aggressivity:

Change$ in the levels of aggressivity reflected in the ongoing Observed
/

behaOior o,/dhildren in both groups were noted during the course of this

study. /



More Aggressi

More aggressive

,Less Aggressive

1 TABLE

and Types of Changes
Behavioral Aggressivity in
onally Vulnerable 'Children.

DuTing 1974-1975

(toward norm of social acceptability

(antisocial.)

(toward norm of social acceptability)

Less Aggressive- (pasdive, withdrawn)

Unchanged

Number*

4

2

9

0

62

* The total number, of who completed the study reflects population
depletion; since some 1 left the study before it was completed due
to normal institutional turnover.

Four children became less passive and increased their aggresSive behavior

more tow theirappropirate norm. Trap children became more aggressive

in an antisocial, destructive or assaultive fashion. Nine children decreased

their antisocial or destructive aggressive behaviorto act in a more

acceptable prosocial manner: Sixty-two children unchanged in their

basic patterns of behavioral aggressiVity.

SION VIEWING PATTERNS:
%,

The television progrgm preferences of each of the three aggressivity

categories were classified and listed in order of reference.
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\ TABLE XII

Rank Order of TV Program Preference
Among Children with Varying Degrees

of Behavioral Aggresivity

Low Aggressivity
(1=49)

.
High Aggressivi

'-(4=26) ,

Assaultive
(N=10)

1. Family
(59%Y

1. Law & Order-Police
(48%) ,

1. Law & Order-Police
(100%)

2. LaW'' & Order-Police
(49%)

2.' Comedy
(28%)

. Family
(90)

3. ScienCe Fiction-Space
(42%)

.3. Family
(20%) ,

3. Animal
(33%)

Camay'
(31%)4. Super Heroes

(35%)

J

4. Animal Cartoons
(15%)

.Science Fiction-Space
(15%1

Super Heroes
(15%)

.

,f

.

,
.

1 .

,

,

Note: Percentages add up to over'100% becauSe some
choices.

ldren had multiple

Police - law and order programs were the most popular of all programs

listed for all categories, being 3:k.M-.Aed first in two categories and second

in the third. Typical chOices were The Bookies, S.W.A.T., and. Mod Squad.

The second most popular choice was family or comedy programs, being

either first, second or third in rank in the three categories.

such as That's My Mama, The Waltons and Good Times were typical.

- 313
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Science fiction-space and super heroes programs were also hi y ranked

by ,the 1.csa 7relivity group. The programs were ranked lower by,

high agg essiVitty group.. The programs in 1Luded such choices as Star

Lost in Space, Six Milli* Dollar Man, Ba and Superman.

\ This television season's animal cartoons were found to rank third and

high aggressivity and assaultive categories of children.

TABLE XIII

Rank Order of Identification with Favorite
TV Characters 'Among Children with-Varying

Degrees of Behavioral oAggressivity

Low Aggressivity
(N=49)

High Aggressivity 7
(N=26)

Assaultive
(I=10)

1. Law & Order-Police 1. Law & Order-Poll 1. Law & Order -Poll
Family

2. Super Heroes 2. Super Heroes 2. Comedy

3. Comedy
.

3". Comedy
Science Fiction

3. Science/Fictiob

/

4. Family .

7

<P.

The rank order of the Children's identification with television

Characters was headed by'Law, Order and Police Chaiacters in all three

aggressivity categories.
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. 'Super hero characters provided second and most frequent, identity

choice in the'lOw and high giressivity categories.

iden

FaMily show characters (i.e. The W

fication preferences in the assaul

Falice by an overwhelming 70% of the

tons) also ranked as favori

group along with Law, Order

ldren in this.assaultive group,

which identifiedwa.th'oomedy characters in their second order of frequency.

Identification with comedy characterswas ranked third for,both the

low and high aggressivity groups. 4

Science fiction characters provided a lower order of identification

for the high aggressivity and assaultive groups.

I
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CLINICAL FINDINGS

Bgo De lopment BehaVioral sivity Dimensions 46

The emiltionall.7 vulnerable cildren in thi\s\tudy fell into

groups according to the intensity and\quality of their

manifest behavioral aggressivity - along a continuum which extended from

passivity at one end to assaUltiveness (behavioral violence) at the other

end. The children's vioral functioning, including their behavioral

aggressivity, was also si 'ficantly shaped or determined by ayiother

set of Variables pertaining to the adequacy and effectiveness of their

ego functioning. The clinical study of behavioral aggressivity required

a parallel assessment of such ego functions as impulse control, judgement,

apperception, and psychological defenses against anxiety or tension. The
4

dhildren's emotional vulnerability and general vioral patterpa were

manifested in distinct as as inadequate i terpersonal relationships,

impaired ego' ctianing, dii orderred learning, distractibility and inability

to cope with frustration.
A

The children' behavioral aggressivity was also determined by:

1. the strength; or maturity of their ego functions; and

2. the ratio betwe n their emotionally gratifying, fulfi ling

experiences, and their\frustrating, deprivational ones during their

formative i4eractianswithpthers.

-
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The following case illustrations describe in same detail the

manner in which .1ele children developed with respect to their behavioral

aggressivity and impairment parameters. They constitute modal

characteristip personality, for eadh'of the six aggressivity-

ego development Categories of these children as llows :

Strong Ego Low Behavioral Aggressivity
Strang Ego 7 High Behavioral Aggressivity (but not assaultive)
Strong Ego_- Assaultive (violent)

Weak Ego - Low Aggressivity
Weak Ego'- High Aggressivity (but not assaultivW
Weak Ego - Assaultive (violent)

Case Illustration: Bob*

Strong Ego - Low Behavioral Aggressivity Category

Bob.; an eleven and a half year old white sixth grader,

was the second of five children. The father, twelve years

older than the mother, drank excessively. He was often

unemployed, and the family wasp recurrently on welfare. When

intoxicated the father was intermittently abusive, and there

were several episodes of parental separation and reunion.

The mother was rather disorgannede with insufficient

strength or resources to cope with the situation. She attempted

to provide for the children, was\emotionally supportive,, and

was the more-reliable parent - particularly when the children

* The names of these children and other identifying data have been
changed to insure confidentiality.
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were infants. By the they were fiddlers, however,she

was busy with the Child. The norther Unexpectedly walked

out on the father and c ildren of er attempts at family therapy

( \

,,and marital counselling t_Oocal mental health facility failed.

_When she left the mother did say she would corisiaer

reunion if her husband changed his way of life. The father,

whose drinking did not improve, was unable to Cre\for, the -

children; and all five were placed in resideptial care.. Since

that time, the father moved in With another woman, and the

mother found a male friend, milking reconciliation between the

two .pakents unlikely.

The Children were divided, in their views Of the parents.

They feared their father's abusive alcoholiC sprees, and talked

longingly Of their mother. During separate visits to the

Children, each parent criticized the other.and lauded his own

efforts. The children were confused-and very much caught in the

midge of their mixed feelings. During their visits, both

parents presented themselves to the staff-as reasonably intel--

ligent and superficially pleasant and cooperative persons.

Neither, however, had the se\urity or stability to coperidth

the children, particularly as the children-became older

required more complex

in fan

tt.

of parenting than they did as

- 318
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As sometimes happens-in 1ntilar situation, the children

turned. to one another in an allianolin which Bob and his

one-year-older sist assumed parentAl, roles toward their

yoynger siblings. Their warmth 41d:support:for,one another

indicated*thaldespite 'the familyieStrife, there was also

adequate capacity for affectionate interaction between* members

Of thiss.famil prior to th6 dissolution of the marriage.'

°\

Bob was an intelligent youngster with an I.Q. in the

superior range. He always did 411 at school although his

performance was Uneven mo not up to 14s full potential.

was a quiet, reserved, but pleasanj(and attractive boy.

talked in a rather precocious, pseudo-adult manner, seething
4

, somewhat older 'than he really was. He wà characteristically ,

*40
-

cautious on first meeting new persons, an tended toward intel

lectlialiFed s- of def 4 In tine,., if one acte4 favorably
.,

toward him, his res shed.

Unlike some deprived children, Bob did not reach out

promiscuously for attention from any

He judged each situation on its own merits 'and was by no means

but was selecti

letely untrusting.\ When Bob first moved into placement his

reserve was such that same of the child-care Staff were coicerned,

but he began to open up cautiously to several Staff persons,

1. and has become inc asingly open.,

e 4
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A battery of psychological testing revealed an anxious

and cautious boy, it the superior range of intelligence, wfth
%t

good ego functioning. His projective testing revealed recurrent

themes concerning separation and reunion, indicating his

ongoing efforts to came to terms with his feelings of abancbmant.

Separation anxieties were pronounced, but his defenses were

seen as adequate and appropriate.

Bob demonstrated a good ability to. adjust to the 'residence,

aad he gradually became one of the more popular children, both

With the staff and the other children. With his good intellectual

endowment, he became more sure of hiMself and eventually assumed

a minor leadership role with peers. At the 'same time, he

received support from the staff, in some ways more openly and

directly than did the average child in his group.'

Bob not only responded well to t1 residential program

and staff counselling,, but he began to talk with increasing

comfort about the marital problems of his:parents, and of same

of his feelings of disappointment. Mbetly, however, he triej03

vainly to appear very adult. }e expresse

hope that the family would be reunited.

adness, but also

This boy revealed good'ego development and judgement in

many are . He was gradually accepting the reality of his paren

-320.7
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separation,t'and its increasingly likely permaner0. He was

careful and deliberate in his behavior, and his actions were

adaptive and appropriate. `Bolo had adequate control of his

drives, but was increasingly able to express feelings of

resentment which had been largely bottled up in the past.

Overall, he remained reserved, and continued to rely heavily

on intellectual defenses and rationaliiations in coping with

his feelings of loss.

/ In contrast to impulse -ridden youngsters in his pottage,

Bob was at adistinct behavioral advantage in that he thought

About his situation. He was also capable of tolerating rather_

high levels of emotional dis rt, so that his underlying'

anxiety, depression and frustration did not disorganize him

or lead to self - defeating acting out. He had asing',

sense of who he was and of the limitations and tials of

his family ties With siblings, although heremained understandably

*
dismayed and confused about those with hiftigients.

Bob became more aware of his own assets and interests and

worked increasingly toward their realization. However, he

tended to repress and deny his dependency 'needs, responding to

them with a compensatory kind of pseudointeliectualism. He

also tended to suppresshis.feelingS as childish weaknesses.

j. times, when he did allow himself to be more of child, it

- 321 -
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was invariably his underlying dependency. wishes which manifested

themselves, along with .ambivalent feelings about the seeming

leadership and pseudo - parental role he usually pursued.

Television Viewing Patterns,

Characteristically, Bob used television primarily as a

source back for improving some of hiS skills, especially athletic

ones. Football and baseball were his *avorite sports tJ4 play

and watch. On television, he followed each play closely and

talked about pointers for his own game.' He also allowed himself

to get undharacteristically excited and in lved in the entertainment.

---

As an intelligent and.curious'boy, he al expressed his

interest 16 television as an auxilliary source \f information

about the world and About science. He watched the news each

evening, and enjoyed more than other children certain educational

television shows which the house paTts had urged the children

to watch.

When asked specifically about dramatic shows, he was

especially interested in shows and series that related to his

own ongoing concern about his family situation. For example,.

tie discussed an episode of That's My Mama in which several

family me hers engaged in a strenuous but funny argument. He

thought about this and concluded that,there was a big difference

- 322-
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between make-belieye fights on teleVision and real ones, and that

he much preferred the ones on television. This discussion of

this television episode led to a Ivaluahle acid; discussion

of painful memories of real fights between his own parer .

Bob also recalled a television shim; in which a character
w4

who was sadly thought to have left town turned out to be in

the next roam to everyone's surprise and delight. This thel:Me

of reunion brought to his mind another show in which someone

deserted on an island was rescued and reunited with his family.

experienced television dramas in terms of his own emotional

needs, and related them to personal preoccupations and themes in
k

his own life. 4

Bob's television preferences indicated that he watched

and responded to television programs selectively. He tended

to make use ofvmuch of what he saw in furthering his own interests.

This included programs selected because they offered an opportu-

nity for the imitative acquisition of skills. He also responded

to dramatic fare which offered, in entertainment form, some

passive opportunity to work through and acknDwledge feelings

about his own family situation by identification with portrayed

characters in both contrasting and similar situations. His ego

strength waS'ravealed in the creative, educational and emotionally'

supportive use to which he put his television dewing experience.
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In Short, as a prosocial youngster, he extracted prosocial

messages frolim television and put them to prosocial uses.

-Case Illustration: Leila

Strong Ego High Aggressiyity (but not assaultive)

&ldren in this category revealed adequate and age - appropriate

ego functioning. In this respect they had a number of similar

attributes to children in the Strong Ego Low Aggxessivity, such

as Bob., However, /the strong ego children with high behavioral aggressivity.

demonstrated characteristically, high levels of overt aggtessive

assertiveness, and argumentative behavior, short,of assaultive behavior

to 'others or vi Leila is an example of such a child.

Leila was a twelVe year old black sixth grader who was

/under-achieving ih school. She was one of twins. Leila also
.7 I

had three older and one younger siblings and half-siblings. There

were three fathers for the children. None of the fathers lived

with regularity in the home. The mother supported herself and

the children on welfare payments.

In her first six years of life, prior to entering foster

care, Leila lived alternately with her'mother, her. maternal
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grandmother and An aunt. At the age of eleven months one of

the twins drowned in the bathtub while the mother was bathing them.

The exact circumstances were unknown and the death was judged

accidental.

The mother was vague and evasive, but the home was such

that the neighbors complained about the condition of the children

and the Department of Public Welfare investigated the home and

concluded that it was grossly inadequate. They termed the

mother neglectful and abusive. -There was little furniture or

food. The children were dirty and underrp

enough to attend school did not do so.

ished. Those old

All of the children were removed from hone when Leila

was six. Leila was pladed in foster care aor g with her seven

year old sister. Prom the start their beha or was prObleMatical.

They were restless, agitated, and engaged in blatant sex play

with each other and another foster Child. In addition to their

gross behavior problejthey were underachievers in school.

-Eventually the foster faniily found them to be defiant and un-

manageable, and they were re-placed in residential care.

In her initial months in residential treatment, Leila

presented a contradictory picture./ Occasionally she seemed

well-adjusted, even happy and 0,easant. At other, times she was
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agitated, res Bess, angry and verbally cruel to other children.

She also presen,-. herself as a phobic child with excessive

fears of dogs, o the dark and of swimming. In her relationships

with other chil. she experienced periods of fun and playful

interaction, but se often ended in intense, stormy arguments.

She also appeared to\have taken the initiative in several

episodes of sex play W4th other children.

Psychometric testing, initially revealed a low borderline
,

I.Q., but she was assessed as having higher potential. Her

distractibility, multiple

emotional turmoil were seen contributing significantly' to

her low test score.'

Ongoing psychiatric evaluations during her thYee years-in

residential care, and in compariSon with initial assessnents

eties, cultural deprivation and

during ,her previous stay in fostPr\care, began to catalog a

slow but steady improvement in her dental status. Parallel

improvement was noted in her resider al and school: behavior.

Her restlessness subsided somewhat, an her moments of peaceful

interaction increased.

Despite her episodic rages and contin

others, she demonstrated gradual impro,

jealous nature toward

in her relationships

with other children. Recently she, oecame one of Several not-
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so-subtle social arbiters of other children, deciding which

child and which re out of the osen group. In

:Lthis e

we

ction:her earlier rages became controlled and

acquired, a more purposeful, strategic and'PoQer,-struggle quality

to them, in which' she succeeded in daninating\other-children.

'A

In school she showed only same improvement: Her limited

academic gains reflected her ongoing classroom interest in

attracting the attention of the other children by interacting in

A

a provocative and'teasingmanner with their young male teacher.

The longitudinal picture that emerged in the multiple

observations over the past five years of ongoing clinical

evaluatioft was that of a girl who made substantial gains in the

face of earlyenctional deprivation. With improved ego functioning

she was correspondingly able to cope monaandmore with her

underlying depression, resentment and earlier rages, and to

achieve some degree of control over her characteristic behavioral

aggressivity.

Leila's improving ego strength played a strong role in

shaping and mediating her behavioral aggressivity. Her growing

ability to manipulate stivations and assume leadership revealed

a cunning competitiveness which was a strong asset in the

intuitive social-politics of clique formation in the girls'

cottages. Her behavioral adjustment and ability to control her
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impulses and drives improved markedly during her residential care.

Leila learned how and when to seek gratification, and how more

often than not to get away with things. Although often associated

with cottage mischief, she was not the'one to get caught. Her

previous rages and emotional explosions were gradually replaced

by aggressive, assertive schemes which frequently worked. This

was in marked contrast to her grossly unacceptable behavioral

aggressivity prior to her crucial gains in ego strength.

Television Viewing Patterns

When first approached to discuss her television viewing

exriences and preferences, Leila assumed one of her melodramatic

poutirig poses and complained that the°cottage staff had not let

her watch the most recent'episode of Kojak because it was "all

about rape". With feigned indignation, she insisted that she

knew all about rapes and "liked it". Amused, and pretending to

ignore the interviewer's response, She continued herangry

diatribe, berating the staff for /reventing her from watching

that special Show, particularly she had been looking forward

to it from the time she heard what it was to be About. Continuing

her provocative teasing, and pretending great seriousness, she

nevertheless continued to reveal her preoccupations with sexual

aggressivity.
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Her stated (and staff oamELalled) preferences were for

what she pointedly called "boys' TV shows, like those about

racing cars, karate and police". As she discUssed these show,

she became both excited and dramatic - first pointing an imaginary

handgun, then assuming a karate pose and whirling about to

demonstrate her awesome ability to destroy hundr,49--efo-the

enemy.

Satisfied that she had properly entertained and charmed

the interviewer, she settled down to talk more seriously about

actual television fare. She claimed that her tes had changed

somewhat this year, and that she now liked Good Times and That's

My Mbmma. The episodes that she spontaneously chose to discuss

were of interest in that they revealed her impressive capacity

to find, and focus in on erotized, violent or other than prosocial

materials even in the context of family-type television fare.

She saw, -in other words, what was on her mind.

Leila nevertheless identified With a number of regular

characters in family shows. Within this context, the portions

of That's My Momma which especially interested her were those in

which the humorous arguments among the family participants were

loud and intense. She found the son's dating problems and

experiences to be ofierticular interst.
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Leila also preferred comedy shows over "scary Shows" tat-lick

had been one of her strong favorites in previous years. Her

positive emotional response to comedy.shows was mainly in their

latent competitve and aggressive. elements. For example, her

favorite commedianne was Carol Burnett because she liked "the

way she teases and makes fun of people.

Leila's television viewing habits were reflective of

her awn pfgccupation with erotic, Ceomptitive and aggressive

or hostile interests.. She was quite attentive to favorite s%iws,

remembered when. they were on and tried not miss them. She

discussed and elaborated on them with other children. She was

especially attentive to competitive social situations, one-

upsmanship and put-downSjn situation comedies: She took such

techniques seriously and used them as workable alternatives to

her earlier patterns of physical hostility and rage - in keeping

with the much - improved organization of her ego functioning.

Leila's relative concern with hostile and campetitive

aspects of interpersonal relationships., in contrast to her

limited capacity for, and real life impoverishment in, early

trusting relationships, was seen in her emotionally determined

choice of favorite television fare. Although she had begun to

acquire a growing capacity for warmth, she tolerated televisic

expressions of such feelings mainly if they were buffered by the
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format of humor. She was dist d by more serious portrayals

of human warmth, and dismissed them as Mushy and sentimental.

Without the defense and protection of huMor, she continued

to see love.and warmth on television as alien portrayals, and

remained suspicioUs of ,them.

I
Case Illustration: Danielle

Strong Ego - Assaultive (violent)

40'

These types of-children possessed and demonstrated adequate 4

or strong ego functioning., They showed little by way of perceptive,

organizationalor cognitive impairments. Their ego defenses against

anxiety were generally strong and effective. The children in this

category also operated with excessive aMountS of resentment, rage

and hostility which broke through their behavio5p1,controls, often

triggered by apparently insignificant or minor stress. During quiet .

internals they seemed like contained, well-behaved, but generally

reserved children. Their behavioral aggressivity was explosive'and

violent.

°
The following case illustrates this category of children in our

research population.
0

Danielle was a twelve year old black, female sixth grader

who had beenihresidential care for two years.: She was the youngest
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of six children and was her parents' baby and pet. Her-father

1

died sl;iciPnly when she was four, ann her mother died when she

was seven. An aunt attempted to care for all six children, but

was not able to. After a stormy year, Danile entered foster

care at the age of eight.' In the two subsequent years the was

placed in three different foster homes. Each Ilacement collapsed

becaute of unexpected problems in the foster care home involving

sudden iiIhes s and crises affecting the foster parents.

Paiticularly.troUbled by.the unreliability of Danielle's
4,

foster placements,-and concerned about her increasingly agitated

and atsaultive vior, the Department of Public Welfare
/.

requested residerittal care because of her need for a program of

4

I

uninterrupted, long-term care.

;l
When Danielle arrived she was unhappy at the prospect of

FI

still another placement, and often told everyone she Uras to
.

6

pemain only until her oldest sister was able to take care of

her. Danielle's initial behavior'was markedly. erratic; When

she sttled down, and at her best, the could be pleasant, mannerly,

and even Charmin Even then, however, the tended lo 'remain

distinctly aloof and somewhat detached.

Shem0e no close friendships awing the staff or the children,

t,

spite her obvious social skills and seeming external attractiveness.
o

evasive and closed with her caseworker, who recognized

.1*
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that Danielle was both depressed at furious over her circumstanpes,

the loss of her family and her multiple, disappointing and

'unhappy foster placements.

'elle displayed repeated unpredictable rages and dark

moods, and would not talk about her anger. Periods of brief

withdrawal were increasingly followed by explosive behavior in

which Danielle was at her worst. She woi suddenly lash out_

k and become vichently assaultive - picking fights, punching,

Goa

scilleaming and pulling other dhildren's hair. At such times she

became.; as she put it.hersel, "a devil% She was seen as not

only impulsively cruel ,to other.dhildren, but grossly defiant

with' the staff, fighting back if she was rebtrained: Finally,

she would stop herself, settle into a quiet with0awn mood, and

say that she did not know why she got that way47,phe then would

return to her reserved and contricaled state, At these times

she denied that she was angry, remained pleasantly aloof, and
TIA

tightly, defended against threatening, close relationships:

On sychological testing Danielle revealed average intelligence

with good academic adhieyeMent at her level of ability. She

was also characteristically reserved and evasive in her psycho-

logical testing:oontinuing her propensity fof privacy in her

scant responses.' In her projectiv9taterials the theme of

angels, verst devils alternated, as though she needed .to be

one or the other with little in between.
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In psydhiatric interviews Danielle attempted to maintain

her self possessed air'of aloofness. Her psychiatric evaluations

indicated.that she effectively covered her anxiety, insecurity

sand depression with her ittong ego defenses. Her outbursts of )

aggr:hivity 'and assaultiveness were seen as episodic,

uncontrolled expressions Of her disMay over her separation from

family, as well as a desperate way of stirring things up. In

effedt, her violent outbursts were seen as'the expression of

rage and fi ltration over her re'abarrently frustrated hOpes that

she would 'soon move in with her sistei-.. In continuing her

denial of her actual prospects, she suppressed and postponed

per disapPoiqmsnt until her underlying.depTession brake"through
4

as episodes of externalized hostility and violent assaultiveness."

. Teiemlsion.newing Patterns

Danielle stated that she used to like "scary shows"lwhen

she was little, and that they gave her nightmares, but this year

her tastes Changed.' Her recent preferred shows were The Walton,

Good Times and That's My Momma. In contrast to her actual

experiences and behavior, her,,fForite scenes from television

shOwe often appeared to deal with tender and forgiving reunions.

For.instance, in Good Times she remembered and particularly liked

a scene 'in which J.J. was inset because he had experienced an

argument with a friend. What she particularly liked was that
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the friend sick;.7pdup unexpectedly and they made up their-

differences.

When talking about her very favorite things on television,

Danielle said that the very nicest think She ever saw was

A'Ohildren's show in which a home was found for a-lost puppy.

She quickly realized what this implied and changedthesubject

before the interviewer could pick it up. Danielle then went

on to relate that she did not like "kids' shows any more," and
o

that she now also likbd educational television programs. As

she mentioned some of these educational programs, she was soon

talking about ah especially good one which was about animals

and which explained how they could not survive without food.

Like most children, Danielle responded to materials, including

television fare, which reflected her own

From her clinical history, it was clear that this girl

had experienced an unbearable sequence of.libidinal detachments

and object loss: her father, then her mother, then her aunt

and her siblings. This was followed'by three separate sets of

foster parents who camp into and left her life..

She was unable to cope with these object losses through

a process of_mourning sufficient foijihe working through of

d and major libidinal detachments. In clinging to her
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,r1creasingly remote and childish hope of eventual reunion with

her symbol reoldest sister, she repressed her rage, disappointment

c'tes
l

and attendant,dep sion. When her resentments and hostilities

were turned inward upon herself, she saw herself as a bad

person who somehow deserved even further punishment. Accordingly,

aler detadhed, aloof facade broke down intermittently. It was

then that her hostility was externaliifd in episodes of verbally

cruel,. and then assaultive,' violent behavior. These eruptions

were her respite fran depression, and her subsequent withdrawal

intervals were the equivalents of belated, attempted mourning

alone. As she feared the consequences of another loss, she

could not open up emotionally and risk such loss. ThiS'girl

remained singular focused on inner themes of loss and reunion,

and she brough this set of pre?ccupations with her to the tele-

vision set. Danielle's television expreiences and preferences

were expressive and illustrative of 11,1 own inner programs.

The shows which she chose to watch; and the parts of theM she

selectively responded to, were those dealing with her unconscious

emotions. She knew about her anger, and did not.watch television

so Much for what it could show her about anger., Rather, she

tuned herself to what she unconsciously, needed to find on

television: stories about loss, forgiveness and reunion.
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Case Illustration: Rod

Weak Ego - Law Behavioral Aggressivity

The Children in Atta category included emotionally-immature

youngsters who experienced great difficulty im developing the basic

skills and fundamental building blocks necessary for effective and

appropriate interaction with' their environment. They were of

described as disorganized, erratic and loose. Their beha
e

were reflective of their impaired regulatory mechanisms and general

inadequacy rather-than of an excessive quantity of hostility or ag-
e)

al problems

gression.

Rod, an eight and one half year old white boy, had one

older and two) younger sisters. There were also three older

half-siblings from his mother's previous marriage. Confirmed

by past clinical records, Rod's early home life was chaotic,

violent and depriving.

The mother drank excessively, was prone to confusion

and disorganization, and was,unable Igo sustain constructive action.

The father was also an alcoholic and tended to be abusive when

drunk. The parents had a number of physical fights in front of

the children. Initial complaints friam neighbors were investigated,

but becaUse of promises to reform, no action was taken concerning

the children's welfare.
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The father'finally joined Alcoholics Anonyncus and made

an extended, ffort to remain sober and get work. When the

.0
husband stopped drinking, however, the wife deserted the-family,

returning to her first.husband whom she had previously deserted.

The father, felt that he was unable to care for the childten,

and placed them, claiming that he would want them back as" soon.

as he established a suitable home for them.

Rod, the only son, ,was particularly rejected by his mother:

He often went hungry and Obtained food from the neighbors. The

have had been describedApy the Department of Public Welfare as

filthy and permeated by the strong smell of unchanged diapers.

When Rod came into residential care at the age of sevell,

he was grossly immature for his age. He literally clung td'any

adult he was with, seeking to climb onto their laps the moment

they sat down. He wanted constant attention and was often

tearful and panicky. Rod often sucked his thumb and could not

seen to get enough to eat, or get it down quickly enough.

He was excessively demanding of female child-care workers,

grabbing .at them if they attempted to move away from him. When

he sensed the irritation in several of the child-care workers

whom he exhausted, he then resorted to childish and annoying

attempts to please them. He was constantly underfoot or trying
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to empty lap. His dependency needs were seemingly,

insati le, his agitated demands for attention seemed

Rod co d not b tested by the psychologist as he could

not sit stil

psychiatric e

lap and once

ugh for the tests. In his fit of several

he worked his way onto the psychiatrist's

'sucked his thumb and was Silent. He

eventually confi psychiatrist that he sucked his

thumb because it `'him .`feel safe - a rather candid awareness

of what he was.. do' In follow-up sessions he continued to

demonstrate a pathe imma ure passivity, alternating with

agitated, 'hyperactive

In school his beha

attentio -seeking.,

accomplished little effe

continued to manifest

demands and his emotional

tolerate frustration or co

or was ly containable and he

Rod's impaired ego functions

the inappropriateness of his

. He had little ability to

ty other than by clamoring

is -vgere oosely organized and his

o ten. meandering anddifkicult

for adult rescue. His thou

descriptions pf events were

to follow.

Televisio

As Rod discussed television

Viewing Experiences

mixed. He described seeing shows

s, fact and fantasy were

that either did not exist or
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that he had'only heard about. He,woUld recall a few fragments

of shows, but then world be, flooded by his own.fantasies and

elaborations and would confuse what he had actually seen with

what he thought.
3

Both his fahtasies and the televison materials he recalled

terid6d to deal with super-heroes whO'were'so strong that they

dnothing to lear. In describing their fits with the

bad guys, his primary emotional investment was not in the

violence, but in narcissistic fantasylond the wish for safety

throughinvulnerab lity and superman poWers.

He identified strongly with tpe good guy, temporarily

boosting his self-esteem. iillpitiful self -image was reflective

of his enormous narcissistic injuries inflicted-repeatedly

by his rejecting mother.

Another theme?,that recurred in Rod's disorganized Stories

about super-hero shows on television was-that of instant,

miraculous and total cure of any physical injury. For instance,

as he went into'confuSed elaborations of what seemed to be a

ination of the Six Million Dollar Man andZettetberedfragments

of a cartoon shovihero, the hero was seriously injured, bit

quickly restored.- ROd's emotional focus was not' so much On the

phyical injury itself which he could not remember --but
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reflected"his more basic anxieties over vulnerability, fragility

and separation. The sp:6edy restoration of the injured hero

contrasted with his awn real need for special care and slow

rescue,

Rod's immature egd formation was regaled in his poor

perception of televised materials, in keeping with his

apperceptive impairment and disorganization in ial life. Hip

primary use of televiSion was seen as an auxilliary source,

of fantasy, in which he chose to attend and respond primarily

to television materials that were synchronous with his awn

fantasies. To the extent that his inner thoughts att*heeL

themselves to television materials, these portrayals provided

him with external shapes for his inner preoccupations.
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Casa Illustration: Larry

Weak go - High Aggressivity (but not assaultive)

This category of emotionally immature and ego-impaired

children was also found to have strong measures .of behavioral aggress

sivity short of actual violent assaultiveriess. Their ego impairment

was seen as a distinct factor in their hyperactivity and inability

to cope more completely with aggressive impulses, despite their lack

of spill-over into actual assaultiveness or violence. Larry illustrates

, I

such a child.

Larry, a five year old kindergarten student, was

deserted by his father when he was born, and by his Mother

when he was four. He was severely neglected, underfed, dirty and

poorly clothed,. He had ibeen living in a small apartment with

his mother, Your half-siblings and several unofficial boarders,

including a runaway child. Larry's mother was described as

confused and disorganized. She subsequently disappeared, and

Larry never saw her fdllowing his placement..

Larry was sometimes appealing, but he.was fretluently

agitated and difficult. His ideation was disorganized, and

revealed much prebdcupation with violence. He often related

confused, disjointed tales of ghts he allegedly witnessed.

._,710y were heavily oVerlai th fantasy. He responded to

direct questions about these sijories by insisting that they
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were real events, but sometimes he said they were dreams.

For example, he described three burglars whO broke into his

home before he was placed. He then relates dreams about the

burglars who committed murder, and then were attacked by angels

with swords who cut off their legs and arms.

The violent content of Larry's fantasy,life was in

contrast to his actual daLto-day behavior. Although his

behiyior was assertive, aggressive and often negativistic

during his first year of care, he was not assaultive and did

riot get "into actual fights. He was distractible and ran about

a great deal. He'dharacteristically pushed himself

assertively into groups of other children, and reached out

aggressively to the 'child care staff. He was not really attached

to any group, however, and his attention was transferred from

person to person, each of whom he regarded as quite iriterChange-

able with t1 other.

Psychological testing revealed the same confused and poorly

connected thought processes observed clinically. So many of

his responses were atypical that it was difficult to interpret ,

or are the results. Retesting at a later date was requested.

Because he did'beAer in a structured situation and was able

tomake a marginal adjustment in kindergarten this year, he was
I

placed in the first grade in the hope that the residential

treatment program would provide him sufficient ongoing support

and supervision.
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Harry's ego functioning showed spotty dev, lopment. 'Some.

areas, such as those involving impulse control .for instance,

were lesS impaired than others. He showed significant AlTair".

ment in apperception. His grasp of reality was loose, his

thought pro sses were disorganized, and his interpersonal

relationships were characterized by superficiality. Reflecting

his early traumatic background, his fantasy life was replete

with violence.

Television Viewing Experiences

Larry related to television shows as poorly(as he related

to the rest of the world. In his television viewing,1.1e was

restless, distractible and rarely watched a complete show.

Paralleling his own storidd and fantasies, his preferences

were for noisy and violent television fare.

Larry's attempts to describe television experiences were'

disjointed and often confused with stories heidid heard other'

K .

children talking about.- Most of the shows he described seeing.,-

and enjoying on television either were non-existent or shows

that such younger, closely supervised cottage children did not

see. Larry's descriptirs-bf,television materiels were th

disorganized, fabricated and mixed with his own/ fan ies.

Thus it was difficult fo Larry to sort out his own violent ;-

fantasies from viewed tel vision materials. For example, he

was preoccupiedWith oral antasies of a devouring sort. .He
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saickhat what he really liked on television were

eating people and Dracula sucking blood. He said he

that monsters were real. He also said that

scuetimes caught and punished by being put to bed without'

supper. Although an amusing childish ccument, it suggeste

a primitive; disorganized sense of identification in which he

sometimes saw himself not entirely unlike masters. He had

same unconscious empathy for sude'monsters in that they were

both inorainately hungry (dePrivea), and they both suffered

similar punishmens'When they got,
14.

Larry's profound deprivationln. early life left him

immature in his .ego developuent and table to adequately relate

. to others, lacking in meaningful emotional investments. His

consequent combination of poor reality-testing and violent:

preoccupations strongly determined the subjective qualities

6
of his television viewing experiences. He grossly misperceived

television materialS, and related portions of them to-his cwn

fantaSies which he then matched to remembered fragments of

television shows.
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Case Illustration: Jack

Weak Ego - Assaultive (Violent)

This category included those childrertwhose development .;

of ego functions had been seriously impaired - and Who were at the

same time prone to repeated outbursts of

assaul'iveness. -"Jack was an example of a n

vioral violence and

r of such violent

children 'lie illustrates the` multiplicity of causative factorsuWhidh

are found in the clinical study of violent youngsters.

This nine year old, white, obese boy, in special edudation

because of gross academic defects, presented a long history

of severe behavioral problems at

over the two preceding years since

1 and hare, increasing
4

the death of his father.

Jack was the older of two children of an obese nether

who weighed over three hundred pounds. She was a woman of

limited resoureces and intelligence, who was at a loss when under

During such periods she became hysterical, alumentativestress.

and confused. In between, she was reclusive and avoided the

neighborhood to'the point of ';ending her children out to do the

shopping. the spent most of her day in the kitchen cooking

enormous meals for herself and her-children.

She described her late husband as "anunemployedmatchstick",

who had uncontrolled diabetes and who spent most of his day in

bed, where Jack spent much time visiting him. Thd younger

\.
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brother was not obese, and was not seen by the professional'

staff of the residential facility. He was outgoing, got along

welt in School, -and the bother said he had no problems.

Developmental history and-clinicafreooras indicated that

Jack had be an overweight, primitive and friphtened boy since

early Childhood. He had no friends, either at school or in the

neigOoorhood: Visiting his,- mother in the kitchen or his father

in the bedroan were his main social experiences. The younger

Other had many friends and stayed away from home as much as

possible.

to.

Weighing two hundred and twenty-five poUnds by the age of

eight, Jack was the butt of cruel teasing. Prior to the age of

six he responded bookie.Aqing and attack from other children by

crying and running to the teacher. He *lad not defid himself

and was an unhappy and frightened boy. After the age of six

ak_his weight became increasingly formidable, he changed from

running away and dryinl/to fighting back. As he bagan to sae,

the advantage of his bulk for fighting and wrestling, he soon

became a bully who relished the pain and. damage he could inflict
"yam.

upon others, including the children who had previously tormented

and continued to shun him.

At the age of Seven, while sitting onhis father's. bed

Where both were eating their lunch, he.witnesseabis father choke

'to death on a niece of meat. In.the Months following his father's

4
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death, Jack became increasingly unmanageable, defiant and

demanding. He bullied 41p mother into retting him stay up as

late as he wanted to watch television. °He refused to go to

\I

. .

school, to bathe or to change his clothes. When he did go to

. school he constantly provoked fights with other children.

.Mother made a nuMbiarRf unsuccessful attempts to get help

f school counsellors, a family physician and mental health.

centers, including one Brief period of psychiatric in- patient

Jack's assaultive-behavior in school and home continued

over the next yearn until one Saturday night when, after hours

of screaming and yelling at home, the police were called and

Jack was removed to an emergency in-patient facilitylfor children.

It was from this emergency, placement that he was transferred
0

to his current residential program.

From the very beginning this odd-appearing, obese boy was\

the center of turmoil at the residences He started frequent

fights. According to the initial house,staff notes, upon the

least provocation he would punch or flatten another child 4nder
4

him. He threw books and dishes, and toppled furniture. When

asked why, he would scream that the other children had started

it even though child-cafe workers, were present at the time, and

had seen him start the fa-It.
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Initial psychological testing revealed borderline

intellectual functioning, and severe academic lag. The tests

also indicated that Jack was confused, anxiety-ridden and

impulsive, and that his borderline psychometric results were

affected by his emot±6a1 turmoil. His psychological test

responses were generally sparse, and his thinking was concrete

and simplistic.

15P In psychiatric interviews, he projected his hostility

onto others, made excessive use of denial and projection, and

complained that dVerycne else was' the cause of his problems.

His thought processes were immature and consistent with marked

ego impairment manifested in gross apperceptive distortion,

poor *pulse control and judgment. His obsessive eating and

uncontrolled assaultiveness were seen as behavioral alternatives

to his profound feelings of Underlying depression.

Jack was` the subject of re ated staff conferences and

planning. The structured, supervised consistency of the

residential program, and the overall treatment milieu began to

take hold. Jack started to talk to a few people. He

less panicky, and his fighting became less frequent. He neyex-,

theless remained argumentative, short tempered and assaultive.

After much stag.prep4ion encourageMent, he finally

agreed to go, on a crash diet. This turned out to be his first

success in life. It beam a group abject. Other children

11,

01.
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joined in encouraging him and applauding the results. By the

end of the year, Jack weighed half of what he weighed when he

arrived. He no longer look1V,so Odd. He was able to run and

engage in soffie,ports. He was less embarrassed at shower time.

He was teased lesS, and became secure enough to tease back rather

than hit back.
,

As impressive as these gains were, Jack remained extremely

troubled, and continued to do poorly in school. Although he

was a less hostile, suspicious and, pugnacious boy, he was seen

%
as reqdiring long-term treatment

Television Experiences

Jack's preference for televis.,.on shows reflected his

A
preoccupation with violence, and his hope for victory through

combat. His favorite programs included such shows as S.W.A.T.,

The Rookies and Mod d because, in his words, "I like all

that shooting and fighting." Jack's identification was with

the strongest and biggest. Jack ignored thestoryline, and

claimed he did not care who was the good guy and who was the

bad guy. He just cared who won, and that was the ofd he'liked.

He focused on the fight scenes, and switched his allegiance to

whomever was winning. f

Jack stated that'he liked police shows because he wanted

to'he a policeman when he grew up. This was not becauSe police

were good, but because policemen were big arid strong, he explained.

a . I
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They were'glseTableto Shoot guns and drive their cars faster

than die speed lima The earliest shows he renembere4 enjoying

on*televisoin were the' .B.I. and Adam 12, which he remembered

watching with his father.

Jack's ego impairmen revealed itself in his-television

viewing, as it did in his o r activities. He brought to the
. 4

television set the.same apper tive impairment whiCh he brought ,

to his work of the classroom. H watched mainly aCtion, and

remained uninterested in ch and motivation. He

remembered the names of p , but not the names of characters,

even regular characters.
.

Duelto his nal immatur

intell

were

the ak.

to

4

t and limited capacity for

functioning, Jack's television focus and preferences*

implistic,clear-cut conflicts between st.ong aid

clinical interviewrdicated that Ja used, television

y his own flings of .weakness and 16w -lf- esteem, and --I

his narciss c injury.

It was clear that Jack was a severely

olence di not stem from televisidn
. /

/multiplicity ,of causal factors which

ffrOm the clinical data. .

sturbed'boy-whose

ing, but from a

with such clarity
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CLINICAL DYNAMICS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

It has been hypothesized that,, the viewing of violent television

materials results in increased behavioral violence t certain viewers.
/

If so, are some viewers more vulnerable than Others? Are all children

more vulnerable, since children are generally more impressionable than

adults? Are some children more vulnerable, emotionally labile and

susceptible than others?- If so,/, the study of the known most vulnerable

children should be most pertinent." Accordingly, the children in this

study were selected bedause they presented cliniCal patterns which identified

thaimaS emotionally vulnerable children.

Bedause of combinations of constitutional'and deVelopment-1 factors,

and untoward rearing experiences, the coping mechaniSMS or ego functions

o the children in this study were known to be impaired. Their ego

impairments were *lifested in such behavioral and functional disturbances

as their:

-4

1. Foorsense of socially approprAte behavior, limited ability to

recognize differences between reality and fantasy, and discomforting

feelings of being unattached and not, part of the reality of others.

2. Inability to control impulses and t eeate frUgration, and the

need to act upon impulses.

Impaired and superficial onships in which f eling8 ancrneeds

of othtTs are Ignored, with varyin degrees of emoElonal'isolAion or

superficial attachments- to bthers.
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4, Intellectual-di ces-manifested.by learning disOrders, pseudo-

retardation; or idiosyncratic and illOgical

,5. Impaired defensiveAnctiohs,asSociated w thtiin- skinned, explosive

and inappropriate behaVioral responses 'to stressi'or such cbservablE1

manifestations of anxiety as restlessness/nail-bi g, disturbed sleep

habits and depreSsion.

6. Scattered,1 disorganized, undirected, and inco istent behavior that

lacks the organizational and synthesizing qualities es tial for thinking

ahead and planning.,.

7. Inability to perceive proper contexts, or associate- previous

_ -

relevent expe4ences with ongoing ,plated events, feelings and memories.

,Aggression and Violence

Rsearch into the. natpre of violent behavior must take into account

innate aggressive drives.andimpulses which,are mediat by theego-Mechanisms

of adjustment, coping and regulation. 1.t.wras necess to establish a working

.definiticn,for aggression and for violence. Both of eSe terms have been

used interchangeably by some writers,-and defihed di ferently by*Others,

providing. for areas of confusion in the literature.. In 'part this reflects

the factthat different researchers hold to
rJ

t different,basic premises,

ow- with respect to tlovature of aggresSion,.and its relationship to violence.

In this research, the Bollowing finitions are utilized: .a) Agagtession

refers to assertive or fAceful behavior variously regarded as'ah inctual
'

or reactive response to drive' frustration. b) Violence, on the other hand,

implies a destructive oil thwarting aim which seeks to impair its object.
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Ho distinguishes between aggression and violence as follows:

"Aggression is that behavibr large inborn but
mbdula through learning, which i intrusive,
asssrti and concerned with dominan and
advandemen . It is used in contradis ction to
passivity and,docility, and is certainly t 'bad'.

Violence, on other hand, is needlessly destructive.
,,Hcr. definition, violence is 'bad' whether or not it'is

J intentional, rational or criminal. It is that which .

is needlessly.destructive of life, and brings physir.al.
pain, emotional anguish or social disruption."

All children harbOr same degree of violent thoughOand feelin as 110

P

infancy is totally id of tration and pain. The ultimate and

characteristic aggressivity of the children in this study deriVed in large

measure from the ratio between their gratifying experiences and their

painful or frus rating ones during their crucial formative years. As it

was also this same ratio that was seen as a major determinant of their ego

development, it is understandable that we again encountered an integral

relationship between ego development and behavioral aggressivity with'a

greater-tendency for violent behavlior among those children with impaired

ego functions. Thus, 50% (30% of 'the total number) of the,egolTpaired

children were highly aggressive or%assaultive compared to 28% (8% of the

total number) cif children with,Strongego functions. (See Table II, p. 309.

Ego Strength, Aggressivity and Television Viewing Habits

That, the subjects in this study were indeed those emotionally Vulnerable
-50

children who might be most adversely affected by exposure to televiSed

violence was then'demonstrated j4the clinical classification of these

58
(k

Ho, M.D. "Aggressive Hehaviorand Violence of Youth: ApprOaChes and
Alternatives_" l ederal P bation, 39, li 24:'March, 1975. ,/(

a, /1'

a
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children into weak and strong ego groups. The ociMbined-weak-ego ctioning

categories for the Learning-Disorderd Group comprised 77% of children

of that group. Similarly, impaired ego classifications for a Broken Hone

Group included 70% Of theSe children. The aombined weak ego incidence for

both groups accounted' for 73% of the total child population in the present

study.

With referphce to the relationship between ego

aggressive behavior, the Children in thiS study were further divided into
0

six clinical categories;

Weak Ego-Low Aggressivity
Weak Ego-High Aggressivity
Weak Ego-Assaultive
Strong Ego-Low Aggressivity
Strong Ego -High Aggressivity
Strong EgorAssaultive

9

The correlations between their ego and behavioral aggregsivity status

and their television viewing experiences and prefelterAcjV can be'summarized

as follows:

The children with age-appropriate ego skills (strong ego-functioning

children) attended to the contelat ofdtelevision Shows they watched, had

definite preferences, knew the time and channel cf their favorite shoWs,

and made a point oib not.mfssing them. They deSCribed the content of these.

;haws with fair accuracy, revealing the same degree of intact/ perCeption

and reality- testing that they demonstrated in other aspeCts

p

e

ego

The Children with interrupted ego development ,(weak or ,impaired eg
_ .

.

functioning Children) perceived teIvision'content-Oolorly, ina fragmen

functioning, including their dlassrooM and play behavior.
/

0 355t-
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and distorted fashion. This-too, was eeping with their real behavioral

relationships and functioning in other aspects their external world.

They confused their awn personal fantasies th those they perceived on

television, even to the extent that a agment of a scene --such as the rapid/
6

action of an auto race - wasjoe d as violent action even though the

total context of tie scene Was n-violent.

ThoSe children who formed adequate peer relationships and were more

prosocial in their interests, selectively focused their attention on and

'remembered television materials with similar content. Although they reported

watching as many high action shows with violence as did the other children,

when asked for their preferences, and when asked whichshOws and which parts

t
of shows interested or Moved them the most, they included oth'action and

non-violent shows, and'describeetwviolent and protbcialPcolltent.

They gave'a more total or encompassing response.

Those children whose early life development experiences were such that

they had poor early rearing patterns, and were emotionally detached from

others, showed a preference for television Materials with.high action and
1'

highriolent content. These youngsters were also more aggreSsive in their

manifest behaviOr. (See Table VII, p. 308.)

The correlation bdtwdeA aggressive beha r and violent pre-occdpations

and_the viewing of television shows with similarcontent has .been repeatedly

reported.
59,60,61

The question as to the imitative or instigative nature of

the relationship betweenthe two that is, which causes which7is 54e s.

59
Bandura, et al., "Imitation of Eilm-

60
Berkowitz, a al., "FilmWio1ence and S

61 1.....vohert R.M., Neale, J.A1-4, Davidson,
television on children and youthElms

0

ted Aggressive Models", op. cit.

equentAggressive Tendencies", op.,, cit.

.S., The Early Window: Effects of ,

ord, N. ,'ergamanPress,11973.'
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difficult to substantiate. Our'study supports the hypothesis that

formative life experiences, drives and ego formation in early childhood

arp more.meaningful in the causal development of behavioral aggressivity

the Child's television vi g habits. However, aggressive'than are

"children learn aggressive techniques ran television.

For example, Leila, described preViously as a strong ego-high,

aggressivity type of Child (see p. 330) viewed the Carol Burnett Show as
A

a source for learning teChniques of haw to tease and insult people. Her

motivation to insult pebple did not come from the show.

A child extracts from television what he is programmed to perceive,

and his responses may reflect as much his mood of the marent as it does the

content and context of the television program.

For example, in one of the cottages, a child care worker felt that it

would be helpful for some of the more Chronically hostile and poorly related

children from broken homes to watch comedies about happy families, such as

The One'night, while the group of boys, aged nine to twelve,

were viewing an eboisode of this showy their restlessness and discontent

were quite evident. This restlessness was rarely evident when they watched

a police show. At-One point, a character in The Bradyliundh accidentally

bumped into a chair, knocking it over. in a small, incidental piece of comedy

tan tial to the central thrust of phe,scene. Frowever, the boys roared

r'

with laughter, and several were soon up from their seats staggering around

th roam. Soon, they were bumping into Chairs to knock them Over with sudh

force that it Was necessary for the two Child care workers to restrain them.
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Should one concluriP that television protr'ayed aomedy stimulates violent

behavior?
.

Such experiences of clinical personnel _teachers who are'familiar

with the long-term behavior of the children- %these studies suggest the'

extent to which perceived violence does not necessarily parallel televi ed

violent content. Our'ongoingfaIniliarity with this population of children

indicates that action may be perceived as violence in the eyes of the

predisposed beholder. It is the experience of real life violence and

frustration which causes a distorted perception and response to television
e7.

materials rather than vice versa.

In examining the television viewing preferences of these children, we

.

observed an active selection of favored,shows reflecting the attitudes and

-behavioral preferences of 'the individual children. To..assume that at an

earlier age the process was exactly the opposite is inconsistent with the

clinical data.

The longitudinal clinical data point to the inevitable conclusion that

television viewing and selection is an active process, not a passive one.

Each child brings, a broad array attitudes, needs, experiences, interests

and feelings to the television screen. The child selects programs, and to

a large extent.what he chooses to perceive laithin'a given program, and

interprets materials according to his own ongoing experiences and mental

functioning.

The individual Child viewer in any group of children watching the same

program can be seen as having bOth a ccumbn shared external experience, and

- 358 7
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a unique, inner psychological experience, common only to himself.. The

extent of thepersonalizedtnterpretatiOns and apperceptedistortions vary

with the Child's background experience and degree,of ego maturity.

Changes in A9gressivity

Test Measures of Aggressivity:

Tests measures of aggression, clinical evaluation and demonstrated

behavioral aggressivity were used to assess the'children who participated'

in this project. As Previously described, both the Sears Aggression Scales

and the Composite Aggression Inventory were used as test'measures of

aggressive tendencies. The Sears Scales used foi the leaning-Disordered

Group indicated a significant increase in the Antisocial Aggression indices

in the 1972 -73, group scores over 1970-71 and 1974-75 group scores (See

Tables VIII and IX, pp. 309 and 310.) The'group scores on the Composite

Aggreesion Inventory used for the Biok Ewe Group also showed a significant

increase in aggressive measures in the 1974-75 group over the 1973-74 group.

(See Table X, p. 311.)

as these children were no exposed to y experimental or

crease of television rtrayed violence, the increase in

aggr6ssion cores cannot be at ted to any known effectior variables

related to their television vi= ing. Given the multiplicity of other known

s psychological and adjustmen factors operating in the lives of these

Children, the difference it test be attributed to known changes

in the composition of a g4p,and other intra-group .environmental and

developmental factors.
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There was no increase in behavioral aggre§sivity in qithe uP.of

children accompanying the Chariges in test scores. Such tests measure

attitudes and behavioral preferences rather than actual behavior.

Behavioral A.. -ssivity:
, . !

Both incre and decreases in actual behavioral aggressivity of small

numbers of children from both groups were noted during the .course of this

longitndinal study. Inbreases in behavioral aggressivity were fouridstp be

the result of psychodynamic changes and responses to known-adjus diffi-

culties and frustrations and were not the result of their to visionvieNaing

habits or changes in viewing patterns. Similarly, d ases in aggressivity

were associated with improved problem solving lities, earned approval,

peer acceptance and increased rrotional maturity. Characteristic behavioral

changes in this grOup oregotionally impaired children were measured in

slow increments, in contrast to their rapidly changing surface moods and

./

day-to-day behavior:

Increases:

With respect, to longitndinal behavioral patterns, four children, Damon,

Jeanne, Harry and Nate,* favorably increased their aggressive behavior in

that they went frompassiye, withdrwn behavior to more socially acceptable

assertive behaviors within the loweg*Iggressivity category. While television

cannot be said to have caused these Change-8, idid provide some prosocial

assertive modeling for these children. Again, we are referring to iMitation
r

rather than causation.

Research code referral designations
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,

Alio showing 'increased levels of aggressive behavior, but id anti-

social rather than socially acceptable actions, were two children, Garrett

and Many.* These boys went from already high levels of aggressivity to

aceially assaultive behavior. While television was not the causative factor

in these changes, it provided these boys Withimcdels for imitation and

learning. For instance, Timmy would leap on another.youngSter proclaiming

he vas Batman.

The television programs which Tommy preferred to watdh\oonttibuted to

his modeling and identification. He invariably identified withthe aggressor

in television shows, once even going so far as to imitate a portrayed Ku Klux

Klan character wham he saw in what he described as one of the scariest shows

he ever saw by dressing in white sheets and trying to terrorize other .

children. Tommy wasja black child who identified with aggressors of any

color. or creed. His favorite programs included such fare as Get Christie Love,

Owen Marshall and Streets of San Francisco. He enjoyed all violent action

and conflict. The cottage and research staff saw these preferences as a

reflection of Tammy's own aggressive preoccupations and assaultive behavior

with other children, rather than as a cause of such behavior.

O

Garrett summed up his television prefer ces by stating that all he

liked to watch was "rough stuff", extra from television those-action

elements which werein harmony with his known aggressive drives. He liked

to watch football because he claimed to learn havi'to play it better - the

rougher the better: He liked science fiction programs where "guys go to the

moon aril get killed." And he liked violent cartoons and The Three Stooges

0

* Research code referral designatipns
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where characters "bash each other all the time.", He ,particularly liked to
4 ,

imitate the finger-snapping, fist-slapping trick Of one of the Stooges

following,whidh one of the other stooges gets hit.

Decreases:

Decreases in behavioral levels of aggressivity were noted in nine

Children duLing the course of this study. None of the decreases were toward

passive or withdrawn levels of behavior. Two children who exhibited prior

antisocial and high aggressivity tendencies appeared to decrease their

aggressive behavior and moved into the low aggressivity category. These
WO'

children moderated their dyS.-social highly aggressive behavior to somewhat

more socially acceptable forms of'bighly aggressive behavior.

Three child en, Jack, Jim and Perry,* began to behave in less assaultive

fashions than they had at the beginning.of-the year. Jadk (see Case

IlluStration, p. 346) who was rossly overweight (weighing 225 pounds at age

eight), began to act in a less assaultive fashion when a number of non-

television related changes occurred in his life. As .aresult of controlled

diet he bagan to lose, weight, he no longer looked so odd, was able to engage

in sports, and was much less embarrassed atshower time. He was teased much
A

less and maderbis first few friends.

Although Jack's behavior changed, be.stil remained hostile, Provocative

and occasionally assaultive if provoked. Prior to his changes, he was
, .

0
constantly provoked. He also remained preocqupied with violent fantasies,

. and he preferred to watch violent television shows when he could; Jack's

.
' :

favorites were S.14..A.T., The ocokies and Plod Squad because, of all the, shooting

* Research code referral designation
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and fighting in them. The tougher and the meaner the characters were, the

better Jack liked them. He used television as a means of pilojecting himself

into a tough-guy role in order to (feel impervious and Potent 'instead of .

vulnerable and impotent.

Jim's favorite television programa included The Six Million Dollar Man

and Shazam,vsliecting his preoCcupation with'his inner fears and fantasies.

He was also preoccupied with. ideas ofpOwer and strength, and liked to imagine

A

(and often dreamed) that he Was super powerful and omnipotent, Television

t.

cause of Jim's sli4it'improvement in behavior-, andwas not seen as

his lower levels-of assaultiveness were by b9 means accompanied by any.

changes in his viewing habits and yidlent program preferences.

1

Perry, an alternately charming and assaultive boy, also behaved less

assaultively by the end * this study. 'Despite his seemingly t\and gentle'

facade, Perry was preoccupied with violence. His overly aggressive behavior s

sometimes manifested itself in such inappropriate assaultive actions as

gleefully hitting any child in sight. However, thanks to his developing

charm and an ingratiating nanner, he became .a popular boy.

a"

Perry's television preferences were for Shows which included as.much.7

\A!, y shooting, fighting and car chases as possible. Superhero cartoons, S:W.A.T.

and The Rookies were among his favorite Shows. His pleasuie in watching )

uch programs was related to his identification with, the good7guysand hig

sharing with them the feeling of power and.heraism.

showed a marked decrease in his assaultive behavior during the

year of s study. ,He changed from a violent, negative gang leader who

* Rese code referral designation
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often used a knife to threaten other youngsters, to a more mannerly youngstek

whose more controlled aggressivity was expressed in socially approved terms.

Kevin became liked by the staff and more popular than feared by his peers.

He experienced the esteem of leadership through approval rather than threat

of force.

Kevin had been a ghetto child and had no need to watch additional

violence on television. Instead, Kevin's 'favorite television prograMs were

athl*ic ones, especially football and professional ice hockey. He

obviously enjoyed the violent and aggressive action in such programs.

. ,

Television Viewing I iffernces Among

Low Aggreseive, High Aggressive and Assaultive Children

.,

: ,The television experiences, a rite prograts and Characters were

reviewed with each Child during his linical interview. These were then
. .

interview.

compared amongth6 three pehavioral 'ggressivity groups. The television

viewing habits of the residential children were then cross-checked with
Al

house and research staff.
.

While there were broad similarities in program preferences encountered

in the three aggressivity categories of children, there were preferential

diffeiences among'the Children in each category.

CHILDREN OF LOWIEHAVIORAL AGGRESSIVITY:

Television Program Prefer ces, Identification and Nbdeling

The most frequently prOerred programs Chosen by the Low Aggression

Children were of the family nd situation comedy type. (See Table XII, p.313.)

7
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This preference was particularly

black-family situations,

the high proportion of black chil

ked in television programs involving

reted to reflect, at least partially,

who participated in this studY:

The less aggressive children were often 'Visibly sad, and somehow seemed

more pitiful to their teachers and child care workers. They appeared to

make sure that adults were. able to see their, unhappiness, one of their.

passive ways of-solving problems. lecxmtrast to the action,orented highly

aggressive youngsers, the Low Aggression group of children were tore

oriented toward feelings, and seemed to be more affected or hurt bY-punishment

or restriction for wrong-doing.

The more passive o less aggressive children were more receptive to

cottage parents and Other staff as adult substitutes in their lives. They

also appeared better able to acknowledge-their feelings of loss of key

family persons, temporary or permanent. Indeed, their'behavioral turmoil

and emotional setbacks werepften manifestly associated with lost relationships

enced either in school or in the cottage. Such losses werethey had

reflecti

Children

f Acertain amount of ordinary staff turnover, and transfer of

other facilities.

The gh interest in family dramas paralleled the high incidence of

broken homes

or removed f

impressive indi

ng these children. ..Many of them had been either abandoned

IDOken lanes, or had resided in a hare characterized y

of parental pathology and family disorganization. For

,such children, thei strong preferences for family dramas reflected,their

yearnings to re-create in idealized fantaA. a family situation with which

theyAould. identify. They cane back weekly to family television portrayals

365
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which provided some meaRure of re-experiencing an idealized version of what

they had loin their real lives.

\In some instan these children identified with the television ly

as a stabilizing super ego introject to defend against the expression of

antisocial impulses. In this sense, their defense mechanisms of identifica7,

tion aid reaction formkion also played significant parts in providin a

0

fantasy model for their conception of the clod family rather than the

painful reality of loss and rejection by eir real family.' For example,

some children identified strongly with f ly Characters in That's My Mama.

Theyd4:.?Nladaneedto share in the family's values and experiences. For

some of their, separated singe infancy, the regular viewing of television

family .#amas provided more sources of family identification than, did their

awn.unremetbered origins.

.
The- second preferred types of television shows by. Law Aggressivity

Children were detective and police programs. (See Table XII,.p. 313.) This

was also seen to operate defensively in furthering reaction formation in that

a number of these children were guilt-riddn. In their unconscious view,

why else would they have been abandoned if they had not been bad children?

Detective and police programs appeared to some of the more deprived

Children as their only clear delineation of good vs. bad. They identified

strongly with the good characters, and'took satisfaction in their triumph

over the bad,ones. Their responses to such television fare were seen as

reinforcing their primitive but conscious desires to adapt to social mores

and, standards, and as reinforcing their denial Of their unconscious
a

hostilities-and ambivalence towards society.'

366 -
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For other gosw Aggression Children, thei5A s;cp police vs. gangsters

were seen as prow ding cognitive and' iagoological OiStructs. These

constructs were personally and emJtionally'geahingful to such children since

they especially empathized with the social dildMmas that were-involved.

They had previously laOked sufficient guidelinesand examples of reasonable

and' appropriate behavior\in social intercourse.°With respect to what they

perceived and took from television, the Low Aggressivity children tended to

be oriented toward focusing on such issues as good Or bad and punishment or
.a.

escape.

Science fiction and space programs con tituted the third most popular

television program preference for the Low Aggressivity group. Fantasy

stimulated by ,outer space programs held a particular fascination for many

of these relatiyely passive children. in addition to their interest in the

manifest content of the program, the theme of venturing into the unknown,

with"all of As inherent anxiety over the distant and certain prospects

it4 of returning to familiar territory, touched upon a number of their inner

A.

anxieties. Thus, the Low Aggression group of-dhildren appeared'to respond

to such programs on an inner emotional level and in terms of their own

emotionally- charged personal dramas of separation and hoped-for reunion

with their own people or families. Tb sane extent then, such programs
o

prdvided unconscious abreactive vehicles forlhe belated mastery of inner

anxiety over loss separation and return. in-depth interviews withsudh

children revealed the extent to which they used television programs as

materials fobelatedly mastering unresolVed inner tensions, in the manner

of repetitious or traumatic dreams and clinical abreaction.
,
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( Since some of these children unconsciously viewed separation or

- banishment as an anticipated super ego punishment for. untoward or Shameful

,behavior-, such themes were also associated with feelings of guilt (banishment)

or forgiVeness (return) in their response to space programs.

&one' of these children responded with undue anxiety to the hero's

take-off, Seeidet as a crisis of ,individuation and autonomy. The breaking

free OfApace flight was not unlike the breaking off from home (mother)".

Both space light and their-own separation are unconsciously viewed with

anxie anlambivalence by children with separation problems.

--- / A--.

Among -r -hero program preferences; The Six Million llar Man

_ram

was a freqUentfavorite. For the Low Aggression eh1i.ldren, thi

kl
-

I

psychoanalytically oriented interviews as.a vehicle for fantasies of repair

.

and ,active restitution o injuries, particularly in those children who were

,
most passive, anxious and least aggressive' subjects in this study.

Passive boys, particularly more than girls,
a

avored this program. They were
- ,

,*)

more concerned with bodil inju s, And saw The Six Million Dollar Man.'

as a miraculous cure. theme of the rebuilt wreck Md special and

r
understandable appeal .to these ho(w Aggression children from broken hares.

They slin this pr6gr6 the theme of the vulnerable fragmented person who

turned the liability of a broken

)
(home) into alcpwerfalasset (heroic

/91°111strength).

Television paice Show and detective charaCteiS

figures with wham Low Aggression chittirentified.

fl

the most frequent

atne of the same

emotional interests and preoccupations which attracte4 to the themes

of good and bad in police programs also determined their strong positive
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identification with criminals.

In addition, although these children. were low inovertbehavioral

aggression, they were still concerned with aggressive preoccupations, --

I

fantasies and passive-resistive behavior: These related to their emotional

needs to deny, and their preoccuption with awarding off underlying feelings °

of depression associated with early object loss. Fantasies'of delinquency

presented themselves as potential behavioral options which they might

exercise to substitute stolen materials as parati for the human objects

or families which were taken.fram them. 0

In the sense that these children 'felt robbed of family an4of a fair'

chance for a haPpylEhildhood, they also harbored fantasies that police or

her:61.c detectives might still step into their lives and set things right -

or at least expose the criminal conditions which deprived and robbed them

of a mother and family.

PoliCe and deted6ve television Characters nc only seemed to care in

a'special way aboutwrong-doers., but they sometimes found missing persons

as well, and they also tried to steer wayward individuals in the right

direction by curbing their delinquent tendencies befo it was too late.

These children saw detectives as solving mysteries, fi ding missinwpersons\

and die-ng up mistaken identities. Since these c ldren felt that their

origins were.mysteriouS,-that persons were missing in their lives, and that

their entire lives might yet be Set'straight if it turned out that they had

been mixed up with some other child in a case of mistaken identity, it was

not difficult to understand their strong interest in, and positive

identification with police-investigators and detectives,
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0 The second most freguent'charCter type for positiye identification

turned out to be super-heroes. This was seen by the clinical staff as

related, in these Low Aggression children, to their hunger for strength

and safety. They indulged themselves in antretbOr of super-strength fatasies

in an.aptempt'to deal with their massive insecurities. Super- heroes like

the Six Million DoliaVan or Superman were, like these children, identified

,4
as set apart from the regular population and accordingly were see -as special

alone. This was a potent, but subtle feeling, which encouraged.positive

identiacation.
,p

Positive identificatien.with comet, characters was also encountered

in a number of these children. Comedies afforded some of the Law Aggression

children the repite of humor fram their underlying sadness and depression.

Accordingly, a numberof these children appeared to turn to and utilize

television cariedAn order to turn off their episodic feelings of oppressive

discOntent.

Television comedy was also found to provide models for socially acceptable

discharge of aggressive and hostile drives through a joking behavior. Thus

their identification with comedy dharacters and imitatiqn of slapstick

afforded some children an opportunity to discharge th 'own resentment

and a9fer in indirect and humorous ways Moreover, me children obtained

gratification fLum identifying with television comedians whOspoofed the

establishment and expressed negativisM and resentment in acceptable and

funny ways. 'Fbr some children in residential care, similar feelings about

their establishment (institution) ran strong.

'NS
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Some children found a psychological defense, or character armoring, in

resorting to'goofiness. They adopted goofy mannerisms and eccentricities

as a kind of pose or useful armor to keep threatening people (almost

everybody) at a distance, as though their pseudo-crazineSs would discourage

people from,getting'enotionally involved or too close to them. These

children fnam broken homes remained threatened not only by fears of

addition abuset( but by the prospect of helptoo. Previous plAcementS,
: 0

offered as help,.had too,often turned out to wovide the opposite for Some

with histories of multiple placement.
I

A nuMber of these children also revealed a penchant for sad, symbolic

clowns or funny failures in situation comedies such as Gilligan's Island.

Such characters were unconsciously identified with in the context of comic

relief. Itwas as though these children discovered that apparent failure

(including their own) could be laughed at as well as cried over.

In adOition to the preceding identification responses, a number of these

children also used televiS'on as a source of information. For example, Pat,*

a relatively ego-intact boo the Broken Home sample, utilized television

as an auxilliary source of enhancing his athletic skills, and adding to his

meager repertoire of interests: At a more elementary level, Monica* was a.

relatively disorganized andsocially undeveloped youngster who appeared to

develop some basic social skills by first learning how,children layed games
0v1

in. children's television programs which she then applied in her play.'

It is known that certain hyperactive and disorganized children do better

with routine and take badly to changes. One of the relatively durable and

* Research code referral designation

4
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reliable aspects of Darren's* life was the predictability and regularity

of his favorite weekly television Shows and' characters. He had experienced-
/

multiple placements, and his favorite television shows' seemed to hold with

greater constancy and reliability than most of the changing adults and .

Children in his real 14 4 1

CHILDREN OF HIGH BEHAVIORAL AGGRESSIVITY:

Television Program Preferences, Identification and Modeling

The two favorite program categories for the High Aggression group were

police or detective shows, and comedy programs. .14pr. a.nuMber of these Children'

it appeared that-the combination of police action and comedy program

preferences paralleled their own untoward aggression as less than serious

or even funny.

The preferences of High Aggression children for police action Programs

,1,-1appeared to be less influenced by preoccupation with good Ad bad than was

the case with Law Aggression children. Instead, the program interests of

more aggressive Children appeared to be more closely connected with

their preoccupation) with machismo and strength:**

Both black and white High Aggression childreil favbred black family

programs. The black children .were, loyal torbiack family programs, and the

white Children had no*problem in going along with progr:amse14)Ons,

beCanse of their feelings of empathy withathe black Children wi whom

they shared their residential setting..

'N

* ResearCh Code referral designations.
d-,

** This same kind of preoccupation was seen even more 'frelpently in the
Assaultive or violent children.

"4,
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Another influence, operating in family programs was the opPortunity.

. they provided for a nuiber of children who had never'kncwn fathers to form

at least a television concept of a father figure. Such children never

knewa father, or even a stable father surrogate in their lives. They

seemed to be quite interested in television programS of. families which had

an appealing father figure in them such as Good Times.

The preference of, the High Aggression category of children for ctive

and police - characters aS their favorite heroes appeared to be rela

their strong tendencies to identify with the' aggressor, and with the holders

of power. ,/n effect, these children were *Pressed faith the portrayed clout

and delegated poiwer of the police, and tended to be less aware than the

Low Aggression children that violent polite actions were desperate effortS

toward a,gand end. In this tespect, the High Aggession.children were found to

be more unguestioding and more accepting of violent solutions than were the

Low Aggression children: Furthermore, they seemed to be more primarily

involved in t1 program's action, and less in the oognitiVe and moral-context

in which the violent police action was portrayed.

Iftlte identificatith with forceful police and detective action also

appeared to be related to the need of'dertain frightenedilies to frighten

others, thereby assuring themselves that at least sate children had more to

be afraid of then they did,* AggressiVe children attemOted to master their

own anxieties by threatening and making other children anxious.

* Certain assaultive Niildren attempteCto gain control over their own

fears by identifying with the aggressor and turning on others.

1
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The identification of thelligh Aggression children.with super-heroes

wish to achieve competence through compensatory fantasies

of omnipotence., Since a number of these children were less than adequate

in age-appropriate skills', same felt that only a miracle or Superman could

rescue them from their maturational lag.

-ASSAULTIVE CHILDREN:

4.

Television Program Preferences, Identification and Modeling

The preferences of many of the actually violent, or Assaultive, children

for police and detective programs reflected their early life experiences,

in which interpersonal differences were frequently resolved by force.

These children had been frequently beaten and had often witnessed inter-

.parental abuse prior to entering residential care. It seemed to them that

there were two kinds of people these who got struck and those who struck.

The identified with the aggressor or striker.

dal

These Assaultive Children were elk primitive in their, polarization

of good versus bad, and shared the superego rigidity found in our earlier

studies of violent youthful offenders, (Projects III - V.)

The Assaultive children were less-able to cope with concepti or

circumstances which were elMbiguous, or with events which could have more

than one meaning. In listening to these children relate police action shows,

it was as though everything good was loaded onto one person, and everything

bad was' attributed to a villain or scapegoat. This was also the harsh way ift
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which they tendt..),d to view themselves.

Fbr some oungsters in the Assaultive group, violence was heavily

flavored with sado-masochism. Eroticized sado-masochistic punishment

fantasies reflected unconscious guilt. Some of these children kept setting

themselves up for reprimand and punishment which they then protested

loudly, claiming that they were unfairly singled out for punishment. These

children were seen as "injustice collectors". They demonstrated a,pattern

of making teachers and child -care workers feel as though they were deprivers

instead of helpers.

The Assaultive children's preferences for family shows was related to

their warm family reunion fantasies which would provide magical solutions

to their dismal family circumstances. Their actual aMbivalenCe toward

families was seen in their interpretation of malevolence in the benign

everyday family disagreements portrayed in television shows. Fbr a number

of these children mothers and fathers really did not argue nicely as they

did on television. They were quite sure that somebody was going to get hit

and television did not show it like it. was.

'

Identification with the aggressor was a key element in the emotional

response of the Assaultive children to violent action programs. The more

action, the better they liked the program. None of these children were

constantly assaultive, Rather, they were given to episodes of fighting.

In between times same were not particularly pugnacious, nasty. or even

exceptionally aggressive. They were explosive children. During quiet

intervals a number of these children had been described in initial agency
A
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contacts elsewhere as Charming, seductive or sweet. In act ity, thdse

Assaultive children were neither constantly aggressive nor violent for
3

extended periods of time. It was their suddenly shifting mood.; and th ir

extreme emotional volatility that characterized their violence: .In between

violent episodes, they qtite resembled the more aggressive'but notassaultive

children.

Both High Aggression and Assaultive children did not come to';grips

with their' feelings o

The more aggresaiye an Assaultive children tended tstrongiy suppress

their feelings of loss, ation anxiety and inadequacy.

ss as much as the Low Aggress nchildren did.
.

Their behavioral con istency reflected their chaotic. backgrounds
az)

and actual early life circumstances. The case historiesopf.the Assaultive

children generally revealed actual violent exgerie ces. TY parents were

often alternately abusive or neglectful and Overindul(4ent'to compensate,for

past violence. Their real emotional and physical deprivation and abuse
.0 .

so impaired their ego functioning that they were unabletO control

aggressivity or even it still in school longN!nough to learn. Becdae of

apperceptive and.cognitive deficits, they were not ready to learn. They

developed only primitive soci l skills with which to/extract what little
.

support and attention they could obtain from adults. They attempted tO

gratification by manipulating'People, since they were convinced that

nothing would come tKeir way through love. Since their'patentsseemed to

give only when they felt guilty for previous abuse, theyltried to make staff

members feel guilty. When this did not'work, they imitated the other half of

the parental repertbire they had witnessed - violent rage and attack.
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le their patents' behavior was grossly rejecting and depriving, .it was

riMarily unreliablelor inconsistent. Thus' periods of unbridled abuse

alternated with periods of overindulgence and permissiveness.

The difference between infantile emotional trauma and adult traumatic

!neuroses is that children tend to have almost total amnesia for the traumatic

_events of their in5ancy. They recall, only distorted and confused fragments

of'ffemairies and these blend with fantasies. Unlike trOumatized adults,

s'ch children had no remembered, cohesive story to relate in their belated

efforts of master infantile and early childhood trauma. The television
6

portrayals of violet arguments and fights held for them a special kind of

vague familiarity.

From-the wealth of clinical data that can be obtained from the detailed,
O

longitudinal study of small numbert of children, we conclude that children

tend to see what they have seen before and in ways they have perceived

objects and circums cps before. This holds for everyday life behavior as

well as for the tele 'sion viewing patterns of perception and response.

giro'
yr'
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CONCLUSIONS

FroM the wealth of clinical data obtained from the in-depth ongoirt

study of individual/children we observed that these children tended to

perceive on,televiSion what they had seen beforek and in ways that they

had ChalacteristicallY perceived objects and circumstances before.

held for their perceptions everyday life behavior and as well for

their television viewing terns. The children in this study made Jiff

uses of their television viewing experiences, actively molding or shapin

television perceptiong in accordance with their own ego functions. S

of the uses tb which these children put their televigion viewing exper ences

include:

1. Affect stimulation - Television was§-Chosen as a stimulus f

pleasureable feelings and tantion7reduc nbymany dhilOren in this i study.

They sought excitement, suspense,, the externali on of inner fe s, humor;

portraijals of sentiment,Ard the projection of their deriyin feelings

of depre§sion onto dramatically portrayed representations. I li zed,

subjective feelings and affect states were re-experienced at a seer,

less personal distance. For some children, television was a satory

source for the stimulation of feelings (affect hunger). For oth, s;

television programs -6rved as A diversion from their own inner sions.

2. Learning - Television was an obvious source of info .tion. For

children who were ready to learn, television provided aaai tiona facts and

furthered their behavioral repertoire through imitation of su demonstrated

skills as athletics, music, art, crafts and dancing.
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3. Identification and modeling -,As these children' sought alternative

and more satisfactory models than those they had experienced in their real

lives, theyexperimentedwit,h role-playing, selecting and discarding models

available on television. They were able to briefly pretend that they were

like someone else they wbuld rather be. Identifications and imitations

Were transient rather than'permanent or characterological commitments

personality formation. Roles were playfully adopted and dropped like

Halloween costumes, baseball suits, or dressing.,up in mother's shoes.

use of models was fickle and assorted rather than uniform.

to

Their

They remained .

ambivalent toward television objects as they did toward persons in their

rela lives.

9

4. Belated mastery The chi'ldren in this study frequently attempted

toactively'and belatedly master tensions and anxieties to which they had

been (passively) subjected at earlier ages. Unlike mosteadults who

experience emotional traumas, these children tended to be singularly amnesic

bath respect to their infantile'emotional traumas. A0Ost they recalled

Only distorted and'confused fragments" of memories which bWded with .

;.

fantasies. Thus, unlike persons 'traumatized in later life,J these children

had no cohesive story to remember in their attempts to belatedly master 4,ro.

infantile trauma.

Television portrayals of violent'arejunents and fights held for these

children a special kind.of vague familiarity. Television Offered a selection

of tense portrayals of personal conflict and danger.- Their emotional

investment and attention were'turned to television materials which touched

upon the accumulated anxieties of their own early life traumas. For the
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Children in this study, this mechanism was particularly prominent in their

response` to portrayals lahidh dtimulated feelings of separation anxiety,

loss and reunion.

The clinical study of these emotionally vulnerable children who

presented varying degrees of behavioral aggressivity and assaultiveness

indicated that constitutional, innate..Ind very early differendes were
#,

observed in their'behavior41 patterns from infancy, on. These included

early behavioral passivity on the one hand, 4nd aggressivity and hyper-

activity on theother., Pediatric reports, nurses' ovserbations, historical

data obtained from mothers and nursery school teacherS indicated that these

Children varied in aggressivity long prior to any interest in, or meaningful

exposure to, violent television portrayals,

The clinical data confirmed the observation that these emotionally

vulnerable children varied yith respect'to their ability to bind or tolerate

anxiety andlrustraticin. What As noted,initially as restlessness' and

irritabili' in infancyiwaslater reported as hylOeractivity, aggressivity

and tantrum violence by a,varietykof Observerg. Their behavioral differences

with respect to aggressivity were noted in such infant oral behavior as

nursing, and could not be attributed to television viewing.

Superimposed upon innate, orliery ear observed behavioral differences.

with respect to aggressivity, were repeated early experiences which

represented significant differences. in maternal rearing, fathering, patterns

of gratification and frustration, and parental control or diScipline.

180
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(.
Variations in the quality and constancy of nurturing and parental care were

yeh most important determinants of these children's subsequent tendencies

toward aggressivity or paspivi

./

Behavioral and attitudinal patterns of aggression and v/oierice were

strongly determined.by the development of these children's ego functioning.

The approPriate)Management of aggrese drives required anadequap degree

of ego functioning essential for appercep f and adaptation to the

.

constraints of social reality. Insufficient ego strength was associated

with insufficient ability -to (a} postpone or delay ,immediate gratification -,

need's,- A to: tolerate frustration, or (c) respond with sufficient

sensitivity apd adaptability to'the needs of others in the fOrmation of

inperpersbeial relationships.

The tendency for violent relatiOnships in these children was found to

be rooted in early- 'real -life experiences of frustration,. pain and deprivation

rather than in exposure to television portrayed violence. The clinical

data revealed that it was these children's real and formative. relationships,`

rather than superimposed television modeling and imitation which formed the

bases for the prediSposition-toward aggressive or miolent behavior. Those

prone to violence experienced real violence in actual life. The study of

these children indicated that actual 1. experiences rather than television

portrayals, haped their .character, aggressivity and their ability to cope

with fTustrition.
LjP

Those children who exper ced more prosocial and gratifying relation-"'

ships remained non-violent in spi of seeing the sane quota of television

progralMsAealing with NiolenCe that the assaultive or violent children watched.
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Those children pr9pe to preoccupation with, aggressive or hostile themes

perceived such themes even in spews which the other Children saw as action-

oriented but -violent.

Is10---tasteces were .encountered which a prosocial and non-violent

Child in this population engaged in an antisocial or violent act after

viewing such acts on television. Those children who were Observed or

reported tc imitate violent acts seen on television were those whose known

patterns of high aggressivity and assaultiveness pre-dated their observation

of violent television materials.

What are the implicationS for television? It is Clear from the

behavior of these children that they obtained fday-to-day ob

television a variety of models for identification and imitation. Their

selection and perception of these models, as well as their mechanisms of

identification, were determined by their ego functioning and their an

personality programMing reflective of constitutional, real environmental

and interpersonal relationships.

(

Television,fare provides opportUnities for modeling and imitation

through portrayed behavior which may be-antisoCial or prosocial. Those

Children in thIS study who were predisposed to.yiolence, imitated violent

techniques and acts which tehy 'Observed on television. Thus, we may

(=dude that their exposure to violent, elevision fare'was not a causal

or instigative factor. However, children predfsposed to violence and

assaultiveness imi a assaultive techniques which they observed on

television. yen,. such children had little regard for either the
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emotional or physidal consequence to others o their assaultiveness.

Television portrayals which failed to adequate Ifferline both the

iemotiopal and physical4consequences of violent behavior were seen as

reinforcing the lack of regard'in such dhil for the' feelings of other's.

While it was obvious that:all of the dhildranin these studies learned

much from television, and imitated a nurtber of acts which theyobservesl,

those who were predisposed to prosocial learning imitated acts; techniques

and skills which broadened their prosocial beh4vioral repertoire. Because

these same factors of imitation, modeling and identification operated in

an "antisocial direction for ,those children predisposed ta,assaultiVeness,

the programming of child-replicable violent acts enlarged the antisocial

repertoire of assaultive children.

Where does One draw the line? This is a question which requires not

only further study, but the practical application to teleViSion programming

guidelines for the portrayal of violent acts in television programming.

For example, if real guns kde available to the assaultive children in this

study, there is little doubt that the clipical findings indicate that some

of them would imitate their use in assaating other children. Fists,

elbows and knees are always available, and there is little that television

can do t that. But what about sticks, Stones and other im lenents?

Somewhere between the hopefully unavailable gun and the available elbow,

guidelines need to be drawnWith respect toTeplicable violent portrayals

involving techniques and instruments available to Children predisposed to

imitate such acts.
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Finally, it must be concluded that while our studies find no evidence

that teletlision causes violence, there are suffient numbers of viewers

predisposed to violence to warrant ongoing concern about its replica) le

demobhstratiOn in television programming. While the spread or contagion

Ai
factor inim9dia portrayed violence is beyond the scope of the present study,

,

implications wlth respect to modeling, imitation and identification warrant

adAitional research.
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PROJECT XI:

TESTING AND APPLICATION OF GOIDELINES

The idea for this study was orginally conceived by Alfred R.

Schneider
62

whose aim was to make available anyTractical application

avioral science findings and, child development insights to

Broadcast curds editors in their daily deliberations and deciSion-

;raking regarding program materials. As a.result, we foresaw the need

to begin working early on a series of consuitatiOns, conferences and

workshop-seminars which would-focus on proposed scripts and actual

program materials ,at various stages of development.

The establishment of consultative services for Broadcast Standards

and Practices in which pilot programs for potential series and other'

script and broadcast materials were reviewed, produced an extensive

collection of_shared program reports and recommendations. These materials

and transcripts of the editors' workshop-seminars provided a voluminous

to base dealing with attempts to test the applicability and practicality

Of behavioral science and research findings in the actual, day-to-day

work of Broadcast Standards acid Practices'

One of the major tasks of this project was the classification,

analysis and organization of consultation reports and seminar Materials

for their ultimate inclusion in a textliook which would be useful to

62
Schneider, Vice President, Arrrican Broadcasting COmpanies, Inc.'

Personal Communication, 1970.
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us'

* rol

' editors, scriptwriters, programers and other interested PaNson..1 The

topics - covered in these mate ials which included recorded tapes, transcripts.
,

ram notations, pertain o a vaziaty of Broadcast Standards consideration's

including portrayed violence, humor; fantasy, ethnic stereotyping and

inappropriate sexual materials.

The'4.urkshop-seminars focused on actual problems raised by6thE

Broadcast Standards editors themselves, and included discussions/ Of the

tole of identification.and.imitation in viewer response to a.variety of

specific shows which carried the potential for h gh emotional impact.

these workshops considerable footage of tapedfar d filmed prograID-materiaks
. ,

,

at various stages of develOpment were Viewed around specific questions
11

'16

a

Which wereraised by the editors.,

Discussionsfrequently centered about problems in .Broadcast StarldardS

/-
decd.sion-making, working with*writers, programmers and directors, children's

prOgrams; cartoons, family viewing and the depiction of crime on.laviSioh.
,,.

Questions were frequently raised aboldU the emOtional impact of depicted

violence filmed with such technical effects as Slow motion, zodming

and stop-frame.
.

,.-

.
i

We began this project with PrinciPles whiCh we-had elaborated

n an study.
63

We began with the h thesis that violence presented
-

.
.

9 ,

a clear context of Atntasy or humor wa.4 mcdified in its emotional impact

r

63
Heller, M.S. and iA.olsky, S., "Television Viol : Guidelines for Valuation",

Archives of General Psychiatry, 24:279-285:19 '
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P.

Upon the viewer,in comparison with'similar violence depicted as realistic. '

Stemming from our earlier work we introducid an alphabetical listing

of guideline factors for refinement and testing against actual prbgram,

materials brought to the workshops by the editor. In additiql to fantasy

and humor as elements which could modify the emotional impacts of violence,

these included:

Authenticity the degree to which television-depicted violence is

presented in the context of apparent reality, as opposed to' obvious. fantasy.

-Bizarreness - the degree to which television-depicted violence is

presented in an implausible, strange, frightening or fantastic manner.

Bondage - refetring to the eroticized captivity and helplessness of

the victim.

Conditioning or inuring - referring to the cumulative effects of

long-term exposure to portrayed violence, and the hardening of the viewers'

emotional responses thereto.

Consequences the degree to which the consequences of depicted crime

and violence are portrayed in human terms with depth and sensitivity.

Dehumanization referring to unfeeling portrayals of victims of

violence as worthless, sub-liUman and expendible, hence justifyinq action .

against them.

Demonstration - referring 'to the detailed visualization of methods

or replicable techniques of crime.

Duration -..referring to needless perseveration, hovering over or

prolonged portrayals.of violent episodes.

Fusion referring to the intermixing of erotic and violent materials

in a fashion which contributes toward a sadistic effect on impressionable

Viewers.



Identificatidh - referring to psychological mechanisms of identification,

imitation and modeling.

Paranoid elaborations of conspiracies referring to ear- fetched

presumptions or even delusional explanations of coincidences which are

presented as seemingly rational.\

Beginning with reviews of documents produced by The Code Authority of

the National Association of Broadcasters and the Code Review Board,,, the

:workshop-seminar discUssions attempted to provide additional detail

required for the establishment of guidelines which would assist editors

in the interpretation of borderline materials.

Guidelines, moreover, were seen as changing and dynamic factors which

needed to be tested periodically in the light of changing times reflecting

different societal standards.. Fran time to time: the breaking of new

ground presented itself as a potential'challenge for one*or more editors

Working on a particular program. The role of the editor in assessing

'controversial adult themes raised complex and difficult problems reflective

not only of the multiple regional audiences of television, but the

Multiple audiences in terms of age breakdown.

Assessing the Emotional Impact of Portrayed Violence

The organization and analysis o4 the materials which we reviewed in

this project indicated that editors were frequently concerned about the

emotional *pact of'a given manner of depicting violence. As a result

of this work we Were able to identify not only storyline content variables,

but a number of significant portrayal variables which reflected the manner

in which the violence was specifically depicted. Some portrayal variab s
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were seen as intensifying or augmenting the emotional impact of the

portrayed violence. Others appeared to diminish the emotional impact.

What the viewer experiences, in other words, depends upon.the context

and manner of portrayal rather than the story content alone.

The modifiers of emotional impact of depicted violence were seen

as including a number of variables which either increased or diminished

the emotional impact ofthe portrayed violence. Fot example, violence

which was portrayed as near or close by, present or immediate, deadly

earnest and real was seen as having a much stronger impact upon viewers

than similar acts which were depicted as taking place at some distant

pointfar,iaway, long ago in the remote past or in some remote science
4

fiction future. Moreover, violence which takes place in a context of

clear humor or slapstick, or within the frqmework of delineated fantasy,

carries no greater impact than a Charlie Chaplin pratfall or classic

children's fairytale.

In addition to the refinement and application of working guidelines

for editors in connection with episodes of portrayed violence, manifest

or subtle distortions, bias and stereotyping were the subjects of additional

workshop seminar cussion. The adequate depiction our character was

seen as requiring avoidance of gross prejudice, subtle biases or

,ethnic stereotypes which would misinform an immature audience about a

kind of individual or group of persons.

Considerable discussion was also raised about inappropriate sexual
\

materials in contrdversial adult themes depicted ° televisiO , and subtle

smirks and innuen.0- s Short gross obscenity encountered in 4111t cdmedy

en by d ild viewers: Children's programs,'and thefare which might be

389-



viewingtof adult fare by children involved a number of sessions during

which the workshop-seminars focused on antisocial modeling,' identification,

imitation, temptation to copy dangerous stunts, special considerations

reflectivetof children' tification with animals, and the ingredients

of prosocial programMing for children.

In addition to the workshop7seminars for Broadcast Standards and
v

Practices personnel, this project represented an extensive; cooperative

network effort which was purSued over several yearS in the shared analysIS

of scripts, pilot materials, episodes from regular series fare and selected

made-for-theater motion pictures: This is ongoing work, butur experiences

to date appear to justify the following observations.

Guidelines Project: Results and Conclusions

The results of ,the, ongoing studies conceining the testing and

application of guidelines would indicate that demonstrable arja teachable

guidelines do have applicability and utility in the day-to-day deliberations

of Broadcast Standakds.and Practices personnel.

Guidelines need to be distinguished from lists of do's and don't's,

and pear tO be reguired4bY Broadcast Standards and Practices editors for

the elaboration and 'interpretation of estab shed broadcasting codes..

Neither codes nor guidelines are seen as static, eternal pronouncements,

but as practical devices to assist editors in'the management, classification

and professionalization of their work,, in Broadcast Standards and Practices.

Dynamic guidelines appear to be more useful thpublished codes in

testing the frontieArs of public accpetance in the light of changing societal
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attitudes with regard to appropriate program material

The standardization of report forms in which editedittCs could analyze

proposed program materials including scripts, ro h-cuts aid finished

product, could contribute to the improvement and utility of Broadcast

Standards and Practices .input.

Increasing fOcus on the prosocial potential of proposed program

materials diminishes the negativistic image of editors as critics, and

encourages, their more equal funs 'dining as contributors to the development

.of creative and responsible entertainment programming. This would appear

to diminish the occasional adversary postures which tend to occur between

the "censoring" and "creative" aspects of programming, leading to more

effective and economic utiliz on of Broadcast Standards and Practices

input the development of p materials.

Th- development of a regularl\up-dated textbookottodeskbook for use

by editors, writers, directors, and others involved in pro ramming was .

been an e tial by-product of these studies. Sudh a book is now
*

being prepared f publication.

WIN
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POSTSCRIPT:

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN DI" IONS TO RE PURSUED,.

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BI STING INDUSTRY'

4
We began our research studies five years ago with the proposition

that sturbed children are more susceptible or vulnerable tg,possible

adverse effects of television viewing. We asked: What is the nature

of this vulnerability? What are the adlerse effects upon the most

vulnerable Children?

e,

These studies have indicated that:

1. Imitation is one problem area. Television is highly effective in

suggestion of.tedhnique but not in actual causation or aggravation of anti-
.,

social behavior. television will not cause the Wily, thief or murderer
-

tobe a bully, thief r murderer., but it can show hiMnew.teChniq*s of bullying,

stealing or killing. The practical applicatton'for broadcasting Practices

is avOince of specific instru on,in the details of "how to do it ","1.

2. Fantasy was strongly sti ul.ated in children Who watched

5

television, and play activities werhe increased and enhanced by such

4timulatiOn, but actual levels of physcal violence, deliberatelyvand

kith serious intent directed by one child against another, were not increased

orlanhanced by television viewing.

Our long-term studies not only support these earlier findings (I, II)

'but contin d todo 80.in longitudinal studies of,the most disturbed (IX,X)NN
children avai able tools. 'In the work most recently reported,* our

0
*.Helle.r, M.S. and Polsky, S.: Behavioral Aggredkon and Television Viewing
`in Chfidren, OCtober, 1975, .AnericapOroadcastinampany, N.Y.
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findings are supportive of the conclusion that characteristics of

the viewer are ampng,the most important determinants of his response

to televised materials.

Our studies haVe attempted to investigate the most high -risk,

emotionally impaired Chidren, including those from unstable and

broken homes. Also, since known, violent offenders frequently

present typical histories pf childhood instability:apdbi-oken homes,

then it is among such, child populations that bine should focus future

searches for untoward behavioral responses to television viewing.

Mbreover, if television violence is associated with violent behaVior,

then the study pf youthful violent offendPrs, conVicted or charged.

with murdpr or assault with intent to kill quickly centers upon a known

.-

violent poptatiOn in whom the retkspective influence of television

maybe evaluated. Thus, if television violence causes or influences

crime

committed

inpaisment or

most quidkly.

Streets, then the study of youthful persons who have

t-crimes, and the study of Childrdfi with emotional

table or broken homeS, gets too the heart of the matter

Finally, our studies have specifically investigated the potential

role of television as &Stimulus of real-life violence, in contrast to
Pr

violent play, fantasy or laboratory-produced aggression.

In studying research subject-samples whose known characteristics

. .

have Special pertineriCgLwith respect to violence or susbeptibilityto
-1.

. /
.

commit violence,'our methdas have included ongoing, intensive clinical
''.

.
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evaluations, as well as specific experimental projects using television

stimulus materials and a number of speCifically developed psychological .

tests and measurements to provide specific focus in the overall clinical

evaluations by psychiatrists, psychologists, teachers and research

personne These in-depth'studies inclUdedLindividual asses'sments
o

of each participant, his background, family cohesiveness, age at

disruption of home, and a detaiimd view of his developmental history

including physical, social, emotional and educational factors.

The correlations between specific child developmentalpatterns, specific

syMptoms and emotional conflicts and differential responses to television

programming indeed constitute aipromising area for further study,- aAd

refinement of our knowledge of the interaction of "susceptible" or emotionally

vulnerable children to portrayed violence in television programming.

Children's clinical responses to television programs d not appear

in absolute terms: The cognitive equipment of susce tible children,

judging from oui.sample,appeared to have held up better in the prosocial

action-adventure drama. In such programs, violent elements were counterbalanced

or qualified in their emotional impact by the program's totalconten,

which provided bn understandable explanation of the Motivations.and

personality of the Characters:- Tfie 7understanding". these children had of

the prosocial action - adventure drama, as reflected in their tests,

questionnaires and clinical studies in response to this type of program,

has obvious implications Bdr modeling and imitation of prosocial behavior

in children's programs.

-394-
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-Emotionally impaired-learning disordered children .were compared

with less di*rbed children in Project VII and with More disturbed \.\

Children whom we were able to find in Projects IX and X. The comparative

findings are of particular interest. The more intact children often

had their aggressive fantasies stimulated by violent television programs
"c

(fantasy aggression). Thus, test indices of levels of f4ntasy-aggression

were increased in these children, but these did not tend to be acted out.in

their behavior. On a seemingly positive side, the cognitive supports

provided by action television materials enabled the more disorganized

child on to attach their own inner feelings end fears of

externalized portrayed objects.

lence to

If our findings -regarding modeling and imitation were to be
4

summarized in the pithieSt manner, the conclusions woad be to the effect N

that showing violent television materials to a population of emotionally

susceptible "high-risk" children does not necessarily result in the'childr4nts

modeling themselves on antisocial characters.' Indeed, the most disturbed

children studied were mo/e attuned to the prosocial elements of whatever

kind of television program wag shown (prosocial or violent). For

whatever reason, they selectively tuned in the prosocial material and

tuned. out the violent6materi'al. The further elaboration of prosocial

elements in children's action programs and the inclusion of Alch distinct

materials as part of children's action-adventure (pm would appear ,to
.

. ,
follow as an implication fOr the industry in;children programming.
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4

S.

While entertainment is the primary product of network television,

it s'requires no research to recognize that television informs, teases
-,.

,influences child viewers through a variety of cues which courage

both conscious and unconscious mode and imitation: Televisi 's

potential as d' teacher and influend6r of human behavior-arid thinking

\

is awesomely:larger than entert t function. Television is widely

cognized as a powerful teach- Wid purveyor of impre4SiOns. \\ /-

In a society increasingly be aguered by violence, its pOrtrayal
.00

on televiSion is
ematter of ohgoing social concern, and conseqUence.

The,,. lternativesfor television are these: to eliminate violence letely

or haphazardly and snake believe that it rarely if ever-occurs, or to
A

learn to handle portrayed violence responsibly so that its.,potential for

good is augmented.

//
The entertainment of dhildren requires supervision. Supervising

children is neither a primary network nor governmental responsibility; but a .

basic parental one. Where parental gupervision'is inadequate, then

there s a joint' re nsibility to be shared among parents, networks

and the edu onal system.

The findings our own and other television studies of violence

can be supplied in tab f,data which attempt to measure children's

aggressive behavio it is. influenced by televisi n p1ograms.

Millions-of dollars of ratorybr survey re arch alone will

not supply the answer to wha ldren ldarn frOm television or how.

or will anecdotal accounts.fram individual parents, teachers or critics.
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What and how

study of the

t4

attention to

part of regular class

children are le ni,.ng from, tel

I
ion deserves continued

massive dates which can only be collected

the response f young children to-television programs

bad things from t- evision,

find out more abaft

scussions. If children are learning

r anything at all, the Ioqi al place to

is where their learningas evaluated, tested and

assessed daily - the cla

thing.

room. Itis clear that television teaches some-

t better' prospect of utilizing, Ass ssing and capitalizing

on 'the impressiOns

television-thanin

and misimpressions that chi/dreh receive from ,

--\

the classroom?

If half-hour programs were assigned to even first grade class

and then discussed like any story or "show and te1,1",,untowprd reactions

programming could be qbickly identified, misinformation or exploitive

advertising could be debunked and children would learn to evaluate assigned

television entertainment undethe leadership.ef the person entrusted

with theil learning. and intellectual development, their teacher.* Such

\

systematic data'collected in various states and regions from children of

different age groups, would allow teachers and educators to assess over

a longitudinal period the influence and impact of television experience

As it effects the thinking and, actual behavior of children. The monitoring

and classroom'discussion of children's responses to televiSion programs

would provide matually rewarding information for researchers, teachers

and television programmers alike.

* Certainly Bugs Bunny is worth as much discussion as,Little Red Riding

Hood or Hansel and Gretel, and in the estimate of some has at least as

mudh artistic merit. X
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st teacheN are also good entertainers;---1141ft) both professions

titu't r,

Fi A

apdgamp.erbentidy'

Ictniclues

need to come more closely together

c development
/

of the .wideld of a

The coOprettt05-177are'ye

in

and continuing intdrest o

supportin and lespephdin

relationships

chil&developmental

portrayed 'Viol

invc;lved a 111;36-t--,

American prOadcastingaimparv/.

basic resew g to the

children's television vi= rig and the psychological and

ctors which pertain to any rel onship-between

ce and be

Throughout the

consultations on sele

avioral,Niolence.

ive years editors' workshops) as well as regular

scriptS, pilots and other program materials

have sought to apply pertinent dhild'development and research fiOings

to the day-to-day decisions of Broadcast Standards and Practices.

This work his resulted in a.lange volume of additional materials which.is

in preparation for publication as a guideline text for editors, writers

and programmers.

N

I

- _
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NAME. OF INSTRUMENT

TEST

QUESTIONNAIRE

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

x4'

BUSS-DURKEE AGGRESSION Fty- I

DEVtir/PMENT DAT COLLECTION GUIDE X

tiOMPOSITE AGGRESSI INVENTORY

FLTCITED FE ES' (SEE PROGRAM REPORT)._

PARENT'

t.

PRDGR

REACTION TEEN

RECALL (SEE PROGRAM

-SEARS AGGRESSION

ISITUATIONTEST,

STORY REVIEW

,STORY yRITING

QUESTIONNAIRE

IX, X

399

401

-410

4144 ;

444

4.47

4

448

,s

450

453

457

I, IT, V, VII,. VIII, X

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A)

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (B) VIII

VII, IX.

VII, IX

TELEVISION AROUSAL QUESTIONN1RE

TELEVISION ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

TEST FILMS (PRaTECT I)

\
YOUTHFUL` OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA

COLLECTION GUIDE

42

Q

III, Iv, v,, VI

cGSS r

459

466

471

472

477,

481

0483

486

tix
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a

ACTIVITIES-7TEST

1'

Three'choices for each of 12 different items

Of each three choices one is most obviously aggressive (play darts)

If MOST AGGRESSIVE it is preferred most equals ulue of 3

If Darts were PREFERRED LEAST equals value f 0

''\

I Darts were LEFT OUT eqUals value of 1
0

e

399

425
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ACTIVITIES TEST

Name Date

Listed below are groups of three activities. For each gro , check the one
you would most prefer and the one you would least prefer in se you had to
choose among them. Make a choice if you would like none of them or alike all
of th ;. equally. Do no spend too much time on any one item.

Prefer. Prefer
st Least

Play checkers 7.

Prefer Prefer
Most Least

Play darts

Toss horseales

2. head a detective story 8.

3.

4.'

5.

6.

Read a biography

Read a sports story

Watch a prizefight 9.

Watch basketball

Watch baseball

Read a book

Watch T.V.

Play ball

Box ,

Swim

Play

Be smart

Be strong

Be liked

Exploring

Big kijame hunting

Deep sea diving

Be a musician

Bea private detective

Be a baseball coach

10. Be an expert rifleman

Watch a movie that 12.

has good comedy

Watch a movie that
has good music

Watch a movie that has
good battle scenes

400
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Be an expert ping -pong
player

Be an expert photographer

Be expert at basketball

Be expert at Judo

' Be expert at guitar
playing

Ride a horse

Play tennis

Wrestle

11



Scoring:

SALLYN QUESTIONNAIRE
(modified)

Two measures

1)

Nio

are derived Ifrom this questionnaire

One is a "problem" sore, derived by adding

the subject's responses to statements or

questions which indicates that the subject has

maladjustments in relationships with peers,

family, or suffers from a poor self-image.

2) A second score is a measure of cognitive

ri )dity, derived by adding the subject's

respOhses to statements which reflect his use

of this'psychological variable.

4 2 7
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NAME:

BAJCZYN QUESTIONNAIRE

(modified)

PAM I

1. Which of these two things would you
the.one you would rather do:

Go on an outing or picnic for the
:,See a movie with your friends.
40

;her do? Circle the nuMber'of
p.

afternoon with your friends.

2. 'Suppos that, just ,by wishing, you could .be any age at all. Put a
citclE around the number in front of the age you would most like to be:

1. , Under 5
2. 5 to 9
3.. Over 9 but under 13
4. 13 to 19
5. 20 or over

0

3. In this question put a "I" in front of your first choice, a "2" in front
of your second choice, and a "3" in front.of your third choice.

If you were going to the circus would you want to go- A

A - with your father?
B with your best frier ?
C,- with your brothers o sisters?
-D with a grOup of friends?
E with your mother?
F by yourself?

4. Which of these two things would yOu usually rather do?' .Circle the number
of the one you would rather do: d-

5

1 . Be asked to join a club.
2. Start a new club.

5. Circle the number of the answer that

1; I am tbo tall.
2. I am to short.
3. I amjust about right.

6. Which of these two things would.you usually rather ao? Circle the number
of the one you would rather do:

fits you best:

1. Read a book.
2. Read a comic boob.

s
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BAILYN QUESTIONNAIRE
a.

7. What would you most like to be when yoU grow up? Put down the three

types of work you would most like to do:

1.

2.

3.

8. Circle the number of the answer that fits you best:

9

1. I am too fat. 4a.

2. I am too thin.
3. I am just about right.

Fl man friends do you have? Put a circle around the
that fits you best:answer

1. I don't have very many friends and like it that
I on't have very many friends and wish I had mo e.

3. I have a few good friends and don't want any'mor or less.

4. I have a few good friends and would like to ha r mote.
5. I have many friend and enjoy it.
*6. I have many friends but would rather have jUs a few good ones.,

7. I have many friends and would like to have ev n more.

10. Suppose you got a bad mark on your report card. How would youNfeel?

Circle the number in front of the answer that its you best.

1. I would feel it was my fault because I dn't work hard'enough.

2. I would feel that mostly it_ was not my/ ault.

uMber
lc

of the

11. How often do you go to the homes of other kids in your class?

circle around the number of the answer that fits you ,best:

1. Very often (almost every day).

2. Sometimes (once a week or so).
v,

Hardly

12. A boy sits down at the table to
too bad that the soup is Cold,"
Circle the number of the answer
The boy says:

Put a

eat his soup. ,His,mothersays, "It'S
What do you think the boy answers?
you think the boy gives to his mother.

1. "Can't you heat it some?"
,2. "That's all right."
3. "I should have started eating sooner."

429



BAILYN QUESTIONNAIRE

13 Do youiever get hit at home- nowpday5?,

1. Yest, quite often:
2: Sometimes. Y

3. No,'hardly ever.

How old were you the last time you were hit at home?

1. 4 years or lest.
2. 5

3. 6

4. 7

i'5. 8

6.. ,9

7. 10
8. 11 years or over

14. .Suppose you and your friend were talking to each othpr and then you
find out that your friend is unhappy about something that was said..
Would you feel this was your fault? cicrlb the number in front of
the answer that fits you best:

1, I would feel it was definitely my fault.
2. I would feel it might be my fault:
3. I. would feed. it prObably was ,not my fault.
4. I would feel it was definitely not my fault.

15. How much difference does it make to your parents what marks you get in
school? Circle the number in front of the answer that you think is
right:

1. It is very important to them forme to get good marks.
2.. They are pretty much satisfied with any,Imarks I get.

16. How often do.other kids in your class come to your house? Put a circle
around the number of the answer that fits you best:

1. Very ten (almost every day).
2. s (once a week or so).
3. Hardly ever.

'17. Do your parents every kebp you from doing-the things you want to .do?
Put a circle around the number of the answer,that fits you best:

' 1. Yes , quite often.
2. Sometimes they do.
3. They hardly ever do.

18. Which of these two things would
.of the one you would rather do:

1.'''Go to someone else's party.
2. Give a party.

.

you usually rather do?

CI
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BAILYN QUESTIONNAIRE

19. CirCle the,number in front of the person who punishes you when you
do sanething wrong:

1,,v Usually my mother.

'
2 Usually my father.

Does anyone else punish you? If yes , write here who it is:

1.

2.

20. A"boy is pLaying'marbles with his friend. The friend says, "I'm sorry

I pushed your marble by mistake." What do you think the boy answers?
Circle the number of the answer you think the boy gives his friend.

The boy says:

1: "I should have moved it out of your way."
2. 'Let'si keep playing."

3. 'Can'tyou be more careful.'

21. Do you think your-parents try to find-out how you feel about something

if you and they disagree? Circle the number in front of the Anewer

you think is right:

Yeg, aiitibst always.'

2. Sometimes\they do,
3. Usually they don't.

22. Which of these two things would you usually rather do? Circle the

number of the one you would rather do:

1. Play a game indoors.
2. Watch television.

23. Suppose you could just have, 3 of the wishes below, which would you want
to come'true? -Pad them all, then put a "1" in front of your biggest

wish, a "2'' in front of your second biggest wish, and a "3" in front
of your third wish.

I would like:

A. To have more friends. .
R. To be stronger than I am now.
C. To see the world.
D. To get along better with my father and mother.
E. To be thinner than I am now:'
F. TO go to a ball game.
G. To_be better looking than I am now.
H. To have my father motherbe more like other people's patients.

431
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BA 'T' QUESTIONNAIRE
4

I. To be taller or shorter than I am now. /'

To play a musical instrument.
K. To get'along better with other kids.
L. Tb have a priNiate plane.
M. TO have my father and mother pay 'as much attention to me as they

do-to my brothers andsisters.
N. To be smarter than I ai now.

24. Which of these two things would you usually rather do? ,Circl
number of the one you would rather do:.

1. Decide yourself which games to play.
2. "let others decide which games to play,

25. Sdppose you are talking to afriend and something the friend says makes
you unhappy. Would you feel that this was your friend's fault?.. Circle
the number in.front of the answer that fits you:

1. 'I would feel it was definitely my friend's fault.
2. I would feel it might be my friend's fault.

I would feel it probably was not my friend's fault.
4. I would feel dt definitely was not my friend's fault.

26. Suppose that just by making.a wish you could change yOuself into any
of the 'people below* Read them all., then put a "1" in front of the.
person yOu would most' wantto.be changed into,,a"2" in front of your
second choice; and a "3" in front of your third choice.

I WOuld like to be changed into a:

the

A. King
B. Cowboy
C. filovietar
D.kPresi ent
E. '/Prince

F. tective
G. porter
H. Inventor
I. Superman
J. Space Cadet
K. Queen
L. Animal Breeder
M. Explorer
N. Princess
0? FBI agent
P. Knight,

Q. Person fran Mars
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EXIYN QUESTIONNAIRE

PART II

1. Do you think it is importaneto know if aperson is good or bad bef

having anything to do with them?

1. I think it is very important.
2. I don't think it is very important.

2. Why do some people becomq bums?

1. Because they are natually lazy
2. For some other reason.

3. Do you think this country is in danger?

1. I think it is in great danger.

2. I think it is in little danger.
3. I don't think it is in great danger.
4. I don't it is in any danger.

4: It is possible to tel by,a person's face whether he is honest or dishonest.

1. I think this is true.
2. I think this is false.

5. How often does something stop a person frum doing the thingshe wants to do??

1. Almost always.
2. Quite often.
3. iiNbt usually.

4. Hardly ever.

6.- Circle the number of the person you think gets along better in this world:

1. A weak but, nice person.

2. A strong but not quite so"nice a person.

7. Why do people whb commit crimes do so?

1. 'Because they are naturally bad.

2. For some other reason.

8. Do you think there is danger that people on this earth will be harmed

by beings from another planet?

1. Yes, quite likely there is.
2. It is always a possibility.
-3. Most likely not.
4. No, definitely not.



1F.,
BAILYN QUESTIONNAIRE")

o

`v.

9. Lazy people = e all alike and quite different frbm people whb work hard.

1. 'I think s is true.
2. I think s is false.

110. Can most peop e be trusted?

1. Almost all people can.
2. Quite a lot of people can.
3. Only same people can.
4. Hardly any people can.

11. Do criminals ever beCome good?

.1. Somettmes they do.
2. No, they usually,don't.

12. Some people always get pushed around. Why is thig?

1. Because they are naturally weak.
2. For same other reason.

13. Do people live here who are really enemies of this country?

1. Yes, many do.
2. Yes, some do.
3. No, not many do.
4. No, hardly any do.'

14. People are either all good or all bad.

1. I think this is true.,
2: I think this is false.

15. Is it hard for a person to be what he wants to be in life?

1. It is very hard.
2. It is quite'hard.
3. It isn't very hard.
4. It isn't hard at all.

16'. Are good people usually strong?

1. Yes-, usually.
2. Not necessarily.

17. Why do some pedple tell lies?

1. Because they are naturally dishonest.
2. For some other reason.

43 I
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SAILYN QUESTIONNAIRE

18.* Do you' think maydestrOythe world sax day?

1. Yes, I definitely think so.
2. I think it might happen.

3. Nt likely not.
*4. No, I definitely don't think so.

kl . There are only two types of people in the world, the weak and the strong.

1. I think this is true.
2. I think this is false.

20. Can,a person usually find help if he needs it?

1. He almost always can.
2. tuite Often he can.
3. He seldom can.
4. He hardly every can.

I
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BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

Scoring:

Actual aggressive behavior was rated by counting or recording the 'number

of aggressive - incidents occurring with peers or adults. Raters instructed

to include in the "mild" category behavior such as "horseplay" or "kidding

around', or that which did not have serious intent to harm, to defy, or. to

provoke serious aggressive responses in others, or property damage, etc.,

which- occurred as a result of "accidental" or "playful" behavior.

Raters were instructedlito include in the "strong"

attitudes, or property damage that could be considered

category any behavior,

to have serious intent

to harm, defy or provoke (in other words, assaultive, deStructi defiant

behaviors),

Behavior rated as "mild" was

was4scored as 2 Two scores were obtained, one for peers and one for

authority.
I

Content Analysis:

A content analysis of the Behavior, Rating Scale was done to provide a
..

closer examination of the types of behaviors actually used by these children.

scored as 1, and behavior rated as "strong"

Three types of behavioral aggression was noted: physical, verbal and

attitudinal.

Five items (10, 18, 19, 20 and 23) were included under attitudinal

aggressivity.. Five its (1, 2, 8,, 24 and 26) were included under physical

aggressivity. This category was further subdivided into punching (Item 1),

shoving (Item 2), and "other" (Items 8, 24, 26).

43g
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Ten.items (3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 25) were -included in

--the-verbal aggressivity ca ory: In order'to avoid undue weightin of

this category, the numbers of incidents recorded were halved to equ4liie

their impact on the total.*

The "score" for the content analysis of each Behavior Rating Scale

consisted of actual numbers of aggressive incidents of each category

recorded under each "mild" or- "strong" heading for peer's or for authority.

* Items 9, 11, 12, 17, 21 and 22 were eliminated as not being particuparly
relevant to behavioral aggressivity.

437
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Name:

Birthdate:

d

BEHAVIOR, RATING SCALE

Date:

"Rater:

- Was in a fitfight, hit or kicked
samebody.

Pushed or shoved sameone..°

3. Angry interchange or verbal
blowup with someone.

4. Cursed Someone; used profanity.

5. .Made nigative, critical or insulting
"remarks toward someone.

6. Expression of, anger or criticism
toward someone not present.

sa

Toward Peer Toward Authority

Mild( Strong Mild Strong

. Was grumbling or gen allycamplaining.

`8. Was rough, careless /or destroyed
some property.

9. Had a particularlyofrustrating or
unhappy experience.

10. Upset when criticized or corrected.

11. Avoiding people today.

12. teemed unhappy.

13., Very bossy.

14. Bragged or boasted'a

- 15. ,Blaming others for problems.

16. Picking on or teasing others.

17. Was picked on today.

18. Broke a major rule.

19. Seemed to be trying to start trouble.

20. Angry or sullen facial expression.'

43,8
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-BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

A

21. Seemed to be jealous.

22. Was especially, helpful.

25. Refused to perform voluntary or
assigned tasks.

24. Threw object at someone or hurt
someone through a "prank."

25. Was overly critical of himself.

26. Pounded his fist or otherwise
hurt himself.

Toward 1\)eer rpoward Authority

Mild \Strong" Mild Strong

6

4a9
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BUSS-DURKEE AGGRESSION INVENTORY

Scoring:

The subject had to 4ress his agreement (True) or disagreement

(False) to statements grouped under the following headingsc

1) ; Assault

2) Indirect:Aggression

3) Irritability

4) Negativism

5) Resentment

6) Suspicion

7) Verbal Aggression

8) Guilt

Thus, eight scores were obtained, each score representing the sum

of the subject's acceptance ("True" response) 'of the particular

category.



Name:

BUSS -DURKE AGGRESSIPN impaquou

Date:

TRUE FALSE

1. I hardly ever strike back, even if someone hits me first.

2. I sometimes spread tales about boys or girls I. do not like.

3. Unless somebody asks me in a nice way, I won't do what
they want.

4.* I lose my temper easily, but get over(t quickly.

-5. I don't seem to get what's caning to me.

6. I know that people stalk about me,behind my back.

, 7. When I do not like my friends' behavior,,I let, then know iti

8. The,ew times I have cheated, I have felt very,unhappy
afterwards.

9. Once in a while, I cannot control my wanting to hurt others.

IO. I never get mad enough to throw things.

11. Sometimes people bother me just by being around.

12. When someone makes a rule I don't like, I have a wish to
break it.

13. Other kids always seem to get the breaks.

14. I keep my guard up with people who are more friendly than

I expected.

4,

15. I often disagree with people.

16. I sometimes have bad thoughts which make me feel ashamed.

,!

7. I cannot think of any reason for ever hitting anyone.

1 . When I am angry I ,sometimes sulk.

1: . When someone is bossy, I do the oppsite of what he asks.

20. I am annoyed a great d-al more than people are aware of.

21. I, don't know any people that I downright hate.

22. There are a number of people who seem to dislike me very much.

441
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TRUE FALSE BUSS- DURKEE AGGRESSION INVENTORY

23. I Insist-that people respect my rights.

24. People who goof off on the job must feel bad,

25. If somebody hits me first, I let him have it.

26. When I am mad, I sometimes slam doors.

27. I am always patient with others.

.-28. Sometimes when I'm mad at someone, I will give him the
"silent treatment."

29. When I look back at some of,the things that have happened
to me, I can't help feeling a little mad.

30. I sometimes have the feeling that others are 4ughing at me.

31. I can't help getting into arguments when people disagree
with me.

32.: It makes me sad that I did not do mor for my parents.

33. , Anyone who'insults me or my family is sking for a fight.
,

34. p never play practical jokes.

35. It makes my blood boil to have somebody make fun of me.

36. When people are bossy I take my time jUst to show them.

37. Almost every week I see someone I dislike.

38. There are a number of kids(Oho are jealous of.me.

39. Even when I get mad I don't use bad language.

40. I worry about being forgiven for my sins.

41.' People who always pester you are asking for a punch in the nose.

42. I sometimes sulk when I do not get my own way.

43. If somebody bugs me, I may tell him what I think of him.

44. I often feel like I am ready to explode.

45. Although I don't show it, I get jealous, sometimes, of
other kids.

46. I think one should never trust strangers.

47. When people yell at me, I yell back.

412
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TRIJ FALSE BUSS-DURhE AGGRESSION INVENTORY

48. I do many things that make me feel sad afterwards.

49. When I really lose 'my temper, I can slap someone.

50. Since Iwas a little boy, I've hewer had a temper tantrum.

51. When I get mad I say nasty things.
de

52. I sometimes feel pretty touchy about things.

53. If I lets people see the way I feel, they would think that
I'm a hard person to get along with.

54. I wonder what reasons pee have for doing, something nice

for me.-

55. I could not put someone in his place, even if he'needed it.

56. Failing something makes me feel law.

57. I get into fights AbDUt(as often as the next boy.

58. I can rememberbeing so angry that I picked up the nearest
thing and broke it.

59. I often make threats I. don't really mean to carry out,.

60. I can't help being a little rude to people I don't like.

61. At times, I feel I am getting a raw deal.

62. I used to think that most, people told the truth, but now I

know differently.

63. I mostly cover up my law opinion of others.

64. When I do wrong, I do not feel so good later.

65. If I have to hit someone to defend my rights, I will.

66. If someone doesn't treat me right, I do not let it get to me.

67. I have no enemies who really wish to hurt me.

68. Ilan argument, I raise my voice.

70, know people who pushed me So far that we came to lows:

71. ;I do not let a lot of unimportant things bug me.

72. I seldom feel that people are trying to bug me or insult me.

443.
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TRUE FALSE

40*

BUSS-DURKEE AGGRESSION INVENTORY
-

73. Lately, I have bebhkind of grouchy.

74. I would rather, give up a point than get into.anargument
about it.

\,71

I sometimes show I am,angry by banging on. the table.

I.

414
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Child's Name

Birthdate

Reason for referral

Grade

Age

4,Sex

I. Family 5aCkground

Father

ir7-- Mother

Stepfather

Stepmother

Birthdate Education Occupation

6

C

Foster Father

Foster Mother

Date of Marriage

Dates of Separation and/or Divorce

Religious Affiliations

Ethnic Background'

Family In
(Est

Weekly
ted)

L/L U/L .L/M U/M

How Famiity upported (1st 6 . ) F M Fam Mn e Welf Other

(6-36 mo.) -F M Fam Mem Welf Other

(3-5 yrs.). F M Fam Mn e Welf Other

(6-11 yrs.) F M Fam Man Welf Other

(12 yrs.s'On) F 'M Fam Mn e Welf Other

Ordinate Position of Child of children

Schematic Family Tree:

V

- 419

17



Siblins

CHILD DEVECPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Full/Half Birthdate Education Occupation ",

Addition], poster Placements:-

(
ft

Summary, of Ci

4

94,

tances of Separation(s) and Rkacement(s):

es

41G
- 420 -
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V

CHILD PEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Parental History of Hospitalization or Incarceration"(inpatient/prison)

Who (Mother or Father):

When:

Reason, CutcamesAgtailS:

Psychiatric Outpatient History of parents

Mother:, Symptoms

Outpatient Therapy: Duration, Outcome, Detail8

1`.

Father: Symptoms

Outpatient Therapy: Duration, Outoome,.Details

Were Parents Reared in Institutions or Foster Homes?

Details and Dates

1

Special Problems or Psychiatric History of Siblings:

Nam Dates Details

4 1 '7
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,CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Loss of Parent Due To:

Death

Divorce

Separation

Neglect

Date

Special Characteristics of Key "Parenting" (adult, sibling or peer)
Persons, including Teachers, Houseparents, etc., i.e., mobility,
inconsistency, rigidity, sadism, emotional instability, alcoholism,
etc.

48
- 42 -



C}ILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

_Parent-Child'Interaction re Discipline

Parental Physical shment or AggressiorNto Child

By same six parent

By,opposit sex parent

Sanctions/Penaltiesor Child's Aggression

Child's Identificatio with Mother

Child's Identificatio with Father

Identification with Aggressor

Parental Use of Isola on or Banishment

By same sex

By opposite se parent

Parental Use of Deprivation

By same sex parent

By opposite sex parent

Parental Use of Withdrawal

By same sex parent

By opposite sex parent

Parental Use of Verbal Punishment

By same sex parent

By opposite sex parent

Sanctions/Penalties for Dependency Needs

go Sanctions/Penalties for Impulsivity, Sexuality or Other

Shame-Guilt

419
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CHI4D DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Parental Restrictions re "Territorial. Freedom" and Punctuality

Was child free to leave front yard?

Was child free to leave street?

Was child free to leave immediate neighborhood?

Did child need to cross into "rough" neighborhood?

Parental Configuration: NiBirth 2) Bc4th M F Foster Inst

(Child 1-12) 7 Both M *F. Foster Inst. P

(Adol 13-19) . Both M F FOster Inst.

,,-

Dominant Parental Influence: (1st 6 mos.) Balanced Mat Pat
(6-36 mos.) Balanced Mat Pat
(3-5 yis.) Balanced Mat Vat
(6-11'yrs.) Balanced Mat Pat
(12 yrs. on) Balanced Mat Pat

h

Parental-Warmth:

Mother

Father

7

Neg. or Abusive Confused or
Indul9. Ov-Prof. Reject or Host. Inconsistent

Neg. or Abusive Confused.or 4
Indulg. Ov-Prot. Reject or Host. Inconsistent

4

424



CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

III. Developmental Profile

Genetic or Constitutional

Pre-Natal

Birth

14
Feeding*

Development-Al Milestones:

\ Toilet Training

Motility

Speech

Sleep

Enuresis?

Early Socialization

Auto-Erotic Symptoms

Auto-Aggressive Symptoms.

Care of Prtsessions

Play Pattern

Sexual History:

Rater's est impair in early psychosexual dev: none mild nod marked
Highest lev of adol sex adjust: Good Fair Poor Inadequate

Spec sex beh: none exhibit voyeur fetish
masochist sadist masturbation

Rater's est deg homo propensity involvement:
none slight moderate marked

4 51
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Medical History:

Rater's est of Sub's past phySical health': Excl Good. Mbd. Poor

Types of illnesses requiring med manage: Cardiovascular Neurolog
Metabolic Musdular Skelet
Gastrointestinal ReSpir
Malignancy,

Operations & Age at Time of:

Number of Hospitalizations:

Role of CNS Infection: Unk None Slight Mod Marked
Toxins: Unke-i\lone77slight Mod Marked
Metabolic Dis: 'Unk None Slight Mod Marked
Cerebrovascular: UnkThOne Slight Mod Marked

Role of CNS Trauma: Unk None Slight Mod Marked
"'Birth Injuiy: Unk None Slight Mod Marked_
Closed Head Injury: Unk' None Slight Mod
Open Head Injury: Unk. None Slight 'MOd Marked
M.B.D. Label in Past

4 5
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4

Current I.Q.

EDUCATION:

Present Grade

CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Attendance Record: Excl

`Academic Achievement:

Disciplinary Problems:

Type of Educ. Program:

Good Mod Poor Chronic Truant

Good Ave Poor Failing

Not Present4Mild rod Marked

Regular .Remedial Discip.

Parental Supervision of
Schoolwork Good Mbd Poor NOne

Degree of Aggztession or Violence Mbderate 'High

Prier to Institutionalization

Child's "Gang" or Group Activity LOW Moderate High

Aggressivity or Criminality (M) None Minor Major

in Family Members /'(F) Non6 Minor Major
a ..(Sibs) None Minor Major

a

Truancy, Incorrigibility or Special Problans (habit, conduct or °their

syndrome) .

A

y.4

el 5
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4

CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

foN,
Recreation and Leisure Time Activities:

Rater's est of time spent in active participation in
leisure activities (i.e., reading, arts, crafts, hobbies,
athletics)

'High Mod Low None.

Rater's est of time spent in inactive leisure
activities (i.e., spectator sports4 art and
music appreciation, movies, TV) .High Mod Low None

Pattern of sub's relationship to others in
leisure activities: Member --X-epe:___Indescrim

Impairment Due to Mental Illness: None Slight Mod Marked

Impairment Due to Physical Illness: None Slight MOd Marked

Role and Quality of Fantasy Life:

Pattern of Peer Relationships and Social Development:

, 4 5 I
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE-

Development of Capacity to Relate to Other People:

Ability to care about others:

Unrelated emotionality to others

Intense, dependent attachments to others

Promiscuous superficial attachments to many others

Need-fulfilling attachments to others for the sole purpose of

gratification

Intensely ambivalent attachments with love/hate affects

anti dependence-independence vacillations

Over-idealized attachments, "hero worship"

Narcissistic attachments where other's sole function
is to make him/her feel more important

Give-and-take caring and tender relationships which
survive momentary disagreements

Conspiratorial

titative estimate of social-alone ration

Ability to modere hostile impulses in lDht df concern for others

Ability to sublimate love and/or sexual longing into "friendships"

et

'Ability to see others More or less realistically, as opposed to distorting

others and casting them into unreal but projected roles

ti

455
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION MIDE

Ego Functions Assessment

Relationship to Reality:

Reality. .Testing

Adaptation to Reality

Sense of Reality

a

Regulation and Control of Drives:

Tolerance for Anxiety
q

Depression

Frustration 4

Thought Processes - Perception, ReasO , Detect Similarities /Differences,
Remember, Learn, etc.

ry

Defensive Function Including Most Prominent Mechanisms of Defense

Autonomous Functions motility, Intention, Pdtception, Speech, Language, etc.

Synthetic Functions anti Self-Identity

5 C41
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CHILD DEVELDRENTAL.DATA COILEGTION GUIDE

Object Relations

e

4a7

431
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CHII,D DFVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

0,
0IV: Aggression-Viol e Status

Qualitative Level

Feeding: IncorporatiVe or Intake 'Fixation- sign;
Basic Trust-Mistrust a

Biting

"Devouring"

ContrololAutonarry2v Galt, Shame ambivalence, expulsion-retention, etc.)

$'

a

Stubborn

Priwocation-Tesing

t

Destructiveness

Sadikm

Passive-Aggressive

Attacking (biting; ". kicking)

-7N- °Phallic:.
f

LatencY%

'Puberty - Adolescence

Over bearing

Domineering

Exhibitionistic

Competitive

Intrusive

Play ActiVity

Curiosity

1 - 1 Competition

4 58
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CHILD DhVELOPOENTALtDATA COLLECTION GUIDE

`V% Patterns of Aggression or Violence

Degree of Responsiveness.to "Reality"

Presence or Absence of, Projective Ideation

Goal-directed or Diffuse

Frequency and Duration

Related or Notto Identifiable Frustration or Provocation

3

..,..adectS of Aggressive Behavior: Pets

Younger Children

Peers

Older Children

. Adults

Self

Use of Weapons or Impl

Self-defeating or Sado-
-

tS

Tings, Property

sochistic Character Traits'

Exposure to Physical Ab e

Play with Fire

459
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Developmental Overv_ew:

460
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

VI. Television\HajDits

ExpOsure - Quantitative:

Did you watch television? (this year) Yes No
(last year) Yes No
(little kid) Yes No

Did you have television in your home? (this year) Yes No
(last year) Yes No
(little kid) Yes No

How many hours per day on school days? (this year)
(last yeah)

(little kid)

Did you seledt programs?

Who selected programs usually?

Were you required or forced to watch
certain programs? (this year) Yes No

(last year) Yes. No
(little kid) Yes No

(this year) Always Some Bever
(last year) Always Some Never
(little kid)Always Some Never

(this year) Y Sibs P Fr Auth
(last year) 'Y Sibs P Fr Auth
(little kid)Y Sibs P Auth

What kind and when?

Were you prevented from watching
certain programs?

What kind and when?

461

(this year
(last

(lit le kid)

es

Yes

No
No
No



CHILD DEVELaPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Content - Type Program

Sports:

Boxing
Wrestling
Football
Basketball
Track
Roller Derby
Auto RacIng
Skiing
Golf
Tennis "

Hockey

Variety:

Musical Programs:

Rock
Classical
Country

Comedy:

Family Situation
Stand-up Type

AV
Medical Shows:

New Shows:

Documentaries:

Law and Orders

Police
Lawyers

7' 'War Types:

Westerns

Quiz:

Soap Operas:

Horror:

Science Fiction:

A

4 6
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT 4ATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Cartoons:
A.

Movies on TV:

Type:

List three favorite shows:

Will)? Brief Description:

List three favorite shows:

Why? Brief Description:

Never Some Often

little kid)

(last year)

List three favorite show

Why? Brief Description:

is year)

Reality Testing, Judgement
Are Fictional Characters seen
as Real?

463
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Audience:

CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

With whotp did you watch TV? (a kid) Alone Sibs Par .Friends
(last yr) Alone Sibs Par Friends
(this yr) Alone Sibs Par Friends

e
Did you discuss television
programs? (a kid) Never Some Often

(last yr) Never Some Often
(this yr) Never Some Often

What discussions did you
have ? (a kid)

(last yr)

(this yr)

Did you usually like the
same programs as other viewers?",----

What did you disagree about?

Yes No

Did you even watch programs you disliked? Yes No

Commercials:

Wien did you first notice
cammercials? (a kid) None Some" Great

(last yr) None Some Great
(this yr) None Some Great

Did you feel put dawn or
left out? (a kid) Yes No

(last yr) Yes No
(this yr) Yes No

Did you want things you saw? (a kid) Yes No
(last yr) Yes No
(this yr) Yes No

Did you ever get any of
those things? (a kid) Yes Nb

(last yr) Yes No
(this yr) Yes No

4 3 1
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Effects:

Love

Sex

Death

CHILD D Di MENTAL DATA COLLEcriON<;UIDE

Which programs helped you most? Sports Criminal Church

How did television change
yoUr thoughts?

Old Mov. .Cartoon West..s War

(a kid)

(last yr)

.(this yr)

,Did you find programs scary? (a kid) Yes No
.(last yr) Yes No
(this yr)Yes No

What type?

Did you have trouble getting them out of your'mind? Yes No

Did you dream about.things you saw?

What?

Did you play act television roles or plots?

Which ones?

When?

Yes No

Yes No

What impressions did television leave with you about

Television Mbvies

Killings

Drugs

Dbctors

Lawyers

Catholics

Jews

Teachers

46 5
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Cops

0,

CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA:COIIECTICN GUIDE

Television

Prisons

Schools

Blacks

Whites ft
eJ

Indians

Political Figures

Rich CP

, :Poor

Did you ever do something bad that you saw on TV?

Did it work?

Movies

)'

Yes No

Did you consciously.,steal to get money for things
you saw on television programs or commercials? .

Did you also s

hear
read
see

play

movies?
plays?
ports?
radio?
books?
news programs?
records?

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Some
Some
Sane
Some
Some
Some
Some

Many
Many
Many
Many
Many
Many
Many

In your opinion, did any of the above influence you more
than television?

Which es?

Yes No

Yes No

What are the ggest things that have made you get into fights?

460
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CHLIDDEVLOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Did programs ever arouse you sexually? (Adol only)

-pdd programs ever arouse your anger?

What have you learned from television?

Information

Moialkty ;AN

Identification

lab

Yes No

,Yes No

I

Social Instruction

Athletic Instruction

Othi,

Of the things you have see On TV

What was the scariest?

What was the funniest?

What was the sadest?

ghat was the worst?

What was. the most interesting?

What
0
rwas the mbst boring?

What was the nicest?

a.

4
I.

'467
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COT slr F,CTION GUIDE

Interviewer's Impressions:

Rater's estimate of degree of devioat behavior
(with or without arrests, etc.)

Low Mod Marked

Evidence of Functional Etiological Factors in Mental Disorder:

Infra PatholOgy: None Slt Mod 'Marked

Extra-familfal/Cultural & Situational path: None Slt Mod Marked

Mental Status Examination:,
41-

Attitude to Rater: Pos Neut. Ambiv Neg Very Neg

Reliability of Information:

Physical Appearance:

Apparent Physical HeAltb:

Physical Deformity:
Type:

Good Fair Poor 'Very Poor
,

Looks his age Older Younger

Very Good. Good Fair Poor

None Moderate Marked

Weight: Under° Average Over Gain Losing

0

Height:, Short Average Tall Very Tall

Dress and Grooming:
t and Appropriate: Slt. Moderate Marked.

U empt:° .Slt Moderate Marked

Inappropri te: Slt Moderatp Marked

-Seductiv : Slt Moderate Marked'

Motor Behavior:
Retardation
excitement
Tics
Posturing

General Attitude:'
" Uncooperative

0 Suspicious
Withdrawn
Obsequious

NorIV Slight. Moderates Marked

(

.468
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CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Mood and Affect:
Depression
Anxiety
Anger
Flatness
Inappropriate

Speech and Thought:
Incoherence
Irrelevance
Circumstantial

Conteni,f Thought:
Grandiosity
Reference
Obsessions
Delusions

Perceptions:
Hallucinations

Sensorium:
Orientation Disturbance
Memory Disturbance

Intelligence Estinlate:

Overall Severity of Illness:
,,,

DiagnoStic ImpreSsion:

None Slight Moderate Marked

I

Superior Bright Avg. Border

None Slight Moderate Marked

04,

0..
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COMPOSITE AGGRESSION INVENTORY

This-inventory was composed of twenty-six declarative

statements .concerning various aspeces<1`f aggression with which the subject

could indicate his agreement ("Yes") or disagreement "No") or reflect his
1

- ambivalence,"conflict or reservations ("Maybe"): This inventory is a
9

compore of the more reliable test items from existing instruments.

These include a number of its flow Sears' work, focusing on the approval

of violence. A second group of statements from Buss-Durkee's work

concerns the expressed willingness to use violence. ("Anyone insults

me or qty family is askirg-for fight.') A third dependent variable

concerned the perceived effectiveness of violence as a means of Rolving
4

problems. ("A'fight is theLbest way to settle something once and for all. "),

A ,"Yes" response was assigneda weighted value of 3, a "No"

response a valut of 1, and a "Maybe" a value of-2.

qtr

j
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NAME

AGGRESS ION INVENTORY

DATE AGE

Here are a number of statements that may or may notbe true abput..:_

how you feel, Please read each statement and give your own opinion.
Answer each question, even if you have, to guess. If you agree wi

the statement or feel that 4.0Qis true about your feeling, check the

box under "Yes" ooXumn%. u disagree, or feel it is not true

about your feeling, check the boX under "No" column. There is also

a column for,"Maybegor "sametinve" feelings.

YES NO MAYBE

1 A boxing or wrestling match is more exClt /When it is
a real grtidge fight, and the fighters ate really made at

each other.

2. I1/51 doer kid is mean to a younger kid, it is airight
for the younger kid to get back at him in any way he can-

even in same sneaky or secret way.

3. It is natural for boys to want to fight.

4. Sometimeka real fight is the only way to settle-an

argument.'

5( I don"t anything especially wrong about a fight betWeen

.--two teenge groups; it is their biosiness, grownups

should keep out of It.

6. If you want to , get saMethirig in this world; you have, to
fight for it.

7. I hit my'friends more often than they hit me.

,A
8. Football would be a better game if the players 'were toughr

and play& real hard.

9. You have to'push,and shove to get same place.

10: There should be more fighting stories on TV:

0

11. I can think Of plenty of reasons for wanting .66 hit same kids.

12. Onc) i a while, I cannot, control my wanting to hurt others.

13. .Anyone who insults me or rr gamily is asking.for ,Q fight.



\

,..
COMPOS1TL AGGRESSION INVENTORY

e--.
ti

11. 'People who pester you arNasking to g et clobbered.

When I really lose my temi4r, I can hit ,someone.

I get into fights abgut as oft as the-next kid.

If sameone pUshes me too far, we's. ane to blows.

18. If sbmebody, big or little, hits m011<st, then I strike back..

19. If I have tohit someone to get what,I want I will,

20. If sameane.is,natfair to me, I can hit them.

bip

21. Sometimes a fight is the easiest way bo'getewhat' you want.

22. A fight is the best way bo.settle an argument once and for all.

23. People look up to you'if they are afrAid of you.

24. A good fight makes things better.

25. If you have it in for some kid, the-best way to get even is
toy clobber the kid.

\
,

26. If you_ are not gettingmhet.is coming, to you,
fair to get it by flgiating.- 0

7 ;)
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-Scoring:

DRAWINGS
iN

1

An es ion score on a scale from 0 to 2 was obtained for the

pictures drawn foil ing TV'exposure. A score of 2 was assigned to those

-'pictures which contained representations of aggressie actions (fighting,
..4te

:,shouting), a promifnentl,y displayed weapon (knife, gun or written aggressive
t

statements attributed to the-characterS pictured. A score of 1 was assigned

to pictures which implied/either completed or incipient aggression. Thus,

the presence -of a policeman, a jail, a holstered gun or an action or implement

associated with aggression in the film, but not aggressive in itself
If

1

(telephone) were considered as having-implications of aggressive intent.

A score of 0 wasassigned'to pictures which contained no aggressive activity'

or implement.

The presence of ankiety was inferred from the shading and scribbling

found in tne pictures. -Machover:, (1949) has cited these two attributes.of

figure drawings as indicators of anxiety. A score of 2 was assigned: to" those

pictures which scribbling dominated the drawing, filling:a major amount of

space and obscuring theattempt to complete the picture. A score of'l

represented moderate amounts of shading or scribbling in relatively intact,

draWingsl A score\of 0 was given to those drawings containing neither

appreciable scribbling or shading.

Thus, 2 scores were obtained, one for aggression and one fort. anxiety.
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PARENT LETTERS

March 2, 1973

Deg Parent:

I am writing to ask your cooperation in a research project

Which the Department of Education and Child Development, Bryn Mawr,

College is unliltertakirig.with the School District. Your school has been

selected as the school appropriate for this research. Dr% Janet Hoopes

will be directing the ress ch and graduate students will be assisting.ea
A

Many of you have undoubtedly heard about the research on

television and aggression. You also know that television can be an

important teaching tool in the school. Dr. Hoopes-is interested in

exploring how a dhil4Jesponds to . Specifically she is investigating

the relationship between learning styles in children and what they

remember frOm the TV show. There is particular interest in how children

respond to pro-social elements in TV. At the moment the. project is

limited to fourth and fifth grade children. A'minimum ofschooltime

will be devoted to this project and it should be a positive experience
sr

".for the child.

The research will depend oh cooperation:from parents. I am

inviting, you to a meAting at the school to hear more aboUt it from

Dr. Hoopes.
'"

Date: Friday; Mi4irch 9th.

Time: 2:00 P.M.
4

Place: School auditoriums

Sincerely yotrs, 7e?



PARENT LE ITERS

CHILD STUDY INSTITUTE
Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

May 1,N 1973

near Parent:

In March your principal wrote to you regarding a research

project which I am directing frun the Deprtznent of Education and

Child Development. The School District and Bryn Maw College are.
0

cooperating on this, The project is exploring the relationship between

learning styles in children and, what they remember firma T.V. show.

We are currently working with your child on sane' interesting'

tasks and will be showing them 4 T.V. film in the apditoriuM-in the
9

future.

Part of the, research concerns a report from Parents on the

child's T.V.Ar6Wingat home. We are collecting this data through a

*.

questionnaire. For those of you who were unable to-cone to the school

in March we are enclosing A queStionnairer you to fill out at have

g?"('

- and return tiotts. I would be most appreciatiye if you would fill it

out and return it to me in the er04osed, envelope.

,

.

It is difficult to explain A research project fully in a

letter, but if you have questions abOut the project please do not

heSitate to-,call Me. Even though your child's name i8 on the top of

the questionnaire, the data w111 be treated anonymously.

Thank you in advance.

enc.

P
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Janet L. Hoopes, Ph.D..
'Director
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

This estionnaire is deli nsd to help us Understand the relations
tween T.V. viewin#nd how children perceive the world. It is bvious

that the child learns something from T.V. but what he learns " how he

learns it are matters of considerable importance to concern, adults. It

would be most helpful if you could answer the following .estions, choosing
and circling an alternative closest to what you feel is the correct answer.
Your responses will be kept confidential. Thank you for your cooperation. 1

(Child's name)

1. Household members. Please indicate ages of all members and add on
to it if necessary.'

Father

Mother

DaUghter

Daughter

Age

(Other)

Age

( )
4

2. ftqw many television 'sets do, you have that work?
Please circle correct number: 0 1 3 4

A

-3. Does your child have a television set of his own? Yes No

4. How many hours per weekday, on the average, does your child spend
watching TV? C 1 2 3 4' 5 6

5, flow many4hoUrs per.week.end day, on the average, does your child

watching TV? 0 1 2 J 4' 5 6

6. When is he likely to watch? Write approximate. number of flours in

the blank provided:

Morning or before school '9

Afternoon or after school

After 6:00 p.m.

Week days Week ends

C,

7. How often do you select the prograMs which ymir4hild-watches?

Always Frequently Seldput 'Never

0
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

8. Are there. any specific programs which your child wants to watch

which he is
%
not allowed to see? Yes No

If yes, please list:

9. Are there any programs you frequently watch with your child?

Yes No

If
yes, please name /

10. How many times in the last week would you say you have watched a

program With your child? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11. What are your child's favorite programs?

N.

12. What are the prograMs you see at J. ast once every'2 weeks?

13: How clpsely does your child attend to the programs?,-7

Intently without #straction

Closely, little distraction
-,

Distracted

Very distracted

14. Doeq, your child move around physically while watching?

)Stays very still ^ Moves a lot

MOves some Hardly stays still at all

15. Is your child sometimes keyed up after'a program? Yes No

Q
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0 PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

16. Does your child generally do anything else while watchihg TV?
_Circle more than one if appropriate:

Eat Study, read

Other work

.1'Hobby work Talk Play

17. Does your child have any favorite TV characters?. Yes

i
If yes, please list:

18. Does he ever incorporate TV characters into his fantasy play activities?

Never Infrequently Frequently AlWays

19. Does he ever pretend that he is a television character?

Never Infrequently Frequently Always

0. Does your child dream?

Never
4..

Infrequently FrAiuently Always

21. Does he dream about characters or stories seen on TV?

. Never Infrequently Frequently Always

22. How often do youdiscuss-TV prograMs with your child?

Never, Infrequently Frequently Always

23. What other activities does your child engage in, like clubs, sports;

music lessons, etc.? please fill in blank is appropriate space:

04

Morning (or/before school)

Afternoon (or after school)

Evening (after dinner)

Weeps
It

Week Ends

0,

24,, How many minutes at a time does,your child remain seated and working'
intently, on a.worthWhile assignment?

0-15 15-2,0 30-45 45-60

25. HOw vividly and accurately does your chi retell experiences such
as a trip which you have been on with him?

Remembers little

,PWerriberS some details

Main event's distorted

b

Remembers most details

Main events most always accurate

Very vivid and accurate°
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PROGRAM REAM'

PREFERENCE RATING:

Subjects expressed their reaction'to the films on a 3 point

Scale.-- A rating of 1 indipated dislike of the filth, a rating

of 2 moderate liking, and a rating of 3 strong liking.

ELICITW FEELINGS;

The checklist of adjectives reflected the subjects' willingness

to admit negative feelings aroused by the TV material such as

diffuse excitement., fear, anger and sadness. A weighted scoring

system was utilized. Rejection of the adjective yielded ar score

of 0. Moderate agreement received a score of 1. Strong

agreement was scored 2. Snores were summed to obtain a'tiortal

score for adjectives. Thus,
1

three scores we derived from

the Program Report.

RECALL:

The supplementary questions served as an additional measure of

verbalized aggression associated with th film. Questions 1, 2,

and 8 reflected readiness to recall aggressive incidents;

question 4 involved approval of aggression; and iestion

assessed,the desire for increased aggression in the film. Each

/response that reflected ipterest in or approval of aggression

was'assigned a score of 1. Non aggressive responses were scored

0. A total score for aggression was obtained IN summing the

Question Scores.

e.

47
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Name: u Date:

Birthdate: T.V.Progrk

Liked.it Like it
ve,ry much a little

Program Report No. I (PREFERENCE RATING)

I. How much did \yOu 1 the program
you just watched?

Not at all A little

Program Report No. II (ELICITED FEELINGS)

II. Indicate how the program made
you feel by blacking in one of
the three choices for each word
listed below.

good

excited

afraid

bored

annoyed

nervous

angry

sad

nappy

upset

480
-454-
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PROGRAM REPORTS

6

Program Report No. III (RECALL:1

1. What was the best thing about the picture, or the part you really liked?

2. What was the worst thing about the picture, or the part you disliked?

3. Why were there angry feelings or fighting?

4. Should the angry feelings or fighting have coMe out, or not?

481
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a

a
PROGRAM REPORTS

,

5. Did the good people get enough prOtection against the bad people?

AV

a

6. Could things that happen in this picture happen again for rear)

gad

j

7. If you.had your way, how would you make up or end the story?

INA

8. Was there anyring "funny" about this picture? .

I
a

452
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REACTION TEST

Lieberman's -1411q DO 11OU LI4 DOING RIGHT NOW?

C

This checklist reflects the number of aggressiveness actions that

the subject expresses interest in carrying out.

Seorin9:

A weighted scoring system was utlized.

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 are only items which pertain to aggression

NOT AT ALL If key numbers equal a value of 1

MAYBE or VERY MUCH of key numberS equal a value of.2
O

Scores were sumined to obtain total score for aggressive reactions.

toe

\fi
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REACTION TEST

WHAT DO YOU FEEL LIKE D9ING RIGHT NOW?

NAME:

1. TAKE A WALK

2. .CALL SOMEONE A DIRTY NAME

3. GET A DRINK OF WATER .

4. HITSCMEONE WITH A STICK

5. TALK TO THE BOY NEXT TO ME

6. HOPE SOMETHING BAD. HAPPENS TO SOMEONE'

7. TELL A JOKE

8. TELL SOMEONE YOU WILL GET EVEN WITH THEM

9. GO TO THE BATHROOM

10. HIT SUADONE WITH A ROCK

11. JUMP UP AND DOWN

12. PUSH SOMEONE

13. LOOK OUT THE WINDOW

4 S
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SEARS AGORESSION SCALES

Sears devised ures of aggression that were applicable
A

to children. These scales were composed of its in the_formof declarative

sentences with which the child would express his agreeleAnt ( "'k-s ") or

disagreement ("No"). The content of each item was designed to \express one

mdalityofaggresSion,thetotalschemaintheSearsapproach
\

nso.isting

of five modalities, each with separate scales that will be descr

1. Aggression Anxiety: ThiS scale measured feeling of fear, dis

and dislike of aggresdion. The aggressiVe stimulus to the arousal of such

feelings was either placed in the person himself ("It's upsetting to think

same crack of mine might huit someone.") or outside the self ("It makes me

uncomfortable to see two of my friends fighting.") These external

conditions ranged from personal or social, as in. the last example,

relatively impersonal events ("If saffipone is hurt in an acciden , I "try

to get a good view.") There ire references to avaidanCe behavior, soma ti

symptoms, guilt, and expectations of disaamfort.

7
2. Projected Aggression: Thig scale measured the tendency to attribute

aggression to sources outside the self. The items incluaea7a-range of

US

objects of hostility. The agents of aggression ranged from specific ("Big dogs.

aye likely to be dangerous.") to the very general ("There are so many

bad people that my awn town i8 as dangerous to live in as f real jAle.")

The agents to whom aggression and violence 14/ere attributed included people,

animals and natural forces.

485
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SEARS AGGRESSION SCALES

3. Self Aggression: These its referred to injury or punishment of

the self. ("Sometimes I think I deserve more punishment than I get for

the things I do.")

4. Prosocial Aggression:' Prosocial aggression is aggression used, in a

sociably approved way for,purposes that are acceptable to the normal

standards of the group: The its referred to law enforcement, stridtness

of control, punishment for breaking rules, and insistence on appropriate

rules about aggression. ("Every club should have a.set of definit' rules,

and som7:.one'should be chosen to enforce the rules.")

5. Antisocial Aggression: .The aggression referred to here are ones

that ark normally unacceptable socially in the formal pattern of our

culture. Its included references to the positive desirability of powerful

aggressive drives, the acceptability of ordinarily disapproved forms of

aggression, and to the "naturalness" of aggression as a form of social

interaction. ("Sometimes an actual fight is the only way to settle an

argument.").

Scoring:

(1) Aggression Anxiety correct response equals 1 .(See Scoring Sheet for
code for each item.)

(2) Projected A ession

(3) Self-Aggression

(4) Pro-Social Aggression

(5) Anti-Social Behavior

Test is scored two times (1 Pre and,1 Post)

4 §8
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SEARS AGGRESSION SCALE

,,-

NAME

YES NO

Here are a number-of stat s'that may or may not be A

true about you. P1PAse reach each statement and give
your own opinion. Answer each question, even if you
have to gueds. If you agree with the statement or
that it is true about you, check the box under "Yes"
coluMn. If you disagree, or feel it i51.not true about
you, check the box under "No" column.

1.4. It makes Me uncomfortable to see two of my friends fighting.

22 If someone gets hurt in an accident, I usually try to get a
good view of what happened.

3. My close friendS trust me enough so I never have to wonder
what they think oOme.

4. I really enjoy reading an adventure story with a lot of
good fights in it:

5. When I am hungry, I would like to eat.somethiiipg sweet (like
cake) better than something filling (like a MEat or peanut
butter sandwich).

6. A boxing or wrestling match is more exciting when it's a real
grudge fight, and the fighters are really mad at each other.,

7. Every club should have a set of definite rules for the members,
and someone should be chosen to enforce the rules.

'8. It upsets me to think that sortie thoughtless word or crack of
"mine Might hurt someone's feelings.

9. There is a good chance that radiation from atomic bombs will
kill of the human race.

10. A good cleanly fought football game is about the best sport
there is.

11. There are really important differences between men andwomen
in the kinds of books they like ,to read.

12. When I get angry, I usually feel bad afterward.

13. A lot of adults seem to have it in for
causing them trouble.

14. I cannot imagine what it would be like
committing suic*. 487
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YES NO.

I.

,.
SEARS AGGRESSION SCALE

15. There is never any. excuse to hit somebody smaller than you.

16. I think it is important for mell'of my ace to begin
thinking about-how to get ahead in life.

17. It makes'menervous to hear a gang of men getting into arguments
even wild-1'1'm not involved.

18. Big dogs are likely to be dangerous.

;9. Schools ought to pay more attention to track and field sports
and swimming, and less to football and boxing.

20. Laws against fighting ought to be more strictly enforced:

21. I'usually feel happier on the weekends then I do during the week.

22. Sometimes I feel that I have about as many enemies as I
have friends. tl

23.. When I get too angry, I'm liable to get in trouble.

20. A romantic movie always leaves me feeling dreamy afterward.

25. Sometimes I feel that there are so many bad people in.,the woad
that even my own town is about as dangerous to live in as a
real jungle:

26. I 1#e almost any kind of work or spoKts at,whichI can compete
with someone else and maybe win.

27. It is all right for a teacher to criticize someone in front of
the class if that: person haS broken a 'rule.

28. If I had a chance to play a part in a Hollywood movie, I would
enjoy it very much.

2 . There are too many vicious crimes described in the newspapers.

30. When someone'does not paY'attention to me, or just seep to
look right through me, it is usuallybecauseche is secretly
mad at me.

31. A good 'argument is all right if everybody keeps his temper
under control.

32. If an older boy is mean toa younger one, the younger one has a
perfect right to get even with him-in any ?way he can, even in
sane secret or sneaky way.

33. Stamp collecting is,one of my favorite hobbies.
r.

34. I hate to hear people at a baseball game yelling-"Kill- the
urbire!" 45 8
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YES NO

SEARS AWRESSICN SCALE
4,1

35. I have to be careful what I say to people, because they get
mad so easily.

36. It is perfectly natural for boys to want to tight sometimes.

37. I would like to be a politician as a career.

38. Sometimes I think I deserve more punishment than I get for the
things I do.

39. If a petson has a quick temper, you just have to expect him to
blow up sometimes, and you shouldn't pay too much attention.

40. I get along best with my friends when I am with just one_or
two at a time instead of a whole crowd.

41. I usually don't ,show it when get angry, but it leaves me
sheing inside afterward; 11

42. Farming would be a good job because it gives you a chance to
watch thingslqrow.

1*.

43. I don't think there is anybody who really is trying to do me harm.

44. I get nervous when a big crowd of people are coming toward me.

Teasing kinds of jokes are always a littler dangeroft because
the kidding may get out of hand.

46. When a persbon has broken an important) rule, he should definitely
be punished for it.

47. Everybody in school should have a chan6e to act in a play
sometime.

48. Teachers should be very ,,careful never to let a class discussion
get too heated or too personal.

t.

49. Ifyou treat people decently, they nearly always treat you
that way, too.

50. Just when things are going best for me, I seem to do something
that brings down punishment on me.

51. Every boy ought to be taught how to box.

52. I usually feel pretty happy when I wake up in the morning.

53.< I like to watbh a real Man-sized slugging match in a movie
or TV.

54. Most of my troubles have been stared by other people. '

55. There is too muchemphiOse days on competitive sports.
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0, YES NO

SEARS AGGRESSION SCALE

56. Sometimes an actual fight is the only way to settle an argument.

57. When you are feelinglonesome and unhappy, eating something
is the best thing to do.

58: Even with your best friend, a good.fight often seems'to'clear
,000" the air and make'you feel better0

59. Sometimes I have dreams in which somebody hurts me.

60. There have been times when I was so angry I,felt like
practically killing myself.

di. At school, teaches should never permit any pushing or shoving
-among the children because someone might get 'hurt.

62. I would like to bevvery go9d at mechanical thingsi such as
fixing automobiles or using power toolsin a-%shOp.

64 Arguing nearly always leads to trouble in one way or another.

64. People seemoto find fault with me more than I deserve.

,

65. I have hgad more accidents in which, I was injured than most men

my
66. I don't see anything especially wrong about a fight between

two gangs of teen- agers; it's their business, and grown -ups
should keep out of it.

67. Every boy and girl should know how to dance beforehigh schoOlage.

68.' When some person criticizes or Scolds me,I get all tied up :
inside and cannot Answer back.

69. Sometimes when I have been out alone at night, I have had the
feeling that sthmebody was following me ejveri though I could
never. prove it.

(j

70. There is too much fighting and arguing shown on TV.
* 4

71. My friends get made at me more often that'I get mad at them.

72: When I am tired from playing outdoors, r like to be alone while
. I rest.

4 73. If a sixth grader starts a fight, he should be punished in:some
way,'no matter why he started it.

74. It is really fun to save money and watch your savings add up.

75. Foothall would be a better game if you could be sure nobody
would get toughandmean.

4 2) 0
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YES NO

SEARS AGGRESSION SCALE

76. I dc not like to give a report to a group (34 people.

77. It is all right to hurt someone as a punishmerit for doing
wrong, but that is absolutely the only time one person should
ever hurt another. L/

78. It makes me nervous when another person tries tokbe too
friendly with me.

have to stand up for your rights -- even to the extent of
hting -x-if you want to get along in the woild.'

80. At my age, women Are usually more interested in dancing than
men are.

14
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Scor iris; :

p

I

#

SirdATIONS TEST
a-

In response to 7 hypothetical situations which focused on

4
.aggressive unters, the subjects had to respond "Yes"

or "No"' regarding their use of the f011owing modalities

in each situation:

.1) Mild,Agqression

2) Verbal Aggression,

3) Covert Aggression

D ,

4). Direct Aggression

5) Severe Aggression,

Thus, five measures were available, reflecting the differential

use of each of the preceding categories, derived by summing up
4,

the subject's choice of each category in the "Yes" column.

49 2'
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NAME

SITU#TIONS TEST

DATE

SITUATIONS

Here are a number of different situations. Different-actions that could be

taken.'are listed after each situation. For each action choice, show
whether it is something you would do or not do. You can do this by
blackening in the box under the "Yes" column .if you thirik..this choice is
something you might do in the particular situation. If the choice is
something you would not 06, blacken in the box under the "No" column.
Take a guess if you are not sure. Put down "Yes" or "No" fizz. each choice

on the paper: in other word's, you might think of doing more than one thing.

A boy (girl) grabs something good that you are carrying and throws it in a

puddle. What would you do?

YES NO

7r

1. Do g

2. Give the boy (girl) a piece of your mind

3. Hope something bad happens to' him (her)

4. Hit him (het) with your fist

5. Hit him (her) with a rock or scrnething hard

2. A boy (girl) stops you on the street and says you had better give him' (her)

your money. Whit woad you do?
V

1. Give him (her) the money, ate go away

2. Call him (her) a-diry name .

3. Hope something bad happens to/him (her)

4. Have'a fist fight with him (her)

5. Hit him (her) with a pieddtof(wood or somethirig ha 401

3. A boy (girl) calls your pareAts a ditty name.

1. Call him (her) a dirty name back

2. Just ignore him' (her)

3: CloVer him ,7(he)' with something real hard'
.

4. Wish that he (she) hurts bimself (herself)

would you do?

e

5. Fight him (her) with youi hands

493 e
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SITUATIONS TEST

4. A boy (girl-) trips you as you are walking. What would you do?

YES NO
1. Kick him (her) back

2., Pick up something and throw it at him (her)

. 3.. Pick yourself.up and just go on'your way

4. Have angry words over what he (she) did

5. Hope sgmalbody does the same thing to him (her)

5.' One of\the boys (girls) tells' your teacher' that you cheated on a test.
What would you do?,

1. Hope that somebody squeals on him (her)

2. Think nothing of It

3. Talk back to t.1-41e boy (girl)

4. Slap him (her

5. Hit him (her) with a book or ruler

6. A boy (girl) unfairly beat you in a race or game. What would you do?

1. Just forget it

2. Pick up anything around to throw at him Iher)i

3. Wish that he (she) runs into trouble

4. Argue with him (her) about what happened

5. Get into a fist fight

1
7. A boy (girl) threatens to tell your parents that you stole something.

What would you do?

11 Hit ftim (her) with a rock or"stick

2. Do nothing

3. Push' him (her) around with your'hand8

4. Spread stories about him (her) to others

5. Tell him (her) off

494
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STORY REVIEW

NAME AGE

DATE

1. If you just-finished seeing a movie that had some fighting or people
getting hurt, pretend that you were part of the action. Check one

thing that you would do:

1) I Would use the same weapons shown in the movie.

2) I Would use something, but not the same thing in the movie.

3) I would not use anything at all.

2. , Imagine that you were part of the movie that you just saw. If there was

fighting in it, haw hard would you really hit someone? Begin at the left
sidb-at "Start" and draw a line that goes to the right as far as you want.

START
Do-nothing Soft punch Hard pun h Clobber

3. From what you saw of the bad guy, check the one th t says how you would act

if you could have your awn way.

I would do just what he did
A

I would do something like what he did

I would do just the opposite of what he did

sr
I would be less likely to do anything that he did

4. Is the bad guy ,in this picture all bad? Check

Yes

No

5. List anything you remember of the bad guys.
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.STORY REVIEW

6. How much would you want to be just like thegood guy? Begin on the left
side at "Start".and)make a line that goes to the right sd fdr as you want.

START
Not much A little A lot Just like tam

7. F7un what you saw of the goad guy, check the one that says how V'bu would
act if you could have your own way.

I would do just what he did

I would do something like what he did

I would do just the opposite of what he did

I would be less likely to do anything that he did

8. Is the good guy all good ?. Check.

Yes

No

9. List anything you remember about the good guys.

a

10. Are there any people in this movie who are "in-between" bad and good?
Check.

Yes

No

4 9 c.
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Scoring:

aP

STORY WRITING

The number of words in the narrative material obtained ram

subjects after TV viewing was cVunted to obtain a measure of story length.

All words were counted.

Theaggressiiieness of the vertial material was assessed by means.

of,a,CourA,of the aggressive-units found in the stor An aggressive unit.

consists of one explicitly aggreSsive action or of several explicitly
=

aggressive actions grouped together in one thought. Thus:.? "He hit and

kicked the man till he fell dowrri" Wulyld represent one aggressive unit.

However, two aggressive actions that pre conceptually separate would be

counted as two units. For example: "He hit the man until he fell down.

He kicked him .a lot, too." would be nsidered as 2 units. If a given

aggressive statement was repeated at 4 different-point in the narrative it

was given an additional unit count.

Two=,scores {were obtained; one for word count, and one for

aggression.

N

4,f4 7
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A)

We want to ask you, same questiOns about the TV program. This is not a

test, but just to see what you think. Check the answer that you feel

is the right one: You may ask for help if you do not understand anything.

1. Were the people Not very helpful .

A little helpful
Quite Helpful
Extremely helpful

2. Was what you saw, Not very violent
A little violent
Quite violent
Extremely violent

3. Was what you saw

4. Was what you saw

5. Were the people

6. Was what you saw

5

7. Was what yOd' saw

8. What-you saw was

9. What you saw was

Not very cruel
A little cruel
Quite cruel
Extremely cruel

Not very kind
A little) kind

Quite kind
Extremely kind

Not very angry
A little anry
Quite angry
pelnely angry

Not very funny
A little funny

. Quite funny
ExtremelS, 'funny

Not very serious
A little serious
QUite serious
Extremely serious

good
.

A very good thing to watch.
Quite a good thing
Quitea bad thing
A very bad thing to watch -

A very funny thing see
Quite a funny g
Quite a sad thing "'

A very s4 thing to 'see

'98
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A),

10. Was it

11. Does what you saw

12. Was what you saw a show like

13. What you saw was

.Ia.

A wonderful show
Quite a good show
Quite a barb show
A terrible show

Mak you feel like laughing a lot
Make you feel like laughing a little
Not make yoU.feel like laughing
v much
Not make you feel like laughing at all

You really like to see
Youlsometimes like to see
You*n't like to see very much
You don't like to see at all

Very much like -eal life
Qui like real life
Not to like real life
Not t all like real life

14. Here are some things other students say about
program. We want to know how often you think
you feel this way about this kind of program?

this kind of television
this' way - how often do

a. ToV. Programs give me ideas' on how-to get
away with something without getting caught:

b.' I like to be like people on .the.program'who
do good thingsjust because they want to.

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

c. When the bad guy gets a beating, he deserves, Often
I feel like getting even with people who have Sometimes
bothered me.

i Not too often
Never

I iearn fran T.V. that people haVe problems Often
,and they are not really as bad as they seem Sane s
to be. Not too often

Never

,

e. I learn fran T.V. how to do good things so
that people will like me.

499
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A)

f. When someone on the program attacks another
person and isn't, punished, I feelI can get
away with it too.

I copy the things I see people doing on these
kinds of shows.

h. Programs like this show me how toJce helpful
to people who are in trouble.

i. A prograM like this shows me how to get, back
at people who make me angry.

15: a. Some characters like those in this show
remind me of people who have made me mad;

b. Same stories like this remind me of goOd
things that have happened to me.

c. The people I s in this kind of program are
just like the peOple I meet in real life.

'd. The characters like those in this show remind
me' of people who have made me happy.'

e. Same stories like this remind me of frustrating
things that have happened to me.

'16. a. I am happy when my favorite star is winning.

r ^ u
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Often
'Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes .

Not too often
Neyer

Often
Sometimes
Not at all
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
metimes

Not at all
Never

Of
1 Sometimes,

Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not at all
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not at all
Never



STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A)

b. I get excited when I watch programs like this. Often
So times
Not too often
Never

c. I am so involved in some programs that I get Oftdn
carried away with the story.. Sometimes

Not too often
Never

d. I pay close attention to shows like this.

e. I get upset when my favorite star is yelled
at or threatened.

Often°
Sometimes
Not t5o often
Never

Often .

'Scnetimes
Not too often
Never

f. I 'feel like things that happen to the hero Often
are really happening to me. Sometimes

Fv

Not too often
Never

err' g. I forget that characters on show like this Often
Sometimesare just actors playing roles,

%

17. When I am watching a show like this:

a. During the exibting part:I move closer to
the T.V. or 1Jan forward to better see what

- is happening `

b. I get all tensed up.

a. I cover my eyes or look away.

d. Ilaugh.

501
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Not too often
. Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never.

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Ofteri

Sometime
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes

e Not too often
Never



e. I bite my nails.

f

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (A)

jump up and run around.

I shout or cheer:

. I cry in'a sad part:

.

18. Name the one person on television who you would
most like to be.

19. Please write down what time it is when you finish this,
questi:a afire

73;

4

4.

r
tY
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Often
Sometimes .

Not tOo often
Never

Often
"SametiMes
Not too often
Never

iv

Often
Sometimes
Not too often
Never

Often
Sometimes
Not too-often
Never
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Here are some questions aboutthe fi
ancryou will not be graded on it but we
best yOu can. If you find any, question
you think is the best one.' PleaSe put
letter of the correct answer.

Please do notgo back and change any

1. How often do you watch Mbd Squad'

99

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (B)

a.

b:
c.

d.

Most every week
About'-every two weeks
About every three weeks
About once a fronth or less

2. Have you seen this show before?

a. Yes
b. No

3. What irBilly trying',,tO do?

a.

'b.

c.

d.

t saw. This is not a test
d like you to try to do the
hard just put down the answer

ur name at the top and circle the

Get even:with:the loan company
Stay hidden,from-the cops
Get well slope can go back to school
Find his father

C

4. The Pdwrbroker was the shopkeeper that sold Pete the watch. What kind
of man was he?

a. He was nice because he helped Petg,,find-Billy's father,.
b. He was watching out for himself, he didn't want to get involved.
c. He was on Charlie Weaver's side.
d. He killed George Brown.

40

'5. Which part did you like best ?,

6.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Put

Wh Billyisaw his father's watch.
When Frank got hit by Pete.
When illy saw'his father.
When Frank almost fell to the beArs.

p

O

'these events in order., (Put nunber one by the first one that happened.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Pete buys the watch
Hattie goes'to the zoo to warn Lewis
Pete didht tell where Billy was
The doctor comes
Hattie helps Lewis Clark read

503
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (B)
. -

7. Whar4as Billy doing at the beginning of the film?

a. He climbed into a trash can to get outiofthe rain.
b. He Was running from Pete:
c. He was runniAg from', the cops.

d. He was running from a gang of boys.'
e. He was coming in from West Virginia on a bus.

8. The. name of,,-the restaurant was

a. Joe's Cafe
b. Acme Diner
'c.. Joe's Diner-
d. The Sandwich Shop

9. Billy's father.

e. Oas:a murderer, he*killed'Gepti3e Brown.

b, Was. a gOod man who got into trouble.
c. Only did what he had to.`
d. Was innocent.

IO. Put. these events in order. Put number one by the first one that happened.

a, George Brown dies.
b.' Hattie gets beat up.
c. Linc breaks through the window.
d. Pete gets tough with the owner.
e. Pete gets beat up. 0

tot

11. Hattie

a. Was a good ,'woman who wanted to help Lewis Clark.
b. Was a'liar because she lied to Pete,,about Lewis..
c. Was as bad as good.
d. Was bad because she didn't help Pete find Lewis.

12. When Frank came into the' barn at the zoo

a. Frank shot Lewis
b. Lewis stabbed Frank in the arm.
c. Linc surprised Frank from the rear
d. Frank got scared and ran.

13. What is the moral of the story?

a. Borrowing is a bad habit.
b. Don't let anyone bug your office.
c. Police are sometimes helpful.
d. You can't'hide from people.

a.

504
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (B) N

_J
1 v4D

14. Billy'was in a trash can in the,beginhing. .What cc .or waskit?

a. Black
b. Blue
c. Green
d. White

r

D

15. After Linc pulled Frank out of danger from falling down to the bears,.
Pete hit Frank. What do you think about this?

a. Pete was just, tting even, I would have done thesame thip.
b. No one shoul ever hit anyone else.
c. Pete shouldn't have hit him. Trap wrongs don't make a right.

d. Pete didn't need to hit him that bard.

16. When Lim went into the Loan Office the firsl time

a. He:dropped his pencil.on purpose.
. He picked up a pencil that has on the floor that he accidentally.

'diopped. .

He dropped his pencil to cover up,plantipg the recorder.
, He plugged in a light cord.

, 17. When Frank was about to fall to the bears Linc made him confess.
What do you think about this?

a. LincwaS just scaring him a little.
b. This was a good time to get him'to talk.
c. It wasn't fair, Frank wand have confessed whether he slid it or not.,
d. Line, should have let him fall.

18. The first animals the camera showed in the zoo were

a. Seals
b. Bears
c. Giraffe

'Zebras

e. Elephants

,19. Who would. you like to be like?
%

a. yrhe restaurant owner
b. Hattie
c. Frank
d. Thepawn shop man,

20. Which, of the following is the theme or central idea in the story?

O

a. People who lend money are sanetimes crooks.
b. it's hard to make a living in the city.
c. The man that workdavin the zoo is in,trouble.
d. The heroes help a boy find his father:

r
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STUDENIE QUESTIONNAIRE (8)

f

21. List'the characters that you think are important:... Please put thep
in order from good to bad. (DIou don't need to fill all the spa es.)

/ Good

4

22. In a sentence or two tell what jou think was the most important part..

23.

A

ite the names.of the products advertised in this show.

45

to

5.06
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TIEIEVISION AROUSAL. QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME

are interested in your ideas about
*,

this program. Circle the answer

you feel is the right one. You may ask for help if you do not understand
a

g. "AvAp

1. Were the people

2. WaS what you saw

3. Was what you saw

4. was what you saw

NOt helpful
7:=7A little helpful
--T--Very helpful

Not 'olent
tie 'violent

V violent

t cruel
little cruel
ery cruel

t kind
A little kind
Very kind

5. Were the Not angry
A little angry
Very angry

6. Was what you saw Not funny
A little funny'
Very funny

. 7. Was what you saw IP Not seridts-
sA little serious
Very serious

8. Was what you saw

'9. It,is

at,

c.

Not exciting
A little exciting
Very exciting

Perfectly alright for people to

No Aright

way
t alright

No \right for people to bethis way

5 0
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TELEVISION AROUSAL QUESTIONNAIRE ,

10. Was what you saw

11: It is

12. What you saw was

13. What you saw was

14. Was it

15. Does what you saw

r

16. Waswhat you saw a show like

Alvery good thing to do
. A/pretty good thing to do
Not a good thing to do

0 Very nice for people to act j,ike this
Pretty nice

-qtnot nice

A very good g to wa
A preft good thing to tch,'

Not a good g to wa h

A very funny thing to see,
A pretty funny thing-
Not funny

AWonderful show
A pretty good show
lot a goibd show

Make youfeel like laugh g a lot
Make you feel like lapghing a little
Not something to laugh abbut

You really like to see
You sometimes like to see
You don't like to see

17. What you saw was Very much like real life
Preto much like real life

. Not like real ;ife

18. Is this a show you would talk to your
parentS,about? __yes

Probably

19. Wbuld your parents like this
show?

4A
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Probably not_
No

Yes
Probably,
Probably not
No



TELEVISION AT4I UTUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME AGE

We would like to know what TV programs mean to you. Here are. some statements
,with three different ways of showing how one can feel about each statement.
,kCircle the answer that comes closest, to showing how 'you feel.

/ 1. TV programs give me ideas on how to get away with Often
something without getting caught. Sometimes

Never

2. I want to be like people on the 'program who do
good things just because. they want to. 'Often

'Sometimes
Never

3. I copy the things I see people doing on these .Often

kinds of shows. -Sometimes
Never

4. When the bad guy gets a beating he deserves, I
feel like getting even with people who have
bothered me.

Often
°----Scrnetimes.

Never
.- ..

..

5. I learn from TV that'people.have prOblems and --Often .

they are not really as bad as they seemfito be. Sometimes
Never

6. The pedple I see in TV programs are just like
the peop],e I meet in real life.

Often
Sometimes
Nqver

7. When someone on the program attacks another Often
person and isn't punished; I feel I can. get Sometimes
away with it too. Never

8. I learn from TV how to do good things so that Often
people will like me. Sometimes

Never

9. I..get excited when I watch TV programs

10. TV programs show me: how to get back at people
when make me angry.

ri. TV programs shave me how to be helpful to people
who are in trouble.

.509
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Often
Sometimes
Never

Often
Sometimes
-Never

Often
Sometimes
Never
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TELEVISION ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

12. I an so involved in some programs. that I
ca "get carried away with the story.

13. Some characters like those in TV shows remind
me of people who hav \:.U,lade me mad.

14. Some TV ,stories remind Me of good things
that haveohappened;to me. 7

Often .

,Sametimes
Never

Often
Sometimes

Never

15. I get upset when my favorite star is y led at Often
or tnreatened. Sometimes

Never

16. Some TV stories remind. me of frustrating
things that have happened to me. .

S A

17. The characters like thosein TV shows remind
me of people wbo have made me happy.

Often
;3ometimes

Never

Often
Sometimes
Never

218. I feel like things that happen to the hero , Often
are really happening to me. Sometimes *

Never

'19. I find myself thinking that you can learn
something from how bad guys do things on TV.

20. I am happy wherLmy favorite. star is wincing.

Of ten

,Sometimes
Never

Often
Sanetimes
Never-

21. I forgetthat characters on. TV shows are Often
just actors playing roles. ----Sometimes

514
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PROJECT I TEST FILMS

Minimal Violence

That Girl
Brady. 'Bunch

Playing Nun
Roam 222 -

Nanny and the Profegsor

//ModeraW Violence

.Will Sonnett (Natural Way)
Will Sonnett (The Favor)
Rat Patrol (Truce'Road)
Will Sonnett (The Hero)
Will Sonnett (A Grave)

Maximal Violence

Felony Squad (Deadly Junkman)
Felony Squad (Let Him Die)
Felony Squad (The Love Victim)

Combat (Entombed)
F.B.I.

511
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Television Viewing, Anti-Social Development, and Violent, Behavior

Respondent's Name:.

a.

Thst. No:

DATE: Sex: Age: DOBli" 'POB2:

Usual Address:

LaSt Occdpation:

Marital

Statut: Single Mar Remar Sep/Div Wid Unk

Religidh: Prot Cath Jewish MusliM Other Bapt None
V

Ethnic: White Black P/R _Spanish Oriental Other Uk

Current Legal Status

Charges:

Date of Crime:

PreT3 PreS4 Sent

Date of Arrest:

-Date of Trial:

Plea: Guilty Not GuiltY Insanity__
a

Verdict: Guilty Not Guilty Insanity

Sentence

3,-Date of Birth

'Place of Birth
3Pretrial
4Presentence

41.

512
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OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

crimin.41 Record - Juvenile:

Total Arrests: Convictions:

Years in institutions: Homes CorrectiOnal

Years on Probation:

Pattern Of Offenses:

Crimes Against Persons

Crimes -Against Property

. -

Sex Ci'ames

Drugs
a

Weapons Offenses

Truant

Incorrigibility

Miscellaneous

O

Criminal Record - Adult:

Total Arrests:

Years in institutions:

Years, on Probation:

was

Convictions:\---"'

Pattern of Offenses:

Crimes Against Persons

Crimes Against Property

Sex Crimes

Drugs

Weapons Offenses

.Miscellaneous
s.

51.3

487

Arrests Convictions

Arr@sts Convictions
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW,IND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Automobile Driving and aggression

Patterns of aggression

in childhood,)

in adolescence

pugnacity

Need to defend self

Aggressive Persons in home: Sibs Parents

Conscious Identification with aggressors

Reactions to insult or challenge'

Erotization of Violence; ,Sadism

Bodily fears

Fantasies of Power

a

A

Fascination with Weapons

Self assessment Qf personal prowess
.

Ability to disengage from argument or confrontation

Developmental Influences:

Parental nfiguration: _Th(Child 1-12)-,Both M F Foster Inst
(Ado1,13-19) Both M F Foster Inst
(Adblt 20- ) Both NI F.sFoster Inst

Originate Position of Respondent of children
brothers
sisters

Dominant Parental Influence (Child) Balanced Mat Pat
(1dol) Balanced Mat Pat
(Adult) Balanced Mat Pat

,How Family Supported (Child) F M Fam Mean 3olf 0th
(Mol) F M Fam Mat Welf, 0th
(Adult) F M. FaMNkflem ,Welf fiIi
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION, GUIDE

Family Indame - Weekly (Child) kLow Moderate High
(Adol) Low ,Mbderate High
(Adult) Low Moderate High

_.

Parental Warmth - Mother' (Child) Low Neut Reject Host
(Adol) Low -Negt Reject Host
(Adult) Lqw Neut Reject Host

(Child) Low Neut Reject HostParental WarmthWarmth - Father
(Adol) Law Neut Reject Host

4, (Adult) Low Neut- Reject Host

. Degree -o Criminality in Env.

Subjects Gang Activity

,Criminality in Family Members

Education:

Highest Grade Completed

Low Moderate High
(Adol) Low Moderate High
(Adult) Low Mbderate High

(Child), Low Moderate High
(Adol) Low Moderate High,

(Adult) Low Moderate High

(Child) None Minor Major
(Ad'Olk None Minor Major
(1.012.1W .None Minor Major

Attendance Record: *Dccl Good Ma Poor Chronic Truant
Academic Achievements: Good Average Poor Failing .

Disciplinary ProbImes: Not Present Mild Moderate Marked
Type of educ. program: ColPrep' Vbc Remedial Discip
Parental SuperVision: Good IMod Poor None

Employment:

NuMber of jobs held.:
Description of Pr g_Job:
Salary earned (per y )

History of unemployment) Why?
Average length of time jobs,held:
Pre cause of term: Other job oppor. Mbves Fired Quit Incar Other
Future Plans: 'Imp stat via train Imp stat ,via other means

Ret to same stat No Kan
Appropriateness of Future Plans; App ,Below Potential.

Inapp/notcomm with ability

Qva

C.
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND'DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Military Status:
P

Current Status: No histiory I-Y IV-F I-A 'EtC
Active Inactikg-- *,>

Branch: Lt of SerT - Highest rate , At disc
Type of Discharge: Hone Gen Med Undesirable Dishonorable

Marital Status: .

Status:' Single Married Common-Law 'Separated Divorced
Number of previous marriaq7common-law:
Number of 'children born: I .

How children sup: Both 14, F Other Fam Mn e Welf Inst.'
With when child live: Both M F Other Fam.Mem Well- Inst.
Rater's est deg of sub's assumption responsibility: ,High Some None

If married:

'Degree of Compatability: Low Moderate H'gh
'Degree of Verbal Abusiveness: Low Mbderate nigh
Degree of Physical Abusiveness: Low Moderate High

Sexual History:

Rater's est impair in early psychosexual dev: None Mild Mod Marked
Highest ley of adol sex adjust: Good Fair Poor. Inadequate
Highest ley of adult sex adjust: Good Fair Poor Inadequate
Spec other abnorm sex beh: None( Exhibit Voyeur Fetish

MasochiS Sadistic Transvest
Rater's est of deg of hero - involvement: None Slight Moderate Marked
Role Consensual. Pass/Fern_ Dominant Varies

Forted: Aggressor Victim . Varies -

Est of stab homo liaisons:Ver Moderate Light None
Circumstance homo behavior: op street: Ea Both

Religion:

Religious preference Since when:

History of conversions: Present' . Not Present
Age of CoOersion:
Rater's est of cur religious involve: Deep Mod None
'Hist of,kriown period of preocc with Supernatural Pheri: Pres None

51C)
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INtERV1EW AND DATA COLLECTION .GUIDE

Subject's Medial Histbry.:

Rater's es.,.of sub's past physical health: Excl Good Mbd Poor

Types of illness requiring med manage:

Number of hokpitalizations:
Total Duration:
Time since last hospitalization:

Cardiovascular Neurolog
Metabolic Mugcular-Skelet.
Gastrointestinal Respir
Malignancy VD

Rater's est of sub's past mental health:
Number of previous hospitalizations:
Average length of stay:
Total duration:

Excl Good Mod Poor

Role of CNS Infection: Unk None Slight Mod Marked
Toxins: Unk None Slight Mod Marked---
Metabolic.Dis: Unk None Slight Mod, Marked-3-
Cerebrovascular: Unk None;---§light Mod Marked

Ilè of CNS Trauma: Unk None Slight Mod. Marked
. Birth injury: Unk None Slight Mod Marked
Closed Head Injury: None Slight Mod Marked
Open Head Injury: None Slight Mod Marked

His ry of past injuries inflicted

/a7ype of Injury:

fi hts
Rape

;.

by o ers requiring medical manager.

Number'of Tines
Juvenile Adult

Seriousness.
Mod Severe

lunt Instruments
ves/Pene Instruments
hots

POSOning
DrUgs
Strangulation
Fire

517
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA

History of Past Injuries (Self-Inflicted)

Type of Ihjury:

Drugs
Poison
Gas
Cutting
Hanging
Jumping
Firearms
Burning

'..

ION GUIDE

Number,of Times Seriousness
Juvenile Adult 'Slt Mod Severe

A 4

Hi.story of Injuries Inflicted

Type of Injury:

Fist fights .

Rape
Blunt Instruments
Knives/Pene Instruments
Gunshots

on Others:

Number/of Times
Juvenile Adult

Seriousness Place
Slt Mbd Mark Jl Hp St

Poisoning
Drugs
Strangulation
Fire

1

0
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Drug and Alcohol
rnUse pattern

0
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.

Age First Used

Age Depend. Est... I

Age Stop Reg. Use
.4,

ffpg Spc 1 None

. .
.

Mod

Mark

Deg to NOne a
.

...

which trim
while under Sit

..

'

influence
Mod 1,

-Mark 0

NNNT.N,Deg to. . None
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e
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER

Recreation and Leisure Time Activities:

\,Rater's est of time spent in active participation fligh ma Low None
in leisure activities (i.e., reading, arts,
crafts, hobbies, athletics)

Rater's.est of ,time spend,, in inactive leisure High' Mod Low None 4.

activities (i.e., spectator sports, art and
'music aPpreication, movies)

Pattern of sub's relationship to others in- Member AlonenInOiscrim
leisure activities:

DA1A COLLECTION GUIDE

e

Impa. rm t-due to mental illneSs:. None' Slight Moe Marked
Impairment dub, to physical illness: None Slight Mod 'Markel $'

Assessment of Dangerousness':

TO self:
-To others - Indiscrim:

Family:

;lone Slight ,Mbderate Marked

Authority Fig.:
Male Adults:
FeMale Adults:
Male children:
Female children:'

To property destruction:
To theft of property:
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YOUTHFUL OFFEN D 24 INTERVIEW 'AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE'

Television Habits:
0

EXpo - Quantitative:

Amount of television watching
Comments:

I.

(Child)

(Adol)

(Adult)

Did, he have television in home? "(Child)

(Ado].)

(Adult)

Carments:

How many hours per day on school (Child)
days? Comments: (Adol)

(Adult)

Did he select programs?
Comments: U

(Child)
(Adol)

(Adult)
4 f

Who selected programs usually? (C mild)

Comments:' (Adol)

(Adult)

Was he required or forced to Watch (Child)
certain pLuylams? Comments : (Adol)

(Adult)

0

What kind and when?

Was he prevented fran watching
certain programs? Comments:

What,kind and whecn?

P.

Y Sibs P Fr Authority
Y Sibs P Fr, Authority
Y Sibs P Fr Authority

-/
(Child)
(Adql)

(Adult)

V



YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GOIDE

Content - Type Program:

Sports: Never Sane Often

Boxing
Wrestling
Football
pasketball
Track
Roller Derby
Auto Racing
Skiing
Golf
Tennis
Hockey

Variety:

Musical Programs:

Rock
Classical
Country

.

Comedy:,

Family Situation
Stand-up Type

Medical Shows:

News Shows:

Documentaries:

°Law and Order:

Police
Lawyers

War Types:

Westerns:

Quiz:

Soap Operas:

Horror:

Science Fiction:

.522,
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER 1RIERVIEW AND DATA CO i1 ION GUIDE

Cartoons:

Movies:

Type:

Never Sc m Often

List thriee favorite shows: (Child)
No

Why? Brief Description:

List three favorite shows: (Adol)

Why? Brief Description:

List three favorite shows: (Adult)

Why? Brief Description:

523
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YCUTHFUL MINTERVEEW ARID DATA coLLEcTI GUIDE

Abdience:

With whom did he watch television? (C mild) 'Alone SiJ Par Friends

(Adol) Alone Sibs Par Friends
(Adult) Alone Sibs Par Friends

Did he discuss television programs? (Child)

How often? (Adol)

(Adult)

What discussions did he have? (Child)

0

(Adpi)

(Adult)

Did he usually like e same
programs as other vies?
Comment:

What were the major differences of opinions?

Did he voluntarily watch programs he disliked?
Comment:

Commercials:

When did he first notice (Child)

commercials? Comment: (Aaolol)

(Adult).

Did he. feel put down or
'left Obt? Comment: (Child) \

(Adol)

(Adult)

Did he waiXthings he saw? (Child)

Comment: (Adol)

(Adult)

524
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Effects:

Love

Sex

Death

Killings

Drugs

Doctors

Lawyers

YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA CO ECTION (JIDE I

Which prograM hellied him most? Sports Criminal' Church Cartoon's

(' Old Movies Westerns 'War

Did television change his thoughts? Comment

bid, he find pioyLams horrifying? Comment

What type?

Did he have getting than out of his mind?
Ccurrent\, t

Did he dream about things he saw? tow Often?

What?

tt

Did he play, act television
1,

Which ones?'

When?

roles, or plots? When?

Did he he imitate,television characters?

Which ones?

When?

What impressions did television. leave with him about -,

Television

525

499
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Prisons

YOUTHFUL OFFEMER.INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE,

BliaCks

Whites

Indiaps

Political .Figuxes

Rich

Poor-

Did he ev- act out a crime he saw on television? When

Did it' rk?
,o,

,Did he consciously 0.. t.a crime to get money for things he saw on

televisicR programs .o' cgruierCials?- Comment

Did he aiAo movies?
p.1 ays?

sports?
hear r
read book ?
read maga.2 es?
see newq.proirams?
play r

In his opinion, did any of the

Which ones?

None Sane Many
NOne', Some Many
None My '-.

None. :41:1:

an
Many

None ,, sme Many
NOne: SOMe MarV,

None Same. , Many

None Sane . Many

e influence him more than'television?
v

dt

What ,factors influenced his life of crime the most?

528
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YOU'T'HFUL OFFENDER AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Did'programS' ever arouse him sexually? Comment

Didprograme gNer arouse his anger? nt

What haS% learned from television?

52`7
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER 1NTERVIEW.AND DATA COLLECTION.GUIDE

Interviewer's Impressions:

Rater'rs est,imgte of degree of.deviant behAvior-
(With or without arrests, etc.)

Itow p Moderate Markek /1.

Evidence of Functional Etiologial Factors in Mental Disorder:
0.

Infra- familial Pathology:
Extra-familial/dAtural Pathology:

Mental Status Examination:

AttitUde to Rater:

Reliability of Information:

None Slt Mod Mark
None- Slt Mod Mark

Pos Neut Ambiv Neg Very Neg

Good Fair Peot Very Poor

Physical Appearanbe: Looks his age Older Younger

_Apparent Physical Health: Very Good Gobd Fair Poor

Physical, /Deformity: None Slight Moderate Marked

/Type

Wei Under -Average Over Gain Losing

H ight: thort_ Average Tall Very Tall

/ Dress and Grooming:
Neat and Appropriate Slt Moderate Marked

Unkempt Sit Moderate Marked

tnapprcioriate Slt Moderate Marked

Seductive Slt Mbderate Marked

/

MOtor Behavior:
Retardation
Excitement
Tics

/

Posturing

General Attitude:
:Uncooperative /
Suspicious
Withdrawn
Obsequious

528

- 502 -

None Slight Moderate Marked



YOUTHFUL OFFENDER INTERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

None i.Slight Moderate

-Mbod and Affect:
Depression-1°
Anxiety
Anger
Flatness
Inapriate

Speech and Thou
Incoherence
Irrelevance
Circumstantial

Content of Thought:
Grandiosity
Reference
Obsessions
Delusions

ferceptiOns:
Hallucinations

I

Sensorium:
Orientation Disturbance
Memory Disturbance

Intelligende Estimate:

Oveiall Severity of Illness:

Diagnostic Impressions:

Superior Bright Average Border

None Slight Moderate Marked

a

529
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